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ABSTRACT

This study d::.;~:rihcs and expands an understanding of primary education in one
developing l'Ollntry, Mauritius. The need !Or the study was argut:d from a review of
Ji!Cr<itllfC

whkh hroUght to llOiict! the Jack of social action perspectiVeS in analysis of

education in and ;:1hout developing countries and the necessity and importance of
knowing about the reality of schooling in developing countries.
The research was conceptualised as a socio-cultural approach. It gave analytical priority
to the acticns, experiences and perceptions of teachers, pupils, parents and educationists
in order to create an account of w-hm Mauritian education was like and meant to
individuals involved in or closely associated with Mauritian primary educational
processes and functionings. The research was conceptualised on the premise that, as a
social construction, Mauritian primary education was to be understood in its social
milieu but also was located and had to be understood in the broader context of national
and glob: I circumstances, influences and pressures. The research can be taken as an
attempt to integrate micro and macro levels of analysis.
Data was collected in Mauritius over a period of four months, for the most part in two
primary schools and also in participants' places of work and homes and methods were
triangulated to ensure validity. They comprised: (a) observation to describe people and
educational settings and to document school routines and processes; (b) in-depth
interviews to elicit participants' constructs and document the issues and priorities they
brought to their understanding of Mauritian primary education and; (c) stories and
drawings to elicit pupils' own views. Data analysis has been emergent and inductive and
the research findings were presented through diverse instrumental short case studies.
The findings of the study showed that Mauritian primary education was construed by
participant stakeholders as a means to an end, a credential enabling the achievement of a
3

cultural aspimtion for individual socialupgrmJing and to .\uccccd nt an cxaminatiou

Cc:rtiticate of Primary Education (CPE) which put pupils in CIJJJipctil ion to rank fi1r a
rc:strkted lllllllher of 'good' secondary collcgt:s. The Jindings highlighted tcat:hcrcentered ihstructionalmcthods, the valuing of encyclopedic knowledge, hard work and

uniformity and the prm:th:cs of 'ability privileging' and 'differential treatment' of pupil~
as prominent cll:.mlcteri!"tics of Mauritian primary education. They al~o revealed a
polaris;:1tion between the 'official' intent of Mauritian primary education and their
realism ion at school level with regard to educational opportunity amt the degree to
which Mauritian primary education promoted and provided the appropriate attitudes,
skills and knowledge for individuals and for the social and economic good of the nation.
The study concluded asserting that the research exemplified a conceptu;~l and theoretical
approach that may re replicated for collecting rich micro data, useful for pursuing a
quality agenda for basic education in developing countries. The study has provided an
illustration of the interactions between context, educational processes and the ways in
which primary education was experienced by participant stakeholders. It has also
located Mauritian primary education within the framework of international educational
ideals and principles. In doing so, the study has served to remind that one way of
looking at education is to see it as a developmental undertaking that should serve
childrens' immediate as well as future interests and has brought to light foundational
and detailed information about Mauritian educational processes that could be useful for
educational change trying to achieve a developmental objective in Mauritius.
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CHAI'I'ER ONE
INTRODUCTION

In this research I used a socio-cultural appr<mch which hrought school level processes
and the view-points of a broad range of participant stakeholders into fm.:us in order to
describe and extend an understanding of primary education in one developing country,

Mauritius.

In using this approach, the research gpve analytical priority to the actions, experiences

and perceptions of teachers, parents, pupils and educationists, to create an account of
what Mauritian primary education was like and meant to individuals involved in or
closely associated with Mauritian primary educational processes. The research was
conceptualised on the premise that, as a social construction and social phenomenon,
Mauritian primary education was embedded and to be understood in its social milieu but
also was located and to be understood in the broader context of national and global
circumstances, influences and pressures. This research integrates micro and macro
levels of analysis, exemplifies a socio-cultural approach and qualitative research
methods that highlight and bring the "actions" and "voices" of participant stakeholders
into an understanding of educational processes and issues in 'developing countries·.

This chapter briefly introduces the Mauritian context, outlines the background and
rationale that instigated this research and states the purpose of the study. It provides a
brief outline of the research methods and a clarification of terms and key concepts. It
also provides a detailed outline of the steps taken to conduct ethical research, presents

20

tht: sped fie questions which guided this research :uHI

<t di~cussiou

of tile ,,ignirrc:mcc ol

the study. Lastly, the cnrucnt uf remaining chapter~ is delineated.

The Mauritian context'
Mauritius, comprising the main island of Mauritius, the hl:mds of Rodrigues, Agalega,
St Brandon and a number of outlying islets, is a small nation ( 1840 square

kilometre~)

located just nonh of the Tropic of Caprica:o. ;n the West Indian Ocean, some 800
kilometres east of Madagascar. In 1995 the total population of Mauritius was estimated
at 1.1 million and its population average growth rate at 1.3% (World Development
Report, 1997, p.221).

Mauritius has no indigenous population. The present inhabitants are descendants of
settlers from Europe, of slaves from Africa (West Africa, Mozambique and
Madagascar) and of indentured labourers and artisans from Asia (Indian peninsula and
China). Formerly a French colony ( 1767·18 10), Mauritius became a British possession
in 1810, gained its independence in 1968 and became a Republic in 1992.

Since independence and after an initial period of poverty, high unemployment,
unsustainable population growth and dependence on a mono-crop sugar economy, the
Mauritian economy has been diversified to include a textile industry with the creation of
an active Export Processing Zone (EPZ) and an international tourism industry. With a
GNP per capita of $3,380, Mauritius is currently ranked as a middle level economy by
the World Bank (World Development Report, 1997).

1Chapter F1vc provides a detailed analysis of the Mauritian socio-cultural and educational circumstances
and patterns as they have evolved over time.
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The history uf cducat ion in Mauritius is om: of gradual expan~ion of edU(;at ion:d
pnwision for <1 select group during the colonial period ...,, ro a present sy:..tem im:ludi11g
children of all socio-cnlllomic classes, :..ex and cthnit: origin. 96'/,. of Mauritian children

arc enrolled in primary school lOr 6 ycms, 47tJr, of primary cntntnts prot:ct.:d to
secondary schooling, while the tertiary enrolment remains uta low 2.2%. Tertiary

enrolment is low by comparison \Vith Fiji's tertiary enrolment which stands at 12%, that
of BurbtJ.dos at 17%, that of Malaysia at 7.2%, and that of Thailand at 15. 7'k (Linitcd
Nations Development Programme, (UNDPJ 1994).

Schooling in Mauritius is based on the 6+5+2 system inherited from Britain. This
system includes six years of primary education lcadir.5 to the Certificate of Primary
Education (CPE), followed by five years of secondary education leading to the
Cambridge School Certificate (SC) or the General Certificate of Education (GCE) '0'
Level and a further two years leading to the Cambridge Higher School Certificate
(HSC) or 'A' Level Examination.

In 1996, primary education was provided in 281 primary schools, 220 of which were
government run. Of the non-government schools, 51 Roman Catholic and two Hindu

were government aided and the rest were privately run (Ministry of Economic Planning
and Development (MEPD), 1997b).ln 1977, education was made non-fee paying at all
levels and became compulsory in !991, for every one between the ages of five to 12
years. Pupils enter Standard I at the age of five and take the CPE examination after six

years of schooling. Promotion is automatic and there is no provision for special
education for less able pupils. Each year approximately 45% of pupils, some for the
second time, fail to pass the CPE examination (MEPD, 1997a). In addition to being
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us~d

as a c~rtification,this examination is

in the

mor~

al~l

used to r;mk pupils for acccs" to

pJ;~ec'>

highly rated secondary schools. Many pupils rclakc the CPE hJ secure a

better ranking nnd thus guin ;u.:ccss to !Jetter !'>ccnmlMy .\choob. The lll<Jjority of pupih

in the upper !!r;;1d~s of primary sdumling take private tuition to improve their
p~rformancc

in this highly comp~titivc examination

Mauritian pupils learn up to three languages in primary school: English, French and an
ancestral language. There is a choice between Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, Tclcgu, Urdu,
Cantonese and Mandarin. English, which is the medium of instruction and French arc
compulsory from frrst grade, while the ancestral or oriental language, as it is known in
Mauritius, is optional. Nearly 70% of the pupils study an oriental language rMEPD,
1997a). The other subjects taught at the primary level include mathematics.
environmental studies (EVS), creative education and physical education.

Background and rationale of the study
A literature review shows that detailed and concrete information about school level
processes and thinking is lacking in educational research in and about developing
countries (Ball, 1981; Little, 1988, 1995; Watson & Oxenham, 1985; Wright, 1988;
Jones & Bhalwantar, 1990; King, !991; Vulliamy, Lewin & Stephens, 1990; Crossley
& Bennett, !997. Crossley and Vulliamy (1997) for example note that:"... for various

historical and cultural reasons, educational research in such countries has to date been
dominated by positivist strategies" (p.l3), while Jones and Bhalwantar (1990) note that:
"there is more prescription than description available about the scenarios within
classrooms of developing countries" (p. 176).
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In rt:l'l'lll years, rr:scarchcrs of educational systems and

proce~~c~

in developing

coulllril'S haw emphasised the imporwncc of knowing about the reality of ~chonl/cvcl
prnl'l'SSl'S ;md functinnings. Drawing on educatitlnal

~llldics

in China, C!Jcng Ko1i-ming

(1997) f11r l'X:tmplc, :trgucs that because of muiono11 differences

<~nd hecau~e

cducHtion

j..,

a pn.JCl'SS. ··st;llistk;i/ indkators, l"mathcnmtical models" usually utilised in macro
studies of education] arc rardy meaningful for national policy making

unles~

the

underlying educational processes are also revealed and studied", adding that because
they do not take into account emerging trends (not yet significant mathematically)
"mathematical models" utilised to analyse education especially in policy research may

"soon become obsolete" (pp.72· 73).

Cheng Kai-ming (1997) and Dzwimbo (1994) remark lhal much educational research in
developing countries is funded and dominated by development agencies such as the
World Bank. In the context of Africa, Dzwimbo, for example, argues thallhe
quanlilative research paradigms utilised in such agency's designs "do not allow for Ihe
examination of how pupils and teachers give meaning 10 their world" (I 994, p. 98),
while Cheng Kai-ming (1997), on his pari. cites the report made by an international
Consultancy team sent by a funding agency "to look at basic education in a poor
province in China... remarking that none of their findings with regards to school

attendance "reflected field experience bullhe report ad mined thallhese were
estimations based upon models that had yielded effective resulls in Latin America!" (p.
74).

Per Dalin (1994) notes lhal: "governments in lesser developed countries and donor
organizations with an agenda of supporting educational change programmes in these
24

countries, haw littlt: research to guide their pntctil:c". The main purpo~c of Dalin'~
study was to describe and analyse the change process <tithe national and JCJ(.:allcvcl in
Colombia. Ethiopia :.md B:.mgladcsh. This study,

1111

international rc.\etm.:h projcct, tor,k

a qualitative approach based on earlier \V(Irk by Muthcw B. Miles and A. Michael
Huberman (1984). Among other findings it came to the following com;lusiom with
regard to educational research in developing countries:

•

Educational reform is a lo;.:al process. The school is the centre of change, not the
ministry or the district administration. Schools determine the degree of success, they
can block implementation, enfeeble it, or bring it to effective life. For schools to
improve the quality of their programmes effectively, they need to play an active and
creative role.

•

Focus on classroom practice. The clue is to focus on the dynamics of the classroom
and the individual school, since these dynamics to a large extent determine
implementation success (Dalin, 1994, p. xvii-xviii).

In their recent study on factors determining The quality of schools in different

development contexts, Carron & Ta Ngoc Chiiu (1996) note that, for many developing
countries the new challenges are not merely provision of schooling but also to supply
quality education that corresponds to the needs of the people. They claim that in order to
achieve this quality agenda: "It no longer suffices merely to analyse national averages
... the specific ways in which schools operate in their varied contexts have to be
understood" (p. xii). They base their research on the hypothesis that the understanding
of "the real problems ofthe functioning of educational institutions requires that they be
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:malysed within the local context where they occur" ( liJ 1J6, p.5).

All these recent studies point to tht: fact that t:ducational rcst:arch in dt:vcloping nal ion<.;,
if it is to he realistic as well as useful, needs to incorporatt: in-tlcpth-tlcscriptions :.md
analyses of school level educational processes and practices and needs to sec school"i a.,
centres for gathering educational information and promoting educational changt:. Thc ...,c
recent studies also point to the fact that qualitative methodologies arc useful for
gathering realistic data not only for the country studied in its attempt to reform but

<~lso

as a contribution to international comparative educational research and theory.

For Michael Crossley and Graham Vulliamy (1997), the strengths of qualitative
research strategies reside in their "ecological validity"; "appropriateness for the

~tudy

of

processes and innovations"; "emphasis upon chalk face realities of schooling with
studies of classroom processes and teachers' and students' perspective"; "ability to
probe the policy/practice interface"; "usefulness in supplementing quantitative research
by adding depth to breadth" (p.13).

A literature review about education in developing countries also brought to notice the
fact that questions and answers about the place of education for individual achievement
for the most part are given by some people on behalf of other people. Answers arc. for
the most part given by theorists, researchers, policy makers at national or international
level but they rarely incorporate the words and meanings as well as the expression of
wants and priorities of pupils, parents, teachers and other people close to educational
processes. By comparison with other countries, for example, very little is known of the
ways in which children experience and view their education, or the ways in which
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parc111s live and \,.'nnstrue the education of their children in developing countrie'i.

Edmund King (1973) substantiates the need to take

thc~e tt~pt:cts

into itccoulll when he

states:

In the long run, it is the personal appreciation of what education meam for me that
nmkc5 my 5chooling effective or useless. Likewise, the provision of ~chooling that
is effective or attractive ... depends on upon the ~uhjcctivc judgement of the
students and their parents -no matter hmv skillfully social scientists and
adrninistrutors attempt to predict and provide ... we need widely based judgement
by specialist colleagues in other fields and by all participants in the enterprise of
education. \Vithout that concurrence education becomes somet:1ing else and loses
its effectiveness (p.34).

This statement brings an additional dimension to the fore. Not only is there a need to
incorporate the voices of "participants in the enterprise of education", there is also a
need to incorporate these voices into a broad base in recognition of their diversity and
multiplicity. This notion is taken up as a theoretical orientation for this research and is
further explained in Chapter Three. Thomson ( 1981) illustrates this need through a
metaphor in which he likens education to a football.

We should remember that we educationists are not the only players on the field
who are kicking it and that other players, politicians, economists, parents, pupils
and others, may be seeking to kick in other directions. What actually happens to
the ball will depend however not simply upon who kicks it or who stops it, but
also upon the direction of the wind, the slope of the field and the length of the
grass (Thomson, 1981, p. 21).

Thomson goes on to say that the "wind" represents "the general current of change
within society", "the slope of the field" may represent "the availability of resource.. and
the "long grass" represents "factors of inertia" (Tho1115on, 1981, p. 22). This ingenious
metaphor not only indicates that multiple deliberations and interests arc at play in regard
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to c:dw.:ation. It a!'in

imlir.:~ttes

that, just

;1~

they exist in a game of lilllthall,

the~c

dclihc:rations uml interests L'.xist at diffcrentlcveb wit/Lin and <Lrnund tile cdUL.:;L1ion field.

Wlmt of Mauritius'!
In ivlauritius. rcsc:arr.:h ahout primary edLJCation is conducted at the macro level and
concerned with system wide features and examination results rather than processes and
participants' meanings 2• As in most developing countries questions and answers about
the place of primary education for individual and national development arc asked and
answered in terms of inputs, end product and functions rather than processes.
Interpretive research evidence of the realities of Mauritian primary schooling is yet to
emerge as there are no ethnographic or other academic qualitative studies shO\ving the
interactions and practices in Mauritian primary school settings, or illuminating how
pupils, teachers and other concerned parties experience and understand primary
education in their lives and particular contexts.

A reading of the Mauritian press, however, leaves readers in no doubt that multiple
"voices" exist with regards to Mauritian primary education and not just those
representing the often rhetorical "official" discourse. It shows that for the people of
Mauritius, education is a very important societal matter. A recent survey for example
2 The joint UNESCO/UNICEF and Mauritius Examination Syndicate project (MES. 1996) is an example
of such research. The project consisted of a survey that (I) tested the standard and the le\·el of the basic
achievement of a large sample (52 schools) of nine year old pupils after four years of primary schooling.
in literacy, numeracy and basic life skills and (2) identified home am.l school en \'ironment fa~·tors
influencing learning achievement of the child (p.l I). The usefulness of these findings is not in doubt.
They may provide: "a rapid nsscssmcnt which cnn inform edm.:<Ltors and policy makers"(p. 1), as well as
'benchmark data against which progress towards Education For All goals could be assessed' (p.ll ).
However, both the methodology utilised in the project {instrument of 4 \\Tillcn tests given to children for
assessing their skills) and the aim of the project (the assessment of achic\'Cment) indic<~tc that the fcl\:us of
this project is firmly concerned with the 'end product' side of education ratht·r than its processes.
2B

shows that in that country, cductltion is the third natinnul preoccupation alicr security of
salaries and criminality (\Veck-End, X Dec., 1996, p. 26). In the

mcdi:~,

educational

issues arc conuncntcd upon by a v;~ricty of people from within or outside MotUritian
society and from within or outside the cdw.:ation system. Their comments arc f(n the
most part related to the Certificate of Primary Education (CPE), the examination taken
nt the end of primary schooling and diverge in their display of what counts as an issue in
rei<ltion to that examination. While a detailed account of comments found in the media
has its place elsewhere, the following examples may serve as an illustration.

Given that Mauritian society requires success at CPE as a sine qua non condition to
successful social advancement (for example, it is needed for gaining employment and
for obtaining a driving license), the fact that, on average, only between 60% and 65% of
children pass CPE constitutes an important issue often discussed in the media. In
Mauritius, some secondary colleges are sanctioned as "good colleges". Concerns related
to the achievement of a ranking at CPE that will give access to "good colleges" are also
issues discussed in the media. Similarly, because the Mauritian primary education
system is guided if not determined by testing procedures such as the CPE, this.
according to 'voices' in the press, has negative bearings on teaching and learning.

In light of the literature presented in this section it is possible to posit that, in developing
countries and in Mauritius, the nation under study, educational research tends to be
situated at the macro level and tends to use positivist and quantitative paradigms and
strategies. Detailed and concrete information about school

processe~

and how parents

teachers, pupils and those people closely associated to school processes construe
primary education is lacking in this research. It is also possible to posit that there is a
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need to know what happens in schools :.md

clu~~rooms

omd I hat, with educational change

in mind, there is a need to look at education in process and in context and tt need to take
into account lived expressions of education from the very people involved in
educational processes.

King (1973) offers a humorous as well as powerful metaphor, summarising most of
these points when he writes:

A toe-nail is always a toe-nail. You can analyse it chcmical!y. You can :ell
whether it belongs to a man or a gorilla. You may deduce affinities between men
and gorillas. You can teiJ whether the man wore shoes or not, and perhaps what
colour he was. It is easy to recognise certain diseases, perhaps disorders of
posture. But when you have all those items of knowledge correctly, you are a long
way from knowing what dancing meant to him, what social problems he had,
what his political views and activities were or anything important about him as a
man. About his social context- and about his education's significance- there is not

enough knowledge to begin analysis (p. 449).
These arguments together with the fact that, as Edmund King points out so well in the
statement above, education is after all about people, provide the rationale for choosing a
socio-cultural approach and qualitative research strategies in order to explore and
analyse the ways in which the understanding of Mauritian primary education is
conceived, articulated and experienced by Mauritian pupils, parents teachers and other
people closely associated with schooling.

The purpose of the study
The broad purpose of the study was to create an understanding of primary education in
Mauritius, a developing country. Through a socio-cultural approach, the study sought:
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•

To describe and irllcrprct school level actions, intcrm.:tions and experiences as lived
expressions of various

•

~1auritian

participant stakeholders.

To gain an understanding of wlmt parents, pupils, tcuchcrs and educationists
construed as dominant issues of Mauritian primary education.

•

To gain an understanding of the interplay and diversity of the voices which
combined to cl·c;:ttc a Mauritian understanding of Mauritian primary education.

•

To link and locate the Mauritian understanding of Mauritian primary education to its
broader context comprising a structural and international appreciation of the place
of primary education in developing countries.

Research methods3
Individuals and schools were carefully chosen to conduct an in-depth study of
experiences and understandings of Mauritian primary education. The research was a
qualitative inquiry and incorporated the following features. Data was collected in
Mauritius in natural settings, for the most part in two primary schools but also in
participants' places of work and homes. An ethnographic design was selected as
appropriate for the research purpose and the research specific focus on participants'
actions.

The research was multimodal. Triangulation of methods was used to ensure the validity
of data collected. They comprised observations, in-depth interviews and pupils' stories
and drawings. Observations were used to describe people and settings, document
routines and processes. In-depth interviews have been used to bring participants'
constructs and document the issues and priorities which participants brought to the

3

Chapter Four presents a detailed outline of the qualitative methods used in this study.
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underst:.mding of Mauritian primary education. Stories ttnd dmwings have been used to
elicit pupils' own understamlings or Mauriti:1n prirnury education.

The research was holistic because it incorporated multiple perspectives hut uho because
it accessed three domains usually associated with human action. These domains arc: the:

domain of manifest behaviour, the domain of internal or conscious processes and the
domain of social meaning. Field work ha"i been conducted in Mauritius over a period of
four months, two of which were spent in two Mauritian primary schools. In addition to
observational notes, data consisted of 51 taped in·depth interviews (in French, English
and Creole) together with numerous informal conversations, 200 drawings and 31
stories. Data analysis has been emergent and inductive. It has consisted of concurrent
analysis and systematic analysis com.isting of indexing categorising, coding, comparing,
synthesising a~od interpreting the several sources of data.

Clarification of terms and key concepts
The following terms and concepts "developing countries", "stakeholders", "culture",
"action" and "voices" require further clarification.

Developing countries: The term is taken as applying to some of the countries of Africa,
Asia and Latin America characterised by relatively low income per-capita, limited or no
industrialisation and restricted infrastructure. The World Bank delineates three types of
developing countries:

•

49 low income economies with a GNP per capita ranging between $80 and $730:
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•

40 lower middle inromc economics with u GNP per capita r:111ging between $770

mul

•

SJ.o:w and~

I7J!Vpcr middle Cl'OilOIIIics with i.l GNP ranging between $3,160 and

s~.2JO (World

Dc\'Clopnu.•nt Rcpo11, 1997). 4

This delineation is to be understood in an economic relative sense and docs not imply
connotations of cultural poverty. Mauritius, a country rich

in culture and tradition and

with a GNP per capita of$3,380 is a developing country in that economic sense.

Stakeholders: This term is used with reference to the research participants who had a
direct personal and/ or professional interest and/or involvement in/with Mauritian

primary education. They included pupils, parents, teachers and educationists.

Pupils were considered stakeholders because their daily lives were in great part
structured by activities and experiences relating to primary education; their future to
some extent depended on their primary education; they were the most numerous

stakeholders in relation to primary education which in principle is intended to benefit
them. Parents were considered stakeholders because primary education was an

important aspect of their children's Jives and future. Teachers were considered
stakeholders because primary education processes constituted their work, they earned

their living and position in society from working in the field of primary education.
Educationists were stakeholders because all earned their living and position in society
from working in the field of education most directly related to Mauritian primary

4

26 countries are classified as developed high income economics have a GNP per capita which ranges
between$ 9,700 and$ 40,630.
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cduc<ltion. In many instances, teachers and educationists were also parents or chiklrcn
schooling in Mauritian primary schools.

What was meant hy stakeholders in this investigation was restricted to the 'grassroots'
level. In no way did it mean that a combin;ttion of all possible Mauritian stakeholders of
Mauritian primary education was included in analysis. Table 5 in Chapter Three
outlines the composition and rationale for selecting research participants. Chapter Nine
provides a detailed analysis of what delineated and differentiated parents, teachers,
pupils, and educationists as stakeholders able to contribute to an understanding of
Mauritian primary education.

Culture: The culture of a society is generally believed to consist of the way of life of its
members, the ideas beliefs and habits which they Jearn, share and transmit from
generation to generation. The term culture has in that sense been used by sociologists
and anthropologists as a collective word to characterise the transmitted and nonbiological aspects of society. According to Bruner (I 996):

It is culture that provides the tools for organising and understanding our worlds in
communicable ways ... learning and thinking are always situated in a cultural
setting and always dependent upon the utilisation of cultural resources ... Nothing
is culture free, but neither are individuals simply mirrors of their culture. It is the
interaction between them that both gives a communal cast to individual thought
and imposes a certain unpredictable richness on any culture's way of life, thought
and feeling ... Life in culture is, then an interplay between the versions of the
world that people form under its institutional sway and the versions of it that ;;tre
the products of their individual histories (pp. 3&14).

In this study, culture is understood in Bruner's sense. Stakeholders' experiences and
understandings of Mauritian primary education were not only perceived as products of,
but also as constitutive of Mauritian culture. The socio-cultural approach of this study
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posits cuhurc ns a context that li.>rm'i the wry bast.: and is r.:onstitutivc of CfHJ\r.:mporary
cxpcrir.:ncc of primary cducat ion. A:; a cultural artifact, education is su:;taincd and
transformed by the actions of pcoplt.! m.:ting through or upon it. Thr.:sc notions will he
further explored in Chapter Thrr.:c.

Action: The social action perspective adopted in this study gave analytical priority to
the actions of people in society rather than the structure of society as a whole. A
fundamental assumption of a socio·cultural approach adopted in the study (Wertsch,
1991) was the idea that human beings are viewed as corning into contact with and
creating their surroundings, as well as themselves, through the actions in which they
engage. As such, human action is what has to be described and explained. "Action"
includes what people say, what they say to each other, about each other, about common
issues, as well as what they do. The concept of "action" as a tenet of a socio-cultural
conceptual approach of this research is presented in Chapter Three.

Voices: The term "voices" is also a tenet of the socio·cultural conceptual approach
adopted for the study (Wertsh, 199l).ln one sense there is no distinction between the
concept of"voices" and the concept of"action" as it has been defined above. "Voices"
applies to what people say, to written ac well as spoken communication and is generally
concerned with "the broader issues of a subject's perspective, conceptual horizon,
intention and world view" (Wertsch, 1991, pp. 50-51).

There is an additional dimension to the concept of "voices" which conveys the notion of
interplay. "Voices" in a socio-cultural approach exist in a social milieu. They are links
in a chain of communication and meaning comes into existence when two or more
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voices come into contact in every day ttctivity. The concept of"voiccs" as a tenet of a
socio-cultural :.1pproach is also presented in Chapt!!r T/lrl!l!,

In this rescmch, stnkcholders' voices represent the diversity of less hcttrd voic.:es, those
of pupils, parents, teachers and educationists. In an atlempt to extend the analysis of
tvlauritian primary education, stakeholders' voices are set against a background or
alongside several strands of other "voices":

•

The structural concepts of the place of primary/basic education in developing
societies.

•

International viewpoint, ideals, principles and prescriptions as illustrated in United
Nations and World Bank documents.

•

The Mauritian official "voice" as shown in texts and policies and which has a
powerful influence on every one and everything in the Mauritian education system.

Ethical considerations
An important aspect of the research approach has been to conduct ethical research and
this section outlines the steps taken in order to do so. Access to the two schools and
introduction to outside participants was obtained through the Mauritius Institute of
Education (MIE) and field work was conducted under the supervision of Professor
Morrison, UNESCO Chair in Education in that Institute.

Following introduction from MIE staff, I was invited to first visit the two schools in
December 1995, in order to establish contact with people, disclose information about
my study to them and invite their participation in the research project. The first
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discussion took place in the ofJices where I explained the purpose of my study to the

head teachers and deputy head tcilchcrs and asked them if I could spcnd every day in
their school tOr a month so as to experience the life of school. I indicated that my

research involved ohservat ion of classroom activities, collecting children's drawings,
talking (including taped interviews) with teachers, parents and pupils und that I would
be pleased to contribute voluntary teaching in exchai1ge.

Several important points related to my research were clarified during my meetings with
head teachers and deputy head teachers. I clarified the fact that the aim of the research

was not to check on people, but rather to learn from them as each of their views counts
in the larger picture.! clarified that, although I was doing similar work in two schools,

the purpose of the study was not to compare these two schools in terms of their
achievement.! also clearly stated that the names of the schools would not be divulged to
anyone, including people from the other school, and that the schools would be given

fictitious names in the report. I clearly indicated that participation was not compulsory
and that people were under no obligation to accept me in their classrooms or to accept to
be audio-recorded during interviews. I clearly indicated that no report of what people
said and did would be given to the authorities and that people would not be required to

write their names anywhere. As a researcher coming from Australia, I had no personal
stake in regard to primary education in Mauritius and as such would respect divergent
opinions. The anonymity of participants was safeguarded. The names of individual

participants or schools would not be divulged in conversations and writings now or
later. Research participants would be given fictitious names in the final report.
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The panicipouns were inl<>rnled

th<~t

their Ct>ntrihution wtmld prc1vidc clearer

understanding nf Mauritian prinmry cduc:JI ion und would provide inf(mnation which

had polellliollto he useful fur reform to improve the Maurithm prinmry education
system.

Following these initial meetings. the head teachers (l-IT) and deputy head teachers

(DHT) told me that they saw no objection to my being in their school for my research
purposes. They welcomed the opportunity to give their point of view and they gladly
accepted my offer of help. In both schools I was then invited to address staff as a group.

In one school, this was done during the convivial end of year lunch, to which I was
invited and in the other school during a friendly meeting over morning coffee. On both
occasions, I repeated what I had said to the HTs and DHTs and gave the following
additional information. I made clear that individuals had a final say whether they
wanted to share their views and work with me, and that participants could drop out of
the research at any time without penalty. I indicated that interviews would take the form
of a conversation with me in either French. English or Creole and that I would let

individuals know in advance the topics to be covered during taped conversations. In
both schools I was also able to chat further with potential participants on an individual
basis.

As a result of these meetings and the clear disclosure of my intentions, in both schools,
the potential participants clearly indicated their approval of my being in their school for
a full month during the first term of 1996.
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The following summarises the steps that were taken during the actual data collection
procedures for undertaking ethical research.

Interviews: Partidpants who accepted my invitation to be interviewed were reminded,
prior to being interviewed, of the points relating to confidentiality described above.
They were also reminded that they could terminate the interview if and when they
wished and ask me at completion of the interview to erase from the tape anything they
regretted having said. Teachers were interviewed during free periods under the shade of
a tree in a place that, in both schools, became known as my office.

I came to know parents and explain my presence in the school by chatting with them
while walking to and from school, by talking with them in the school yard and by the
gate and by being introduced to them by teachers or other parents at gatherings such as
Parents and Teachers Association (PTA). Over time and following parents
understanding of my intentions, I invited some of them to participate in my research and
be interviewed. These took place sitting in the shade of a tree in the school yard or in
their own home. They were told, prior to being interviewed, about the points relating to
confidentiality described above. They were also told that they could terminate the
interview if and when they wished so and ask me at completion of the interview to erase

from the tape anything they regretted having said. The few taped interviews of pupils
were done during visits in parents' homes and with the permission of parents.

Outside participants were contacted by phone and sent a letter of introduction. As with
the other participants, I explained my research to them, pointed to aspects of
confidentiality and non-attribution and to the fact that they could terminate the interview
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if nml when they wished so. At completion of the interview, I asked if there was

anything rec-orded on the t:.1pc that they wished to erase.

Drnwin~s

and stories: The pupils were made aw<1rc of the purpose of their drawing or

.story writings. None

wn~

done as a compulsory activity. The request for druwing was

made in the playground to individual pupils or sometimes in class to pupils as a group.
On all occasions it was made clear that providing me with drawings and stories was not
compulsory, if pupils did not provide drawings this would not affect their grades.
Drawings and stories were not to be considered as work and did not count in assessment
procedures. Pupils were asked not to write their names on their drawings or stories. The
names of pupils who, out of habit, forgot to follow that rule were erased. Children were
given the opportunity to write their stories in French, English or Creole. Children's
drawings and stories were considered as opinion and carried no individual attribution in
the final report.

Observation: I always asked permission to enter a classroom in a way that allowed
teachers to say no ifthey really wanted to (some did). I also made clear to teachers that
my observation in their classrooms was for research purposes only and that no report
would be written to their superiors in judgement of their practices. I came to classrooms
as a learner and took great care not to disrupt teachers and pupils in their work and to
behave with respect to cultural sensitivity. Notes were rarely written simultaneously as I
observed. When notes were taken, teachers were fully aware of what I was observing.

At all times and stages of field-work, material collected in field books, interviews
recorded audio cassettes and liJilterial computer diskettes has been kept confidential.
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They will remain so tOr a period of five years at which time they will he destroyed. All
participants were in!Onned that, on its complction:md accepl<mcc, <t copy of the thcsi\1

would be availublc for their perusal in the library of the Mauritius Institute of
Education.

Research questions
The research was brought into focus by the following question:

In what way is primary education conceived, experienced and articulated by
various Mauritian stakeholders into priorities, issues and practices which combine
to describe and extend an understanding of primary education in the Mauritian
context?

These subsidiary questions were developed and refined during the early anal)tical
stages of field-work and during the latter anal)tical stages at completion of field- work.

1. What characterises teac1ters, parents, pupils and educationists as

stakeholders able to contribute to an understanding of Mauritian primary
education?

2. What dominant features and practices frame and regulate pupils' experiences
of primary education in classroom settings?
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3. What issues dominate and regulate participant stakeholders' understandings
of Mauritian primary education'!

-l. What arc the contrasts between and across 'oflicitd' and other

under!'tanding.s of Mauritian primary cducaLion and what reuson.s umlerlic these
contrasts?

An answer to cnch of these questions is presented in Chapter Nine in which the research
findings are discussed.

Significance of the study
The potential contribution of the research lies in the replicability of its methodological
approach and techniques of the research as well as the generation of information useful
for the improvement of the Mauritian primary education system and for comparative
educational research.

The literature reviewed for this research shows that school processes take place in
difficult conditions and that access to education as well as the promotion of equity
remain important challenges for many developing countries at the dawn of the twentyfirst century. It also shows that in most developing countries and certainly in those
which, like Mauritius, have achieved provision of basic education for all children. the
question of quality of education is increasingly gaining momentum nt internationul and
national levels. The World Conference on Education for All in Jomtien Thailand ( 1990).
the recent International Conference on Education held in Geneva ( 1996), the Report of

the International Commission on Education for the 21st Cerltury (UNESCO, 1996), all
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point to the urgency of looking into the nature ami quality of what huppcns inside
classroont"i nnd all make a case that not only should children have the right to education,
this right should include the development of their creative, mental <tnd phyo:.ical
potential, their ingenuity, imagination and autonomy. In 1996 and in line with this
desire to improve the quality of educational provision, the Mauritian government put in
motion various reform commissions looking into the improvement of the education
system in general and the primary education system in particular.

The micro focus of this research addresses dimensions not usually addressed and sought
to bring to light detailed and concrete information about school level processes and
thinking which could be useful for Mauritian people in several ways. This information
could help locating Mauritian primary education within the framework of international
ideals and principles in ways that may inform policy makers, should they want to adhere
to these ideals and principles. In helping to clarify concrete issues and to make visible
aspects of the demand side of education, this information could also prove useful and
even crucial data for decision makers in their attempt to formulate policies designed to
foster educational change with potential applicability at school level in Mauritian
primary schools. Because it is detailed and concrete, this information may also prove
useful to compare intent of education as stated in official documents, against outcomes
of education in classrooms.

The review of literature also showed that detailed and concrete information about school
processes and thinking is still in many ways Jacking as a focus in research in developing
countries. In providing such information, the research offers information about school
level processes and thinking which in addition could be useful in creating an
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inltlrtnation basis needed to conduct comparative cducationul

rc~earch.

Moreover, the methodological apprmtch dcvclopt:d for this research may he replicated
to provide a similar holistic portrait of the understanding of education in any society. It
is so because this approach makes its concern to t:tke into :tccount the !'.ocio-culturul
particulars that differentiate various countries. It is also so because the multi-mod:tl
methods used in the research constitute a triangulated approach that brings validity to
the data gathered. The combining of observation, verbal and pictorial communication
data collection procedures utilised for this particular research can also be replicated and
tested an)where and for a variety of educational problems. In particular, !he usc of
drawings has proven 10 be an effective melhod 10 solicit children's perception of !heir
schooling. For this reason and because it is an innovative data colJcction technique, this
method alone or loge! her with other methods may serve as a spring board for funher
and more in-deplh research in !hal direction.

Finally, while !he micro focus of this research addressed dimensions nol usually
addressed in educational research traditions of developing countries, it also brought to
!he fore !he voices of people nol usually present and heard in analysis of primary
education in developing countries. In doing so this research makes the voice of parents,
teachers, pupils and educationists counl and shows lhallhese voices should nol be
ignored.

Thesis outline
Chapter Two is a literature review that locates the understanding of Mauritian primary
education in a wider conlexl and lakes slack of prior and other understandings of
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primary education in developing nations. The chapter outlines a macro/ ~Lructur<!l
sociological understanding of education in developing Sl>cic.tic.s. It

prc.'icnt~

a synop~is

of ideals :.md principles of hasic edul·;ttinu :1s they arc expressed through international
organisations like UNESCO und the World Bank, and a synopsis of acknowledged
issues pertaining to educational practices ami prm:csses in developing nations.

Chapter Three outlines the conceptual approach and design of the study. A social action
perspective further enriched by tenets of socio-culturaiism was adopted for extending
the understanding of primary education in Mauritius. The nature of the research was
directed by this perspective and tenets and aided the formulation of the conceptual
framework and guided data analysis. The chapter first presents an overview of the social
action tradition and how it applies to the research. It outlines the tenets and assumptions
ofsocio-culturalism inspired by the work of James Wertsch (1991) and adopted as a
theoretical tool in the study. The chapter concludes with the presentation of a conceptual
framework that brings together the interplay between the dimensions under study.

Chapter Four presents the qualitative methodological approach and design of the study.
It outlines the rationale for choosing a holistic ethnographic design. It details the

selection and composition of sites and participants; participants' degree and extent of
participation and data collection techniques which include observation, in-depth
interviews, children· s drawings and stories. It also details the steps and procedures
undertaken during analysis which was inductive and emergent and provides a
comprehensive outline of iss-Jes relating to reliability and validity of findings and
interpretations.
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Chapter Five analyses literature that serves to locate thc understanding or contemporary
Mauritian primary education in ils broudcr societul :1nd

historic<.~!

context. The first parl

is a selective account of the circumstances, peoples and cvcnts and

sm.:io~

cultural

patterns that over timt: have marked ;md characterised Mauritian societal development.
The second part is a dct;lilcd account of the history and organisation of Mauritian
education.

The findings of the study are presented in Chapters Six to Eight. Chapter Six depicts a
day in the life of two Mauritian schools, which in the study have been given the
fictional names of Four Hills and Terre Bleue. The chapter is developed from data
gathered during observations in Terre Bleue and Four Hills, interviews with parents,
pupils and teachers in these two schools and the stories and drawings of pupils in these
two schools. The chapter describes the schools and people who frequent and work in
these schools. It also describes their routines and activhies.

Having set the school contexts and introduced some of the people, Chapter Seven enters
the world of teaching and learning in classrooms in Four Hills and Terre Bleue. This
chapter is developed from observational notes of classroom activities, from interviews
and conversations with teachers and pupils from both schools, as well as childrens'
drawings portraying classroom activities. Building on findings presented in the previous
chapter, this chapter examines in more detail the educational practices which regulated
pupils' experiences of primary education in classroom settings. Using two case studies.
it also outlines dimensions of contrast in the ways in which pupils experienced primary
education in those settings.
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Chapter Eight huilds on the t\vu previous chapters. It uses severul instrumental case
studics to outline wh:1t participants construed as the dominant issues of Mauritian
primary t•llucat ion :.md their views ahout it. The chapter is developed from interviews
and con\'crsations with pan:ms, tcachers :.md pupils from Four Hills and Terre Blcuc;
from stories writtcn by upper gr:.tdc pupils in Four Hills and Terre Blcuc and: from

in~

depth intcr\'icws and com·crsntion with Mauritian educationists.

Chapter Nine brings the research findings together and discusses them in light of the
research questions. In this chapter, I examine what characterised pupils, teachers,
parents, and educationists as stakeholders. I also discuss findings relating to classroom's
processes and experiences and to the issues of Mauritian primary education as they were
construed by participant stakeholders. Lastly, I discuss the contrasts and the reasons
which underlie the contrasts between and across various Mauritian understandings of
Mauritian primary education.

In Chapter Ten, the concluding chapter, I posit what can be learned from listening to
and eliciting views from a broad range of people involved in education, the parents, the
children, the teachers and the educationists and how that information can be useful for
people seeking to improve the quality of Mauritian primary education for Mauritian
children.
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CIIAI'I'ER TWO
UNDERSTANDING PRIMARY EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING SOCIETIES:
A REVIEW OF APPROACHES. COMMITMENTS AND ISSUES

Extending the understanding of uny phenomenon implies locating this understanding in
its wider context and taking stock of prior and/or other understandings. With this
purpose in mind, this chapter is an analysis of literature reviewed, which outlines a
macro-sociological understanding of the place of education in society and more
particularly in developing societies. It also delineates the ideals and principles relating
to basic education as they are formulated in documents or conferences produced under
the aegis of organisations such as the World Bank and UNESCO. Lastly, it presents a
synopsis of acknowledged issues and recommendations of how educational practices
and processes found in primary schools in developing countries could be improved.

Structural understandings
Three main structural approaches: modernity/functionalist, conflict! reproduction/
liberation and the emerging world institution sociological traditions are generally
utilised to understand the place of education in society. Using examples from
developing nations, the section outlines the analytical lines of these approaches

5

The modernity/functionalist approaches
The modernity tradition emphasises a uni-linear progression of society from
traditionalism to modernity through promotion of combined factors of economic

s Sec definition in Chapter One.
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•

growth. values, behaviour and social structures appropriate to complex urban and
industrial society, cupital intensive technology, and politico*cconomir.: systems matching
those of western industrialised nations.

The economist W. Rostow ( 1978) identifies three stages of economic dcvclopmt!nt:
"take off period", "drive to technological maturity" and "high* mass consumption". His
explanation is based on the assumption that industrialisation and modernisation arc
necessary conditions for economic growth to occur and that there arc no alternatives to
this linear path except stagnation. Rostow ( 1971) indicates that for sustained economic
growth to occur within society, a "profound set of changes" must take place. These
changes require the "development of an institutional, social, and psychological setting
such that the society reacts positively to the potential spreading effects of modern
industrial activity" (Rostow, 1971, p.58). Education, for proponents of the modernity
approach, is a major component of this developmental process.

McClelland (1961) supports this idea. He argues that the rise and fall of civilisations is
due to the individual values held by the majority of the people within society and that
there is a personality characteristic which he called the "achievement motive" acquired
through socialisation (including education) which makes a society open to economic
and technological advancement. Similarly, Inkeles and Smith (1974), contend that a
society cannot develop until the majority of its population holds modem values while
"modernising" economists (Schultz, 1961; Denison, 1962) saw education as a verv
important component of the necessary investment in human resource development and
educated people as "human capital" (Schultz, 1961 ).
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Modernist theorists view education :.ts capable of efiCcting evolutionary development
(social, economic and politic;.il) in a particular society. f'or this reason, in their analysi~.

education is important in helping people acquire the values and hchaviours necessary
for participating in modern democratic societies. In the modernity tradition, education is

seen as <1 rncnns by which to produce the skilled manpower and knowledge needed for
technological progress and economic growth and is called upon to play a vital role in
preparing people to function effectively in this process of growth. The modernist
tradition places great confidence in the individual and in the nation to acquire!
knowledge and values which will help them to move on the same road travelled earlier
by more affluent nations.

In the functionalist tradition, society is seen as a system composed of interrelated parts

such as religion, education, political structures and family. In Parson's ( 1951; 1966)
work, these parts are said to seek harmony between themselves through an agreed value

consensus and help maintain the stability of the entire social system. The functionalist
tradition is concerned with the social and economic functions of education. It stresses
the need for education to be more congruent with the requirements of society and is

concerned with finding a fit between an educational function and the system to carry it
out. Talcott Parsons for example explains classrooms in tenns of their functions for the
school, the school in terms of its function

fo~:

the educational system and the educational

system in terms of its function for society. Parsons' work was extended through the

work of Thomas Merton (1968), who distinguished between "manifest functions" and
"latent functions" of education. For example a manifest function of education would be
to stimulate curiosity but its latent function would be to stimulate conformity.
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The taking on board of the irnplicitussumption that education hrings economic growth
and wealth is one of the reasons behind mass schooling in the Third World. Universal
basic education of at least fOur to six ycurs is rcg;tnJcd as the minimum requirement to
sustain any kind of economic growth (Lockheed, Verspoor and Associates, I991 ).

Empirical work detailing the relationship between economic change and demand for
more schooling, as well as the contribution of education to economic development is

voluminous (Tilak, 1989). Benavot ( 1985) for example found that primary education
had a positive effect on the economic growth of II 0 developing and developed nations.
Lau, Dean and Louat ( !991) found similar positive effects of primary education in 22
East Asian and Latin American countries. In general, however, studies examining the
contribution of education to economic development concentrate on the effects of years

of formal schooling rather than the effects of educational experience or cognitive
outcomes of schooling (Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates, 1991).

Some empirical findings challenge the tenets of modernisation theory. Fuller ( 1991)
notes, for example, that in some instances industrial expansion, because it competes

with school for the attention and labor of youth, has historically retarded enrolment
growth. Fuller also remarks that early education systems in the Third World focussed on
training bureaucrats. He argues that, despite changes in the nature of demand and
despite their little utility to the economy, the content of education (academic curriculum.

colonial languages of instruction) as well as traditional forms of pedagogy in place in
colonial eras, have remained in many Third World educational systems. Whether
education is functionally fitting economic demands and motivations therefore depends
upon the content and efficacy of what goes on inside classrooms (Fuller, 1991, p.51 ).
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Because it increases chances nf employment in the modern economy, education has
genc:r:llly hc:~.:nmc very popul:1r in developing societies (Foster, 196H; Dare, 1976;
Thomson, 1981; Coomhs, 19S5; llulmc & Turner, 1990). Education of the 'classical'

a~

opposed to technical ami \'Ocational sort sccm'i to be the most important route to the
otchic\'Cmcnt or conlirmation of social status and social mobility or even wealth, hence
its cominuing popularity.

In his study of Ghanaan schools, Foster ( 1968) propounded an explanation of the
marked preference for high standing long-cycle educational cou,es over technical and
vocational education. His main argument is that the aspirations of parents and students

regarding future occupations are motivated by prospective salaries, rather than by what
is taught in schools. Learning carpentry and mechanics in schools, therefore, is not
perceived as a means of enabling students to attain coveted high salaries commanded by
prestigious professions such as medical doctor, lawyer and the likes. Increased

participation in the schooling process has created the phenomenon of educated
unemployment. Dare (1976), notes that increased educational opportunities have led to
the "diploma disease", where education becomes the means of obtaining qualifications
in order to secure a job, rather than learning to do a job.

According to the modernity/ functionalist perspective, teachers are construed as agents

of the state, socialising children into the advantages of modern progress (Collins, 1985).
Their role is to hold authority, maintain order and the loyalty of pupils within schools
and at the same time conform to the dictates of their superiors and the state (Fuller,
1991, p. 101). Children learn that formal authorities legitimately define the nature of
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their work •md tfmt work is rewarded by others, mthcr than hold intrinsic value for
themselves.

Fuller (1991) remarks that expanding access to education and the implementution of a
standardised national curriculum, o:1s is often the case in developing societies, illustrate
how "the state extends membership and univcrsully defined modern status to the child"
(p. 32). He contends that schooling:

... helps define a common meritocratic order where each individual child has a
chance at getting ahead- if he or she works hard and learns how to achieve within
modern (bureaucratic) organisations .... This is functional for the nation state since
productivity, material accumulation and hence the state's own stability depend
both on a broad division of labor and popular perception that the opportunity
structure is fair. Mechanisms linked to the association of status and opportunity
are critical elements of national education systems. These organisational devices
are far more important than whether any learning actually occurs in the classroom
(Fuller, 1991, p.33).
A study of practices, routines and interactions at the school level would provide the data
needed to support or disclaim the existence of these and other functional mechanisms as
well as to increase understanding of the nature and extent of these and other functional
mechanisms.

The contlict/reproductionlliberatlon approaches

Since the 1960s, the modernity /functionalist tradition has been challenged by other
approaches in which theorists hold critical interpretations of the place of education in
society. In contrast with functional theorists who see education as a means of nation
building, child building and as a "common good" (Fuller, 1991), critical theorists ask
who gains and who loses authority and resources in being educated.
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Like modernist :.md functionalist theorists, conJlict or critical thcoriMs scl! the school us
serving the interest of the economy und of the st:.ttc. In contrast, however, they argue
th:tt governments have lillie institutional auwnomy and little capiicily to pursue social
agend:.1s that do not serve the central capitalist project and economic expansion. Fulk:r
( 1991) remarks that for critical theorists, nations' rendition of the "common good . , .

actually reinforce the st.uus, affluence, knowledge and custom"i of the economic elites"
(p. 35).

Conflict theorists argue that as an institution, education reinforces a structure that yields

unequal opportunity (Carnoy 1972; 1974; Apple, 1982). Apple ( 1982) for example,
argues that the cultural dominance of the capitalist class results in society being

inundated wilh the symbols of capitalist order, the values and language specified by the
elite. These theorists argue that the purpose of education in capitalist society is not to
select and educate the brightest ones, but to perpetuate differences which are legitimised
by certificates of educational achievement. Collins ( 1979), for example, contends that
most occupations require few of the skills taught in schools, yet employers rely on
educational credentials for hiring as well as promoting not because of the technical
skills they are supposed to reflect, but because they assume that the person with such
credentials has been socialised into the "values" and "norms" of the dominant culture.

Giroux (1983) argues that schooling provides students from different social strata with
the knowledge and skills necessary to occupy "their place" in society.

Critical analyses emphasise how schooling and education reinforce the authority,
ideology and resources of elite classes, not the various interests of communities and Jess

powerful classes. Critical theorists are proponents of the "reproduction" perspective and
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sec cdu~:at ion as an institution that replicates the class !-!lru~:turc or peripheral nations
mul colonial patterns of domination, thus keeping developing countrit.:s in oppressed and
dependent conditions (Carnoy, 1974). For "reproduction" theorists, education is a
mechanism that reproduces the values or the dominant social group (Carnoy, 1972:
Perscll, 1977: Boudon, 1974). Education socialises pupils into the rorrnallanguage of
mainstream or dominant culture (Bernstein,

1977~

Bourdicu & Passeron, 1977 ).

Another conflict theorist, the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire, has come to represent
attempts of liberation from the yoke of oppression'. For Freire ( 1972, 1973, 1985)

education or "conscientization" is a form of liberation. It is the means through which
people can realise their best human capacities and press for humane changes in society.
Freire argues that education, by producing a literate population, can be seen by some as
a threat to the economic and political status quo and he stales: "II would be extremely
naive to expect the dominant classes to develop a type of education that would enable
subordinate classes to perceive social injustices critically" (1985, p. 12). Freire's view

which came to be known as liberation tradition stresses the importance and worth of the
individuals, but always in their community settings. It also maintains the importance of
non-manipulative education that promotes raised consciousness within individuals.

World institutions approach
Meyer (1980) offers a social theory which parallels Wallerstein's (1974,1980)

theoretical work on economic world systems. ,.Vorld institution theorists focus on the
"institutional foundations" that serve to both legitimise and support \Vest ern economics.

6

Paulo Freire's (1921-1997) work with the poor led him to being jailed for subversion and exiled in
Chile. In 1969, he became a visiting professor at Harvard Unh•ersity where he \\Tote Pedagogy of 1he
Oppressed. He was awarded the Comenius Medal, by UNESCO in 1994, fnr his life work dc\'oted to the
liberation through education of fellow human beings.
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John Meyer ( 1980) stresses that new nations attempt to build and rcinlCm;e central
institutions and that to become a "citizen" the individualmu!-.1 Jearn thc "wisdom of
western knowledge". The fact that pupils sit IC>r Cambridgc examinations in numerous
Anglophone African nations, or the promises made by pnlitk:al leaders to supply
schools in the ncar future with computers (despite the

f~tct

that many arc not supplied

with electricity) arc illustrations of this desire.

Bo!i, Ramirez and Meyer ( 1985) and Ramirez and Boli ( 1987) argue that economic
competition between nations has caused the incentive for nations to organise state
controlled educational systems. They suggest that Western ideals and formr.; of
organisations transcend national boundaries and have established themselves in
emerging nation states. In their view, Western school is a structure surrounded by
popular support and symbols of modernity which serve to explain the massive im:reasc
in the provision of schooling witnessed, despite scarce economic resources. in Third
World nations.

World institution theorists, according to Fuller ( 1991) describe mass schooling as a
"political good" which promotes the joining into modern polity and advances
meritocratic opportunities (p. 45). This view is in opposition to the modernist/functional
and conflict traditions, which see education as boosting economic imperatives. The
institutional viewpoint emphasises:

... the importance of shared and sacred commitments regarding how modern
organisation and modern socialisation should appear to operate [and attempts to
demonstrate that there is] ... a set of cultural and political commitments that arc
moving across national boundaries and historical conditions (Fuller 1991. p. 58).
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Using the forum provided by international organisations, the next section outlines some
of these commitments with regards to modern socialisation. Jt outlines whut
"internal ional society" formulates as the ideals and principles of basic education in
relation to individual achievement and social development.

International view-points
Several international organisations, most notably UNESCO and the World Bank, have
educational development as part of their mandate. McNeely ( 1995) suggests that
"international organisations as representative of and part of international society, define
and promote overall world-level principles and ideals" (p. 504). International society's
viewpoint is to be understood as a consensus of opinion which people at the local level
are usually not involved in creating. The documents produced by or under the aegis of
these two organisations provide a forum where the principles and ideals regarding many
aspects of education are expressed. The distinct interest of this thesis is primary
education. For this reason this section outlines a perspective on the nature of basic
education as well as its place in relation to individual achievement and social
development.

Basic Education for AU
An important vehicle for the transmission of world-level principles and ideals about
basic education has been the World Conference on "Education for All" (WCEFA), held

in 1990 in Jomtiem, Thailand. The conference and subsequent World Declaration on
Education for All and its reconunendations stated in the Framework for Action to Meet
Basic Needs, published by UNESCO (1990) expressed a world-wide consensus on the

necessity of both ethical and economic grounds of education for all. The following
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outlines the principles which formed the basis of the World Declaration on Education

for All.

•

The rcc:.llling that education is a fundamental right for all people:

•

The understanding that education can help ensure a safer, healthier more prosperous
environmentally sound world and that simultaneously contributes to social
economic and cultural progress, tolerance and international cooperation;

•

The knowing that education is an indispemablc key to, though not sufficient
condition for, personal and social improvement;

•

The recognising of the value and validity of traditional knowledge and indigenous
cultural heritage to both define and promote development;

•

The acknowledging that the current provision of education is seriously deficient and
that it must be made more relevant and qualitatively improved and made universally

available;
•

:he recognising that sound basic education is fundamental to the strengthening of
higher levels of education and of scientific and technological literacy and capacity
and thus self-reliant development; and

•

The recognising of the necessity to give present and coming generations an

expanded vision of basic education to address the scale and complexity of the
challenge (UNESCO, 1990, p. 2).

The World Declaration on Education for All reafftrmed the principle that education is a
societal objective. It expand~d the vision of basic education and renewed commitment

to ensure that the basic learning needs of all children youths and adults arc met
effectively in all countries. "BasiC learning needs" and "learning acquisition" as they
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were defined in the Worlcl Declaration on EducatirmforAII, arc outlined in Tahlc lund

Table 2.

TABLE I: THE WORI.II DECLARATION ON EDUCATION FOR ALL: DEFINING IIASIC
LEARNING NEEDS

E\·cry person, child, youth or adult shall he able to benefit from educational opportunities
designed to meet their basic learning needs.
Basic learning needs are comprised of the following:
• Literacy, oral expression, numeracy and problem solving and;
• The knowledge skills values and attitudes to be able to survive, to develop their full capacities,
Jive and work in dignity, participate fully in development, to improve the quality of their Jives,
to make informed decisions and to continue learning
Source: UNESCO, 1990, World Declaration on Education for All, Article I: Meeting basic learning
needs (pp. 3-5).

TABLE2: THE WORLD DECLARATION ON EDUCATION FOR ALL: DEFINING
LEARNING ACQUISITION

Whether or not expanded educational opportunities will translate into meaningful denlopment
for an individual or for society depends ultimately on whether people actually Jearn as a result
of those opportunities, whether they Incorporate useful knowledge, reasoning abllity skills and
values

The focus of basic education must therefore be on actual learning acquisition and outcome rather than
exclusively upon enrolment, continued participation in organised programmes and completion of
certification requirements. Active and participatory approaches are particularly valuable in assuring
learning acquisition and allowing learners to reach their fullest potential. II is therefore necessary to
define acceptable levels of learning acquidtion for educational progranunes and to impro\'e and
apply systems of assessing learning achievement.
Source: UNESCO, 1990, World Declaration on Education for All, Article 4: Focussing on learning
acquisition (pp. 3-5).
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Educational opportunity, choice and stand;.nls
The World Education Reports produced hy UNESCO every second year since /99 I urc
another important venue in which to find statements of international perspective,
principles und ideals with regard to the place of education in contemporary society. The
opening paragraph of the /993 World Education Report for example sets the vision of
education for the 1990s:

In the new vision of the world development that is beginning to emerge in the
1990s, knowledge, human ingenuity, imagination and good will are the only
resources that finally matter. No lasting progress, it is realised, can be made
towards peace and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms wHhout
them. The role of education in developing them is recognised as crucial
(UNESCO, 1993, p. 16).

Educational choice, equality of opportunity and standards, set against a background of
international conventions', are the specific principles and foci of the UNESCO 1993

World Education Report. Article 4 of the Convention against Discrimination in
Education (1960) together with articles 28 and 29 of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (1989), presented in Tables 3 and 4 provide that background.

7

Eight International Conventions dealing wholly or in pari with education are currently in force. They
are: Convention Against Discrimination in Education (1960); lntemational Conwmion Oil the
Elimination ofAll Forms ofRacial Discrimination {1965); lntemational Col'f.'llalll on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (1966); Convention fur the Protection oftlte World Cultural and National Herirage
{1972}~ Convention on the EliminaJion of All Forms of Discrimination against Womm ( 1979);
Convention on the Right of the Child (1989); Convention on Technical and Vocatio11al Education (1989).
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TABLE 3: EllUCA TIONAL CHOICE A Nil EQUALITY 0!' OI'I'OIITUNITY: CONVENTION
AGAINST lliSCRIMINATION IN EllUCATION

,.\rtide .f

1l1c States Parties ltl this Convention um.h:rtakc 10 formulate, develop amJ apply a national polk:y
whkh, hy methods appropriate to the dn.:wmtam:cs and to national U'>agc, will tend to promote
N]Ual ity nf (lppnrtunity :md of treatment in the mallcr of c<.lut:ation and in partitular;
• To nmkc primary cdm:ation free ami compubory; mukc ~ccondary education in it~
different form~ generally av:~ilahk and <~CI:C!>~ihlc to all on the basi!-> of individual capacity;
assure compliance hy all with the obligation to attend ~chnol prc'>cribed hy law;
• To ensure that the standards of cllucation arc equivalent in 111J puhlk educational
institutions of the same level and that the condilions relating to the quality of the education
prm·ided is also equivalent;
• To encourage and intensify by appropriate methods the educatirm of pemms who have not
recci\·cd any primary education;
• Provide training for the teaching profession without discrimination.

Source: UNESCO ( 1960). Conremion against Discrimination in Education, Adopted by the General
Conference at its eleventh Session, Paris, 14 December, 1960, Paris: UNESCO.

TABLE 4: EDUCATIONAL CHOICE AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY: CONVENTION
ON THE RIGHT OF THE CHILD

Article 28
1. State Parties recognise the right of the child to education and with a view to achieving this right
progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, they shall in particular:
• Make primary education compulsory and available free to all;
• Encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, including general
and vocational education, make them available and accessible to every child ... ;
• Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appropriate
means;
• Make educational and \'OCational information and guidance available to all children;
• Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop~out
rates

2. State Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline is administered
in a manner consistent with the child's human dignity and in conformity \\ith the present
Convention.

Article29
State Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to:
• The development of the child's personality, talents and mentaJ and physical abilities to
their fullest potential;
• The development of respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms and for the
principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations.

Source: United Nations (1989). Convention on the Rights of the Child. New York: United Nations
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Most of the countries, which ratified these conventions, found it necessmy to undert<tkc
some mJjustmcnt programme in order to IOIIow the principles stated in thc . . e

conventions. However, in the case of developing countries, the effects of economic
structural udjustmcnt in the 1980s and for most the deterioration in key education

indicators that followed, meant that the messages contained in international conventions
were rarely invoked at national level of discussion about education. The 1993 World
Education Report notes that it is only now that these statements have become widely

appreciated and that their implications can be assessed (p. 54).

In light of the statements presented in Tables 3 and 4, "educational choice", "equality of
opportunity" and "standards" are defined as:

•

the right to free primary education for all children;

•

the provision of different forms of secondary education for all children;

•

the provision of education of equivalent standards and quality for all children in all
public educational institutions;

•

the opportunity for all children to receive an education that develops their
personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential.

In both "developed" and "developing" countries, the idea of "school choice" is usually
understood to refer to the choice between state and private schools. In a number of
industrial countries "school choice" has become also a question of choice among state

schools and the idea that parents should have the liberty to choose a school of their
choice. This development was not foreseen in any of the conventions. In the USA. the
UK and France, the reasons for this development are usually linked with the actual
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conditions <md climmc of the schools. This is the case in large cities where drug
violence and gangs lmve hccomc the norm. The Report indicutcs that:

Parents feeltmppcd. In principle they have the liberty of choice, but in practice,
unless they cun ufford to semi their children to a private school or ch<tngc
residence, they arc condemned to send them to the local state school regardless of
whether it is "hie to provide a decent education for any child (UNESCO, 1993 p.
60).

The focus on and desire for "decent" education is not new. Article 29 of the Convention
011

the Right of the Child and article 4 of the World Declaration on Education for All

called on countries to define acceptable levels/standards of learning acquisition for
educatinnal programmes. The 1993 World Education Report states that: "while there is
general agreement in most countries about the importance of basic skills, there is less
agreement beyond that". It remarks that a debate exists in most countries between
advocates of an emphasis on process oriented skills (eg reasoning, creative thinking and
problem solving) and advocates of an emphasis on content and notes that "in countries
with highly developed examination systems there has been a stronger emphasis on
knowledge of content at the expense of process oriented skills"' (p. 80-81).

Effective Primary Education "a rock· bottom necessity for development"
In Primary Education: A World Bank Policy Paper (1990), "effective primary
education" is described as, '\he rock bottom necessity for development" (p.l 0).
Primary education is presented as the foundation upon which nations' economic growth,
social development and the welfare of individuals are built. It has two purposes: First to

8

Kellaghan & Greaney (1992) remark that: "Public examinations undoubtedly exert enormous pressure
on activities in schools. Teachers tend to gear teaching to the tests to be Iuken and to ignore material not
featured in such tests, even if it is mandated in the official curriculum". In search for improvement, they
suggest that: "higher -order cognitive skills should be assessed to ensure they are taught" (pp. 2-3).
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produce literate and numt!ratc people and second to Jay the groundwork f()r further
education.

The bc:nclicial effects of primary education on development arc, according to the Paper,
due to the cognitive skills such as literacy, numcracy and problem solving such
education imparts. It is noted that the newly industrialised economics like Hong Kong,
Korea, Japan, Singapore and Israel achieved universal, or nearly universal, primary

enrolment before rapid economic growth (p.ll).

The Paper notes that national development prospects hinge on people's ability to:
"acquire, adapt and advance knowledge" and that ineffective primary schooling
jeopardises the entire effon for human capital development. It assens that ineffective
primary education, in which pupils, even when they complete primary education, often
have not learned the core skills commonly specified in the national curriculum, leads to
the 'production' of graduates who are poorly prepared for secondary and teniary
education and of workers, managers and parents ill-equipped for life-long learning and
efficient contribution to the nation's development (p.ll).

"Learning: the treasure within"
The Report to UNESCO of the lntemational Commission on Education for the Tll'enty-

First Century (1996) (hereafter the Report) is the latest international platform to
examine and propose ideals and principles about the place of education in relation to
individual achic:vement and social development. In the introduction to the Report.
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Jacques Delors, Chairman of the /Jllemational Commis.\·irm on

l~t/ur:atirm for tlu~

Tu'('11ty-First Ct.>lllllry st:.tlcs that education is:

... at the heart of both persomtl and community development; its mission is to
enable each of us, without exception to develop all our talents to the full and Lo
realise our creative potential, including responsibility for our own Jives and
achic\·emcnt of our personal aims (Jacques Delors, Chairman of the International
Commission on Education for the twenty-First Century, UNESCO, 1996, p. 17 ).

Education, in the Report, is advanced as one of the principal means available to foster a
deeper form of human development, reduce poverty, exclusion and ignorance,

oppression and war. In a changing world, education is also advanced as having to play
an important role in meeting the challenges of the next century. In doing so, it will have
to adapt itself to the tensions between tradition and modernity, between competition and

equality of opportunity, spiritual aspirations and material reality as well as local
interests and global aspirations.

The Report reiterates the concept of learning throughout life introduced in the Faure
Report (1972). It emphasises the neces<ity to learn how to learn in order to deal with
new situations as they arise in one's personal and working lives. To that end, the content

of basic education should be "designed to stimulate a love of learning and knowledge
and develop the desire and provide the opportunities for learning throughout life" (p.
24). The Report introduces "four pillars" as foundations of education: "Learning to be":
"learning to know", "learning to do", and "learning to live together".

Learning to be, so as better to develop one's personality and be able to act with
greater autonomy, judgement and personal responsibility. In that connection,
education must not disregard any aspect of a person's potential: memory,
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reasoning, o:Jesthetic sense, physicul capacities and communico:ttion skills.
Lc:1rning to know, combining a sufficiently broad, general knowledge with tbc
opportunity to work in depth on u small number of subjects. This also means
learning to lcnrn sons to hcncfit from the opportunities education providl!s
throughout life.
Lcmning to do, in order to acquire not only an occup<ttion<tl skill but <tlso, morc
broadly, the competence to deul with many situations and work in teams. ft also
means leurning to do in the context of young people's various social and work
experiences.
!,.earning to live together, by developing an understanding of other people and an
appreciation of interdependence - carrying out joint projects and learning to
manage conf1icts- in a spirit of respect for the values of pluralism, mutual
understanding and peace (Repon to UNESCO of the lntem•tional Commission on
Education forthc Twenty-First Century. 1996. Highlight,, p. 37).
The Report indicates that formal education systems tend to emphasise the acquisition of
knowledge to the detriment of other types of learning. It assens that, at the eve of the
twentieth century, it is vital to conceive education in a more encompassing fashion and
that such a vision should inform and guide future educational reforms and policy, in
relation both to contents and methods of education, stating that:

Educational policy must be sufficiently diversified and must be so designed as not
to become another contributory cause of social exclusion
The socialisation of individuals must not conflict with personal development. It is
therefore necessary to work towards a system that strives to combine the virtues of
integration with respect for individual rights (UNESCO 1996, Highlights, p. 37).

The Repon's vision of education is as a necessary "utopia" in which none of the talents
hidden like buried treasure in every person must be left untapped.
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School-level processes
The expression school level can be likened to the expression "gmssroots level" which
describes wh<ll happens "at the popular level as distinguished from the centers of
political leadership" (Webster's Nt•w Encydopedia Dictimwry 1993 p. 437 ). This
~ection

is a synopsis of current undcrstanr.Jing of primary cduct1tion in developing

nations. It outlines the acknowledged issues regarding teaching and learning in
classrooms in developing nations and summarises recommendations of how practice!;
and processes could be improved.

Teaching and learning processes: The acknowledged issues

The entire literature about education in developing countries acknowledges that in
comparison with industriaYwestern societies, schooling in the "Third World" takes

place under less materially propitious conditions. Lockheed and Verspoor (1991), for
example, note that:
Despite the lack of empirical evidence on school environments ... anecdotal
evidence suggests that in developing countries the basic elements of an orderly
school environment are frequently missing: students and teachers are frequently
absent, the stock of teaching materials is limited, and the physical surrounding is
detrimental to learning. The conditions in many schools arc so chaotic that it
seel115 miraculous that learning occurs at all, and much of what does occur appears
to be haphazard rather than the result of a deliberate focus on the content and
process of instruction (1991, p. 43).
Whether children actually learn anything or acquire "essential knowledge and skills".
even when they do go to school has become the enduring question. This is the
acknowledged issue of the last decade in analyses about what goes on in primary
education classrooms of the developing world (Fuller, 1986, 1991; Hawes & Stephens,
1990; UNESCO, 1990; Heyneman, 1990; Graham-Brown, 1991; Avalos, 1996a,
1996b). Many studies are critical of the pedagogical practices in place in the classrooms
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of the Third World.

Nitsaisook's ( 1985) study for example, illustrates tcoiching prw.;ticcs in 79 Thai fifth
gmdc mathematics classrooms cunwining 2,332 pupil~. The study, purt or an
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) cross
natiomli study, revealed that in Thailand, 54.39 per cent of teachers' time was allocated
to lecturing, explaining; and 29.52 per cent of the time was allocated to seat-work,
wrillen; 10.30 per cent was allocated to review; 2.5 per cent to oral practice drill. Of
interest is the way Nitsaisook ( 1985) describes teaching in the Thai classrooms .

. . . Lessons include not only the presentation of new material but also the reexplaining of the material previously taught. This re-explaining always occurs
when the teachers find the students either cannot give correct answers or do not
solve the problems in the assigned exercises correctly. This finding seems to
reflect the conviction of some of the teachers that only explanations can help
students to learn the lessons. One may wonder whether the teachers understand
the concepts of re~teaching and re~explaining. Furthermore, even though a great
number of questions are asked, most of them are either recall or simple direct
questions mostly initiated by teachers. The main purpose of asking questions
seems to be maintenance of the students' attention to the teachers' explanations
and of the students' engagement in teaching activities rather than to check the
students' understanding of the lessons concepts. ln addition, ... most teachers do
only general comprehension checks, eg .. the teachers ask students whether they
understood (p. 65).

Newman ( 1989) in an ethnographic study of grassroots education in India notes that:

Small children were acculturated to school or made to adjust to school discipline
by force or its threat .... No rules were explained. No child was ever praised as a
'good child' or 'mod•! pupil', ... traditional patterns emphasised taking what was
handed down. Traditional students were humble receivers of knowledge ... they
were not avid questioners or seekers in the enlightenment-inspired Western mode
(p.l7).

In the context ofthe South American region Avalos (1996a) notes that teaching
strategies, which she describes as being "teacher-centred", "frontal" and "authoritarian··.
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still fail to address the lc:.1rning needs of students and challenge them suiTiciently. She
st:ucs:

... Te;.1chers either feel they have responsibilities us sole providers of stimuli for
kmning or ... with limited background knowledge, few teaching resources <.~nd
limited repertoire of teaching stn.Hcgics, arc forced to teach stereotyped contcnt"i
and limit the range of intellectual development of their pupils .... The J~tct thttt for
the grc<~tcr number of children now attending schools comp<.~red to a decade ago,
learning uchicvemcnt is unsatisfactory, especiully as regards basic skills for
communication and participation in society (reading, writing, computational
abilities) draws attention once again to teachers and how they teach ( 1996, pp. 7 ~

8).

Similarly, Wolf, Schiefelbein and Valenzuela (1993) note that in many Latin American
primary education classrooms, teaching:

... takes place through presenting material to a whole class often writing on the
chalkboard the contents of the lesson or explanations to be copied by children.
Teachers use the same strategies in all situations and for all audiences. Often the
structure and sequence of the lessons are inadequate but the teacher does not stop
to get feedback from pupils and therefore to adapt his or her teaching to the
situation. Nonnally teachers do not ask pupils to take part in the lesson.
Alternative teaching/learning strategies such as small group instruction,
cooperative learning, individual coaching, problem solutions, group decision and
free writing are seldom used ( 1993, p. 70).

Simple observation of teaching in Bangladesh leads Avalos (1996b) to the conclusion
that in that country:

... like in many other countries, it [teaching] is dull, focussed on rote learning and
offers very 1ittie stimulus to a child's imagination, creativity, sense of play or
beauty. In the limited number of its forms it is almost entirely bent on getting
children to repeat knowledge found in their textbooks that only cover core
subjects (p. 24.).

Jennis-Wray's (1984) article on "integrated learning" in Jamaica shows that teachers
dominated lessons, asked few open-ended questions and spent 59 per cent of the time
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talking (pp. 265-78). While, in an article titled "Vocal teadwrs silelllfJ/lfJi/s? Ufr! in

/Jot.nt'llllll classrooms" Fuller and Snyder ( 199/) liJund that pupils spenl 54 rcr cent of
the observed tcnching time listening to teachers' Jeclurcs and that 43 rcr t:cnl of that

time was spent in oral recitation (pp. 274-94). Fuller ( 199 J) notes that throughout

Africa. classroom teaching involves "frequent oral recitation of vocabulary or arithmetic
exercises delivered in unison by pupils ... at times an individual child will be asked

to

provide the one right answer to a set question" (p. 68).

In their recent study, The quality of primary schools in different development contexts
Gabriel Carron and Ta Ngoc Chiiu (1996) conclude that:

... The pedagogical processes observed in all four countries [India, China, Guinea
and Mexico] are traditional in nature that is fairly rigid and centred on the teacher
rather than the pupil... (p.202) .. .1t must be said that more progressive methods,
favouring learning centred on the child, based on discovery and consequently on
the construction of knowledge by the pupil himself, require that the teachers have
a level of competence and especially of motivation much higher than that which
one generally finds among teachers covered by the survey (p.l90).

As these examples have shown, much ofthe teaching practices in the classrooms of
developing countries seem to include substantial reliance on teachers' lectures,
memorisation of material, rather than application of knowledge. They also seem to
include few opportunities for pupils to question and participate.

Shifts in focus for improvement of educational processes
In their study, which synthesises the results of four years of research and consultation
on the effectiveness and efficiency of primary education in developing countries and in
light of the criticisms stated above, Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates ( 1991) delineate
several areas for improving learning achievements. These areas arc: a) effective schools;
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b)

curriculum~

c) learning materials; d) time for learning; and c) effective teaching; and

t) children teachability. Their recommendations arc based on an extensive review of

teaching and learning in developing countries. The following summarises the
rccommcndutions they mnke in these six areas.

a) Effective schools should comprise an orderly and clean school environment in which
teachers maintain discipline, begin lessons on time and let students know what is
expected of them. Effective schools should establish clearly defined goals for academic
achievement and monitor pupils' progress in order to determine whether these goals arc
met. Academically successful schools should set high expectations for work and

achievement. They should have strong principals, close to the instructional processes
and engender a common sense of commitment and collegiality among the staff
(Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates, 1991, pp. 43-44).

b) Curriculum. Textbooks, the major if not only definition of curriculum in developing
countries, should be properly designed, factually accurate, appropriately illustrated and
reinforce the development of higher order thinking skills, that is, problem solving skills
and critical thinking (pp. 45-47). Because multiple language instruction slows down the
acquiring of literacy generally, the most effective approach is to begin with the home

language as the medium of instruction and add or switch to a second language later so
that children are able to acquire basic literacy,learn the fundamentals in various
subjects and adjust to the school and its demands, before they confront the task of
learning a new language (Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates, 1991, p.l67).
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c) Learning materials. The availability of good (pcdngogically sound, culturally relevant
nnd physically durable) textbooks and teachers guides have a consistent positive effect
on students m.:hicvcmcnt in developing countries (Lockheed, Vcrspoor & Assc>Ciates,

1991, p.S7),

d) Time for Jenrning. International standards state that school year should comprise 880

hours. Policy makers should adjust to these standards while local efforts for the
maintaining of these standards sh.ould ensure that schools are open during official hours
and that teachers are present and teaching during the official instructional periods

(Lockheed, Verspoor& Associates, 1991, p. 62).

e) Effective teaching. Teachers' la11guage proficiency and their level of formal
education generally have positive dfects on pupils' achievement (Lockheed &
Verspoor, 1991, p. 62).

At a bare minimum effective teachh~g should involve: (i) presenting material in an

orderly and rational fashion, pacing the class to the student's level and taking into
account individual differences; (ii) providing studems with opportunities to practise and
apply what they have learned; (iii) letting students !mow what is expected of them and
(iv) monitoring and evaluating student performance in such a way that students can
learn from their own mistakes.

Teaching practices enhancing pupils' learning include:
(i) pupils' active participation; (ii) practising what has been taught and applying it to

own experience; (iii) monitoring and evaluating pupils performance; (iv) giving
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appropri:.lh! feedback on performance (Lockheed, Vcrspoor & Associates, JfJIJ I pp.

63~

71 ).

0 Te:.tchability. The capacity to learn in school is determined hy the prior learning
experience, health and nutritional status of each child. Children with stimulating home
environment, from higher social classes and more educated parents Jearn more quickly
in school than children from more deprived backgrounds. Providing school snacks may
alleviate learning problems related to protein-energy malnutrition and temporary hunger

associated with short time fasting, for example, when children do not eat breakfast.
Similarly, screening for visual and auditory problems is important for increasing the

teachability of children, especially poor children (Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates
1991, pp. 73-89).

These recommendations indicate a shift of focus from teaching to learning. This focus
implies that teachers need to be aware of what is required to achieve better learning. For
teachers, this implies the ability to concentrate on understanding rather than curriculum
coverage, to stimulate the acquisition of knowledge rather than impart knowledge and to
acknowledge that pupils are different rather than homogeneous.

Developing nations are not homogeneous in terms of their educational development.

Following the World Bank classification of low-income countries', lower-middle
9

49 countries classified as low income economies have a GNP per capita which ranges between $80
(Mozambique) to $730 (Armenia).
40 countries classified as lower-middle income economics have a GNP per capita which ranges between
$770 (Lesotho) to$ 3,020 (Venezuela).
17 countries classified as upger middle income economics have a GNP per capita which ranges between
$3,160 (South Africa) to $8,210 (Greece). Mauritius with a GNP per capita $3,380 is a upper middle
income economy.
26 countries classified as high -income economies have a GNP per capita which ranges between $9,700
(Korea Rep.) to $40,630 (Swilzerland). (World Dcvclopnient Report, 1997).
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income nnd upper-middle and high-income count ric...,, l.ockhccd and Vcrspoor ( 1991)
delineate different challenges with rcgurds to tctlching and learning processes.

For low-income countries, which for the most part arc striving to cMablish a mass
cduc<ttion system that imparts core academic and other skills to a high proportion of the
school-age population, the challenge is to provide basic mutcrial, and pre-trained

teachers in order to reach what Lockheed and Verspoor (1991) call the "formalism
stage.. (p. "5)
-- .

For lower-middle income countries, many of which already provide mass education the
cha11enge is to increase the number of schools in which more advanced problem solving

skills are taught in order to prepare students for further education or on the job learning.
In those countries with a higher proportion of trained teachers, the challenge and change
in focus is 10 improve their knowledge, skills and ability to teach problem solving and
strengthen their pedagogical skills development in order to reach what Lockheed and
Verspoor (1991) call the "transition stage" (p.225).

For upper-middle income and high income countries in which mass education, teacher

education and training are generally satisfactory, the challenge is to refocus attention on
teaching problem solving skills rather than basic skills to all pupils. Newly
industrialised economies such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia, for example,
seek to develop strong scientific and technical education in order to improve their
competitiveness in the world economy. These nations, according to Lockheed, Verspoor

and Associates (1991), should concentrate on teaching advanced problem-solving skiils
and strengthen pedagogical skill development. They should strive to reach the "meaning
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st:.tgc" in which teaching methods foster problem solving and cre:llivity while catering
to the individual differences of students (p. 225).

In order to attain these long term objectives, nations must change significuntly on a
large scale o.md challenges arc nmny in order to do so. Two of these challenges, because
they provide circumstantial evidence for the proposed research, arc presented in the
following:

Challenge arises when different parties have different degrees of commitment to
the reform. A large-scale program that responds to issues that central policy
makers and planners consider priorities may not respond to issues that arc
priorities for administrators and parents at the school level. Thus the local
commitment to national programs is often limited (Lockheed, Verspoor &
Associates, 1991, p. 221).
Achieving educational change is difficult under any circumstances~ it is especially
challenging in the unstable environments that prevail in developing countries. In
these countries, the generic problems are aggravated by policy makers who have
only a limited knowledge of how teaching and learning actually take place in the
classroom and how schools are actually managed
(Lockheed, Verspoor & Associates 1991, p. 223).

These two challenges are reasons providing part of the rationale for bringing to light
experiences and perceptions of primary education from people other than decision and
policy makers.

Summary
For proponents of the modernist tradition, education is a major component of a
developmental process that will take societies from traditionalism to modernity.
Education helps people acquire the values and behaviours necessary for participating in
modern democratic societies. It provides the means by which to produce the skilled
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manpower and knowledge, "hurmm capital", needed Ji:Jr tedmologic:ll progress ;md
economic grmvth. Modernist theorists pi:Jcc great conlidencc in the individual :md in
the muion to acquire knowledge and values which will help them to travel tlle road
tra\'dled earlier by more :.1fnucnt nations.

Empirical studies examining and d~tailing the contribution of education to economic
development is voluminous but concentrate on the effects of year~ of formal schooling
rather than the effects of educational experience or cognitive outcomes of schooling.

The functionalist tradition is concerned with the social and economic functions of
education. In that tradition, classrooms are explained in terms of their (manifest and

latent) functions for the school, the school in terms of its function for the educational
system and the educational system in terms of its function for society. Teachers are
construed as agents of the state, socialising children into the advantages of modern
progress. Their role is to hold authority, maintain order and loyalty of pupils within
schools and at the same time conform to the dictates of their superiors and the state.
Children, for their part, learn that formal authorities legitimately define the nature of
their work and that work is rewarded by others rather than hold intrinsic value for
themselves. In that tradition, the functional devices appear more important than
whether or what kind of learning takes place in classrooms.

Proponents of the conflict/reproduction/liberation approaches hold critical
interpretations. They ask who gains and who loses authority and resources in being
educated. Like functionalist theorists, they see education as serving the interests of the
economy and the state arguing, in contrast, that governments have little autonomy and
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capacity to pursue social ;:agenda if they do not serve capitalism and economic
cxp:.msion.

Conflict theorists argue that education, :.1s an institution, reinforces a structure that

yield~

unequal opportunity and reinforces the status, knowledge and wealth of the economic
elites. They see education as socialising children into the normo.; and values of the
dominant culture; as teaching children their place in society; as perpetuating and making
legitimate differences with certificates of educational achievement and keeping
developing nations in oppressed and dependent conditions. Proponents of the liberation
tradition, on their part, emphasise the importance and worth of the individuals but
always in their community settings. They maintain the importance of non·manipulative
education that promotes raised consciousness within individuals.

Modernity/functionalist and conflict theories offer explanations of society as a whole
macro-system and tend to see human behaviour as solely pan of that system. For
functionalist theorists, behaviour is directed by the norms and values of the social

system while for conflict theorists it is determined by economic structures.

World institutionalists suggest that Western ideals and fonns of organisations transcend
national boundaries and have established themselves in emerging nation states. For

these theorists, the Western school is a structure surrounded by popular support and
symbols of modernity. World institutionalists attempt to demonstrate the existence of
shared cultural and political commitments with regard to modern socialisation. They
describe mass schoo1ing as a "political good" which promotes the joining into modern
polity and advances rneritocratic opportunities. As other structural theorists, world
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institutionalists see society as a macro-system, in their case of global dimcnsiclns. In
their view human behaviour is directed by Western ideals ;:md fnrrn"' of organisation.

The international viewpoint presented in this chapter sees education as a right for all
people and as an undertuking indispensable for personal and social improvement.

Ba~ic

education is the foundation enabling young people to further education und continue
learning throughout life, the prerequisite for economic development, for imparting the

knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to meet the challenges of the next century and
promoting the ideals of tolerance and good will.

Basic learning needs comprise literacy, oral expression, numeracy and problem solving.
They also include the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to survive,live and
work in dignity, develop oneself, participate in national development, improve the
quality of life, continue learning and make informed decisions. Not only should young
people have the right to education, this right should include the development of their
creative, mental, and physical potential, their ingenuity, imagination and autonomy. In
addition to promoting participation in school processes, the quality of these processes
has become an important challenge for developing nations as they move toward the
twenty-first century10 • In that perspective the quality challenge refers to an education
that needs to be "useful", "decent" and "effective" rather than just schooling and
completion of certification.
10

In the developing world. univcrsalising access to education and promoting equity remains a most
urgent educational challenge at the dawn of the twenty-first century (Colclough & Lewin 1993). In 1990,
at the time of the Conference 011 Education for All, with its target of Education for All by the Year 2000, it
was estimated that more than 960 million adults, two thirds of whom were women were illiterate. It was
also estimated that more than 100 million children, including at least 60 million girls, had no access to
education. More than 100 million children failed to complete basic education programmes, while millions
more satisfied attendance requirements without acquiring csscntiallmowledge and skills (UNESCO,
1990).
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The litc:rature acknowledges tlmt in the developing world, school proccs\cs take place in
diffkult conditions and that access to education and equity with regards to p<uticipating

in educational processes remain the most urgent challenge in developing societies.
Furthermore it >lcknowlcdgcs the question of quality as an enduring challenge for
educational systems and processes in developing countries. It identifies problems in
temts of teaching practices found to be failing to address the learning needs of pupils
and challenge them sufficiently. The literature shows a shift in focus from teaching to
learning and outlines specific challenges depending on whether educational systems of
developing nations are at the "formalism", "transition" or "meaning" stages.

In the socio-cultural approach adopted for the research, the information presented in this
chapter constitutes part of the wide context and other understandings within which
participant stakeholders'experiences and view-points are embedded and will be
discussed at the end of the thesis 11 • The next chapter delineates the particular perception
of reality upon which this socio-cultural perspective has been conceptualised and
designed.

11

Other aspects of that wide context arc the Mauritian historical and cultural context and the Mauritian
'official' understanding, presented in Chapter Five.
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CIIAI'l'EI! TIIIUiE
CONCEPTUAL APPI!OACH

The previous clmptcr outlined micro/structural explanations of the place of education in

society o:md more particularly in developing societies. While some of these perspectives
emphasise the importance of consensus, others in contrast,. believe that there arc
fundamental differences of interest between social groups. Despite these differences, it

has however been shown that macro/structural perspectives offer explanations of society
as a whole and explanations of education as part of, and shaped by, the social or global
system. In the previous chapter, I also suggested social action perspectives as pertinent
approaches for extending the understanding of Mauritian primary education for several

reasons: (i) because social action perspectives focus on small scale interactions rather
than society as a whole; (ii) because they do not see human behaviour solely as a
reaction or response to the social system and;(iii) because they incorporate context. This
chapter expands on these ideas and outlines the distinctive social action approach
adopted for this study.

Philosophical views of human behaviour and social reality have influenced both the
type of data that researchers of society have collected and the methods they have
employed to collect that data. The positivist approach, derived from the work of
Auguste Comte ( 1798-!857), assumes that the behaviour of humans, just like the
behaviour of matter, can be objectively measured and observed. The structural theories
(functionalist and conflict) described in the previous chapter, can be regarded as
positivistic approaches to understanding social reality. In these perspectives, the place
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uf education in society is perceived as a reaction to the economic infr<t.'llruclurc and
functionnl prerequisite of the social system.

In contrast, according to the sochll action perspectives outlined first by .sociologist
\Veber (I 864-1920), the subject matter of natural and .social .sciences is fundamentally
different. Social action perspectives favour conceptions which start from the ontological
and methodological primacy of micro-social situations. They seck to replace the
scientific notions of explanation, prediction and control with the notions of
understanding, meaning and action.

Positivistic approaches view human behaviour as something determined by impersonal
law, operating beyond individual control. Social reality is a self- regulating mechanism.
In contrast, social action perspectives hold the view that human behaviour is purposive
and that individual members construct and interpret their own actions and opinions. ln
micro/social action perspectives, humans take part in the creating of society through
their own actions. These perspectives begin with the assumption that action is
meaningful to those involved and suggest that an understanding of action requires an
interpretation of actions themselves and the meanings which participants give to their
activities.

Several theorists/researchers have attempted to bridge the apparent gulf between social
action (micro) and structural (macro) perspectives. For example, in challenging
Durkeim's view that society exists independently of the individuals who make it up
(Giddens, 1972), Weber (1958) identified aspects of the social structure such as class
and bureaucracy but at the same time argued that these groupings were made up of
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individuals cnrrying out social actions. Schutz (1967), in his phcnomcno/ogy of tile
social world, urgucs for organised contcxuality of the social world. f-or Schutz, the
environment, the context and the setting of social ttction emerge as something towards
which action is directed, which is Jived and rcJlcctcd upon rather than being external to
social action.

\\'illis (1977) combined Marxist analysis with an interactionist approach to social
action. Using a variety of research methods in his study of a school in a working class
housing estate in England in the 1970s, Willis did not just rely upon abstract analysis of
the relationship between education and the economic infrastructure. He tried to
understand the experience of schooling from the perspectives of the pupils. Giddens
(1981, 1984), on the other hand, claims that structure and social action are two sides of
the same coin, they form a "duality". For Giddens, social actions create structures and it
is through social action that structures are produced, reproduced and survive over time.

Several theorists have also argued for an integration between micro and macro levels of
analysis. For Cicourel (1981), a precondition for this integration is to identify the
processes which contribute to the creation of macro-structure by the "aggregation" and
"integration" of micro events. Collins (1981) argues that macro-sociological reality is
composed of the aggregate of micro-situations. He conceives a radical micro-sociology
engaged in the 1"-:lpirical reconstruction of social theory and methodology.

The micro/social action perspective which is described above, is considered an
appropriate theoretical positioning in order to bring parents, teachers, pupils and
educationists' lived experiences and constructs into the understanding of Mauritian
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primary education. However, like those theorists/researchers who havc tried to hridgc
the gap between macro and micro understanding of social plwnomcnon, I suggest the
following: (i) The fact that this study examines and provides an interpretation of
~vtauritian

primary education at a certain time in history docs not reject that this

interpretation is in large purl shupcd by particulars of the past; (ii) the fact that the study
examines Mauritian primary education at the micro-level docs not suppose that
education is an island in the broader societal sense, isolated from broader societal
circumstances, issues and understandings.

I, therefore, propose that the task of bringing school level realities and constructs into
the understanding of primary education in the Mauritian context is multi-layered. I
propose that it is essential to take into account participants' experiences and worldviews but it is also essential to take into account the wider context in which the
understanding of these experiences and constructs are embedded.

Although concerned with psychological rather than sociological explanations, Wertsch
(1991), in his "socio-cultural approach to mediated action", has devised theoretical
tools such as "action", "situatedness", "voices" and "addressivity" which are relevant
and useful for the purpose, positioning and conceptua!ising of this thesis.

For Wertsch (1991):
A socio-cultural approach to mind is to create an account of human mental
processes that recognise the essential relationship between these processes and
their cultural, historical and institutional settings ... A fundamental assumption
of a socio-cultural approach is that what is to be described and explained is human
action ... A socio-cultural approach to mind begins with the assumption that action
is mediated and that it cannot be separated from the milieu in which it is carried
out (pp 1-8 & 20).
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\Vertsch sees human beings not as individuals hut rather as generators of certain types
of actions which he calls "communicative action". Wertsch argues that, when :.1ction is
given analytical priority, human beings arc viewed as coming into cont:Jct with and
creating. their surroundings as well as themselves through the actions in which they
engage. Thus action, rather than human beings or the environment considered in
isolation, provide the entry point into the analysis. As analytical categories, actions and
interactions can include what people say, what they say to each other, about each other,
about common issues, as well as what they do.

In his explanations of the socio-cultural tenet of "situatedness", Wertsch (1991) draws
on Vygotsky's writings and his claims that mental functionings in individuals derive
from social life. Taking account of "situatedness", which includes historical, cultural
and institutional settings, in other circumstances labelled context or culture, according
to \Vertsch (1991), does not mean that there is no room for universals. On the contrary,
it indicates possibilities of contrast with other perspectives (p. 18).

For the tenets of ''voices" and "addressivity", \Vertsch this time draws on the work of
Bakhtin (1986) who stresses the idea that "voices" always come in a social milieu.
"Voices" according to Bakhtin cannot be reduced to an account of vocal auditmy
signals. Bakhtin 's account is of a "speaking consciousness, which applies to written as
well as spoken communications and is concerned with the broader issues of a subject's
perspective, conceptual horizon intention and world view" (cited in Wertsch 1991, pp.
50-51). Bak:htin also stresses that meaning comes into existence when two or more
"voices" come into contact, for example, when the "voice" of a listener responds to the
"voice" of a speaker. In a Bakhtinian approach, "any utterance is a link in the chain of
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communication ... l!hcyj arc not indifferent to one another, arc not sc/fsuffkicnt. They
arc aware ofam.l mutually reflect one another" (cited in Wertsch, 1991, p. 52-53).

"Addressee'', another Bakhtinian concept, need not be individuals engaged in concrete
conversations. "Addressee" can be temporally, spatially and socially distant.

Addressee can be an immediate participant interlocutor in an every day dialogue,
a differentiated collective of specialists in some particular area, a more or Jess
differentiated public, ethnic group, contemporaries, like minded people,
opponents and enemies, a subordinate, a superior, someone who is lower, higher,
familiar, foreign and so forth. And, it can also be an indefinite unconcretiscd other
(Bakhtin, 1986, p.95).

Paraphrasing Wertsch (1991), I propose a socio-cultural approach for extending the
understanding of primary education in one de.veloping country, Mauritius, in which I
create an account of stakeholders' experiences and view-points that recognise the
essential relationship between these processes and their cultural, historical and
institutional settings.

In this study, the notion of context takes two forms one which I call the broad context
and the other participants' personal context. The interpretation of school level realities
and view-points as a contribution to the understanding of Mauritian primary education
is situated in a broad context, which comprises other understandings as well as societal.
historical, institutional circumstances and patterns.

Other understandings comprise a macro/structural sociological understanding of the
place of primary education in developing societies. They also comprise expressions of
ideals and principles about the place, ideals, principles and challenges of primary
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education in developing societies. These understandings which form part of Ihe broad
contcxl have been presented in the preceding chapter. Other understandings comprise
the oflicial/govcrnmental discourse about the place and issues of Mauritian primary
education. Those understandings arc outlined in Chapter Five.

The

~vlauritian

context, its societal, historical and institutional circumstances and

patterns is ;;mother important aspect of the broad context and is necessary to locate and
interpret practices, experiences and

view~ points

of contemporary Mauritian primary

education. Mauritian education is to be understood in that sense, as located on a
continuum where historical particulars form the base upon which the present
experiencing of Mauritian primary education is construed. The circumstances, peoples,
events and cultural patterns, together with the ways in which the Mauritian education
system and more particularly primary system have evolved and the ways it is organised,
are important to know in order to locate and interpret an understanding of a
contemporary phenomenon such as education. They are also important to know in order
to locate experiences and

view~ points

of Mauritian primary education. The realities of

primary education in the two schools chosen for the study and the view-p0mts
expressed by participants which constitute the research findings, will be discussed
against these national aspects of broad context which are presented in Chapter Five.

Personal context is another element thought to be necessary in order to locate practices.
experiences and

vicw~points

of primary education. Personal context takes two forms:

position and life history. The perspective from which participants operate in their
capacities as teachers, parents, head teachers or educationists is fundamental in the
shaping and framing of the ways in which they experience and construe primary
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cduc<llion and the interpretation of these experiences and constructs. The nature of their
role as parents, teachers, pupils and educationists, their particular vested interest
embedded in that role and positioning shape the ways in which they experience and

construe primary cducnt ion. For example, it is through their personal and or professional
experience and circumstnnccs that participants/stakeholders experience and prioritise
what counts for them as issues and challenges in Mauritian primary education.

Asking participants to place their experiencing and understanding of primary education
in the context of their personal history is an important methodological clement in the
research design of this study. Present understanding is to a certain extent regulated and
sustained by personal experiences and circumstances. Constitutive events in past family,
school and work experiences provide a context upon which present experiences and
understandings of primary education can be built.

The realities of primary education in the two schools chosen for the study and the viewpoints expressed by all research participants constituting the research findings will be
discussed against these aspects of personal context. Chapter Four further explains the
notion of personal context.

This research aims to show how school level processes, and participant stakeholders'
view-points and experiences contribute to describing and extending the understanding
of Mauritian primary education. Using a socio-cultural approach, it gives analytical
priority to participant stakeholders' "actions" and "voices" and takes into account the
wider contexts in which these are embedded. The concept of"situatedness" serves to
locate participant stakeholders' actions and voices in the historical, cultuml,
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organisation a! patterns and circumstances of their personal lives. This same concept also
makes it possible to analyse school processes, experiences and participants'

view-point~

alongside other (thcorcticul and international) understandings of primary education. Jn
using the concept of "addrcssivity", the research recognises that it is by using a broad
array of points of view and through the intcractivity of participant stakeholders' actions
and voices that an understanding of Mauritian primary education may be achieved.

Having delineated the particular perception of reality upon which the research has been
conceptualised and designed, the next chapter turns to the qualitative methods used to
support the study's socio-cultural approach.
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CIIAI'TER FOUR

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND DESIGN

The purpose of the inquiry wus to dc~cribc :.md interpret experiences and view-points

related to Mauritian primary education, as lived expressions of various Mauritian
'stakeholders' and to describe and interpret the intcractivity of these experiences and
view-points. The introductory focus of data collection has therefore been on what
participants did and said, rather than on the environment or the participants considered
in isolation.

An ethnographic design has been selected as an appropriate methodological strategy for
the research purpose and its specific focus on participants' actions. Goetz and
LeCompte (1984) define the process of ethnography as follows:

Ethnographic design mandates investigatory strategies conducive to cultural
reconstruction. First, the strategies used, elicit phenomenological data; they
represent the world-view of the participants being investigated, and participants'
constructs are used to structure the research. Second, ethnographic research
strategies are empirical and naturalistic. Participant and non- participant
observations are used to acquire first hand, sensory accounts of phenomena as
they occur in real world settings and investigators take care to avoid purposive
manipulation of variables in the study. Third, ethnographic research is holistic.
Ethnographers seek to construct descriptions of total phenomena within their
various contexts and to generate from these descriptions the complex
interrelationships of causes and consequences that affect human behaviour toward
and belief about the phenomena. Finally, ethnography is multi-modal or eclectic;
ethnographic researchers use a variety of research techniques to amass their data
(Goetz & LeCompte 1984, pp. 3-4).

The strategies used in the inquiry include all of these aspects. Investigation was
undertaken in schools and in participants' places of work and on occasions in homes.
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The process of inquiry consisted of observing natural, non-manipulated processes as
they arc experienced in every day lives. ll has also {;Onsistcd of recording vicw-poinls
construed by participants as they described their own cxpcricm::cs of Mauritian primary
education and expressed their understanding of Mauritian primary education.

Moreover, the research was "multimodal". It has used observation in order to document
the physical characteristics of Mauritian primary school settings, to describe the people
who work and frequent these schools, to document routines, teaching and learning
processes and the effects these processes have on pupils' experience of schooling. The
research method used in-depth interviews in order to bring participants' constructs into
the understanding of Mauritian primary education and document the issues and
priorities which participants brought into this understanding. The research has also used
stories and drawings created by children, viewed in this research as important
participants, holders of valid and legitimate knowledge about primary education, in
order to elicit their own brand of understanding of Mauritian primary education.

The research was "holistic" because it incorporated multiple "actions" and "voices" into
the understanding of Mauritian primary education. Moreover, it was "holistic" because
data collection techniques have accessed the three domains usually associated with
human action:

•

The domain of manifest behaviour such as school activities observed in lhe school
setting.

•

The domain of internal or conscious processes such as those recounted by
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p~1rticipants

•

during interviews and projected in children' .., !-itorics and drawings.

The domain of social meaning such as observed in schools and solicited from
participants during interviews, stories and drawings.

Two periods of field-work were conducted in Mauritius in order to collect data. The
purpose of the first visit, lasting four weeks in November 1995, was to establish contact
with potential participants, select two schools in which to ground field-work and
generally prepare for the second visit. The second visit was a very intensive period of
work lasting three months March/Apri!IMay 1996, during which I completely immersed
myself in the field. One month was spent in an urban school, another month was spent
in a rural school, in both cases observing, conducting interviews, talking with and
interviewing children, teaching and non-teaching staff, parents and generally
participating in the schools' every day activities, sometimes taking the role of a teacher.
The third month was spent meeting and interviewing individual participants who had a
professional educational interest in government and non-governmental organisations.

The following sections present and discuss the research methodology in more detail.
They describe the selection of research sites and participants, the extent of participation
in the research, the techniques and procedures utilised for collecting and analysing data
and considerations relating to the reliability and validity of findings and interpretations.
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Selection of sites and participants

FIGURE 1: MAP OF MAURITIUS
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Source: Proust, A. and Mountain, A. (1995). This is Mauritius. London: New Holland
Publishers LTD.
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The two schools were selected in consultation witll staff at the Mauritius Institute of
Educ<Jtion (MIE). They were selected purposely to reflect (not represent) the rich fabric

ondauritian society within the Mauritian primary school system. The characteristics of
many other schools arc embodied in these two schools. The schools arc middlemost in
most aspects. There is nothing spcciJically unique nor extreme in terms of their size, the
ethnic, religious and socio-economic characteristics of their population, availability of
resources, teaching practices and performance at examinations. However, in order to
"maximise variation" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p.l78), one school has been selected

from the rural area and the other school from the urban area 12 . Sites outside the two
schools comprised Mauritius Institute of Education (MIE), the Beau-Bassin Teacher
Training Centre, the Mauritius Examination Syndicate (MES), The Ministry of
Education, and the Roman Catholic Authority (RCA). These sites, except the Mauritius
Institute of Education where I was kindly given office space, were visited to conduct
interviews with participants.

Participant~

In most literature concerning quantitative research methodologies literature, the
selection of participants is referred to as "sample selection". The use of the word
"sample" is avoided in this research for reasons best captured in what follows:

12

Mauritius spans some 60 km North to South and some 40 km West to East. Public transport, in the
form of buses, services all parts of the island. For these reasons in Mauritius, the distinction between rural
and urban does not take the dimensions experienced in some other countries with remote and inaccessible
regions. Most of the Mauritian country side is covered with sugar c:mc plantation and some mountain
ranges. Mauritians live in the big towns of Plaine Wilhems and the big villages and small towns of other
districts, all within a bus ride from large centres. Given these characteristics, it could therefore be said
that, in the case of Mauritius, 'urban' is very urban and that 'rural' mcuns lcs::. urban. In the study, the
school known under the fictitious name of Four Hills is located in the urban area of Plaines \Vii hem~ und
the school known as Terre Bleue is located in a big village in the district of Moka.
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If all men were strictly cqual, no man could serve a'i an abstraction of mankind.
He would he only a smnplc. However, given the gre:lt variety of l1uman hcings,
mankind can hc abstracted tl1rough the prcscntation of particular persons, who
embody the nature of many or all people in import;mt respe(.;ts. Although they
arc individuals of llesh and hlood, such persons can serve, like the players in
Hamlet, us the abstracts and brief chronicles of the time (Arnhcim, /069,
p. 169),

In this study, participants are viewed as individuals who "embody the nature of many
people in important aspects". They are individuals who reflect rather than represent the
understanding of Mauritian primary education. Their experiences and opinions therefore
serve as "the abstracts", not the sample, of that understanding, just as sites and
participants were selected purposely. Several considerations, outlined in what follows,
have informed their selection.

A multiplicity of perspectives as well as in-depth insights at the grassroots level were
thought essential considerations in order to extend understanding of Mauritian primary
education. The notion of "maximum variation" and the notion of "intensity" (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989, p.l78) are important notions in that regard. The selection of research
participants has been based on these notions. The notion of "maximum variation" is to
be understood as aiming to include a variety of research participants so as to provide the
broadest base for achieving understanding of Mauritian primary education. The notion
of "intensity" is understood as aiming to include in the research, participants who can
exemplify and provide "information-rich" cases and contribute their own understanding
of Mauritian primary education deeply, but not extremely. As a result of these
considerations the following broad criteria applied to the selection of participants:

•

They were stakeholders' of Mauritian primary education.
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•

They offered "variation" in the understanding of Mauritbm primary cdm:ation.

•

They exemplified and /or contributed ''rich information" with regard to the
understanding of Mauritian primary education.

Table 5 shows who the participants were and outlines the rationale utilised for their
selection.

TABLE 5: RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS: COMPOSITION AND RATIONALE FOR
SELECTION
School-based participants

•
•

•
•

Selected to obtain a broad range of
experiences and view-points from within the
schools' settings. They included:

Pupils alt grades
Teachers
General purpose teachers
Oriental languages teachers
Physical education teachers
Trainee teachers
Head and deputy head teachers
School clerk also known as secretary
Parents

Diverse types of individuals who, through
their profession or daily occupation, had a
direct involvement in Mauritian primary
education and individuals whose children
were pupils in the two selected schools.
These individuals contributed their daily
experiences and view-points to the
understanding of Mauritian primary
education

Outside-school participants
(Labelled "educationists" in the research)

Selected to broaden the range of experiences
and view-points from outside the schools
settings. 1ltey included:

Individuals from:
Diverse individuals professionally involved
in aspects of Mauritian primary education.

Mauritius Institute of Education (MIE)
Teacher Training Centre (TIC)
Mauritius Examination Syndicate (MES)
Ministry of Education
Roman Catholic Education Authority

These individuals contributed their informed
view-points to the understanding of
Mauritian primary education.

(RCEA)
NGO'S

All were schooled in Mauritian primary
:>chools, some had taught in rvtauritian
primary schools. Some had children in
Mauritian primary schools and all work in
occupations directly related to some nspect of
Mauritian primary educution.
11tc cducntionist group counts as the \'oice
that reflects a broader Mauritian
understanding of the present circumstances
and issues ofrvtauritian primary education.
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The rationale for the selection of participants, as stated earlier, was to obtain a hroad
range of experiences and view-points so as to document the realities of Mauritian
primary education and obtain multiple perspectives of the understanding of Mauritian
primary education. A combination of the experiences and view-points of school and

outside school participants/stakeholders was thought necessary so as to provide the
broadest base for achieving these aims and offer maximum v<.triation.

Decision for doing so was made prior to field-work but a more precise selection of
participants was undertaken as field-work progressed and research questions were
formulated and refined. For example, the delineation between diverse teachers, diverse
levels of pupils, diverse outside school participants became clearer in the course of field
-work as my understanding of school settings and activities increased. I selected schoolbased participants during the set periods of time spent in the schools. Potential outside
school participants (educationists), on the other hand, were suggested by MIE staff and
field- work supervisor. On some occasions, in what is known as a "snowballing
process", they were also suggested by other participants.

The school-based participants were composed of pupils, parents, teachers and a school
clerk also referred to as secretary. The outside school participants comprised lecturing
and non-lecturing individuals from national institutions: MIE, MES, RCEA, the
Mauritian Ministry of Education, NGOs and private sector. All were thought to be
stakeholders in Mauritian primary education for the following reasons.

Pupils were included as participants because they are the most numerous stakeholders in
regards to primary education, because their daily lives are in great part structured by
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activities related to prinmry education and because their future to sorne extent depends
on their primary education. They were included because, in principle, primary cduc:±tion

is intended for them. Parents, on the other !land were included bccausc they have
themselves been schooled in the Mauritian primary cduc;:~tion system, because primary
cduc~Hion

is an important aspect of their children's daily lives and an important factor

for their children's future.

Teachers and the school clerk were included as participants because, as is the case for
pupils, primary education activities structure their daily work and as parents they have
themselves experienced Mauritian primary education as pupils. They were also included
because they earn their living and position in society from working in the field of
primary education.

Similarly, individuals from MIE, MES, RCEA, Ministry of Education and NGOs were
included as participants to give their informed viewpoint about primary education in
Mauritius in general, rather than their view about education in the two selected schools.
They were chosen because all earned their living and position in society from working
in the field of education and most worked in occupations directly related to Mauritian
primary education (eg training, inspection, curriculum development, administration).
Some had taught in Mauritian primary education and most, but not all, had children in
Mauritian government primary schools.

Educationists were chosen to reflect a broader Mauritian underslanding of lhe present
circumstances and issues of Mauritian primary education.
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Extent mul degrees of P'trticipation
The

rct~.carch hi.!:-~, to

varying degrees, involved the pupils and teachers of tL.: two

schools. One school had approximately <J5(J pupils and 45 tcuchcrs. 'f'hc other school
had approximately 320 pupils and 25 teachers. It has also involved some parents from

these two schools and outside school participants labelled educationists in this research.
The following sections explain what is meant by participation and clarify the extent und
degrees of participation of these diverse people.

I had informal conversations with all teachers and non-teaching staff in both schools.
Most of these conversations took place at school. In addition, I interviewed twenty -

three teachers for durations ranging between one and three hours. Among these twentythree teachers, there were two oriental language teachers, one trainee teacher, one
physical education teacher, two deputy head teachers and two head teachers. I also
interviewed one school secretary. In both schools I spent time observing in classrooms.
in some cases on several occasions, in most classrooms for the full day and in all cases
never less than half a day. In the rural school I observed in all classrooms. In the larger
urban school I observed in seventy-five per cent of all classrooms. In total, I observed

fifty teachers while they were teaching.

During observation in classrooms, I participated in, or simply observed, the activities of
approximately 1000 primary pupils. Two pupils, in separate clas!'lrooms, were observed

continuously for a full day as part of an in-depth study. In addition; I had informal
conversations with large numbers of children as I sat in the playgrounds during the

lunch hour and breaks. I also walked to and from school with some ofthcm and
engaged in conversation during that time. Two hundred pupils from the two schools
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participated in the research by providing drawings. Fourteen others participated in the
rc:scarch hy providing stories dcpkting their day at school and scvcnh:cn participated in

the rcscun:h by providing a written irnuginary, dialogue between themselves and :1
younger sibling who did not want to go In school.

I had informal conversations with approximately fifty

parent~

in and

out~idc

!-.chool

settings. In uddition. l conducted an informal group dbcussion with nine parents ;n the
school yard, in dcpth intcrvic\vs with ten other parents, some in school, other!'. in their
4

•

homes for times ranging between one and two hours in length.

I conducted in-depth interviews with seventeen educationists for times ranging between
one and two hours in length.

Table 6 surrunarises the extent and degree of participants' involvement in the research.

It also specifies to which school participants belong. In the table FH stands for the larger
urban school which has been given the fictitious name of Four Hills in the repon. TB
stands for the smaller rural school which has been given the fictitious name of Terre
BJeue in the report. These two schools were not selected for comparative purposes. The
fact that one is in the urban area and the other in the rural area serves a purpose of
"maximum variation". The inclusion of FH and TB in the table should, therefore, not be
read in comparative mode.
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TAUI.E 6: EXTENT AND UEC;REE o•·I•AR'I'It:II»ANTS" INVOI.VEMEN'I' IN TilE

RESEARCII
TYPES OF DATA COU.ECTINCi ACTIVITY

TYI'J:S ANI> NIJMIIEI<S Ol·
PARTICIPANTS

OUSEIH'ATU)NS

•

In dassnH..IIJL~

Fw !/day, full-tlay ur SL'Wral days

lll!JO pupih ( TH 1/1, H 12/1J
55 tcat:hcr~ IT!! 25, 1'1 I :iiJJ

Full-d.ay individual

2 STJ> VI pupil~ fTUJ
2 STU VI general purpu~e tcm:hers ITUJ

ft~~.:tb

•

In sdlt"ll.ll yanb; at sehoul gates; walking to
and from schools

•

In school offict:s

Pupil~. parcnh, l!:at:hing and non teat:hing
IFII anti TBJ

~tall

Pupih parcnb, teaching and nc,n tr:aching
IFII and THJ

~t<.tll

VERBAL CO~IMU:o;ICATION

•

Informal ccnversations
In and outside schools settings

•

In -depth imcn·iews
In and outside schools settings
Lasting I hr. 10 3 hrs.

All teachers <70J IFH, TBJ
Children (fH, TBJ
Parents 150) (FH, TBJ
Parents as a group (9) ITBJ

TEACHERS: Tutal (23)
Head teachers (2) IFH. TBJ
Deputy head teacher (2J (fH, TB)
Oriental language teacher~ (2; (FH, TBJ
Tea• her trainee (I J IFH;
Physical education tea1.:hcr (I) (fHJ
General purpose teachers ( 15) (TB)
OTHER SCHOOL PARTICIPAI'.'TS: Total
(II)

Schtx1l secretary (I) (FH)
Parents (I OJ 16 FH, 4 TB)

OUTSIDE SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS: Total
(17)
Individuals from MIE, "IES. Ministry of
Education. RCEA and NGO's (17)
DRAWINGS & STORIES
• Drawings of school and class and cartoons of
'a day at school'

•

Stories: 'Adayatschool'

•

.Stories: Imaginary dialogue

Selection of pupils of all grades from both
schools (FH, TB) Total (200)
STD V and STD VI pupils (FH, TB) Total
(14)

STD V and STD VI pupils (FH. TB) Total (17)
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Data collection t('chniqucs
The purpose oft he licld work was to immerse myself in the school context in Mauritius,
and to dOL'umcnt processes and view points related to Mauritian primary education as

they

wen~

lived <lnd L'Xpn.:sscd by Mauritiom stakchoklcrs in the 'game' of primary

ctlucatinn.

I spent a full month in Four Hills and another full month in Terre Bleuc. fn hoth ca~e~. J
went to school every day, for the full day, so as to fit into the routine of school activities
and become part of the schools (even for a short time). I realised the degree of my
acceptance when, in both schools, 1 was asked to take a class when the teacher was
absent. Such favours, I believe, are not asked of complete strangers nor of occasional
\'isitors.

My activities in these schools consisted of an amicable combination of doing what was
required for my research, described above and making myself useful to people in the
school. I sat in classrooms, observed teaching and learning activities, helped and
sometimes taught. I spent time in playgrounds at the beginning and end of school days
as well as during recesses, observing comings and goings, watching children at play,
chatting with them and with parents waiting to pick up or drop off their children. I sat in
staff rooms and offices talking with whoever happened to be there at that time, helping
with exam preparations and marking. I spent time sitting on a chair in the shade of trees,
a place which jokingly became known as my 'office', and where I interviewed children,
parents and teachers. At the end of the day. I walked out of the school with everyone
else and visited some pupils and parents in their homes.
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These activities were not rushed. As time went by, I hccame visible yet unobtrusive.
Once the initi:.tl curiosity my presence in the school provoked had gone and once it w<1s
realised that I was not going to change anything in anyone's daily routine . :hildrcn
would come ami ask me, as they would any other teacher,

lO

unlock a door. Parcnt'-1

would ask me to confirm that tomorrow Wa:\ "dcnti:\t' s day", <md tcachcr'-1 would

rc~umc

their nuuul~mc con\'crs<ltions in staff room"' and classroomo,;. The following sections
outline the research techniques in detail.

Obsen·ing

Personal obser\'ation was an important data collecting activity in the school settings. I
observed in the playgrounds, classrooms and offices and recorded descriptions of these
settings, of the routines, activities and interactions that took place in these settings and
of the people who participated in tho>•' activities. Observational methods varied over
time according to specific situations and focus. They included non-participant and
participant observations and the recording of copious notes in field books.

Non-participant obsen at ions consisted of direct observations of classroom activities 13 •
By this time in my field-work, my presence was no longer a novelty and I was accepted
as background in the school On those occasions l was an unobtrusive observer, sitting
at the back of classrooms where I memorised or directly recorded detailed and
representative accounts of what people did, said and how they said it 14 • These
observations focussed on participants' behaviour rather than the meaning participants

13

I also made direct observations in offices and playgrounds.
In many cases, so as not to perturb teachers and disrupt classes, notes were not \\Tittcn whilst
observing. In those cases, following a sitting in a classroom I would find a quiet place where I could \\Titc
concise notes used to structure and serve as reminders for the writing of detailed observational notes in
field books. On occasions, notes were written as I observcd.ln all cases, and ns explained earlier in the
ethics section of Chapter One, teachers knew that J was not writing a rcporl alxmt them to their superiors.
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mtach to their actions and as such, participants were n(lt interrupted 111 seck
claritlcations. Ovcr·timc, these direct observations hccotrnc more lf1cussr.:d and selective.
For cx:unplc, specific observations generated dct:.tiled dat:.1 on the nature of work that
regulates tc:whcrs' and pupils' experience of primary educution. They also gcncr<ttcd
comparat ivc data relating to pupils' experience of sd10ol and classroom activities.

In other cases, obsen·ations were made during times in which I helped teachers in
classrooms, staff in the office and during times in ,.,.hich I taught and participated in
school activities such as outings and sports. The emphasis in these participantobservations wa~ broader than in non· participant ones. During those participant
observations, I was able to ask questions and clarifications in regards to the meaning
participants impart to their actions.

Observational notes were sometimes written as observation progressed. In other cases,
as mentioned earlier, they were written in condensed form at opportune times during the
day and used as prompters for the writing of more detailed notes. Detailed observational
notes were recorded daily in the field journals. They were written at the end of the day
and always on the day of observation. In addition to descriptions and recordings of
informal conversations, these notes contained the questions I asked myself as field work progressed, the ideas and methodological and analytical decisions that were
generated during the day. These aspects will be detailed further in the analysis section.
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Verhnl communil'ntion

Verbal communication involved opportunistic, inform:d convcrsatiom. ;md the
conducting :md t:1pe recording of in-depth, formally orgur'1iscd interviews. Informal
convcrs<ttions took placr: continuously throughout liddwork. The guiding principh.:

und!!rpinnin,g. infornml and in-depth interviews wa~ the fact that I wa ... to Jearn from
p:uticip:.mts. I therefore listened a great deal. I usked f(u clarifications or to he ~hown
things. Aspects of informal conversations relevant to the research were noted in the field
book. In-depth interviews on the other h::md were tape recorded and later truno;cribed.

A three step interview approach, based on Seidman (1991 J was adopted with both
school-based and outside school participants. These interviews were conducted in
French, English or Creole" according to participants' preference. The length and
sequence of interviews varied. Because I was present in the school it was relatively easy
to conduct three separate interviews with teachers, during their free time, each lasting
about one hour. In other cases, interviews one and t\\'O were conducted in one setting
(lasting between 1/2 hour to I hour) leaving interview three for a second setting (also
lasting between 1/2 hour to I hour). This second option was the case for some teachers,
HTs, DHTs, some parents and some outside school informants. With other informants,
the three interviews were combined, becoming three steps within one setting. This was
the case with some parents and most outside school participants. These three step
interviews lasted between one hour and two hours.

lSI am fluent in both French and English and able lo rollow what is said in Creole, bul do not speak it
fluently. Because of the similarities between French and Creole, Mauritians who cannot speak French
fluently are often able to follow what is said to them in French. Interviews with these peoples took the
following form. I asked my questions in French and on occasions was helped hy a teacher or a paren1 wlw
would repeat my questions in Creole. Participants responded in Creole. These interviews were audiorecorded and were later transcribed and translated into French by a fluent Creole speaker.
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Despite these variations, tht'· governing and very important principle guiding the
structun: and undertaking of interviews was that communication of understanding of
~lauriti<ln

primary cducat ion could he prodw.:tive, only if the foundation f(,r that

conmu1nication had hcen established. Making

scn~c

of Mauriti<m primary cducatJon

requin:d that pm·ticip<ulls looked at their own past and pn.:scnt experiences of Mauritian

primary education. Thr.: combination of exploring the past and describing thl! details of
present experience cstahlished conditions !Or participants to rcncct upon and reveal
their own understanding of Mauritian primary education. The details of what the three
interviews or steps consisted of is presented in the following.

A flfst interview/step, "Focussed life history" put participants' experiences in context,
by asking them to tell as much as possible about themselves (up until the time they
became teachers, administrators, parents of primary school age children ... ). I asked all
participants to tell me about their own primary schooling experience. I also asked
participants who work in primary schools, or in occupations related to primary
education, to tell me how they came to do that job. The rationale of asking these
questions about past experience has been to facilitate participants' reconstruction of a
range of constitutive events in their past family, school, and work experience, that place
their experience and understanding of primary education in the context of their own
Jives.

The purpose of the second interview/step, ''The details of experience" was to
concentrate on the concrete details of the participants' present experience as related to
primary education. During these interviews, participants were asked to reconstruct
details of what they actually do in their 'job'. I asked school-based participants to

lOS

reconstruct the activities of a day (for children sec further down). For cxumplc, I said:

"If I followed you throughout the day what would I sec you doing'!" I asked outside
school participants who work in occupations related to primary educt.~! ion to dc!\crih~.:

their work. For cxamplt.:, I asked: "What. docs teacher twining consists of'!" or" I low
do you go about producing a primary school text hook'!" I asked parents to dcscrihc
how they organise their children's activities such as preparing them for school; how
they organise their children :.1ftcr school; and their children's activities during week·
ends. Opinions were not sought at this point, but mther the details of experience upon
which opinions could be built in the third interview/ step (even if in some cases these
details of experience were not the focus of the inquiry).

In the third imerview/step, "Reflection on meanin!!", participants were asked to reflect
on the meaning of their experience. Questions were phrased as such: "Given what you
have said about your own experience of primary education and given what you have
said about your work now, how do you understand Mauritian primary education?"
"What sense does it make to you as a parent, as a teacher?" "What are your concerns?"
"What, according to you, is it all about?" During these third interviews/steps,

participants were also asked to clarify or expand on words they themselves had used in
previous communication. These third interviews/steps addressed the intellectual and

emotional connections between the participants' work and life. They sought
participants' beliefs and values on aspects of Mauritian primary education, what for
them was at stake and to reveal participants' own understanding of Mauritian primary
education.

!06

Children's dmwings and stories
In the rcscmch, drawing lms been utilised as a nu.:dillmto elicit pupils' understanding of
primary education. This method is innovative and S!.!VCral considerations have informed
its selection. One of these considerations is the awareness that some children arc

~hy,

or

may not be used to c:'ipressing their opinion, or may find it difficult to express
thento;ci\'CS in ways other than by answering yes or no to questions put to them. These
are important aspects to be considered when outsiders seck information from children
nnd may point to the realisation that

audio~recordcd,

lengthy in~depth interviews, such

as those utilised for adults, may not be the most adequate method in order to seek
children's view~points 16 •

There is also the observation that most children often capture in their drawings the
character of people and things and whatever they want to portray by a few highly
abstract lines. Drawing is a task which for most children is natural, not threatening and
is easier to perform than talking. Me Niff (1981) argues for example that:

Drawing is not a process of imitating or copying the physical world, but rather of
synthesizing life experiences. Art then becomf.!s a means through which the child
can communicate about those phenomena which are too complex to describe
verbally, but which are being perceived and integrated into the child organization
of reality (p. 29).

Selecting drawing as a medium for eliciting children's views has also heen informed by
perception theory. Arnheim (1969) in his work on Visual Thinking claims that pictorial
images are a product of the mind rather than a deposit of the physical object and that
thinking may therefore take place in the realm of images. Pictorial representations such
16

[nformal conversations arc different. They arc not recorded, they take place in natural scuings.
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as drawings and paintings will therefore serve several purposes: (a) to translate finished
thoughts into visible models; (b) to relate to mental images, the types which often occur
below the level of consciousness which arc hard to describe and easily disturbed. As
such, pictorial representations can be suitable instruments of abstract reasoning and
point to some of the dimensions of thought they can reprcr.cnt.

Moreover, drawings are like a mirror of social images (Wilson & Wilson, 1977, 1979).
In their recent work using drawings as a cultural text. Sandra Weber and Claudia
Mitchel (1995), for example, state that:

Because a picture can communicate simultaneously on many levels, drawings are
useful not only as iconic images, but also as layered paintings that hide or
combine other social, cultural images. An analysis of drawings can thus reveal
aspects of our personal and social knowledge- how we see the world, how we
feel, and what we can imagine that have largely been ignored {p.l9).

It is for all of these reasons, that drawing was selected as an illuminating medium in

order to collect data related to children's understanding of their primary education.

I asked individuals or small groups of pupils, as I was talking to them in the school yard
and as I participated in class activities, to draw their images for me. I also asked classes
as a group when teaching or visiting them. In lower grades, teachers on occasions gave
children some time in order to draw while I was visiting the class. Most other times
pupils drew in their free time or at home. I asked pupils to draw the school, class or a
cartoon of their day at school. As I was seeking Mauritian pupils' understanding of
Mauritian primary education, my directives concerning what to draw were always
minimalist, taking care not to influence pupils in their representations. In the cases
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where the drawings were done in class and in the presence of teachers, I had to ask
teachers not to tell children what to dmw <tnd sometimes, had to diplomatically stop

thl.!m from doing so while also explaining the n:asons for not giving ideas to pupils of
what to dmw. Children were pleased to ofiCr drawings and as a result there is a plethora
of these images.

Some older pupils (Standards V and VI) wrote stories as an alternative to drawing.
These pupils did not mind writing stories providing these were not homework to be
marked. In asking children to write stories, like drawings, I was seeking their
understanding of Mauritian primary education. For that purpose, I gave pupils the
choice between writing about their day at school or writing an imaginary dialogue
between themselves or a parent and a younger sibling who does not want to go to
school. As with drawings, I gave minimum instructions in regards to what the stories

should include. Pupils could choose the language in which to write these stories. Two
thirds were written in French, the remainder in English. None were written in Creole 17 •

Writing stories, as with drawing gave pupils the opportunity and freedom to express
themselves in their own terms.

The techniques utilised in order to document processes and view points related to the
understanding of Mauritian primary education are sununarised in Tabl'e 7.

17

Pupils were very surprised when I gave Creole as an option for v.Titing their story. Some laughed
uncomfortably saying that Creole was for speaking not miting. Some teachers, when hearing my
instructions, made similar comments saying that pupils should \\Titc in English or French, but not Creole.
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TAIILE 7: DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

TECIINIQUES

l'articipmlltlh~crvations

Ohscnations

SI'I•;Cit'IC INTENT

S'I'RUCTUI!E

in
DtJCUIIIcfll ~dl!liJ] f!Jutinc~. uctivitic~.
interactions, dc~~:riptil,ll:-. ''hctrings and
participants & Icam what quc~titlfl'i l<1y behind
partidp:tnt.~' a<:ti1JOs twd intcractillll'>

school scllings & llin:ct I
sclt:ctivc //(Jcu~scd

ohscn·ations in cla:-.s
~cttings

Clarify rc.\carchcr' ."> anti purticipants'
understanding.'> of Mauritian primary education

lnlilrnml conversations

Verbal
communication

Drawings

Stories

Record view-points about Mauritiun primary
education th<tt i~ built upon the details 1J!'
participants' own Jives and experience.'>

Interview/step I; focussed
life history
Interview/step 2: dc1ails of
experience
Interview/step 3: reflection
on meaning

School
Classroom
A day at school (cartoon)

Document dominant features of pupils'
experiences of school and point to their
understanding of primarv education

Account of a day at school
Imaginary dialogue between
siblings

Document dominant features of pupils'
experiences of school ami their understanding
of primary education

Data analysis procedures
Because the research is embedded in the interpretive paradigm, data analysis has been
emergent and inductive in nature. My aim has been to employ methods of analysis that
would formally identify themes and construct ideas from the data itself. Units of
analysis were, therefore, not predetermined. They evolved from the data according to
their meaning and unfolded during the various stages of data analysis, which was
approached in two ways. First, there was analysis I undertook as data was collected and
second, I conducted a more systematic analysis at completion of field- work. Analysis
stages and procedures are explained further.
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Analysis concurrent with data collection
Analysis of observational data has been concurrent with data collection and was
recorded in field books in the form of notes and comments. In my approach, I followed
Spradley's ( 1980) advice that "rather than studying people, ethnography means learning
from people" (p.3). I learnt from participants by observing them and listening to them
and along with descriptive notes, wrote comments in the field book at the end of the day
to record insights provided by participants and to remind me of what questions to ask
and what meaning to clarify next.

The comments I wrote in field journals also included the decisions that I made in order
to narrow observations. One annotation for example shows that two weeks into
fieldwork, I decided that the nature of the experience in primary education was an
interesting and important theme to follow. Other annotations informed the leads and
specific foci that I decided to follow in light of previous observations. For instance, a
memo of that sort asks whether a practice observed in a lower grade can similarly be
observed in an upper grade. Another memo comments about contrasts in pupils'
experience of primary education. On occasions, comments have consisted of hunches.
For example, in several instances, I remarked that whatever teachers asked of pupils
always seemed to be aimed at the more able students. On occasions, this particular and
other thoughts were put to other participants who would confirm or disagree with them,
in all cases explaining how they saw it and thus furthering my understanding of
classroom dynamics.
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The three interviews/steps approach explained carlil.:r rl!maint:d consistt:nt Jf,r :1Jl
participants. In that approach, interviewing and analysis processes were kept separate
because I wanted

to

avoid imposing meaning from one participant to the nt:xl. The thrct:

intcr\'kws/stcps approach was both open and structured so as to generate
ph~nomcuological
~d~1uritian

data leading to the discovery or participants' understanding of

primary education.

During interviews, my concern has been

to

maximise depth of meaning rather than

change course in interviewing. To that end and especially when interviews were in two
or three parts, I would listen to the first or second interview prior to conducting the
following one and would note the aspects I wanted participants to develop further in the
next interview. I asked participants to tell me more,

to

expand rather than justify

themselves, their thoughts or opinions. For example, I would say: "In the previous
conversation you told me that you want your son and daughter to go to a "good
college". "Tell me more about 'good colleges"'. In other cases I would add: "Other
people tell me that 'good colleges' are such and such a thing to them. Is that so for you
too?" Similarly, I would, for example say to a teacher: "In the previous conversation
you mentioned 'low elements'. What do you mean by 'low elements'? "Could you tell

me more about them?"

Analysis concurrent with data analysis can therefore be summarised as consisting of
recording insights and decisions in regards to the narrowing, the deepening and the
focus of the research. Research questions started to be more clearly formulated at thal
time.
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S\'Sit•matic an:~h·sis
An<~lysis

l'Ompk·tl·ll at the end of data collecti1H1 ha.\

al~o

hcen

sc\·cr:al prol·cdures deri\'cd from the work of l..cComptc and

l\laxwcll ( 1992), Seidman {1991 ), Tesch () 990) and

llo~dan

indu~.:tiw.

Prci.o.,~lc

It !1:1\ entailed

liiJ1JJ J, Pitman muJ

and lliklcn ( 1992; I'JX2J.

An;alysis has consisted of a systcm;atic procc~s of selecting, categori.,ing. compuring,
synthesising and intcrprctin£ data leading to the discovery of the priorities, belief..., t.tnd

practices which combine to constitute the understanding of Mauritian primary
education. The data analysis procedures undertaken for set periods of time at
completion of tield-work included obser\'ational data, interviews, drawings and stories.

I first read the three field books in totality in order to get a global perspective of
observational material and to achieve the following: to index observational data by

applying as many categories as possible; to establish an easy retrieval system of that
data for future use; to detect themes and patterns of analysis; and to suggest lines of
argument. This first reading of observational data produced founeen broad categories
and numerous sub-categories. This categorisation, similar to the subject index found at

the end of books, was displayed on a large piece of paper. Page and field book numbers
were also noted alongside these categories. The broad categories and related
information were then moved onto separate files. The data corresponding to these
categories and subcategories was re·read leading to the finding of additional categories.
Pages and field books numbers were also noted alongside categories. Depending on the
type of data, I then proceeded to draw cognitive mapping diagrams (eg. teachers'
practices) or present data in table form (eg. data produced by shadow studies of pupils
and teachers).
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I rl'oul ami re.reml all interview

tmP~l:ripts

matl·rial. Following rcmling, the

flr~t

in tmler to get a gl~•h;tl

pcr~pcl:livc

11f

tiJ:tl

step was to copy interviews into a new Ole in the

complllcor :.md winnow any segments nul rclevomt to the rc.,com:h :•t hand. At tirm.:.,, hJr
l'X<llllpk·. during intcn·iews some pmticipants had tlivcrgcc'J from the origirwl purpo-.c of

the interview. ln!<pitc of the

J~tct

that what they were tillking ahout had only a vague

relation to the urigirml purpose of the intcrvic\\', I would not interrupt {within limits of
course)

~lie\·ing

tlmt these comments served a bridging purpmc between ideas. These

kinds of comments had served their purpose and were then erased during the winnowing
process. All transcripts were reduced in that manner.

The initial treatment of interview data has also involved selecting passages believed to
be particularly interesting for display. These excerpts of data, which I called
"vignettes", were copied into a new file ready to be used for data display.

Systematic analysis of interview data was trialled on four interviews (head teacher,
specialist teacher, parent and one educationist) in order to get the categorisation of
interview data started. To this end, I carved text segments out of each of these four
interviews in such a way that the segments retained their original meaning even out of

context. This was done on the computer, each segment forming a paragraph. A short
descriptive statement was then applied to each segment. Each interview produced
between 25 and 50 segments. These short descriptive statements were then written on a
large piece of paper and a symbol was applied against each one. For example, any
statement having something to do with examinations would get a triangle, any statement
having something to do with language would get a circle or any statement having

anything to do with interactions would get a cross and so forth. Statements with the
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sun1e syn1bol \\'ere then clustered. The symbols (<~bout JIJicen) gave

ri~e

111ll1e first

categories. I then established :.t list of major c:ttcgorics, import:ml categories and leftovt.:r
categories :nul coded them. Using the cnmplllcr,

thc~c

codes wt.:rc in turn applicJ

ago1inst cotrh segment oft he four interviews.

Segmenting and coding procedures were then applied to all other interviews. I then
adjusted and relined coding us I went along. Segments ended having between one and
four codes. Once all interview data had been segmented and coded in that manner, I
then opened a file for each category and using the computer copy and paste facility, I
then lifted segments out of their original interview context and recontextualised them in
these new files 18 • Segments with several codes were copied in different files.

Most of the drawings 19 were looked at and analysed by three Mauritian art/education
and psycho/educational professionals". First, they examined 80 drawings. They did so
together without me and wrote a statement about each drawing. We then met, during
which time they funher commented on the drawings and gave me the written
statements. A funher 60 drawings were examined during another visit when we sat
around a table discussing drawings and sharing impressions. This conversation was

audio-recorded. The statements and comments were analysed like text and categories
were attached to them.

18

I was very careful to note participants' coded name on each segment so that I would be able torecontextualise each segment in its original interview context if necessary.
19
Each drawing was numbered as it was given to me and inserted in a plastic pocket for easy display and
Ereservation.
0
I wanted to include Mauritian professionals into the analysis of drawings for reliability reasons and this
had to be done while I was still in Mauritius. I did not change anything in relation to the colkction of
drawings as a result of this early analysis. For this reason this analysis is therefore systematic as well as
concurrent.
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Stories were also segmented :1nd <I statement was applied to euch segment. These
statements \\'L'rc thcn copied onto a large pir:ce of paper ami were cottegoriscd. All
st~llcments

belonging to the s:1mc cate);ory were clustered. Memos :md tahles were

written and created summarising chamcteristics us well as the sum und

sub~,tancc

of

thl!sc stories.

The multiplicity of data sources ;:md the anal}1ical procedures described above arc noted
in the literature as techniques of "triangulation" (Den7.in, 1978), or"layering of
information" (Pitman & Maxwell, 1992). These techniques have led to the discovery of
regularities or themes, some particular to specific data, others linking in the form of
patterns. These themes and patterns have informed the presentation of findings and the
thesis argument.

Reliability and validity of findings and interpretations
Research is usually considered credible, sound and trustworthy to the extent that criteria
of reliability and validity are addressed in research design, data collection, analysis
procedures and interpretation of findings. It must be stressed, however, that criteria of
validity and reliability of qualitative research are the object of much argument and
debate. Approaches, based in different philosophical and theoretical assumptions, range
from seeking unitary meaning for reliability and validity analogous to those utilised for
quantitative studies to the rejection of both conventional standards and common criteria
for evaluating research (Denzin, 1978; Pelto & Pelto,l978; Patton, 1990; Smith, 1990).
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Qualitative rcscmch is highly dcpcmiL-nt on the researcher

<tS

no investigator docs

research exactly like another one. For this reason, there i.<; om impcr;1tivc need to specify
precisely what was done and how it was done in a study if any li>llow up studies arc to
take place. In mldition, for the research to he trustworthy :md useful, there is a need to
demonstrate that lindings and intcrprel:ltinns arc ttuthcntic representations of !-lome

rcalit.y. ;.md thut findings und interprct<ltions enable others to understand similar
situations nnd flirt her develop these undcrswndings in

follow~ up

studies.

The extent to which the study can be replicated is, therefore, defined as reliability while
the extent to which findings are comparable and translatable is defined as validity. In
order to deal with the reliability and validity considerations of this study, I have selected
the approach and format presented in LeCompte and Preissle ( 1993) and Schumacher
and McMillan ( 1993). Their approach has translated the tenets of internal and external
reliability and validity conventionally used in positivistic traditions for their relevance
to qualitative, ethnographic and phenomenological traditions. I have chosen this specific
approach because it provides detailed, useful and necessary reliability and mlidity
information when, as is the case for this study, a claim of replicability is made. The
folio wing sections out1ine the factors enhancing external and internal reliability and
validity in the study.

Factors enhancing external and internal reliahilih' of findings and interpretations
LeCompte and Preissle (1993) and Schumacher and McMillan (1993) indicate that
ethnographers enhance the external and internal reliability of their data, that is the extent
to which the study can be replicated, and the extent to which agreement on the
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descriptions of events can he rc<tchcd, by idcnt ifying and dealing with the following
problems: rcscan:hcr's status position, sodnl contexts and conditions, d:ttct collection
and analysis, analytical premises, vcrhati1n accounts und member checking. Tile
following explains how these aspects have hcen handled in the rcscan.:h.

Researcher's status position

.My role among participants was that of a researcher from the outside and as such I was
clearly positioned outside the hierarchical and knowledge structures that fmmed
participants' involvement in and understanding of Mauritian primary education. For
these reasons, I did not bring any specific insight or perspective of and about Mauritian
primary education into the research process. Moreover, as a researcher coming from
Australia, I did not belong to any particular Mauritian cultural; ethnic or religious
grouping which could have given me access to special knowledge from particular
participants, or limit access to knowledge from other participants. For these reasons, I
also did not bring any personal interest or emotional agendas into the research.

On the other hand, I have teaching experience in France, England, Australia and Papua
New Guinea where I have lived and worked in multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and multilingual settings. My teaching experience, exposure to diverse cultures and facility with
languages have enabled me to enter the world of schools relatively easily and has
enabled me to recognise and empathise with diversity as weii as communicate directly
with participants in their own language.
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Purticipants' :.;clct'tiun
The criteria, r:uionalc and processes used in selecting p:1rticip:111ts have lx:cn dcsc.:rihcd
fully in the corresponding sections of this chapter, so that researchers who hope to
replicate the study may thcmsclves select intlividual ..., who share similar dwractcristics.

Tlu:sc sections clearly spcdfy who research particip:.mts were anti the rationale used for
their selection (sec T<lblc 6). They also clearly delineate the cxtcnl and degrees of their

participation in the research.

Social contexts and conditions
Descriptions of participants, places and cvnditions where events and interviews took
place have been described in great detail in the chapter A day in tile life ofsclloo/, as
well as the rest of the report where appropriate, so that researchers who hope to replicate
the study have clear directives to follow should they want their research to be
undertaken in similar social situations and conditions.

The fact that interviews happen in one setting and not another may have some
considerable effect on what is said or done as the following illustrates. I have noted for
example that teachers were interviewed in the school setting and during their free
periods. Findings related to teachers' opinion of Mauritian primary education may have
been similar, slightly or even greatly different should teachers had been interviewed at
home or had to stay in school at the end of their working day. I also noted the fact that I
gave minimalist information to what drawings should include and stopped teachers from
giving instructions to children while they drew. Findings related to pupils'
representation of Mauritian primary education may have been similar, slightly different
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or even greatly difJCrent h:uJ I given more dcl<!ilcd instruction or ;dlowcd

tc;1chcr~

to

gi\·e tht'ir own instructitms.

Dut:.1 C.'ttllc.•ctinn and anul)'sis tcchni(JIICS
A thorough idl•ntificati(;·l ami dt:scription of data collection and unalysis stralt:gics and
techniques is provided in this chapter. I! includes detailed descriptions of how ull scl.~o of

data were recordt:d and under wlmt circumstances. It provides a retrospective step by
step account of how all sets of data were analysed and synthesised and the line of
argument for the presentation of findings was developed. These methodological steps
have been reported clearly with the hope in mind that other researchers can usc them as
a guide by which to replicate the study in similar or dissimilar circumstances.

Analytical premises
Chapter Three clearly identifies the assumptions and theoretical tenets delineating the
research approach. It outlines the theoretical premises and defines the constructs which
have informed and shaped the research so that other researchers hoping to replicate the
research may start from similar premises.

Verbatim accounts
The report incorporates verbatim accounts of observational notes and interview
transcripts, which, according to Wolcott ( 1975), provide readers the means for accepting
on rejecting the investigator's conclusions. It also incorporates raw data in the form of
drawings which similarly provide reader means for accepting and rejecting the
investigator's conclusions. Furthermore, the report provides the reader with multiple
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t:xamplcs in the presentation of :my concepts and

idt:a~

and

a~ ~uch incr~:;t\l'.S

intcnwl

reliability .

~lemlll'r ~1nd

11ccr du•ckin~

Some of my limlings were corroborated through

~.:onvcr...,ations

with the three Mauritian

educational profcssion:ils that I have involved in the an:t!ysis of drawing..., (sec ahovcJ.
In addition. almost every day during ficld·work, I was able to discuss what I was
lc~;1rning

and finding with two Mauritian friends, !'lometimes separately sometimes

together. These two informants were both educational professionals familiar \\'ith
educational research and \'ery informed about Mauritian primary education. Although
our discussions were informal, they allowed me, over time, to corroborate descriptions
of events and interactions, interpretations of participants' meanings and general
explanations of Mauritian primary education structures and processes. Similarly, this
time on a weekly basis, I was able to discuss my findings and ideas with my field
supervisor. As with previous conversations, these discussions have corroborated my
observations and findings.

In addition, it is my intention to donate a copy of the research report to the Mauritius
Institute of Education where it will be at the disposition of participants and other
researchers. I also intend to publish the thesis in the form of a book thus providing
wider opportunities for collegial evaluation of the research findings.

Factors enhancing external and internal validity of findings and interpretations

Validity is the extent to which the findings and interpretations generated in the study
match what occurs in reality. Internal validity asks whether researchers actually obscn·c
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mtd hear wh111 they think they urc ohst:rving and ht:<lring. Extcnwl
the

~tudy

can cl;1im comparahilily and

prohk·ms rdaling

(t)

internal

<~nd

translt~l:thility.

V<~lidity

:1sks wlu.:ther

The following explains how

external vulidity fmvc hccn handled inlhc

rc<.,et~reh.

Internal ntlidity

The claim of high internal validity of ethnographic Mudy rests on its datu collection und
;m:tlysis methods (LeComte & Prcissle, 1993; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993). Several
factors increase the internal validity of this study. They arc outlined in what follows.
•

Lengthv dma collection period. The fact that I Jived among participants for four
months gave me opponunities for continual data analysis, comparison and
corroboration to refine ideas and constructs. This ensured a match between my
categories and participant realities and corroborative data.

•

Participants' language. The data generated from in-depth interviews is exclusively
phrased in participants' language and thus reflects their categories. As explained
earlier the three interviews/steps were very open and gave participants real
opponunities to express themselves with their own words. Questions, when asked,
were asked to get a deeper understanding of participants' meanings rather than
present my ideas and concepts.

•

Natural settings. All observations and most in-depth interviews were conducted
during periods of fieldwork in the two schools where the realities of Mauritian

primary education were reflected on a day to day basis.
•

Reflexivity. The data collection and analyses phases were subjected to continuous
questioning and revaluation. I have, for example, inserted memos alongside
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obsl•rvational nott:s tluring ull phases of data collect ion. These memos have allowed
m~

to k..:cp track of my subjective as well as Oln;tlytical colluncnts.

External \'ulidity
The study docs not aim at generalisation of findings but aims at extending
understanding by providing descriptions and interpretations that will enable others to
understand similar situations and extend these understandings in further research.
LeComte and Preissle ( 1993) and Schumacher and McMillan (1993) assert that threats
to the conventional external validity of ethnographic findings and interpretations arc
created by whatever hinders or lessens a study's comparabili:y and translatability and
limits its usefulness. For them, comparability is the extent to which units of analysis,
concepts generated, participants' and sites' characteristics are sufficiently described so
that other researchers may use the study and extend its findings to other studies
addressing similar issues. Translatability oq the other hand is the extent to which the
researcher has utilised theoretical frameworks and research techniques that are
understood by other researchers in similar fields. Comparability and translatability can

be established by demonstrating what Wolcott ( 1973) calls the "typicality" of a
phenomenon, that is the extent to which it can be compared along dimensions that are
also relevant to similar events.

In many ways the constructs generated in the Mauritian context are 'typical' of that
context and thus comparability applies to further research in a similar Mauritian context.
To that end, the distinct characteristics of the two sites and of the participants have been
clearly identified throughout the study. Table 7 indicates numbers of participants and
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out lines t ypcs of participants in term-; of tl1e ir profcssil>n, occupal icm c,r class roc >In

lc\'cls le\'cl. These characteristics arc reiterated as specific examples mul

ca~c~

me

chosen to illustmte the prcscnl:ltion of findings.

The transferability of the research, on the other hand, rests with the clear statements of
its philosophical assumptions, the socio-cultural approach that informs its conceptual
framework ;.md the clear statement of the various a!ipccts of its data collection and
analysis designs. The research in that sense holds prospects for comparati\'e studies.

Summary
An ethnographic design was selected as appropriate for the research purpose and the
specific focus on participants' actions. Data was collected in Mauritius, for the most
part in two primary schools and was collected using multiple techniques.

Observations were utilised in order to document the physical characteristics of school
settings; to describe the people who work and frequent these schools; to document
routines, teaching and learning processes and the affects these processes have on pupils'
experience of schooling. In-depth interviews were used in order to bring participants'
constructs into the understanding of Mauritian primary education and document the
issues and priorities participants bring to this understanding. The research also utilised
stories and drawings created by children in order to elicit their own brand of
understanding of Mauritian primary education,

The schools were selected purposely to reflect, not represent, the rich fabric of
Mauritian society. They were middle in most aspects and there was nothing specifically
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unit.JU~

and extn:mc in tcrlll"i of their size, the ethnic background of cliildn.:n, religious

and Si.)Cio-cconomic clwractcristics of thc:ir populations, av<lilahilit y <>f res<>urccs,
teaching pr;.K·ticc:s ami performance at cx:unin:ttions. In order to

one school has

~en

"mt~xirnisc

vari<Hion"

selected from the rural mea and the other school from the urhan

area. Participants were also selected purposely. Criteriu of "maximum variation" and
"illlcnsity" were applied to their .selection. The rationale for their ~election wa"i to obtuin
a broud range of experiences and view-points, so as to document the realities of
~-1auritian

primary education and obtain a multiple perspective of the

undcr~tanding

of

Mauritian primary education. A combination of the experiences and view-points of
school-based and outside school participants/stakeholders was thought necessary so as
to provide the broadest base for achieving these aims and offer maximum variation.
Participants were selected to contribute their daily/ professionaVspecific experiences
and view-points. School-based participants included pupils, school teaching and non
teaching staffs as well as parents. Outside school participants included individuals from
primary education, related government and non-government organisations.

Data collection techniques included participant and direct observation in the two school
settings, verbal communication in the form of informal conversations and in-depth three
steps/interviews (51 interviews were conducted), the collecting of drawings of school
and class (200 drawings were collected) and the collecting of stories written by children
(31 stories were collected).

The intent of observation was to document school routines, activities, descriptions of
settings and participants as well as to learn what questions lay behind participants•
actions and interactions. The intent of interviews was to document the understanding of
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~·1aurit ian

primary cducat ion hui It upon Ihi! dctui Is of part ic.: ipant s' Iivt:s and

l'Xp~ricnccs.

The: ilucnt of dr;,1wings and stories tkpicting a day at school or ;m

imaginary dialogue between siblings was to docunu.:ntthc dominant ICatures of pupils'
experience {lf Mauritian pritnary education and point to their understanding (Jftlwt

education in their lives.

Data analysis wus emergent and inductive. Units of analysis evolved from data
according to their meaning and unfolded during various stages of data analysis.
Concurrent analysis of observation and interview data consisted of recording insights
and decisions in regards to the narrowing, the deepening and the focus of the research.
Research questions started to develop at that stage. Systematic analysis of all data on the
other hand consisted of selecting, indexing, categorising, coding, comparing,
synthesising and interpreting the several sources of data. These techniques led to the
discovery of themes and patterns which have informed the presentation of findings and
the line of argument utilised in the thesis.

Several factors enhanced the reliability and validity of findings and interpretations.
Reliability was enhanced by my status position of outsider, the accuracy of description
of participants, of social contexts, data collection, analysis techniques, and analytical
premises, as well as by the usc of verbatim accounts and members and peer checking.
Validity, on the other hand, was enhanced by the use of participants' language and a
continuous reflexivity habit. It was also enhanced by the fact that data was collected on
the field for a lengthy period of time.
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The experiences and undcrst;,mding of primary educ<1tion, as they me Jived and
expressed by the peoples in Four Hills and Terre Blcuc, arc at the core of this thesis.
Their stories arc part of a bigger story, the cultural narrative of the past, which form"i the
very base and is constitutive of contemporary experiencing and understanding of the
present. The next chapter outlines the major patterm of that context.
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THE MAURITIAN CONTEXT

This ch<lptcr is a selective account of Mauritian socio-cultural patterns as they have
evoh·cd over time and provides the historical and cultural context against which the
understanding of contemporary Mauritian primary education will be discussed and
interpreted. The chapter uses secondary material and is organised in two major sections.
The fxrst presents an overview of the circumstances, peoples and events which over

Mauritius' rich and complex history have marked and characterised its societal
development, while the second focuses more specifically upon the educational
development and structures within that context.

Mauritius societal context
Under the slogan of "Unity in Diversity", Mauritius peacefully gained its independence
from Britain in 1968. The country became a Republic within the Commonwealth in
1992 and has evolved into a plural society noteworthy for its extraordinary diversity in
terms of ethnicity, religions and languages and for the peaceful cohabitation of people
on such a small and densely populated island.

Spanning its 400 year history, Mauritius has served as a mercantilist relay with Port
Louis as a major free sea-port in the eighteenth century, became "the number one sugarproducerin the British Empire" in the mid-nineteenth century (Chinapah, I983) and
experienced "deep economic crisis" from mid-nineteenth century to mid-twentieth
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century (Bunwarec, 1994, p. 42). In the Iauer part of the t wcnticth century, Mauritius
diversified its economy with the crc<~tion of <m Export Processing Zone (EPZ) duhhcd
"the engine of economic growth in the 1980s" {Bunw<Jrcc, 19'J4, p. 49) and il tourist
sector dubbed "one of the foremost luxury holiday destinations in the world" (UNICEF
1994, p. 6).

The history of Mauritius is the story of people who have arrived in consecutive \Vaves
since 1715. As there was no indigenous population on the island, all Mauritians can
trace their ancestry to an immigrant past which has included French planters in the
eighteenth century, African and Malagasy slaves in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, Indian indentured labourers in the nineteenth century and Chinese merchants
in the early twentieth century. These diverse immigrants came bearing their cultures,
religions and languages and have contributed to form the complex, cultural, socio-

economic and political milieu of contemporary Mauritius. How this milieu came about
and how Mauritians have adjusted to such diversity is at the core of this analysis of

Mauritian society.

Mauritian society in the colonial era

The Dutch in Mauritius (1598-1710)
The Portuguese explorer Fernandez Peirera discovered Mauritius in 1507. Its preindependence history, however, begins in !598 after its re-discovery by the Dutch
admiral Wybrant van Warwijck who took possession of the island in the name of the

Dutch and named it Mauritius in honour of Maurice van Nassau, Prince of Orange.
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In the following century, the Dutch made two unsut:<.:essful attempts to scUll! in tim
island, the lirst between 1638 ~mtl 165H and the sct:ond between 1664 to 1710.
Historians associate the Dutch failure to colonise the island with shortage of food,
difficulties encountered for establishing conditions able

to

support the population

permanently and the absence of good leadership among the successive eighteen

governors (Malim, 1952; Toussaint, 1977; Addison & Hazarccsingh, 1993). By the time
the Dutch abandoned Mauritius for their new settlement in Cape Town, they had
introduced sugar from Java (Batavia), a crop which came to dominate the Mauritian
economy well into the twentieth century. In a short period of time, the Dutch settlers

had extenninated the island's flightless bird, the dodo, as its flesh became valuable food
and denuded the island of its valuable ebony.

The French East India company (1725-1767)
In 1715, while stopping in Mauritius on his way to Bourbon (now Reunion), where the
French East India Company had settled in 1665, and on confirming that the island was
unoccupied, Captain Dufresne D' Arsel claimed Mauritius for the French East India
Company under the name oflle De France, the name which was to remain the island's

name for almost a century. The settling of lie de France, initially administered from
Bourbon, started in 1720. The early French settlement of the island was composed of:
"hodgepodge of whites, slaves, convicts and prostitutes" (Bowman, 1991) and it is also
noted that "anarchy, disorder and corruption were rampant" (Toussaint, 1977, p. 29).

The destiny of the island changed under the governorship of Labourdonnais ( 17351746), who on arrival found "a population of 190 whites and 648 slaves (plus some
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maroons) living in primitive rnud -and- post huts ut Port Louis" (Bowman 1991, p. 12).
The pcrm:mcnce of French settlement on the island was still in douht when he arrived in
1735. By 1746 when he !eli, the colony was firmly estahlishcd.

Labourdonnais moved the French India Company headquarters from Bourbon to llc de
Fnmcc, built a harbour and fortifications in Port Louis, the present capital city and main
port of modern Mauritius, and soon transformed the colony into an important port of

call on the spice trade route of the Indian Ocean. He established shipyards, built an
aqueduct, a hospital, roads, warehouses, officers' and government quarters for the

company, revived sugar cultivation, established the first sugar mill, and generally
developed the town of Port Louis as a flourishing place (Toussaint, 1977; Addison &
Hazareesingh, !993; Bowman, 1991).

Settling of the island on a grander scale started at that time. French citizens were

brought by the East India Company to invest their capital and apply their skills in the
administration of the large plantations planned for the island. Slaves from Madagascar
and the African continent were imported by the company to do the work in the
developing plantation society as well as in the port. It is estimated that some 20,000
slaves were landed in Ile de France between 1735 and 1767 (Bowman, 1991). However,
in spite of increased prosperity on the island, the fortunes of the French India Company
became seriously affected by the Seven Years War (1746-1767) and the Company was
forced to sell lie de France to the French Crown for 12 million pounds in 1764 (Addison
& Hazareesingh, 1993).
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Royal udministr.otion (1767-1810)
During royal administwtion, Port Louis became a major Jfcc sea-port for French
activities in.thc lndi;m Ocean, and the island experienced significant economic growth

ns free trndc drew tile merchants ships of the world to Port Louis and as a pl:.ml!.tlion
society was being established (Toussaint, 1978; Bowman, 199 J ). Increasing prosperity
and the demand for cheap labour led to significant population growth. Table 8 shows
that in 1767, at the beginning of French Colonial rule, the population of Ilc de France
was 18,777 and with the arrival of new French settlers, free colourcd 21 and slaves by
1808, it increased to 77,768.

TABLE 8: POPULATION GROUPS IN MAURITIUS 1767 &1808

Years

White

1767

3,163

1808

6,489

Free Coloured

Slaves

Total

587

15,027

18,777

5,912

65,367

77,768

Source: Kuczynski (1949). Demographic Survey of the British Colonial Empire. Vol. 2 p. 758. London:
Oxford University Press.

The conditions of life for people living on lie de France under French Rule were marked
by extremes of wealth and destitution. For the ruling French minority, Port Louis

offered 1Socialising and grand receptions' and a way of life resembling that of the
"Breton nobility" (Bowman, 1991, p.l5). In contrast, the following statement gives an

idea of life as experienced by the slave population:

21

The free coloured population (gens de cou/eur), originally comprised of Indians recruited as free
labourers, grew as slaves were freed and with the offspring of French settlers and slaves.
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At day break, the smacking ora whip is the signal that calls them to their work:
and they then proceed to the plantation, where they labour in .a state of almost
nakedness, and in the heat of the sun ... Pur thc least acl of negligence, they an:

tied hand and root to a bddcr, when the overseer gives them a cerlt~in number of
strokes on their hack with a long whip; ami with a three pointed collar clasped
round their neck, they me brought back to work (C. Grant l 80 I quoted in
Bowman, 1991, p.16).

French Rule came to an end when Britain's strategic interest in the Indian Ocean region
gained momentum and the island was captured on December, 3, J 810. DecaCn, the last
French governor, capitulated under generous terms. French troops were not treated as
prisoners of war and the "laws, religion, language and customs of local settlers were
safeguarded, Mauritius became formally British but remained French " (Bowman, I 99 I,

p. 17).

The British colonial rule (1810-1968)
The island was formally ceded in full right and sovereignty by France to England at the
Treaty of Paris in 1814 regaining its Dutch name Mauritius. The line of authority
formally ran from the British government through the Colonial Office to the Governor
in Mauritius. Although Mauritians accepted formal British control, "the British presence
was often little more than a formality ... that rested atop a rigidly stratified society
dominated by the Franco Mauritian elite" (Bowman, 1991, p. 27). The French oligarchy
was initially left unchallenged by the British in order to presrrve their economic
interest. Over time and in spite of 160 years of British Rule, the French retained a strong
social and cultural influence in Mauritius espe!;ially in terms of language and religion
which has remained to date and this for two main reasons: First, because the British
never settled the island in any significant numbers and second, as noted by Chinapah
(1883), because the French, through their assimilation policy were more successful at
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assimilating free coloured and slaves into main-stream fn:nch culture, th:m the British
whose colonial practice is described as "divide and rule" (p. I2).

The history of Mauritius under British Rule has been marked by the abolition of slavery,
the arrival of indentured labourers from India :.md the tmn.o;formation of Mauritius into a
sugar colony. The following shows how these interrelated developments have had a
significant economic, demographic and cultural impact on the island and in time marked
the beginning of the transition of power between the well entrenched Franco Mauritian
oligarchy to an Indo-Mauritian majority.

Slave trade was abolished by the British Parliament in 1807. Under pressure exercised
by the plantocracy and a compliant first British governor, Sir Robert Farquhar, it took
Mauritius 28 years to comply with this law. To make the abolition of slavery more
acceptable, slave owners were paid 2, I 00,000 pounds by the British government for
freeing some 66,000 slaves. However, in order to force them to remain on the estate
plantations, former slaves were 'obligated' to a six year apprenticeship with their former
masters. Following desertions, the apprenticeship system was abolished in 1839, two
years short of irs six years term. Former slaves had resettled in the coastal fishing
villages and towns where they "resisted wage labour ... and any forms of organised
work" (Bowman, 1991, p. 18).

The expansion of sugar as the main export crop followed the decision made by the
British government in 1825 to allow import of sugar from Mauritius at the same rate of
duty as that from the West Indies (Addison eta!., 1993, p. 50). The Franco-Mauritianowned estates were soon transformed into sugar plantations. Cultivation grew from
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10,221 to 50,99S arpcnts 22 between I X06 and I H30 (Bownmn, 1991, p. I 9) whilr..:
production in I 826 (21,244 tons) was nearly double that of I H25 (I O,K69 tons) (Addison

ct. al., 1993, p. 50).

The expanding sugar economy combined with the abolition of slavery Jed to demands
for new sources of cheap labour and the import of Indian indentured labourers who, it is
noted, came from "economically downtrodden areas of India ... lured by promises that

were never kept" (Bowman, 1991, p.21 ). Tinker (1974) argues that indentured labour

became a new system of slavery,

... an uneasy balance had been evolved between the Indian government,
Whitehall and the various importing colonies in which lip service was paid to the
interests of the Indian coolie while plantation industry was enabled to draw upon a
pool of cheap labour with a minimum of restrictions and a maximum of leverage
against its workers (p. 115).

451,79G Indians were brought to Mauritius as indentured labourers between the years of
1835 and 1910. In that same period, !57, 539 (including children born in Mauritius)
returned to India (Kuczynski, 1949, p. 796).

The conditions of indentured labour in Mauritius were oppressive and reminiscent of
those experienced earlier by the slaves. Labourers earned about "ten shillings a month''
while by comparison the wages of a labourer in England varied between "three and four
shillings a day" (Addison & Hazareesingh, 1993, p. 56). In addition, Indian labourers

were subjected to a system of "double cut whereby absence of work for one day meant
the loss of two days" pay and they were expected to work a six day week and to do
unpaid work on Sunday (Ia corvee) (Tinker, 1974, p. 188). Their free movement within
22

An arpent is an old French unit of measurement equalling 0.4 hectare.
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the island was restricted, as the Labour Law of I H67 made it compulsory t.o curry
passes. Without passes, labourers were subject to arrest and punishment under v<.~gruncy
laws (Bowman, 1991. p. 22). Until the indenture system came to a formal end in 1917,
lndi:111 indentured labourers were overworked and ill-treated. Their work was relentless

and ht:avy.

There was a decline in the fortunes of the sugar industry in the 1860s, due to a worldwide increase in sugar production and the isolation of Mauritius following the opening

of the Suez Cuoal in 1869 (Bowman, 1991, p. 23-25). This slump in the sugar industry
led the local plantocracy to stop the recruitment of labour. Between 1870 to 1920, this
group, the Franco-Mauritians sold small holdings of the less profitable parts of
plantations to Indo-Mauritians who, through concessions granted to them by estates,

such as the loaning of land for market gardening, odd jobs and employment of their
wives and children, had managed to accumulate sma11 amounts of capital (Benedict,

1958). Following this parcelling out of land known as the "grand morcel/emellt", Allen
(1988) calculates that by 1921,93 percent of the island's planters were Indians and they
owned 35 percent of land under cultivation which for the most part, was sugar cane (pp.
182-184).

The "grand morcellement" did not provide a solution to economic stagnation and

Mauritius remained until the 1970s, an economically underdeveloped country
depending on one export crop sugar. It, however, gave the Indian population
opportunities to gain "a toehold in the island's economy" and also "set the stage for
Indian demands for access to the political process and the eventual granting of that

access" (Bowman, 1991, p. 25).
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The Indiun proportion of the Mauritian populntion rose from IWN, in 1851 (Kuczynski,
1949, p. 796), to approximately 71%. T:tblc 9 summarises the evolution and breakdown
of Mauritinn population from 1846 to 1952.

TABLE 9: POPULATION GROUPS IN MAURITIUS 184/i-1952

Census
Date

General
Ponulation

IndoMauritians

1846
1881
1901
1921
1944
1952

102,217
107,323
108,422
104,216
143,056
148,238

56,245
248,993
259,086
265,524
265,524
335, 327

Chinese

Total

3,558
3,515
6,745
10,882
17,850

158,462
356,316
371,023
376,485
419,185
501,415

Source: Annual Digest of Statistics 1985 (Port Louis: Central Statistical Office, p. 3).

Table 9 shows that the Mauritian population is officially organised in three distinct
groups, the general population, the Indo-Mauritians and the Chinese. These three
categories are further organised according to linguistic and religious divisions. The

general population group includes Creoles23 of African or mixed African and European
descent, as well as the Europeans for the most part French or of French descent. They
speak Creole, French and English. The Indo-Mauritian group includes Hindus and
Muslims who speak their ancestral languages (Hindi, Bhojpuri, Tamil, Telegu, Marathi,
Gujarati, Urdu and Arabic) as well as some Creole. The Chinese group, arriving in the
early 1880s incorporates Christians and non-Christians, whose ancestral language is
11

"Creole conventionally refers to Christians who do not claim European and Asian ancestry, Blacks (of
largely African ancestry), Coloured (of mixed origins), Chinese Creoles and Christians of Tamil descent
whose families converted and changed their names several generations ago. In other words the tcnn
Creole inevitably denotes a residual category, whose members have language and religion in common but
who do not usually perceive themselves as a group" (Eriksen, 1988, p. 109).
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Hakn. The economic and occupation:tl divisions found within

thc~c

groupings arc

described by Benedict (I 958):

The British held the top positions in government, the Fmnco-Mauritians owned
and managed the sugar estates, the top stratum of Creoles held white collar joh~ in
the government, commerce and on estates, the middle stratum with artisans' johs
on and off estates, and the lowest stratum with fishing; the Chinese with general
retail tmde~ the Gujarati Indians (mostly Muslims) with the importation of grain
and cloth: and the vast bodv of Indians, both Hindu and Muslim, with labour on
sugar estates and small holdings .... In 1956,thc sugar industry employed an
average of some 55,000 workers, government departments over 10,000 . .. The
next largest employers. all chielly manual labour industries, employed some 6,000
workers (pp. 3 I 6-3 I 9).

A minority of sugar field labourers were employed monthly and lived on the estate. The
rest, including small holders, were engaged by the day and for low wages by the estate
and according to season. Their labour in the sugar fields is described as being an unattractive proposition physically, economically as well as socially, while the obtaining
of a government job (despite the fact that it is reaching saturation point) is said to be
perceived by 'young Indians' as the way out of the fields (Benedict, 1958, p. 317-320).

Political power, as with the best jobs, was in the hands of a few. From the 1880s to the
1930s, politics in Mauritius was dominated by the Franco-Mauritians and a very small
group of well-off conservative Creole allies, It is not until the 1930s-1940s that political
strife emerged between the dominant minority of Franco Mauritians and the oppressed
majority, the descendants of slaves, of free coloured and of indentured Indian labourers
(Chinapah, 1983, p.ll; Addisson & Hazareesingh, 1993, p. 83). It is at that period that
several trade unions and the Labour Party, with for the first time Indians in prominent

positions emerged and organised Creoles and Indians into pressing their economic and
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political demands. Two labour strikes the first in 1937 ami the second ini'J43, brought
constitutional reform in 1947 in which the right to vote w;ts extended to cmyone abh.: to
read :md write simple sentences in uny of the hmguagcs used in Mi.iuritius.

These reform" brought unprecedented chomges in the politici.il processes and overhauled
the political picture of Mauritius. The following J948 elections were fought along party
lines and for the tirst time in the history of Mauritius, gave Mauritian people a

representati\'e go\'ernment. These elections and the consequent 1953, 1959, 1963 and
1967 elections were won by the Labour Party under the leadership of Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam who in time became to be known as the father of independence. The 1948
elections marked the beginning of majority rule, the Hindu representatives secured 11 of
the 19 elected seats, the Creoles secured seven seats and the Franco Mauritians just one

seat (Bunwaree, 1994, p.18; Addisson & Hazareesingh, 1993, p. 91; Chinapah, 1983,
p.IO; Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 116).

The transition of power from the Franco-Mauritians and their Creole allies to the lndoMauritian community took place within an atmosphere of intense communal rivalry and

little violence (Bowman, 1991). In the decade before independence, Mauritian
minorities were fearful of being disadvantaged by a government dominated by Hindus.
It is at that time that a significant numbers of Franco-Mauritians and middle-class

Creoles fearing that they and their children's economic privileges would not be

sustained in an Indian led government, emigrated to Australia, Britain and France

Mauritius gained independence from Britain following the 1967 elections once again
won by Ramgoolam and the Labour Party. Sir Ramgoolam, who had been chief minister
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of l'Vhmritius since 1961, is dl!scribed as having shown "enor111ous cap:tcily fill'
negotiation nnd reconciliation with all other groups in the population" and as

commanding popul•u· suppo1t in the years preceding independence (Bowman, 199 I, p.
41 ). His return into power is said to have convinced the British tfwt M:mritius was ready
for independence. Independence came on the 12th of March J96H <Jnd Sir Sccwoosagur
Ramgoolmn became Mauritius' first Prime Minister.

l\·[auritian societv in the post independence era
Since independence, Mauritius has retained the multiparty system that evolved during
the last years of colonialism. Its political system is organised on the Brilish model with
a Prime Minister chosen by the party with majority in Parliament. Mauritian politics
have, just as they were before independence, continued to be marked by "coalitions
being made and unmade and political activists shifting party allegiances" (Bowman.
1991, p. 68). Political processes, in spite of religious, ethnic and linguistic differences,
have remained fully democratic in Mauritius. Since independence, Mauritius has also
managed to rise from an impoverished underdeveloped sugar colony to a middle income
country. The socio·economic and political events of post independent Mauritius are
discussed chronologically around the terms served by Mauritius' two prime ministers S.
Ramgoolam (1968-1982) and A. Jugnauth (1982-1995).

The Rarngoolam period: 1968-1982
Following its victory in 1967, the Labour Party, under the leadership of Ramgoolam and

with the help of coalition partners, went on to win the 1976 elections and retained power
untill982.
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Severn! key economic concerns confronted the Mauritian leaders at indcpemJcncc. The
country had a sharply rising population (501 ,415 at the 1952 census to H26, 199 at the
1972 census), a narrow sugur-bascd economy and widespread unemployment (10'/r, in
1968 and 15% in 1982). This bleak picture was exacerbated by two factors. First in the

1970s, 8,000 to 10,000 young people each year were completing school and joining the
job market. Second, most jobs required unskilled labour and were poorly paid. Many
workers, especially in the sugar sector, were employed only seasonally (Bowman, 1991,

p. 1!4).

Mauritius' economic future, however, took a new tum in the 1970s and this for two
reasons. First, a policy paper set the country's economic development agenda for the
decade 1971-1980 (National Development Plans were then to follow on a regular basis).
Among other things this first plan called for the elimination of unemployment and the
creation of 13,000 new jobs. Second and in order to fulfil its plan, the government
passed an act for the creation of the Mauritius Export Processing Zone (EPZ) which
began functioning in 1971. The establishment of planning processes (specific
development plans followed) and of textile manufacturing in the EPZ have guided and
marked Mauritian economic development ever since.

Between 1971 and 1977, 64,000 jobs were created, an excess of 51,000 overthe 13,000
planned by the government (See Table 10). The growth ofthe manufacturing sector was
complemented by exceptional sugar crops coinciding with a shan lived boom in sugar
prices and by the success Mauritius had in generating international development
assistance from Britain, France, USA, India, China and Arab countries. Bowman (1991)
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.ntributcs the ability to attract financial assistance from such a wide source of donors to
Mauritius' multilingm1I and multicultural heritages.

Sparked by the world recession and the end of the sugar boom, the country's economy
was again in ...:risis in the late 1970s. Foreign exchange reserves which stood at $183

million in 1975 fell to $14 million in 1979, enough to cover just two weeks of import
(Africa Contemporary Record, 1979-1980, p. 12). After 1976, job creations stalled,
schoolleavers were entering the job market with little prospects for finding
employment. By the late 1970s, 75,000 people (approximately 21 %of the labour force)
were unemployed, inflation was running at30% or more per year while the country's
foreign debt climbed over 5 billion rupees (World Development Report, 1997 p. 274 ).

The following table highlights the employment trends in Mauritius by sectors between
1971 and 1982, the employment growth experienced in Mauritius between 1971 to 1977
and its stagnation between 1977 and 1982.

TABLE 10: EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN MAURITIUS 1970-1982

Year

Agriculture

EPZ

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

59,750
61,924
62,063
63,049
64,469
64,182
65,297
60,767
59,368
58,042
56,955
56,711

2,588
5,800
8,970
10,267
17,163
18,169
17,740
2Q,421
22,002
23,601
23,476

198~

644

Hotels &
Restaurants
l,t53
1,559
2,215
2,298
2,434
3,120
3,050
3,174
3,343
3,109
3,271
3,179

Public sector

47,826
44,288
44,161
43,890
44,'/30
46,169
47,398
49,483
53,071
54,546
54,905
55,048

All sectors

t42,485
148,179
157,787
167,218
172,814
184,539
194,762
198,740
199,438
197,561
196,314
195,078

Source: A. Jeetun, 'Employment trends and training needs' in PROS/ (May 1989) p. 18.
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Change
+12,236
+5,694
+9,608
+9,431
+5,596
+11.725
+10,223
+3,978
+698
-1,877
-1,247

. 1,236

In order to redress the economy, help was sought from the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in 1979 which offered balance of payments support in exchange for the Mauritian
government

<~cccptancc

of an austerity package.

It is in the midst of these economic difficulties that the Ramgoolam era came to an end
at the elections of 1982. By that time, the Labour party had become plagued by

concerns over its ageing leadership, weakened by infighting for succession and was also
accused of government corruption and nepotism (Bowman, 1991 ). The Labour Party,
which had dominated Mauritian politics since 1948 and had won the 1967 and 1976
elections, won no seats at the 1982 elections. In its place the coalition between
Mouvement Militant Mauricien (MMM) and the newly formed Parti Socialiste
Mauricien PSM" came to power under the leadership of Anerood Jugnauth. The
coalition recorded an unprecedented victory by winning all 60 seats from the 20
constituencies in the country and 63.04% of the vote (Chinapah, 1983, p.ll).

The Jugnauth period (1983-1995)
Anerood Jugnauth replaced Sir Ramgoolam and became Mauritius' second Prime
Minister. Returned in power during the 1987 and 1991 elections, Jugnauth's tenure in
office, propped up by many alliances, lasted until 1995 and was marked by an
unprecedented economic boom for Mauritius and its people.

Following difficult beginnings, with high inflation rates and a very bleak unemployment
situation, the economy eventually took off to the extent that the government and the
popular press have commonly compared Mauritius economic expansion of the 1980s to
24

This party was formed by a group of Labour Party members opposed lo ils corruption (Bunwarcc,
1994, p. 26).
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that of the "tC.ntr tigers" of East Asia (Taiwan, South Korcu, Singapore and Hong Kong).

In the space of three years, from 1983 to 1986, the country's annual economic growth
expanded from 0.4% to 8.9% (Mauritius Country Report, J988).

M~turitius'

exceptional economic boom of the 1980s is largely due to the sustained

commitment of the Mauritian government to the IMF structural adjustment programme
which was in place till the end of the 1980s. As a result of this commitment, two $40
million loans had been completely repaid by 1988 (Mauritius Country Report, 1988, p.
25). It is also largely due to the continuing growth of the EPZ" as well as "favourable

international conditions that held oil prices down, kept foreign tourists coming and
sustained demand for Mauritian sugar and manufactured goods" (Bowman, 1991, p.
122). By the late 1980s, manufacturing in the EPZ, had supplanted the sugar sector in
the Mauritian economy and represented approximately 60.0% of Mauritian total export
(Mauritius Country Report, 1988) while its creation and expansion had put an end to the
problems of employment that had beset the country since the 1950s (Bowman 1991;
Bunwaree 1994). Table II shows that by 1988 manufacturing in the EPZ had

supplanted the sugar industry and government sectors combined to become the
country's top employer.

25

The Export Processing Zone (EPZ) in Mauritius is not located in a specific location. Factories have
mushroomed all over the island.
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TAIILE I h
Year

E~ll'LO\'MENT TR~;NUS

Agriculture

EPZ

IN MAIJRITIIIS 19H2-1994
llo1cls &

Jluhlic sec! or

Re:o.latmmls

1982

56, 711

23,.176

3,179

55,fi4H

!9SS

49.599

90, 73H

•I,IJlO

54, 650

1994

·11,6]4

XI, 706

H,l20(191J3)"'

57,076

Sourcl! for 1982 & 19SH employment figure.~: A. Jcctun, 'Employment trends and training needs' in
PROS/ (M;ty 1%9), p. \H.
Source for 1994 employment ligures, Wl1itt' Paper oil Women (!995 ).
*Source for 199J hotels and restaurants cmpl0)111Cnt ligures: UNICEF ( 1994) p. 6.

The impressive economic boom marked by rapid and exceptional growth was for the
most part characterised by 'labour-intensive', 'low-skili' and 'low-tech' manufacturing
(Bowman, 1991; Bunwaree, 1994). The situation has begun to change as foreign

investors are starting to relocate in places such as Madagascar where cheaper labour can
be found and are also beginning to replace cheap unskilled labour with more
sophisticated techniques and machines (Bunwaree, 1996a). Table 11 shows a job
shortfall of some 9,000 for the year 1994 in the EPZ that clearly illustrates this trend.
Unemployment figures which up to 1994 ranged between 0 to 2%, went up to 4.5% in
1994, 5.2% in 1995 and 5.5% in 1996 (Ministry of Economic Planning and
Development, 1997c, p. 9).

On the political front, in the mid-1990s there was a change in the country's leadership.
The Jugnauth era came to an end at the elections of December 1995. These elections
and the fall of the Jugnauth's government have been brought about by extraordinary

developments linked to education and more specifically the proposed inclusion of
Oriental Languages for ranking purposes in the very competitive CPE examination
taken by pupils at the end of the primary education cycle (Dulloo Report, 1993). The
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rcconunendations oft be Dulloo Report

forth~..:

inclusion of Oriental Langmtges,

supposed to be implemented for the November J995 CPE examination,

spark~..:d

controversy in the country and developments that led to the f'all of' the Jugnauth's
government. These developments arc explained later on in this chapter.

New elections were held in December 1995 and won by a Labour Party and MMM
alliance. Following these elections, Ramgoo/am was once more the name of the
Mauritian Prime Minister as Dr Navin Ramgoolam, the son of Sir Ramgoolam, replaced
Sir Anerood Jugnauth.

Mauritian society in the late 1990s

Population profile and trends
In 1995, the total population of Mauritius was estimated to be I, I million (Week-End
15112/97 p.l7). A density estimated for the year 1992 to be 549 per square kilometre
(UNDP, 1994) makes Mauritius one of the most densely populated nations in the world.
The crowded effect of the island is further aggravated by the fact that the nation's

landmass is for the most part covered by sugar cane fields and some mountain ranges.
As a result, approximately 41% of the population live in the urban areas concentrated in
the districts of Plaine Wilhems and Port Louis and the rural district of Flaq. For the

same reasons, the rural dwellers live in small towns rather than villages.

During the 1950s and 1960s, mirroring trends in the rest of the developing world,

Mauritius' population recorded a growth of between two and three per cent per annum,
leading social analysts to predict a population of three million by the end of the century
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(Meade, 1968, p.3) and family planning assm.:iations to product: hillhoanls sl10wing
people falling otT the island (Etherington & Dodds, 1975 ). The joint efforts of the
Mauritius Fnmily Planning Association (MFPA) and Action Furnilialc h:wc resulted in

the fall of fertility rates and sharp decline in the rate of population increase. The average
population growth rate was cstimntcd to be J .3 between 1990 and 1995 (World
Development Report, I997). In I990, Mauritius received the UNPF A Population Award
in recognition of its success in the area of population control.

Socio-economic and political trends
Since independence, Mauritius has diversified its economy from a monocrop to a
manufacturing sector in the Export Processing Zone (EPZ) and a tourist sector. (Figure
2 in Appendix C shows the employment by industry in Mauritius in 1995).

In the late 1990s, the country embarked on a new economic phase, with an emphasis on
communication and financial services comprising an emerging stockmarket, offshore
banking and once again trade, in the free port of Port Louis (UNICEF, 1994, p.7). The
country's new economic focus, will require new levels of adaptive ness, skills and
qualifications from its workforce if the country is to make the shift from the "knitting
island' 26 to the "intelJigent /network island" comparable to Singapore (Bunwaree,
!996b),

The rapid growth of the Mauritian economy27 led to significant improvements in the
standard of living of most Mauritians. For example, taking into account increases in the
cost of living, it is calculated that the net purchasing power of Mauritians has increased

26
27

Most of the factories in the EPZ are garment and cspedally knitted ganncnt factories.
Annual growth rate is estimated at 5.6% for 1995,5.8% for 1996 and 5% lOr 1997 (MEPD, !997).
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by 25% between the mid 1980s to the early 1990s (UNICEF, 1994, p.59). As a result,
most people have a job, food and clothing and most houses hnw a radio, television, a

video cassette player and a refrigerator. Education and health services an.! free and the
entire country is supplied with electricity, pipe borne water and is served by a good
system of tarred roads :.md public trampo11.

If the rapid growth of the economy has translated into a visible improved standard of
living for some Mauritians, difficulties remain for the average family. Two Mauritians
out of three earn less than Rs 4000 per month (approximately AS 270) (Week-End
15112/97 p.l7) and a job for husband and wife has become a necessity in most
households in order to support the modern needs of the family 28 . The 1990 census for
example, shows that about half of all women 29 of reproductive age are salaried as
employees. The changing role of women in Mauritian society has increased their
economic and social status but is also reported as having brought social repercussions
such as neglect of children and deteriorating food habits to name a few, in its wake
(UNICEF Report, 1994; Heeralall & Lau Thi Keng, 1994).

The economic and social roles of Mauritian people in the mid-50s described earlier by
Benedict (1958) have undergone significant changes in contemporary Mauritius.
Benedict (1958) described people delineated as belonging to the General Population as
dominating the elite economic and government

positions~

the Sino-Mauritians as

dominating commerce; the Hinde-Mauritians as labouring in the sugar plantations and
the black and Creole population as the working and fishing classes.

28

Average daily earnings for a person employed in sugar cane fields is calculated at 142 rupees, in
manufacturing at 137 rupees, hotel industry 152 rupees, government 115 rupees (between 7 and 10 AS)
29
1n 1994, women represented over 70% of the workforce in the EPZ (calculated from: White Paper on

Women, 1995).
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In contcJnporary M<mritius, while the

Franco~Mauritians

still hclld the do1ninanl

positions in_thc sugar industry, these have now been opened to members of other
communities. The Hindo-Mauritian community and more particularly the Hindus have
transferred their newly IOund political power into occupying dominant roles in
government ;Jnd public service, to the disadvantage of the General Population which has
had to take subordinate positions or emigrate (Moutou, l996). Muslims and the more
highly educated members of the General Population tend to be prominent in the private
sector and the professions (Bowman, 1991). The

Sino~Mauritians

on the whole, are still

associated with small trade, while the black population remains unchanged as the island
working class and poor socio~economic community.

Since the advent of majority rule, with about thirty years of independence and through
six democratically elected governments, the country has retained its political culture
marked by incessant fragmentations and reassembling of parties and coalitions (the
Labour Party and the MMM alliance split in June 1996) and has proved its ability to
sustain a thriving multiparty democracy. The political stability of contemporary
Mauritius is in large part due to its economic development which provided work and
hope in the future to increasing numbers of young people. It is also believed to be due to
the fact that in a "small village of one million people", extremes of corruption and
nepotism, despite the fact that they do exist (Bowman, 1991; Bunter, 1994), have been,
and continue to be, closely monitored and somewhat limited by intense public and press
scrutiny.
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Cultur.1l trends

In the Mauritk111 society, which the Mauritian writer Moniquc Dinan (1986) aptly
qualities as kaleidoscopic, religious and ethnic trends have remained stable since the
mid 1930s. Approximately 51% of Mauritians arc Hindus, 16% Muslims and 32%
Christians most of them Catholics. Approximntcly 28% of Mauritians arc classified as
General Population, 67% I-I indo- Mauritians (16% Muslim) and close to 3% Sino
Mauritians ;.md. as discussed earlier, covert nepotism and communal privilege have
marked the political and work life of these diverse groups. An important factor limiting
communal identification in Mauritius is that, unlike other countries (ic. Northern Ireland
or Lebanon), housing is not segregated along ethnic lines. Mauritians live side by side
and intermingle in shops, buses, towns and villages and experience similar living
circumstances.

Given the diversity of ancestral origins of the Mauritian people, it is not surprising that
language diversity remains an enduring facet of the Mauritian kaleidoscope and that
their varied usage, as Eriksen (1990) puts it, is "... strongly reminiscent of the Tower of
Babel" (p. 4). Mauritians grant purpose and status to their use of language. Almost all
Mauritians speak several languages. They may for example speak a language at home
and use several other languages in formal occasions and yet another one for writing.

Table 12, based on data from the 1983 census, indicates the types and percentage
breakdown of languages spoken at home by Mauritians.

ISO

TAIII.E 12: TYI'ES OF LANGUAGES SI'OKEN IIY MAIIIUTIANS AT HOME IN 19H3

Languages spnkcn

As% oftotal population

(J~H3

census)

At home

5.l.IJX
3.72
0.20
J 1.49
20.38
3.68
ISS
1.28
0.05
2.62
0.63

Creole

French
Ent:lish
Hindi

Bhojpuri
Tamil
Tclcgu
Marathi
Gujarati
Urdu &: Arabic
Chinese
Other languages
Not mentioned
Other Oriental languages
Other European languages

O.DI
0.27

O.DI
O.DI

Source: Calculated from table: Pop11lation by language actually spoken in 1983 with reference to
language offorefathers, in Dinan, 1986, p.30.

Creole, clearly emerges as the dominant language spoken in Mauritian homes. It is
followed by Bhojpuri spoken by 20.38% and Hindi spoken by 1I .49% of the
population. These are followed by French spoken by 3.72% followed closely by Tamil
3.68%. Urdu and Arabic, spoken by the Muslim population are actually spoken by
2.62% of them at home. The other oriental languages are spoken by smaller proportions
of Mauritians. In order of importance they are Te!egu, Marathi, Chinese and Gujarati.
English, the official language of Mauritius is spoken by only 0.2% at home 30 •

30

Bunwarec (1994) notes that to date, "there is no clear explanation indicating the orficiallanguage of the
country. Section 49 of the constitution entitled 'official language' seems to indicate that the official
language of Parliament is synonymous to the official language of the country and at the same time gives
semi-official status to French : 'The official language of the As!>cmbly should be English but any member
may address the chair in French' p.J 10). Section 33 of the Constitution on the other hand specifies that" a
person has to be able to" speak and read the English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to
enable him [sic] to take an active part in the proceedings of the assembly" (ibid, p.IIO).
lSI

Outside home, Creole is used us a first or addilionallanguuge by virtually everyone in
Mauritius and lms emerged as the country's lingua-franca. This language has

it~

roots in

cightccmh century slavery where it evolved us the language of communication hctwecn
the slaves and their masters and among the slaves themselves as they came from diverse
places. In spite of its widespread usage and potential to culturally bind Mauritians
(Virahsawmy, 1982), Creole never became Mauritius' national language. The language
Jacks standardised orthography and, because of its association with slavery, is generally
perceived as low status. The efforts of Mauritians dedicated to promoting Creole as a

national language have, over the years, been strongly resisted by most Mauritians for
whom Creole is a language that lacks the sophistication and international exposure of
English and French (Bowman, 1991, p. 55).

For Mauritians, Creole remains the language spoken informally at home with family,
neighbours, people in the markets and shops or with colleagues at work, the language of
"egalitarianism", while English and French have over time become associated with

"knowledge" and "culture", while other languages are largely identified with what may
be termed "ancestral heritage" ... It is in French and English that the Mauritian usually
reads and writes" (Baker, 1972, p. 35).

In Mauritius, where the dominant Western influence is French, usage of and proficiency
in the English language is associated with having attained a certain level of education
and is honoured as a neutral international language. English remains the language of an
intellectual elite (Bowman, 1991). English is spoken and taught in schools and is
extensively used for academic writing but much more rarely for literary writing. It is a
necessity for written communication in administrative jobs and, as mentioned earlier, a
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necessity to become a member of the Mauriti:.m Lcgisli.itivc Asscmh/y.

French language in Mauritius is, on the other hand, associated with a 'cultured' culture
as well as popular culture. Bowman notes, for example, thttt in all, French/ Mauritian
literature includes over 225 authors and 700 works over the past two centuries

(Bowman, 1991, p. 59). French language is spoken and taught in schools; dominates
television and radio broadcasts as well as the press. Because of these influences
especially from radio and television, and due to the fact that Creole is heavily related to
French, most Mauritians understand and speak some French.

Oriental languages are associated with ancestral heritage and are used in religious

ceremonies and cultural festivals and feature in the popular Indian films played on
national television or borrowed from video shops. There is also a significant Mauritian

published literature in various Oriental languages especially in Hindi. Oriental
languages are also taught in schools.

The frrst part of this chapter presented an overview of the circumstances, peoples and
events which, over Mauritius rich and complex history, have marked and characterised
its societal development. It has shown the diversity and comp1exity of Mauritian
societal fabric, a "microcosm of the world's great cultures" (Dinan, 1986, p.!) and the
country's incomparable ability to transform itself from an impoverished underdeveloped
sugar colony into an independent society with a new economy based on modern
industry and moving towards high tech industry. Diversity has not always been
celebrated on the island. However, despite an enduring communal vision in many

societal aspects one in which, as the popular Creole proverb says "Sak wko bizin protez
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so montayn" (E:u.:h mtmkcy mu~t protect his mountain) ( Erikst:n, 19XX, p. J XO ),

<.:( mll!lllfll m.1ry

l\·1auritinns live side by sidl! in harmony.

Ha\'ing brushed a canvas 0fMauritian societal context, f now focus more spc.cifica/Jy on
the events and circumstances which have marked the history and organisation of
Mnuritian education within that context.

The history and organisation of Mauritian education
The de\•elopment of l\llauritian education

The development of Mauritian education is marked by specific events and
circumstances which help to explain the priorities, beliefs and practices within the
present primary education system. The following discussion of the growth of Mauritian
education, from its colonial time to the present day, includes an understanding of the
official discourse as well as a detailed presentation of how the contemporary Mauritian
primary education system is organised.

The French colonial administration never introduced the equivalent of the prinary and
vocational schools which existed in France at the time. Prithipaul (1976) remarks that:

The system of social stratification that prevailed in the colony at the time of tile
company rule favoured the people who owned lands and had the privilege of
belonging to the higher social ranks that were in ascendancy in France at the time
... classes of citizens who were usually described as the Grands Blancs in the
colonies. Their lifestyles were characterised by extensive lands surrounding their
residences and virtual isolation from the rest of the colonial life. As an elite
belonging to the highest economic class they failed to champion the cause of
schools or any social service in the colony during this time (cited in Ramdoyal.
1977, p.l8).
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Their children were sent to France for schooling. It is not until I797 that the first school,
called College National, was set up as a national educational institution on the island.
College National catered exclusively fOr the needs of the isl::md French elite for whom

sending their children to France in order to be educated had become difficult because of

the French revolution (Duvivier, 1891). The college, later called Lycie, was renamed
Royal College by the British administration in 1813 and continues to play an important
role in contemporary education.

The welfare of the slave and non-white population was not the initial interest of the first
British governors who adopted a policy of laisser-faire and were busy "courting the
loyalty and cooperation of the French population through conciliatory policies"
(Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 36). Upon their arrival, the attitude of neglect towards the
education of the slaves that prevailed during the French colonial rule, was as will be
shown later perpetuated by the Church of England.

The champion of education for the masses in early nineteenth century Mauritius was
Reverend Lebrun from the London Missionary Society. This clergyman was initially
sent to Mauritius in order to prepare grander missionary schemes for the neighbouring
and populous island of Madagascar, but, upon arrival, as Ramdoyal (1977) notes:

Lebrun was appalled at the moral corruption and the loose living that characterised
the colonial society of the day. He saw in education a leaven that would bring about
a greater measure of equality, restraining on the one hand, the master sense of
omnipotence and, on the other hand, the coloured community's feeling of
helplessness and subservience (p. 37).
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Lehrun remained in Mauritius and in 1815 opened free schools for the non~ white
population in spite of the hostility thut his he lief in education H~ ;1 foundation of equality
provoked among the colour-prejudiced French elite. IJis pioneering work made Lebrun

the initiator of free education for all in Mauritius (Rarndoyal, I 977, pp. 37-45 ). These
modest beginnings of education for the slavcslapprcnticcs and for the coloured
conununities were recorded by Lebrun himself in A Statement of the Moral and

Religious Condition of tire Free and Slave Population (1835) (See Table 13 in

Appendix D). In his statement, Lebrun indicated that, for a population of nearly I 00,000
apprentices and free coloured on the island, there were seven places of worship

(Catholic and Protestant), with a total attendance of2,650. There were only four free
Protestant schools attended by 298 people who, for the majority, were free coloured.
The only school for slaves was run by Lebrun himself for 40 slaves.

By the early nineteenth century, substantial numbers of people in the coloured
population were growing into a strong middle class and were occupying important but
subordinate white collar jobs in government and the legal offices (Bowman, 1991).
Apart from the Royal College 31 , from which they were excluded because of the colour
bar (in place on the island unti11829), there was no provision for the secondary
education of the children of these upward moving people. Their complaints, in which
they were supported by Lebrun, Jed the British Colonial Government to declare the
Royal College open to all citizens irrespective of race, colour or class. Amidst protest
from the white population, in 1832the Royal College admitted coloured boys for the
first time (Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 42).

31

Royal College was sending some of its students to the Sorbone for training in Medicine and law

(Ramdoyat, 1977,p.30).
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The opening of Royal College to the 'coloured' population is dcscrihcd as:" the thin
wedge which cvcnttwlly led to the overthrow of the coloniid structure supported hy the
twin pillars of poverty and ignorance [and marks the fuel that) intcgmtion and not
segregation was to be the ideal of Mauritian education in

~pile

of forces to the contrary"

(Ramdoyal, 1977 p. 45).

In nineteenth century Mauritius, as in other colonies throughout the British Empire at
that time, the education of the non-white population was for the most part in the hands

of the Church and its missions. From 1836, schools could be legally opened in
Mauritius "without the previous license and sanction of the Governor" (Mauritius

Government Gazette, Ordinance No 52 of 1836). This new law led to significant
improvements in terms of educational provision. Ramdoyal (1977) notes, for example,
that by 1843 there were seven government schools and twenty two diverse missionary
schools in the island (Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 67).

The development of education in Mauritius was further complicated by the dual and
often conflicting interests of the Franco-Mauritians and those of a politically determined
British government. As mentioned earlier, and with the assistance of British

missionaries and more particularly Lebrun, the British government had started the
primary education of 'free coloured' and 'slave people' and had opened the doors of
Royal College to 'coloured' boys, at least to those who could afford it. The Catholic
Church on the other hand, as was traditional for that church, initially concentrated its
efforts with the educational needs of the elite. Ramdoyal (1977) notes, for example, that
"the Catholic authorities began to pay attention to the education of the lower classes
only when their supremacy was threatened by the work of Lebrun" (p. 68). The
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involvement of the Catholic Church into the welfare and education of the poor was
spnrkc:d by the arrivul on the island of PCrc Laval, a French Catholic priest, who took up
the cause of the free slnvcs nnd devoted himself almost cxclusivcl y to their 'moral'
development.

Laval was so successful that he won the· island's entire black and coloured population to

the Catholic Church. By the mid- nineteenth century, because of Laval's work and
encouraged by the French elite who saw it as a way to retain their influence, the 'free
coloured' and 'slaves' had been a'isimilated into main-stream French culture comprising
French language and catholic religion, a trend which has remained in contemporary

Mauritius (Chinapah, 1983, p.13).

In reaction to the religious regeneration and the reaffrrmation of French influence that
took place in the island between 1840-1870, the British Government is said to have tried
to "make Mauritius English and Protestant instead of french and Catholic ... "
(Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 69). At that time the Lycee became the Royal College and English
became the official language of the Law Couns (1847). The government brought
Anglican clergymen to the island in order to help build Anglican churches and schools

in which English rather than the French language was to be used (Ramdoyal, 1977, p.
70). Having lost their influence with the Creole population, the British authorities
staned looking into the education of Indian indentured labourers.

By the early 1850s, it had become clear that large numbers of Indians were settling on

Mauritius rather than returning to India as frrst thought. Higginson, the British Governor
of Mauritius drew the attention of both the local and the British governments to the
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destitution of this lndo-Mauritian populntion and the need to improve their condition
through education. Furthermore, Higginson was convinced that the education of Indians
would not only bring socinl order but also, due to the fact that by now they had
outnumbered the other communities, it would benefit Mauritian society at large

(Ramdoyal, 1977).

The education of the "General Population" (consisting of freed slaves, coloured and
white people) was provided concurrently by the government schools and the French and
English mission schools. Because of the diversity of languages used by the Indian
population, Higginson's advice was to create separate schools in which Indians could be

taught in their own languages. His advice however did not meet the approval of a
special committee set up to look into the education of Indians. The report of that
Committee (1855) is summarised by Ramdoyal in this way:

The committee reported that out of23,500 Creole children who were in an age to
learn, only 5,500 were learning at all; and of these 1,649 were receiving higher
kind of education; leaving to 3,850 a lower kind of education, and to 18,000 no
education whatever; to those were to be added 5,500 Indian children. The
committee remarked upon the indifference of parents, both Creole and Indian, to
the value of education, and recommended that education should be rendered
compulsory and that the number of schools should be increased. At the same time
it deprecated the institution of separate schools for Indian children (Ramdoyal
1977, p. 82).

The Committee feared that the separation oflndian and Creole children would foster
divisions between 'races' and prevent the fusion of the immigrant population. The
Committee also affirmed its belief that it would be advantageous for Indian children to
be educated in French. The Committee recommendations, Ordinance 21 of 1857, placed
all primary schools under the supervision of the Education Council, made education
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compulsory for ":~II boys between the age of six nnd ten inclusive" and stated that the
French langungc was to be the medium of instruction~ but that English should he taught

in every schoo\"(Rmmloyal, 1977, p. 83).

Ordinance 2 J of J857 was opposed by the Court of Directors of the India Company
who, although they were said to be in favour of compulsory education, were also
concerned by the fact that the colony was forcing a system of education upon Indian

children which did not include their mother tongue. Following this opposition, school
attendance for children became optional rather than compulsory (Ramdoyal, 1977, pp.
84-85). It was only in 1991, that education became compulsory in Mauritius.

The Indo-Mauritian group, unlike the Creoles had, since their arrival on the island,
strongly resisted assimilation into mainstream French culture. Ramdoyal ( 1977), for
example notes that the efforts made in the course of time to convert and de-culturise this
group were strongly resisted. The Indian labourers, trapped as they were in a hostile
world, "had tried to bring Indk to Mauritius by recreating its traditions, social
structures, religious practices, and by persisting to speak its different vemaculars"(l977,
p. 91). Formal schools of the nineteenth century were based on Western cultural and

religious norms and incorporated into the curricula, languages, practices and biases
which the Indians saw as detrimental to the continued survival of their own cultural
heritage. This heritage was better preserved in the socio-religious associations called the
baitkas and madressas, in which the ancestral languages could be passed on to their
children (Ramdoyal, 1977, p.92).

Ordinance 21 of 1857 also led to the establishment of the Grant-in Aid (GIA) system by
!60

the British Colonial Government in order to increase educational (lpportunitics for
I-I indo- Mauritians. In that system, which was chosen hccause it was cheaper to run than

government schools, GIA schools ohtnined grants from the government and donations
from individuals. The introduction of the GIA system led to some increase in
educational provision. By 1882, Mauritius had forty-seven government schools with 6,
571 pupils enrolled pupils and fifty-seven GIA schools with 5, 316 pupils enrolled. This

GIA system reinforced the power of the Catholic church in Mauritian educational
matters since most of the GIA schools were under its tutelage and, as such, had very
little impact on the mass schooling of the Indo-Mauritian children (Ramdoyal, 1977).
The 1908, census shows for example that only approximately 7,000 out of60,000
Indians of school age attended school in that year.

The quality of education provided in Mauritius in the first part of the twentieth century
was also very bleak.

Schools exist in Mauritius and cannot be closed; but they were better closed than
remain monuments of wasted money and useless energy, where children are
looked after, perhaps kept out of mischief, but certainly not educated. (Report of
Dr Bateman, Director of Education in Mauritius (1901-1923) quoted in Ramdoyal
1977, p.ll7).

Ramdoyal (1977) describes learning in aU schools at the beginning of the twentieth

century as exclusively ~'bookish and literary" with the exception of some gardening,
staffmg as unsatisfactory especially in government schools where, after some time,
unsuited volunteer teachers came to the habit of establishing a claim to a paid job
(p.ll9).
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By 1941,

there were 50 government schools attended hy approximately 16,000 pupils

and prospects were as bleak as ever (Ramdoyal, 1977). The unhygienic and cramped
conditions of schools lead the second director of education to remark: ''If I were shown
a rnbbit-hutch and told it was a school, I should believe it" (Ramdoyal, 1977, p. 117).

On the other hand, there were 75 GIA schools which provided education to some J6,000
pupils which according to Ramdoyal ( 1977), especially those belonging to the Anglican
and Roman Catholic Missions had done "excellent work" (p.ll9).

By the early 1940s, the provision, quality and anything related to Mauritian education

had grown in complexity. Teachers in the government-aided Anglican and Catholic
schools would, for example, have preferred to work for the government in order to gain
a pension, but as well as the parents of their Anglican and Catholic pupils, objected if
the government took control of their schools and suppressed their religious influence.
Hindu and Muslim pupils, schooling in the Christian GIA schools, the "confessional
schools", on the other hand, were inclined to object to leaving the schools in the hands
of the Christian authorities, as this meant that they were obliged to take religious

education and not receive instruction in their own languages in those schools
(Ramdoyal, 1977).

This growing complexity Jed the government to develop an administrative device in
order to cope with educational provision. To that end, the 1944 Ordinance created a
system of what is known as "dual control'' over the state aided schools. By the 1944
Ordinance, managers of each aided primary school, who previously could hire and ftre

as they pleased, were now answerable to an education authority32 for the good
32

A governing body established by the authority or a religious denomination or by private groups for the
purpose of administering one or more primary or secondary schools (Ramdoyal, 1977, p.121 ).
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administration of their schools. Grants were p:1id

to

the education authority and in ICJ52,

teachers in aided schools were made pensionable (Rmndoyal, I<J77, p. 121 ). Now the
teaching of Orient a! languages w:ts introduced in some schools including confessional
schools. The 1944 Ordinance also introduced the unifOrmity of examination for the
primary system throughout the island, in which schools arranged their own internal
examinations for the lower grades, while a common external examination was given on

the same day throughout the island to the pupils of Standard VI, the last level of primary
education.

The constitutional reforms of 1947 gave Mauritian people a representative government.

Furthering educational opportunity for those people denied opportunity to go to school
rather than provide further education for those already schooling became the priority of
the new politicians (Annual Report on Education in Mauritius, 1949). "Education for
all" became the new political slogan, "on the principle that a literate and intelligent
population is the best guarantee of future economic wisdom" (cited in Meade, 1968, p.
206).

This commitment of 'education for all', coincided with strong demand for Western t)pe
education among the Indian population. Benedict ( 1958) notes that, at that time,
economic betterment was a strong incentive for increased demand. Benedict (1958)
explains that with the top posts in the sugar sector firmly in the hand of the White and
Creole elites, with commerce and trade under the control of the Gujeratis and Chinese,
government employment and the professions offered the most feasible alternative to
work in the fields for young Indians, and adds that, despite the fact that government
employment was fast reaching saturation, it continued to be perceived as: "the way out
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oft he tields and the key that opens that way is education" (p 320). Prestige is ulso said
to act as a strong incentive for Western education. Benedict puts it this way:

There is pride in having passed an examination and in receiving a certificate and
often considerable pressure to succeed is applied by a family on a student. The
student is permitted special privileges by his family. He is not expected to do
manual work. He is given money from what is often a slim budget, for transport,
books, food and entertainment as well as for special tutoring .... Many parents arc
faced with the choice of investing in an education for their sons or in capital as~cts
such as land nnd livestock. Increasingly and especially in the towns, they arc
choosing education (Benedict, 1958, p. 320).

This increasing demand for education was matched by increasing amount of funds for
the expansion of primary education which, as Table 14 shows, led to a 48% growth in
the number of children enrolled in primary schools in the short period of five years.

TABLE 14: PRIMARY EDUCATION ENROLMENT IN MAURITIUS I955-1960

In all schools

1955-56

1956-57

1957-58

1958-59

1959-60

85,446

89,434

102,291

115,629

126,173

Figures include government and aided and non ~aided schools.
Source: Annual Reports on Education in Mauritius 1955~1960. Port Louis: National Printers.

The fast expansion of provision of primary schooling however met criticism. To Meade,
a commentator of Mauritian society in the late 1960s, the government did not match its
ambitious programme with the necessary resources. Many classes, for example were on
double shift. Nor did that prograrnrne solve the language issues in Mauritian schools.
Meade (1968) notes that as a result:

I64

There is unfortunately very good reason for doubting whether the present primary
school system will produce literacy. In f~lcl it is not too much to say th:~t the
system at present operating is more likely to produce illitcmcy ... Children leave
primary schools in large numbers without h:~ving :~cquircd anything worth cot! ling
litcmcy in any hmguage though they have spent an intolcrahlc amount of time

dabbling in all three (1968, p. 207).

The three languages Meade refers to arc English, French and one of the many Oriental

Languages. Ordinance 31 of 1941 ensured the spread of English in Mauritius and in
government schools, French took second place. However, English was not enforced as a

compulsory language in the GIA schools with the result that in the Roman Catholic
Aided schools, French alone was taught and in Protestant schools English alone was
taught. Indian languages, as explained earlier, had no place in the primary school system
until the early 1940s. The colonial imprint made it impossible for Hinde-Mauritians to
secure the teaching of Oriental Languages in government schools, This changed as
pressure mounted by the Indian communities in the wake of majority rule slowly led to
the beginning in the provision of Oriental Language teaching. As there were very few
qualified teachers of Oriental Languages, some schools did not provide for the teaching
of Oriental Languages.

Meade (1968) criticised the government for having concentrated its efforts solely on
primary education as opposed to a more evenly balanced programme of educational
development at all levels, Figure 3 is an illustration of such imbalance which lasted well
into the 1980s, It shows that in 1968 there were approximately 140,000 pupils enrolled
in primary school and only approximately 40,000 in the secondary sector. By the late
1960s, the demand for more secondary education led the secondary sector to develop
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I
patterns of provision, selection and reputation which <~rc explained in the J(-,1/owing.

These patterns arc still in pl<1cc in Mauritius in the late I990s.

FIGURF. 3: I'RIMARY ANUSF.CONUARY I'NROLMF.NTS 1%6 ·1987

j-x- PRIMARY -<>-SECONDARY I
Source: MEAC (1989). Mauritius Country Paper. International S}mposium
on education held between April3rd-7th 1989 in Mauritius.

In the 1970s, secondary education in Mauritius was provided in state colleges and
private colleges. At that time, there were seven State Colleges (two Royal Colleges for
boys, the Maurice Cure State Secondary School, the Queen Elizabeth CollegeJJ for
girls, the College John Kennedy, the State College Rose Belle and the State College in
Pamplemousse) and twelve Junior Secondary Schools (newly built with funds from the
World Bank). Places in the seven State Colleges were reserved for the winners of the
Junior scholarship and for pupils in order of merit after these winners. For these reasons,

33

Mauritian girls had to wait until1957 to get a state secondary college, a wait that lasted 160 years in

comparison to boys. The first college for boys, the Royal College was established in 1797.
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stale colleges. which comprised approximately 23'1rJ <If the t<Jtal

~econdary

pupils, were

regarded as be ncr colleges (Ramdoyal, 1977, p.l41 ).

The great majority of pupils (77%) were educated in private colleges. ll must he
emphasised at this point that private colleges in Mauritius do not have the same elitist
connotation as they would have in Europe or Australia 34 • Mauritian private colleges
Uust as primary schools) are for the most part grant aided (GIA) and a few arc nonaided. Private colleges were and still are of two types. A dozen of these private colleges
were religious establishments (among them six Loreto Convent schools, the Hindu Girls
College, the Islamic Cu!lural College and the College du Sl Esprit). Places in these few
private colleges, which have become known as Confessional Colleges were also
reserved for scholarships winners and just as with Slate Colleges, because of their
selectiveness, most of these colleges acquired a good name.

In the early 1970s, strong demand led to the mushrooming of another type of private
college. Bunwaree describes these colleges as "more poorly resourced than the others"
( 1994, p 121). The Mauritius country paper (1989), describes them as institutions of
"uneven standing" (p.l4) while Ramdoyal (1977) slates that these colleges were
"primarily designed to be profit making ... The majority are, in effect, no more than
factories for the mass production of certificate holders"" (p.l41).

At independence, the education system was brought under the direct control of a
Minister of Education and a centralised administrative system in which "powers were

34

There are only two secondary schools of that elitist type in Mauritius: LycCc Labourdonnais and
Bocage.
35
In 1978 the Private Secondary School Authority (PSCA) was created lo look after the running of
private schools.
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clearly defined and delegated to the relevant bodies", and renwins :.dmost undwngcd in
post·imlepcndcncc Mauritius (Bunwarcc, I994, p. 9 I). Fro Ill that tilllc, cducat ion, which
in 1976 was made non· fcc paying, also became seen as an essential cornpom:nt f("Jr thl!
country's economic development pl:m. The Jirst National Development Plan 197 J ·I 975
is unequivocal in that regard.

The most important resource of Mauritius is its manpower. A well· motivated
labour force possessing the requisite mental and physical skills for a modern
economy is the most valuable economic asset. While cultural background and
progress of education in Mauritius has provided the basis for an intelligent and
adaptable labour force, there is a need to create the skills required to meet the
demand generated by prospective economic development. This would require a
change in the in the quality and content of education form its present generally
academic emphasis to more technical and vocational orientation at all levels
(p.68)36 •

The subsequent National Development Plans: 1975-1980; 1980-1982; 1984-1986;
1988-1990, all strongly emphasise a strong desire to bring schooling in line with the
world of work. Similarly, in the 1992-1994 Development Plan, the opening statements
with reference to education in the nation declare:

Education is widely perceived as the major avenue for social and economic
mobility. In addition to being a vehicle for social upgrading for the individual,
rising literacy and widespread education facilities have enabled the country to
effect its demographic transition and to diversify into new economic activities.

The rapid economic transformation of the country, especially in export
processing, has been due to the availability of an educated workforce. The ability
of Mauritius to continue to adapt flexibly to new market opportunities and to
36

Bunwaree (1994) notes that "a number of projects were financed by the World Bank, but by the end of
the 1971·1975 plan, vocational education had not achieved the desired result namely, to reduce
unemployment. Critics went as far as to say that vocational education did not even get off the h'TOUnd in
spite of the government effort" (p. 101). In the Education Master Plan (1991) it is also noted Umt
"because ofthe inherent academic bias characterising the education system ... and the generally low
status of technical jobs in the employment market... vocational and technical education has experienced a
relatively slow evolution in Mauritius" (MEAC, 1991, p. 144).
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move into more technologically·orientcd production, depends on education
producing the required skills. The cducationul system is called upon to foster a
culture of creativity, develop initiative and nurture talent·· all of which arc
essential for Mauritius to maintain its compctitivr.: edge and thus guaruntcc
sustained development (p.S3).

In 1991, following the 1990 Jomticn Con!Crcncc on "Education for All", the Ministry
of Education, Arts and Culture (MEAC) in Muuritius produced the Education Master
Plan for the year 2000. Prime Minister Jugnauth's foreword message as well as that of

the Education Minister Parsuranam, illustrate the Mauritian official vision of education
at this time .

... A proper educational system has a key role to play in the economic and social
development of our country and the welfare of our citizens. We live in a world of
fierce competition. Our prosperity, indeed our survival, depends on the quality of
our labour force ... Our schools and institutions of higher learning must brace
themselves to face this challenge ... Our commitment to education is illustrated
by the fact that, despite difficulties, and outside pressures, we have maintained the
principle of free education from primary schools to university. Free education
however should not mean poor education. The results from these institutions
depend on the earnest efforts of those who teach and those who study in them. It
is through the efforts of teachers and students that the schools will be able to
achieve the objectives of the Government. Parents also have a special role to play,
and can deeply influence the quality of education. The prime objective is not
merely to prepare young people for work. Our future as a sound society depends
on mutual respect, mutual tolerance and mutual understanding which, as
individuals and as citizens, we have for one another. Schools have a major
responsibility in this area. They must help to wipe out the vestiges of prejudice
which separate some citizens from others (Ministry of Education Arts and
Culture, 1991 ).

In his ?Wn foreword to the Master Plan, The Minister of Education, Armoogum
Parsuraman states:
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It is the aim of the [Educ;ltionJ Master Plan to estahlish it long term strategy
embodying Government's vision of a system of edw.::ttion which will ensure
universal access to quo:ality hasic educ.:ation, provide po.v·;ihilities of further
education and training opportunities, meet the needs of the economy, .\UStain
balanced ccon{'lll'.ic and social development ::md reinforce international
competitiveness. This strategy should help us to achieve a smooth transition to the
second industrial development phase, leading Mauritius towards newly

industrialised status (MEA, 1991 ).

These messages emphasise among other things a strong "human capital" vision of

education. As previously discussed, the first stage of industrialisation in Mauritius

required a low skill labour force. With a change in emphasis towards a more high
technology industry, what this vision means is explained by Bunwaree (1994) who
notes:

The achievement of the education system this time would perhaps be to equip
some [people] with the motivation, knowledge and intellectual skills required at
the highest level of the economy, others will be provided with the skills and
attitudes required for the manufacturing; and others still will be excluded as not
possessing the potential needed for use in the economy (p.l04).

The Prime Minister's message also emphasises harmony. In Mauritius, schooling just as
housing, mentioned previously, is not segregated along ethnic or religious lines. Not
only do Mauritian children live side by side and intermingle in shops, buses, towns and
villages, they also school together".

37

Government and GIA schools accept pupils of all religious and ethnic grouping: Hindu pupils arc found
in schools run by the Roman Catholic Authority, Catholic and Anglican pupils are found in Government
schools. Government and GIA schools provide the same curriculum and cater for the specific needs of
their pupils. In each of these schools, depending on demand oriental languages and religious education
(catechiSm) are taught to the relevant pupils.
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This section Juts shown that the history of education in Mauritius is one of gradual
expansion from provision for the white elite group during the early colonial period to a
present system of frcc-cduc:.1tion which includes children of all classes, sex <.tnd ethnic
origin. The next section explains how the Muuritian cducution system is org<.tnised.

The structure of the 1\lauritian education svstem

The structure of the Mauritian school system presented is based on a 6+5+2 system
inherited from Britain. It comprises six years of primary education leading to the
Certificate of Primary Education (CPE). followed by five years of lower secondary
education leading to the Cambridge School Certificate (SC) and a further two years of
higher secondary education leading to the Cambridge Higher School Certificate (HSC)
and followed by higher education.

At present, 96% of Mauritian children are enrolled in primary school for six years (in
1996, 124,589 pupils were enrolled in Mauritian primary schools 63,210 boys and
61,379 girls). 47% of primary entrants proceed to secondary schooling (in 1996.93,037
pupils were enrolled in Mauritian secondary schools 45,566 boys and 47.471 girls). The
tertiary enrolment remains at a low 2.2% in comparison with other countries with
similar level of economic development. Fiji's tertiary enrolment stands at 12%,
Barbados at 17%, Malaysia's at 7.2%, and Thailand's at 15.7% (UNDP. 1994). Figure 4
in Appendix E displays the structure ofthe Mauritian school system.
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Tcrthtr)' education

Tertiary education was made free in Mauritius in 1988. The University of Mauritius, the
Mauritius lnstitule of Education and the Mahatma Gandhi Institute all offer tertiary
education.

The University of Mauritius, established in the early 1960s, had a total enrolment of
2,496 for the year 1996-1997. The University offers 133 degrees in the areas of
Agriculture, Engineering, Sciences, Law, Social Sciences and Humanities.

The Mauritius Institute of Education (MIE), created in 1973 under recommendation
from UNESCO and UNDP, had a total enrolment of3,061 forthe year 1996-1997. The
MlE offers a series of different courses ranging from the Post-Graduate Certificate of
Education to the Teachers Certificate for those engaged (or to be engaged) in teaching
and educational administration.

The Mahatma Gandhi Institute (MGI) (which also comprises a secondary school with
approximately 800 students) was established and funded by the government of India in
1976. The MGI has a total tertiary enrolment of 626 for the year 1996-1997 and offers
courses at the certificate, diploma and degree level in Indian dancing, fine arts and
languages.

The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC), established in 1988, is the agent for the
planning and coordinating of tertiary education.
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Secondary cducntion

TABLE 15: SECONDARY F.lllJCATION IN MAUIUTllJS 19%

Schools
130

Tol:1l
Gu\'crnmcnt
Primtc

29
101

Pupils
93,()37
45,566
47,471
21 ca in state schools
79% in_p!:ivatc schools

Total
Boys
Girls

Teaching Staff

4,564

Non Teaching Staff

2, 392

Pupil/Teacher ratio

20

Source: Ministry of Economic Planning and Development (MEPD) (1997b). Economic Indicators: An
Occasional Paper. Education Statistics, 1996. Port Louis: Ministry of Economic Planning &
Development

In 1996, there were 130 secondary schools in Mauritius, 29 state schools and the rest
were privately run. The private schools are allocated government funds through the
Private Secondary Schools Authority (PSSA). The majority is trained at the Mauritius
Institute of Education with qualifications ranging from a Certificate in Education, BEd,
Dip.Ed., and Post-Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE).

The objectives of secondary education are stated as follows in the Master Plan:
•
•
•

To complete the process of basic education which is started in primary school
To provide the general basis for training in specific skills.
To prepare pupils for obtaining the qualifications needed for entry into higher
education both locally and abroad.
• To help identify the aptitudes of individual students, and guide them towards
appropriate studies.
• To help inculcate in students, values and attitudes conductive to a better
understanding of our plural society and the need for a healthy living (MEAC,
Master Plan, 1991).
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The strengths and weaknesses of the secondary sector arc listed in the Mastt~r Plan.
Strengths arc in terms of some improvement with regard to teacher training and the

compo1rability of pass rates ut the SC and HSC hctwccn Mauritius and 'industrialised
countries'. In addition to problems related to high rates of repetition and drop out, the
following ure listed as the major weaknesses of the secondary system.

The non-governmental schools in general have fewer academically qualified
teachers than the state schools; they have a higher pupiUteachcr ratio; many of

them are poorly equipped and housed. Since certain State and Confessional
schools have a high reputation, they attract the best candidates and hence
obtain the best results. At the other extreme, there are a small number of
institutions, which are a real disgrace to the system (MEAC, Master Plan,

1991, p.35).

The question of reputation for secondary schools is a well-known phenomenon in
Mauritius. Several colleges have over the years acquired a 'good' to 'very high
reputation' while others have not. Pupils who want to school in colleges, known as "/es

bons t•o/leges (the good colleges)" and these include all of the 29 government colleges plus
some Confessional Colleges, have to rank at the Certificate of Primary Education, the
examination taken at the end of the primary cycle. A pass at CPE gives other pupils
access to the 'other colleges'.

Data from the Mauritius Examination Services (MES) shows that in 1996, 5,698 out of
the 16,737 pupils who passed the CPE examination were ranked and thus able to choose
their college. It also shows that 71 colleges (37 for girls and 34 for boys) took ranked
pupils, while it was not necessary to rank in order to gain admittance in the 59
remainders. Table 16 is compiled from the 1997 Mauritius Examinations Syndicate list
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of admission to the 71 secondary schools which took ranked pupils (Mauritius
Ex.mninations Syndicate, 1997c). Table 16 lists some of the secondary colleges for
which pupil intake is at the top of the CPIJ ranking table (that is pupils with the highest

ranks among the 5,698 mnkcd pupils). The table also indicates the range of rank level
accepted by each of these colleges in their 1997 intake.

TABLE 16: 19971STAKE IN SOME 111Gil OEMANil COLLEGES ACCORDING TO I'UI'ILS
RANKING AT TilE 1996 CPE EXAMINATION
RANKING RANGE (out or 5,69R pupils ranked
at the 1996 CPE exam)

COLLEGES
Girls colleges
Queen Elizabeth College (government college)
Loreto Convent. Quatn! Barnes
Dr Maurice Cure State Secondary School
Loreto Convent, Curcpipe
Loreto Convent, Port Louis
Mahatma Gandhi Institute
Loreto Convent, Rose Hill
Gaaetan Raynal State Secondary School

I - 147
19- 32B
148-293
165-430
202-579
309- 473
408- 583
358- 859

Boys colleges
Royal College Curcpipe
Royal College Port Louis
College du St Esprit
St Joseph College
Mahatma Gandhi Institute
John Kennedy College (government college)
St Mary's College
College de Ia Con fiance

2- 158
6- 277
1-294
101 - 399
272-409
296-627
400-537
584-733

Source: Mauritius Examination Syndicate (rvtES) I997c, Admission to secondary schools, /997 intake
(/996 CPE exam): Ust of schools. Reduit: Mauritius Examination Syndicate.

This table shows that the "Star Colleges" (as they are known in Muuritius) among the
'good colleges' are similar to those in the 1970s. Colleges such as Queen Elizabeth,
Maurice Cure State Secondary School and Loreto Convents admit the most highly
ranked girls, while the Royal Colleges and St Esprit admit the most highly ranked boys.
Table 16 also shows that the "Star Colleges" are a mixture of government and private
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cst01blishmcnts. As 71 colleges (among them the 29 state colleges) take rankt:d pupils,
the list of 18 colleges (table 16) is by no means comprehensive. As explained earlier,
the remainder of 'good colleges' admit students who lmve ranked among the first 5,6fJX
;.unong a tot<ll of 16, 629 passes at the Certificate of Primury Education (CPE).

Out of the I0 I private secondary schools in Mauritius, forty-one arc on the Jist of

colleges which take ranked pupils. Some of these colleges on the list, as explained in the
table above, are considered Star Colleges. The earlier quote mentions another kind of
college, "a small number of institutions which are a real disgrace to the system"
(MEAC,I991, p.35). The following extract from an article published in the Week- End,
a Mauritian newspaper (15 September 1996), reports the concerns expressed by the
Union of Private Secondary Education Employees (UPSEE) with regard to those second
rate colleges.

There are ninety-six private secondary colleges in Mauritius 38 • Among these, the
twenty confessional ones (mostly Catholic) are no problem while twenty-three
others are sub-standard. The latter are run as family prcfit making businesses and
do not conform to minimal norms of education provision .... [they are plagued by]
poor ventilation in classrooms, lack of recreational space, poor relation between
teachers and their employers and on the whole a very deplorable working
environment for some 10,000 pupils (Week-End, 15 Sept. 1995).

The 11,039 pupils who do not rank but pass the CPE examination are left with a choice
of 60 private colleges in which to continue their secondary education, 23 of which are
"sub-standard" according to this quote and, according to what has been said earlier,
none of which include best achievers in their intake as they have been absorbed by the
"good colleges".

38

Official figures (Table 15) show that there were 101 secondary private schools in Mauritius in 1996.
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The secondary cycle spans seven years from Form I to Form V at the end of which
students take the School Certificate (SC) and from rorm VJ Lower to Form VJ Upp"'r ;tt

the end of which students take the Higher Education Certilicatc (JIECJ. Tables 17 and
IS show thL~ results of these examinations for the year 1996.

TAIILE 17: CAMIIRIDGE SCHOOL CERTIFICAn; EXAMINATION RESULTS FOR
MAURITIUS 1994-1996
Year

NC'I. Examined

No. of Passes

%of Passes

1994

11,480

7,563

65.9

1995

12,089

8,494

70.3

1996

12,846

9,626

74.9

Compiled from: Mauritius E;l(amination S)ndicate (MES) (1997a) School Cenijicare Perfomrance of
School Candidares 1986·1995. Rcduit: Mauritius Examination Syndicate.

TABLE 18: CAMIIRIDGE HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION RESULTS
FOR MAURITIUS 1994-1996
Year

No Examined

No of Passes

%of Passes

1994

5,009

3.171

63.3

1995

5,319

3,528

66.3

1996

5,257

3,619

68.8

Compiled from: Mauritius Examination Syndicate (MES) ( 1997b) Higher School Cenificate
Performance of School Candidates 1986.!995. Reduit: Mauritius Examination S)ndicate.

Mauritian students who pass the Higher Education Certilicate have several options if
they want to continue their education. They may enroll at the University of Mauritius
the MIE, MGI. All these institutions provide free education. They may also compete for
approximately 70 undergraduate scholarships offered to them by foreign governments.
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In 1994 Austr::tlia oftCrcd twelve undergraduate scholarships, Canada six, United
Kingdom eighteen, France twenty, Chirm eight and Egypt one (Mini~..try of Education &
Scicncc,l995).

Primary education
TABLE 19: PRIMARY EDUCATION IN MAURITIUS 1996

Schools
2~1

Total
Government
Private

220
61•
*51 Roman Catholic Education Authority
(RCEA)
2 Hindu Education Authority
8 private unaided

Pupils
Total
Boys
Girls

124,589
63,210
61.379
76% in Government schools
24% in aided and non-aided schools

Personnel
Teaching staff
General purpose teachers
Asian language teachers

5,215
3,727
1.488

Non teaching staff
Head teachers (liT)
Deputy head teachers (DIIT)
Other administrative and manual workers

3,153
276
1.009•
1.868
*some DHT teach others do not

Pupilfreacher ratio
33

Source: Ministry of Economic Planning and Development (MEPD) (1997b). Economic Indicators: An
Occasional Paper. Education Statistics, /996. Port Louis: Ministry of Economic Planning &
Development, (MEPD).
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Prinmry cduc<~tion is free ( 1976) omd compulsory { 199 I) <~nd in J996 was provided in
281 schools. Of these, 233 arc Government schools and 61 arc private schools (51
Roman Catholic, two Hindu Education Authority arc GIA schools, the rest urc privately
run and non·rcligious). The enrolment rutc is approximately 98% and in J996 the

primary school population was 124,589.

Subjects taught in primary school include English, French, Mathematics, Environmental

Studies, Creative Education, Physical Education, seven Oriental languages (Hindi,
Urdu, Arabic, Tamil, Telegu, Marathi and Mandarin) for pupils who choose to study
one of them and optional catechism for Catholic children. Nearly 70% of the primary
school population study one oriental language (MES, 1996, p.5). Primary education
spans six years in six standards (I-VI). Pupils enter Standard I at the age of five and
promotion to upper standard is automatic. Pupils take an examination at the end of each
term39 and the Certificate of Primary Education (CPE) after six years of schooling.

Teachers employed in Government primary schools are recruited by the Public Service
Commission (PSC) on the basis of a competitive written test and an interview". All
prospective teachers must possess a minimum of five credits at SC Examination and in
the subjects of French, English and Mathematics. Newly recruited and appointed
teachers follow a two-year course at the Mauritius Institute of Education before they are
appointed in a teaching position.

39

Term examination papers are set by the Ministry for STD V and STD VI. In lower grades examination
rovers are prepared by teachers.
For private aided primary schools by the Roman Catholic Authority and Hindu Aided Authority.
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The objectives of the primary education in Mauritius arc stated as f{,IJows in the Master
Plan:

•

To provide a grounding in basic skills such &Is reading, writing and numeration
and help to produce the linguistic capacity needed in a muJtj.Jingual society;
• To encourage the child to observe, to think and to develop a sense of growing
:.mtonomy:
• To ennble the child to develop values and attitudes relevant to the society in
which he (sic] is growing up~
• To make him aware of his cultural roots and give him some appreciation of
cultures other than his own and thus to contribute towards nation building.
o To help the child to develop his potential to the full;
o To develop a knowledge of healthy Jiving and an appreciation of the natural
cnvironment(MEAC, 1991, p. 25).

The merits and weaknesses of the primary school system arc stated as follows in the

Master Pla11:
Merits
•
o
o
o
•
o
o
•
•
•

The primary school system is free, non·discriminatory and open to all
children.
The enrolment rate is high.
Every Village Council Area has at least one primary school. Most schools are
solidly built and in reasonable condition.
More than 97% of the teachers hold a school cenificate or its equivalent.
There is a coherent training programme for new entrants in the profession.
The MIE has embarked on a major programme for the upgrading of primary
school teachers.
The curriculum has been revised and updated during the past decade.
Textbooks covering all subjects areas taught in primary schools are issued to
children free of charge.
Schools have been encouraged to set up libraries to develop and foster reading
habits.
Government has encouraged Parents Teachers Associations especially
through the payment of basic and matching grants (MEAC, 1991, p. 25).
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Weaknesses

•

The schools and especially the higher ,<;tandurds arc excessively geared to
success in the CPE. Thus many of the functions which the schools should
perform take second place, and t/lcre is frequently a tendency for nonexaminable subjects to be squeezed out of the curriculum. There is strong
pressure on children, especially in standards live and six to take private
tuition.

•

There is a wide gap between the highest and lowest achieving schools in
term'\ of success at CPE. Thus in 1990, 52 schools had pass rates in the
CPE of 70% or more, while 15 schools had pass rates of Jess than 30%.
There is a hard core of schools which normally obtain poor results.

•

The CPE itself selects children for entry into secondary schools and
allocates them as between the more and less popular colleges. But it is an
inadequate indication of the child's abilities.

•

The curriculum is excessively rigid and makes insufficient allowance for
children of different abilities.

•

The combination of automatic promotion with a lack of remedial assistance
for slow learners means that children who fall behind are likely to remain
behind.

•

There are deficiencies in the provision of support services, teaching aids
and equipment standards of maintenance are generally unsatisfactory.
Thert. is no programme for the regular maintenance and repairs of school
buildings, furniture and equipment, thus repairs and maintenance are
frequently delayed.

•

There has in the past been insufficient provision for in service training of
teachers.

•

In some schools, there is a high rate of absente ism among pupils and
teaching staff(MEAC,!991, pp. 25-26).

The primary sector also has its "star schools" which, as in the secondary sector, may be
government or private aided schools. In the primary sector, a school acquires the status
of "star school" when a percentage of its entrants, year after year, rank among th"" first
500 at the CPE examination. The principal characteristics of the CPE examination are
described in what follows.
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'J'he certificate of primary education examination
The CPE was first introduced in 1978. Prior to that date, there were two examinations at
the end of the primary cycle: a pass/fail examination known as the Primary School
Leaving Certificate (PSLC) and a selective

cxcrci.~:,c

called the Junior Scholarship

Examination organised by Moray House of Edinburgh which gave access to secondary
colleges. These two exuminations were considered to be traumatic for ten to eleven year
olds who had to sit for these two examinations within a period of one month. As
secondary schooling was made free and demand for places in government and high
standards secondary schools/colleges soon came to exceed available places, the CPE
examination came to serve the dual purposes of certification and selection of students
for placement in 'good' secondary schools (Dulloo Report, 1993, pp. 22-23).

The CPE has been completely Mauritianised since 1980 (MEAC, 1991, p.83) and in
contrast with SC and HSC examinations, is organised annually by the Mauritius
Examination Syndicate (MES)41 in collaboration with the MIE and the MGI. A
blueprint defining objectives from the topics of the syllabus is first prepared. The
required number of items to be tested for the required level of objectives is laid down in
a grid against which CPE papers and questions are set. The papers are prepared by
"qualified and especially trained" people from the above institutions and are
subsequently moderated by another team, taking into consideration that the blueprint
has been followed, that no mistakes have been left in the paper. Marking on the other
hand is carried out anonymously by teachers and inspectors. Each examiner marks only
41

The tvmS was established by Act of Parliament in 1984. Its objectives: to organise ;;md conduct
examinations, to help promote a sound system of education, to award certiticutes and to cooperate with
other examination bodies. TheMES also organises the first cycle secondary School Ccrtilicate (SC) anJ
the second cycle secondary Higher School Certificate (HSC) in collaboration with the University of
Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate.
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lHll'

question per paper and once markl.:d th!! papers :trc sent to another group for

rc\·bion. followed by quality control in which "high<:r level and bettcr (jllalificd people
look more particularly atthc lll<lrks of candidates scoring higher marks" (compiled from

Dul/oo Report. 1993 p. 26). Table 20 shows the CPE results for the ycurs 1994-1996.

TABLE 20: CI'E EXAMINATION RESULTS IN M,\URITIUS 1994-1996

Year

No Examined

No of Passes

%of Passes

1994

29,535

18,074

61.2

1995

27,733

18,074

65.3'if

1996

25.629

16,737

65.3'7<:

Compiled from: MEPD ( !997a). Economic Indicators An Occasional Paper: Education Statistics 1996:
Table 8-Number and percentages of passes at CPE examinations by district 1994-1996, p. 5.

MES data shows that in 1996 there were I ,012 full-time and I ,410 part-time places in
the Industrial and Vocational Training Board (IVTB) training centres. These centres are
the only options for children to continue their (compulsory) education until they reach
age fifteen. In 1995, 9,659 pupils failed the CPE, 2,422 attended the IVTB centres and
7,237 children aged between 13 and 15 were left with no school to attend.

The CPE is a mixture of multiple choice questions, structured short answers, close test.
composition type questions and some problem solving questions. In 1994 a
reformulated CPE examination, which differentiates pupils' learning competencies was
introduced. The examination has been reformulated in line with the document "Learning
Competencies for All" in which "Essential" and "Desirable" learning competencies for
Standard IV, V and VI have been laid down. These changes have been made with a
view to delineate a clearer and more systematic demarcation between "the certifying of
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candidates' :1chievement and the ranking nfhe~t candidates for ~election purpo"c""· In
''Learning Competencies f(x /\II", (MES. 1992) it is stated that JC1r each subject there

will be one single paper of duration I hour 45 minutes which will consist nf' two p;.ut..;
Section t\ and Section B.

Section A is addressed to the whole ability range and will assess the acqui....ition of
Es-sential Learning Competencies (ELC) which all children should have mastered at the
end of primary schooling. The questions set in this section will test mostly knowledge,
understanding and simple problem solving skills and carries 60 marks.

Section B is addressed to the more able candidates and \Viii assess primarily Desirable
Learning Competencies (DLC) involving exercises of higher mental processes. The
questions set in this section will test mainly understanding and application and will
carry 40 marks.

The document indicates that the two sections in the one paper present the following
advantages:

(a) The questions are sequenced from easy to difficult.
(b) The average candidate can attempt only Section A and will have more time to do the
different questions contained in this part.
(c) These candidates may also take up the challenge of attempting as many questions of
Section Bas they arc able to cope with since no restriction will be imposed (MES.
1992).
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Pupils completing

~cction

A .succc~sfully will lead to a pass. Co111plcting st.:ction A ;md

B .successfully willlcaJ to ranking.

•

Ccrtitication

Compulsory suhjccts: English. Matht.:matics, French, Environmcnt::d Studies

(4).

Optional subiccts
. one Oriental Language: Hindi, Urdu, Tamil, Tclcgu, Marathi, Arahit:
and modern Chinese.

French and English have been purt of the curriculum for more than a century and arc
borh compulsory in the primary school curriculum. Oriental languages (Arabic, Hindi,
Marnthi, Mandarin, Tamil, Telegu and Urdu) were introduced in the schools as optional
subjects in the early 1940's, and since 1987 count for certification at CPE.

The minimum requirements to obtain a pass at CPE arc: Grade E in each of the
following: English, Mathematics and French and one Grade Cor two Grades D from the
following subjects: English, Mathematics, French, Environmental Studies, one Oriental
Language (Mauritius Examinations Syndicate, 1995).

•

Ranking

Untill995, the formula for ranking at the CPE examination was as follows:

(a) For those offering Asian Languages, the marks obtained in English and
Mathematics are to be added to the highest marks obwincd in any two of the
following subjects: French, Environmental Studies or an Asian Language; and
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{h) For those not offering an Asian Language, the marks ohtained in :.1ll the four
subjects. viz English,

Math~:matics,

French and Environment Studies arc to he

added together.

There were some extraordinary developments with regards to the CPE ranking system
in 1995, extraordinary in the sense that they led to the fall ofthcJugnauth government.
The following account summarises these events42 •

In the past decade, pressure and proposals have been made for counting Oriental
Languages for ranking purposes at CPE. A Select Committee of the Legislative
Assembly was appointed in May 1991 to examine the inclusion of Oriental Language
into the CPE for ranking purposes. The recommendations of the Dulloo comrn_jttee with
regard to the inclusion of Oriental Languages for ranking purposes at the CPE were:

For pupiJs offering Oriental Languages the marks obtained in English and Maths
to be added to the highest marks obtained in any two ofthc following : EVS,
French or Oriental Languages .
For those not offering Oriental Languages the marks obtained in all4 subjects
English, Maths French and EVS to be added together.
Ranking to be implemented as from 1995 (Dulloo Report, 1993, p.56).

The impending implementation of these reconuncndations in late 1995 set diverse
groups in motion, among them the Front Commun pour Ia Justice au CPE (Common Front
for Justice at CPE) comprising Mauritians who were against the inclusion of Oriental

42

These events unfolded during and coincided with lhe Jirst period of licldwork in Mauritius (November
1995).
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Languagl'S and claimcU that their children, having studied only l(JUr subjects, "would he
discriminated

ag~tinst

as the clement of computing the marks in a subject in which they

could have obtained higher marks would not he there" (Bissoondoyal Report, 1996, p.
2).

On the basis of injustice, and following actions by the "Front Commun", the inclusion
of Oriental Languages was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. Following
this development, the Jugnauth's government, in fa "lour of the inclusion of Oriental
Languages for ranking purposes at the CPE, sought to include a new clause ( 17 A) in the
Mauritian Constitution. A parliamentary session was set up on the 15th of November
1995 in order for the Assembly to vote for the adoption of this new clause. The Prime
Minister did not obtain 3/4 of the votes required to adopt the new clause and in the
afternoon of the 16th of November 1995, informed the President that he had decided to
dissolve the Assembly and to call for elections. The Jugnauth government not only lost
these elections but did not gain any seat in Parliament as the winning party won a 60/0
election. The problem of inclusion of Oriental Languages for ranking at CPE has to date
not been settled. In 1995, the old system was re-established. In 1996, following the
work of a special Conunittee the old system was also in place but a certain number of
places were reserved in the Mahatma Gandhi's Institute for the 'best pupils' in each
Oriental language.

This chapter presented a selective account of Mauritian socio-cultural patterns as they
have evolved over time. The first part has presented an overview of the circumstances,
peoples and events which, over a rich and complex history, have marked and
characterised Mauritian societal development, while the second part has focused more
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sp~cit'il'ally

upon the educational development and

stru~.:turcs

within thai

~ociclod

contcxl. Having set the national conlcxt, the next chaplcr enters the work! oft wo
~..tauritian schools Terre Blcue and Four l-fills 4 l.

43

As explained earlier these two names arc tictional.
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CIIAI'TEI! SIX
ADA Y IN TilE LII'E OF SCIJOOL

This chapter introduces Four Hills and Terre Blcuc primary schools, the people who
frequent these two schools, their routines and activilics. Data used for this chapter
consists of excerpts of interview transcripts selected from part two of interviews, "the
details of experience". It also consists of observation notes, children's stories and
drawings 44 •

A description of the two schools
Four Hills
Four Hills is an urban "five star"" primary school located in the highly populated
district of Mauritius called Plaines Wilhems. It has approximately 950 pupils and 45
teachers including specialists, trainee and deputy head teachers. Most teaching staff live
in the district and have between 15 and 35 years experience. The gender mixture of the
school is balanced. Most of the parents of pupils in Four Hills have good salaries, some
have jobs with status. The pupils come from a variety of ethnic backgrounds and most,
but not all, live in the vicinity of the school.

The school is set in a busy, noisy residential area and it is reached by walking or driving
through a maze of narrow streets. Its grounds are securely protected by part wall, part

44

The participants and the schools have been given lictitious names in order to protect their
confidentiality. Participants' names however rclleet their respective ethnicity and gender.
45
The HT of Four Hills defines 5 star schools as schools with "a high rate of passes, more than 70% at
· Certificate of Primary Education (CPE).
.
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fcn~.:c

and a live-in keeper. Before and aller the morning and aft.emoon hclls, a myriad

of ambulant shopkeepers sl!lling foodstuffs, toys, cooking utensils and garments, appear
by till! gate in the hope of selling their wares to parents, teachers and pupils.

The

\'ef)'

small school yard is tarred, which in spite of its harshness on children's knees,

is said to be a real improvement by those who remember the dusty days of hard-packed
ground. A few one storey concrete buildings covered by corrugated roofs make up the
school complex. In these buildings, the upper grades classes arc on the first floor, the
lower grades are on the ground floor. The upper level classrooms arc reached by a flight
of external stairs and a verandah runs along the building length. Each classroom has a
door opening onto that verandah.

Classrooms are similar in size and are separated by flimsy walls made of wood panels,
where holes carved out by successive generations of bored students can be seen. On
special occasions, the panels can be pushed aside so that a large room made of three
classrooms can be used for meetings of parents and teachers associations (PTA), or for
special occasions such the teachers' end of the year gathering. Louvered windows, some
with broken panes, run along high on two sides of the classroom, the third side is takenup by a large shiny blackboard.

In most classrooms, the dirt colour ceiling paint is flaking, the walls arc dirty, some
covered with graffiti, the paint is faded and in places shows patches of mould. On tile
whole, classrooms are unsightly and austere in their appearance. They are seldom
decorated with pictures or children's work but some display a calendar here and there.
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Illustration 1. Four Hills School (Drawn by a STD VI pupil in Four Hills).

Classroom arrangements are very similar throughout the school. Teachers' desks stand
by the blackboard. They are small wooden tables which teachers sometimes cover with
a pretty cloth. ln some cases, but not all, this table has two lockable draws. In addition,
teachers have a wooden low cabinet, which can also be locked Some male teachers
(because they are on the PTA board) have a two-door metal cabinet the size of a
wardrobe in which they store PTA papers and also thetr own.

Desks and chairs are rather old, too small for some children and in desperate need of
repair. ln the lower grades, these desks are all wood and hand made. In upper grades,
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they have a metal frame nnd legs ami an: factory made. Desks scat two pupils and have
a shelf underneath, on which pupils can put hooks and otlll!r personal things. Nothing is
left in these recesses at night, or even when children change rooms for the study of'
oriental languages. Every day children carry all their hooks and hclongings in their
school bags to and rrom school.

In all classrooms, desks are neatly arranged in rows. They face both the teacher's desk
and the blackboard. Because Four Hills is a "five star school", demand is high and some
classrooms especially in upper grades have up to 50 pupils. In such cases, there is no
room for teachers or children to walk behind or on either side of the classroom. In less
populated classes, there is room at the back for a few empty desks and this is where
lunch bags and "tentei 6 " are usually kept. Sometimes, in the absence of empty desks,
lunch bags and "tentes" are hooked on nails at the back of the classroom. Regardless of
the space in the classroom, teachers conduct class while seated at their desks or standing
in front of the blackboard and pupils sit at their desks when they are in class.

46

Traditionally, a tente is a small basket in the shape of a shoe box standing up. It has a lid and a longish
handle. It is made of coconut material and is used by Mauritian school children and workers alike to carry
their lunches. The child in Illustration 5 carries a tente
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Illustration 2. ~TD Ill classroom s arrangement m Four Hills (Drawn by a STD Ill
pupil m Four Hills).

The school office is a small and tidy room on the ground floor of one of the school
buildings. It is shared by Lhe Head Teacher (HT), the Deputy Head Teachers (DHT) and
the secretary. Each sit wherever there happens to be room to do a specific administrative
task or receive a visitor No one has a specific or personal desk. The office is furnished
with four tables also covered by pretty cloths, a large metal cabinet m whtch important
registers, administrative documents, keys, the school supplies and at night, the
telephone are kept. The office concrete floor is kept clean and its paint work is in better
state than that in the classrooms.

The office has two small louvered windows, one opening onto a neighbour's garden the
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other one to the school yard. Sitting at the desk hy the latter window one t::Jn keep an
eye on the school gate. Next to this window there is a small tahlc where the book in
which teachers have to sign their arrivals and departures is kept. The school bell is also
held on that small table.

In addition, the school has a couple of small rooms specifically used for teaching
oriental languages and a larger room originally intended to be a staff room but utilised
for everything else but that purpose. This larger room is furnished with a large wooden
table, benches and about twenty children's desks. It has a variety of book shelves where
some library and teachers' resource books are kept behind locked glass doors. The key
is kept in the office and teachers told me that they very rarely use these books because
they do not have time.

A cupboard houses a television set which was never used during the month I spent in
the school. Teachers give many reasons for not using this set. They say that it does not
work all that well and that they do not have time for such things. They also say that
even if they did have the time, the room is used for so many things, it would be almost
impossible to find the room empty for sufficient time during any given day when they
and their pupils could watch television.

Terre Bleue
Terre Bleue school is set in a big village surrounded by sugar cane fields. It is a two
stream primary school located in the quieter parts of the Moka district. It has
approximately 320 pupils and 25 teachers, two DHTs and one HT. As in Four Hills, the
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teacher gender mixture is balanced but, in contrast, teachers on the whole are younger
than in Four Hills. Most teachers do not live close by and come to school by bus or are
given a lift by a relative or a friend. Children in Terre Bleue are on the whole from a
poorer socio-economic background than in Four Hills school. Their parents work as
local shopkeepers or sugar cane farmers. All children come from the catchment area and
either walk or bus to school.

The grounds are rather small, enclosed by part wall, part fence on all sides and a gate
which is securely locked every night. Two buildings, one with an upper floor, make up
the school. As in Four Hills, upper grades are on the upper level and the lower grades
are on the ground floor. The school yard is tarred and shady.

Illustration 3. Terre Bleue School (Drawn by a STD III pupil in Terre Bleue).
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In Terre Bleue, classrooms are separated by thin wooden partttions so that every word
said and every noise made in one classroom can be heard in the adjacent ones. As in the
other school, classroom furniture consists of a teacher's desk and cabinet, pupils' desks
and chatrs which are somewhat dilapidated. ln one class, for example, a btg stone
replaces the leg of a cab met. The classroom walls need a coat of paint and on the whole
offer very little in terms of visual display. As in Four Hills, pupils' desks face the
blackboard and the teacher's desk and classrooms are rather crowded.
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Illustration 4. STD V classroom's arrangement in Terre Bleue (Drawn by a STD V
pupil in Terre Bleue).
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The school's office is a very small room on the ground floor of the main building and is
shared by the HT and the two DHTs. The school does not have a secretary. As in Four
Hills, the two desks in the office are covered by a pretty cloth and are uncluttered and
occupants in the office do not own a specific desk and space. Jn addition to the two
desks the office is equipped with two metal cabinets. One houses the school supplies. In
the other one, a supply of the sweets sold in the school shop are stored. The office has a
small louvered, curtained window from which an eye can be kept on the gate and any
arrival.
The school has no staff room. so female teachers meet sn one classroom at lunch time
and male teachers in another one. There is however a room for on ental languages where
lessons in three different languages (Urdu, Hindi and Tamil) can be conducted
simultaneously with three different groups of pupils. The school's small library is kept
locked in the classroom next to the office. As tn Four Hills, l was told that there was a
TV set but l never saw it, nor could I say where it is kept.

Getting to school

Ulustration 5. Walking to school (Drawn by a SID VI pupil in Terre Bleue).
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From S Ol.lll. hoth schools act like magnets, their surrounds hustling with pedestrians,
cycl~s. motnn.:yde~.

L":lrs and v;ms. Many children, most in Terre Bh:ue, walk to .<.,chool,

the younger (Illes accompanied hy a parent
whill' children Ci.lrry their own

"tente''.

\\tho

usunlly carries the heavy school hag

Other childn:n gel to school perched on hicyclc

handle h:1rs and cross bars or on the back·rack of illllotorcyclc, keeping their legs up so
as m)l to cnt:mgle them in the wheel or even by !'lilting on the motorcydi_..,t's knee\. Jn all
cases, school h;;1gs ami

"telltt!.\'"

arc ingeniously hooked or tied wherever there is room to

do so. Other children, mostly in Four Hills, get car rides before they arc dropped at the

school gate by parents, relati\'es or acquaintances on their way to work. For

bu~y

and

often wealthier parents, private vans are also becoming an increasingly popular solution
to getting their children to school. Every school day, for a fee, the children are picked
up and dropped outside their home.

Teachers are also dropped at the school gate by relatives and friends. Others either walk,
if they live near by, or travel by bus. For example, Christelle, a teacher in standard one
of Four Hills, has a thirty minute walk to the school. Most days, on her way, she stops

to visit her sick mother. She arrives at school at about nine o'clock. Like many other
teachers she tends to be late rather than early. On arrival, like her colleagues, she goes
straight to the office where she signs her name in the attendance book and then proceeds
to her classroom to drop her bag or to assembly if it has already started.
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Rama, a teacher of stand<trd six in ·t·crrc Blcuc, lives in tile l'laincs WilltcJIIS
~luuritius.

di~trk:t 11f

t: takes an hour and a half each WilY for J<amato gel to school. Somctinu.:\,

when he is lucky. he manages to get a lift in !hr.: t:ar of a frir.:rul who nct:a"iionally ha~ to
tra\'clnorth for his work. Both Christcllc and Rama, as with the majority of tc<achcrs in
Four II ills and Terre Blcuc, cnnnnt afford

to

possess <t car.

Up to 9 a.m... the time at which the bell rings, the school belongs to pttrents und children.
The classrooms have been opened earlier by a school worker 47 • Parr.nts and children
circulate freely in and out of them to deposit bags and "temes". As soon as the bell
rings children rush to line-up by the office with their class mates.

Assembly i' conducted by the HT or a DHT. A prayer is recited, the national anthem is
sung with gusto, visitors are welcomed and special happenings are announced.
Although some teachers stand by during assembly they usually do not participate. Their
work really starts when children are dismissed from assembly. At such time, teachers
and pupils make their way to classrooms in an orderly manner, parents make their way
towards the gate and the HT, DHT and secretary make their way to the office.

47

In Mauritian primary schools, a school workcr'sjob consists of running errands bctwec;-n the office and
classrooms, office, bank and shops. They distribute the milk and bread and they dean classrooms at thc;end of the day.
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Illustration 6. STD VI pupils entering class (Drawn by STD VI pupil in Terre Bleue).

Parents in school
When the bell rings, the busy parents have long gone or are still dropping their children
while some less-rushed mothers sit on a low wall to watch assembly then make their
way home. In both schools, once children are in class, parents seem to have very little
business in school. On occasions someone brings lunch or an item forgotten at home by
the child Some other time, parents may need to see the HT, a DHT or the secretary for
enrolling a young one. In this case they are received in the office, where they are told
what to do and what papers to bring. At lunch time, a small number of mothers do
return to the school with cooked meals for their children, but the majority of parents will
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not return until three in the afternoon when

In

low~..·r

~cllool

finishes.

grades, the t:tct that some of the parents accompany their children into

classroom..; gives them some opportunities to meet tcotc.:hcrs. This is the casl: in
Christcllc's class where she :md parents generally talk about children's progress. Parent'
nre also \'cry keen to ask her advice on the kind of hooks they should buy in ord.!r to
give extra work to their children.

In upper grades, contact between parents and teachers is somewhat more formal.
\Vorking towards success at the Certificate of Primary Education (CPE) is of the utmost
importance for these parents, especially for those who have children in standard VI.
Philip and Lalita whose daughter Annabelle is in standard VI, find it easy to talk about
homework and private tuition, but as Philip explained to me, they find it more difficult
to talk openly about Annabelle's anticipated achievement at CPE and her general
performance at school during the course of her standard VI. They recounted the case of

their nephew whose parents and teachers were convinced that he would rank high at
CPE examination. All were later proven wrong.

In both lower and upper grades, most parents like Philip and Lalita have limited and

often circumspect interactions with teachers. Aboo, an oriental language teacher in
Terre Bleue, explains relations between parents and teachers this way:
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\Vhcn you arc in ;a new school, you have parents calling on you, talking ah1Jl11
their children ~md so on. Finally when they lwve an idea of what kind of person
you urc, there is no need for them to caJI on you (OTHJ.

Once they ure secure in the knowledge that their child is in good hands, purcnts arc
completely absent from school life mul activities. Parents arc more likely to come to
school when things arc not going well, when, for cxampll:, they do not agree with the
appointment of a certain teacher in an upper gmdc class, or when they actually wunt an
upper grade teacher removed from a specific class, or when they do not agree with
current reforms like subject teaching. In those cases, parents may come to the office to

protest individually, or en masse after talking among thel115elvcs at the gate. The latter
often results in spontaneous sit·ins in the school grounds, which are later reported in the

local press.

Teachers' routines
General purpose teachers are assigned a class for a year in which they teach all subjects
of the primary school curriculum, except oriental languages, catechism and physical

education. Teachers may keep the same group of children for up to three years and
many like to do so. A teacher taking Standard I may, for example, continue teaching the
same group of children in Standard II the following year and standard III the following
one. Specialist teachers, on the other hand, teach oriental languages or catechism to the

specific children who take these subjects and do so at all the levels of the primary
school. Both Terre Bleue and Four Hills have physical education teachers" who teach
only the upper levels, standards IV, V and VI.

48

In 1996, there were 33 (l female) physical education teachers for the 281 Mauritian primary schools.
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Given tht!SC particularities, a day at school will he rather different ftu· lcm.:licrs in lower

grades (STD 1,11 :uullll),teachers in upper grade., (STI> IV,V and VI) and specialist
lt!al'hers, such as oriental language teachers, culechism and physical education teachers.
The following section outlines the major activities and interactions that m:1kc the routiuc
of a day at school for these diverse tcachers.

Tenchers in lower grades (Shmd~lrds I. II and Ill)
In both Four Hills and Terre Bleue and in most Muuritwn primary school~

teacher~

of

lower grades are females. Christelle is a general purpose teacher in a Standard IJ of Four
Hills. She is in her late forties and has

twenty~ five

years teaching experience. Her

description of a day at school in many ways typifies that of many other teachers in
lower grades and corresponds to observations made during the days I spent in her and in
other lower grades classrooms.

Once in the classroom, I have a little chat with my pupils, to see if all is well, if
they are in good health, if they have had a good night sleep ... Then we speak
about kindness, politeness, how one should behave, good manners, because you
see its not just the academic side that you have to give these children. You see
they are small and what they learn when they are small is going to stay with them
for the rest of their life. After doing that, then I start the subjects (T3).

What Christelle means by "subjects" includes English, French, Mathematics and EVS".
These subjects are also what she and other Mauritian teachers mean by the"academic
side" of education as opposed, for example, to the creative and physical side of
education.

4

?

'Environmental Studies (EVS) is multi·disciplinary, comprising science ami social studies.
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The school day's routine in lower grades is very similar within the two schools
and what follows is a condensed version ofChristelle's teaching day as she
recounted it herself:
The first subject is math. I find that I always take a bit too long with math. Then
it's the break and we eat. I give enough time to children because some eat fast,
others not so fast. others even play as they eat. After that we do English. In that
lesson. I introduce new words, for example, to explain the word working I ask
children: What are we doing now? What does dad do? What is mum doing at
home? For English, unfortunately, I must start with asking questions in French
and then slowly move into English, unless we show pictures but otherwise l
must speak French to introduce new English words. I do not know if it's good
but... that's how 1 do it. After introducing new words, we read and then we do
exercises. 1do not give many exercises let's say five small sentences, but we
spend a lot of time on writing. I want children to have a good handwriting, one
they can keep later on in life. In the afternoon we do French Like for English we
first introduce new words then we read and then the children do exercises. Like
for English, we follow what's in the book. Then, at the end of the day we do
EVS and that's all, it's 3 p.m. (T3).
Illustration 7 Christelle. teacher in her SID II classroom in Four Hills school (Drawn
by one of Chnstelle's pupil).
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Chrhil!.!llc's <ippro;.tch to teaching the subjects is very ~imilar across the lt!vcls and
schools. II is a tlm:t.: pronged <tppnmch consisting of a .<-.hnrt explanation to tlw whole
d:.t:-;s, some n:mling aloud hy the whole class or somctimc."' row hy row, followcd by
written exercises. Using Frcm:h and Creole h1r introducing English and explaining

aspects and concepts of math and EVS is very common practice in Terre Blcuc and
Four 1-!ills and the other visih:d primary schools.

Other subjects, such as physical education and art education, are aJso part of the
cun·iculum in standard II. When I asked Christelle whether she did those subjects a.s
well, she said:

... To tell you the truth, I rarely go on the playing field, it is too dusty and besides,
we cannot play because other classes are working. So I sometimes do some little
free~standing exercises in the classroom and children are happy. As for creative
education, sometimes I do it in the morning if I have tilrJe! (T3).

Most ofChristelle's colleagues act in similar ways with regards to teaching art and
physical education.

In the course of the day, Christelle gets free time on several occasions. Twice a week,
most pupils in her class are taught an oriental language or catechism. She vacates her
classroom for about three-quarters of an hour because this is where Hindi is taught, and
she goes to the staff room. The staff room serves many purposes, one of which is to be
the venue for catechism classes, It is also the place where Christelle and all other
standard II teachers chat to each other and generally spend time for the duration of
oriental languages' classes.
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Christelle <md teachers (of all grades) also get a hreuk during the: lunch hour. During that
time, Christclli! usually meets a couple of !Cnmlc friends in her or their classrooms,
where they cat their "pain mai.wm" 5n and have a chat. On rare occi.lsions she st<tys in her
class to do some work. At no time do she or her colleagues have to do yard duty.
Christcllc's day m school linishcs at 3 p.m., at which time she clocks-out hy writing her
name in thc attendance book und walks back home.

Teachers in upper grades (Standards IV, V and VI)
In both Four Hills and Terre Bleue and in most Mauritian primary schools teachers of
upper grades are male. In both schools, the very few female teachers found in upper
grades either taught CPE repeaters classes or 'lower' streams of Standards IV, V or VI
classes. In upper grades, the teacher's routine is somewhat more full than that of the
)ower grades described earlier. One of the reasons for this is that most teachers of
standards IV, V and VI give private tuition in their own classroom. three times a week.
Private tuition consists of extra written exercises and in some rare cases extra
explanations given by the regular class teacher to the whole class for a fee. This kind of
private tuition is given mostly at the end of the school day, at 3 p.m..

It is also common practice for teachers and pupils of upper grades to be in class at

around 8 a.m. and get an hour's work done before the bell rings at 9 a.m.. Because of
this, teachers and pupils of upper grades rarely come down for morning assembly. They
have already been in class for at least an hour and are rather busy. If and when they do
come down, they quickly return to their classroom as soon as it finishes. For these
50

"Paitz maison" translating as house bread is a small round bread roll typical of Mauritius. Filled like a
sandwich, it is eaten for breakfast and lunch.
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teachers and their pupils, the school day has already started. The nine o'clock bell
merely marks the start of regular work.

Ram a is a teacher of Standard VI at Terre Bleue. He is in his early thirties and has ten
years teaching expencnce. His his third year in the school and with this specific group
of students. lie already taught them in Standard IV and V. At this time, he is teaching in
Standard VI.
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lllustration 8. Rama. STD VI teacher in his classroom m Terre Bleue (Drawn by one of
Rama's pupils).

Rarna's major task and concern for this year is to prepare his class for the very
competitive Certificate of Primary Education Examination (CPE). Routine in upper
grades is very similar across the two schools and Rama's day in Standard VI is in that
sense a fairly typical example of the routine of an upper-grade teacher's day at school.
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What follows has been reconstructed from field notes which were written on und ahoul
the day that I spent in Rmna's classroom.

TABLE 21: A TEACIIER'S ACTIVITIES ON A GIVEN DAY IN A STANDAIW VI CLASS IN
TERRE JIJ.IWE

9.00. 9.10 Dllcs n:gistcr · collc-.:ts I(Jrrns signed hy parent~.
9.10 - 9.50 1\lmh: Supervises class correction of homework. Tich individual excrd!.c hooks.
9.50 -I 0.05 Tukcs

~·hilr.Jrcn

to schiKll yard and supervises distribution of milk.

10.05- IOAS Free time during oriental languages.
J0,-1.5- II Left class.
II -liAS Teaches EVS: Reads and

e.~ plains

a chapter in EVS textbook.

liAS -12.30 Lunch bre.1k.
12.30- 12.35 EVS (continued, same as above).
12.35- 14.00 French: General and individual correction of homework- Class reading and text
comprehension.

14.00-14.30 Break.
14 30- 14.55 English: Pupils do exercises while teacher ticks homework.

15.00 End of school day.

In all grades, a regular school day lasts six hours. For teachers, howrver, this does not
necessarily mean six hours spent teaching. Taking into account breaks and Oriental
language period, Rama's regular teaching time adds up Ia only three and a half hours for
that fairly typical day (Table 21).
A clarification of what is meant by 'regular school day' and 'regular teaching' should be
made at this point. In most Mauritian primary schools a regular school day starts at 9
a.m. and finishes at 3 p.m. It is during that time, that teachers from both lower grades
and upper grades do their regular or fixed teaching. Regular teaching includes: French,
English, EVS and mathematics. In principle, it should also include creative education
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Most teachers of upper gmdcs and their pupils arc in class by X a.m. most mornings of
the school week. The rl'asonthcy give for doing so is that they nevt.:r have time to finish

work during regular hours. This extra hour is customary rathcr than obligatory and

mo~t

of the time it is voluntary ruther than part of the paid private tuition mentioned earlier.

A sizeable financial ad vantage that comes with being a teacher in upper grades is that
they are allowed to give private tuition to their whole classes in their own classroom.
They do so three times a week at 3 p.m. at the end of the regular school hours, and
charge a fee to each individual pupi1 51 • Teachers in upper grades arc also more likely to
give private tuition, this time at home, to groups of students from their neighbourhood
or even far away if they have a very good reputation.

Because of private and extra tuition, teachers in upper levels have a work-load that is
substantially heavier than that of teachers in lower levels. For private tuition, Rama's
teaching time expands to eight hours. Additions to his regular teaching load consist of
an hour of teaching in the morning, another hour and a half of extra tuition in his own
classroom in the afternoon, plus two hours tuition at his residence for private pupils
later in the evening.

51

The financial rewards that can be obtained From giving private tuition arc the 'often unspoken' and
'often given' reason why male teachers insist on teaching in upper grade classes. Most male teachers said
that, because female teachers have children and families to look after, they do not ha\'c time for private
tuition. They also said that female teachers arc much better in their dealings with the younger children of
lower grades and that pupils in upper grades need the hand of steel that a man can provide. In full
contradiction of these statements, the only time female teachers are found in upper ,grades they teach the
"weak streams", where pupils tend to be Jess compliant and where most teachers said that ":1 linn hand is
needed", Private tuition is seldomly given in those "weak streams".
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l\i1arking also contributes to that work-load and takes a Jot of teachers' time. Te;1chers
tend to usc the lh:e time they get during oriental languages to catch up with their
nmrking. Thc:y nlso tend lo mark during break and while pupils arc busy l'illiug in pages
and pages of exercises which in turn will need to he corrected.

Rama's time in class, just as that ofChristclle's, is takcn up by the teaching of

Mathematics, EVS. French and English. In his teaching, Rama follows steps that arc
very similar to those used by Christclle. First, he gives a brief explanation on the
blackboard, then he asks children to read a text in the textbook aloud (all children have
textbooks). Lastly, he gives the children some written exercises. He says that because
most of his and his pupils' time is spent preparing for the CPE, he does not have the
time to 'indulge' in other activities such as art and physical education. The latter is
taught twice a week by a specialist teacher. There are no visible signs in his class or
among children's belongings of the former ever being taught.

Rama and his colleagues, just like teachers in Four Hills, are free during the lunch hour
and do not perform yard duty. Because Terre Bleue does not have a staff room, even a
multi-function one as in Four Hills, teachers gather in a couple of classrooms. Deciding
upon who goes where is done according to sex rather than grades. Rarna and his male
colleagues have lunch in one of their classrooms while female teachers meet for lunch
in another one. In both, they eat their lunch, read the newspaper, share their news and
generally gossip.

Rama leaves school at 3 p.m. on the days he does not give extra tuition in his classroom
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otmi <II awuml 5 p.m .• 5.JO p.m. on thnse days he docs. I hually, he h01s linmd 11 way of
dl'ing all his marking during the day ami docs nolltl'l'lllo hring sduu}l·work howe.

Tt•ou.'ht.•rs nf nrit.'ntnllungtmgcs
T~<!('lt~rs

llf llindi. Totmil.

T~h:gu, ~·farathi,

Mandarin, Gujamti

C)f

Urdu, ;trc not

assigned a partkul:.tr class or chtssroorn. A te;.tcher of Tamil, for example, will teach
Tamil. across the gmdcs to those Tamil and non· Tamil (very rare) children wishing to
learn that language. Teachers of other oriental languages do the same. For Yousouf, a

teacher of Urdu at Four Hills, work starts after assembly:

We call at school at 9 a.m., I usually come late as I told you". We have to wait for
our period to start and we stan working with the different classes, different
groups. The problem at school is that we do not have a particular classroom for
ourselves. \Ve have to work here and there throughout the whole day and when
the weather is fine, it's okay, but when it rains it is rery bad, and you see this I
don't appreciate! On top of it all, in some schools, not in this one, in some schools

you have teachers teaching two different languages in one particular class. Two
languages taught in the same classroom you can imagine what does it make!
(OT4).

In both Four Hills and Terre Bleue, the majority of teachers of oriental languages do not
have their own classroom and this contrasts with general purpose teachers who are

assigned a classroom for the whole year. In both schools there is an oriental language
classroom. It is a very small room in Four Hills and a larger partitioned room in Terre

Bleue.

For oriental language teachers, just as for general purpose teachers, a 'regular' day at

2

Yousoufhas an import business which he conducts in the morning bcrorc school and in the afternoons
after school.
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school

last~

si.\ hours. Tcotchcrs arrive at

~l:hool <~I

IJ

Cl.lll.<llllllct~vc al

of oricmallanguagL'S do not gi\'c private tuition in the

~cllool it\

1.p.111 .. Tccu..:hcr\

their colleaglll'\ of

upper grad~.·s do omd their IL':tl:hing load varies:

Normally we hare to teach six periods (45 minute .., cuchJ. When l _.,tartcd we had
to h~ach eight periods. It was difficult to teach eight periods! Now we teach six
periods. Now there is direct teaching, three periods direct teaching. Sol teach in
three classes and I help in three others. I help my colleague\, correct the copy
book, sec after the students when there is reading and ask some questions (0T4).

The forty-five minute periods are organised in such a way that, for example, all
Standard I pupils are taught oriental language at the same time for that specific period.
Then it is the turn of another Standard. During the periods in which teachers are not
doing 'direct teaching', they have to remain in class and assist other teachers.

In both schools, oriental languages' teachers keep to themselves and rarely mix with
general purpose teachers. During breaks and the lunch hour, oriental teachers make for
the oriental language classroom where they spend time socialising with other oriental
language teachers.

Other teachers
Physical education teachers

Both Four Hills and Terre Bleue schools have a physical education teacher. These
teachers work in more than one school. John is the physical education teacher in Four
Hills. He is in his mid-forties and has twenty years experience as a general purpose
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ll:;u,:her. lie is one ufthe thirty·threc, mostly ex~gencral purpose teachers. who

ren~nl/y

n:tmined us physical education teachers. It is his . . ccond year in the school and thl!rc wa-.
no physkal cducntiontcacher in the ~chool hcf(,rc him. lie works with pupils Ji·orn

Stnndards IV, V. mul VI ami on rare occ<tsions with lower grades where he <1\si~t...,
lt..'OlChcrs. lie lives close hy :tnd likes lo come In school curly. Ilis arrival is usually very

much noticed:

All the time when I arrh·e at school in the morning, children come to me and suy:
'Monsieur, Monsieur, take our class! take our class again!' But I can't take the
same class over and over again! My timetable is fixed for the day, I must stick to
the timetable! (TID).

Like all other teachers, John has to sign his time of arrival in the book. He leaves his
personal belongings on a table in what serves as a staff room and usually stands by
pupils during assembly, joining in the singing of the national anthem. His place of work
is a grassy field, called "Ia plaine (the plain)", the size of a soccer field which is dusty in
summer and muddy in winter. John's colleague in Terre Bleue works in similar
conditions with the difference being that there is no playing field in that school, so
physical education is taught in the school yard. In both schools, sport materials
comprising some balls and flags are kept in cupboards wherever there is room to do so
and are taken out when needed. Both John and his colleague prepare their work
thoroughly. John made a point of telling me so when I asked him about his day routine.
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l\ly work has ht.!en prepared long ago, since lkccmher, I havr.: prr.:parr.:d all
gloh~111y (for till' )'L'arJ. Then I h:we a term plan, a weekly plan, <t day plan. So
what I do today was prepo1rcd nmyhc a weck ago. I have every thing at my
fingertips. I have no problems, materials <tre ready, my notes arc ready, I know my
subjcrl in dt.!lail and work can hcgin (flO).

John's work is organised according to the objectives he has fixed for the class in
advance. AI the time, his objective was to have a 'presentable' football team by the end
of March. According to John, in order to achieve this objective, children must acquire

certain skills such as being able to pass the ball. With this as his "minor" objective, John
organises a lesson in the following manner:

First I do a warm up. Then I do some little games leading children to
understanding a pass. You see may be next week we'll learn the pass proper but
this week I introduce some little games to go towards it. Then we do a proper
game. In that game we find the skill I have been teaching them, we use what we
have learnt earlier (T 10).

Both John and his colleague in Terre Bleue share their time between several schools. In
each school, they teach forty-five minute lessons to Standards IV, V and VI. Sometimes
they give a hand when other teachers are absent. They stay in the school when they have
a free period. John, for example, uses this as an opportunity to read books about
teaching sports to young children.

John and his colleague at Terre Bleue mix with everyone in school and enjoy a very
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gond n:lationship with other te:Jclu:rs. They arc also wry popular with thcir

pupil~.

The

(k\y following John's absence. the pupils in Four I fills told hi1nthatthey do not like him

missing class. According to John, what makes him popular with lc:tchcrs and pupils
:~like

is the fi1clthat his lessons hre:1k the monotony of us he put!'! it:

Study, study. study ami nothing else, children urc fed up and sec sport as a
rclaxmion. a way to get out of the class into the fresh air. Then when pupils return
to chtss they me more relaxed, happier! ("flO).

Both John and his colleague at Terre Bleue enjoy a good relationship with parents.
Some parents come to talk to John in the morning because, they want his advice in
terms of exposing their children to further sporting activities.

Religious education teacher
Four Hills has also Renee, a religious education teacher, who teaches catechism to the
Catholic children one day a week. These children usually do not learn an Oriental
language and are taught catechism instead. On days when she is not in Four Hills,
Renee does the same in other schools. She is much Jess visible than her colleagues the
physical education teachers. She teaches in the 'staff room' in the presence of all the
other people spending •waiting time' in that room. Sometimes when the weather is fine
she takes the children to sit on benches in a ;;emi~covcred area of the playground.

The religious education teacher does not belong to any of the previous categories of
teachers such as general purpose teacht!rs or oriental language teachers. Like John,
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Rt~ncc

is alone in the typi! of work siJc doc~ hut s/1e dtJes lliH enj<1y II H.: ptlpularity tlwt he

docs. In Four I!ills. her imp:tcl is ulso greatly reduced due to the fm:t tlmr slu.: tcm:hcs

c:Jtcchism to a limited number of children. For all these reasons, her comings and

goin~-;

arc ofti!n un-noticed. Sl1e greets m1ll is greeted by ot!Jcr teachers and quietly tc:1chcs l1cr
subject. There is no need for her to meet the parents of her pupils in the school. She
knows them well und has oppommitics to sec many of them at church on Sunduys.

Trainee teachers
Teacher training lasts two years. Half of that time is spent following courses at the
Mauritius Institute of Education (MIE), the other half is spent gaining experience in
schools. There are two young trainees in Four Hills and none in Terre Bleue. When
Trishula, a trainee teacher at Four Hills, describes her day, she distinguishes between
what she is supposed to do and what she actually does:

I have been in the school for six weeks already! Every day, when I arrive at
school, I go to the office and sign my presence in the book. Then I am supposed to
be in Standard IV, I am supposed to sit down in the class and observe the teacher
work: how she conducts class, how she does the various chapters (of the
textbook], because you see in the book it's one way but the way she does it, it's
not the same! She uses methods for explaining things to children, those who do
not understand and I must watch. I am also supposed to teach two subjects per
day, which I can choose with the 'prof 53 • All this should be useful experience for
when I start work. At the beginning of the six weeks, we [Trishula and the two
other teacher trainees] were doing all this but we stopped because we feel we
disturb the class. You see, often we are sitting at the back of class watching the
teacher at work and then five or six times during the day we are asked to get out to
give a hand in the office, or to replace a teacher going somewhere. \Yell this is a
distraction for the teacher we are watching, he does not say anything but we can
see, sometimes we are in the middle of important work and we have to disrupt
everyone! So now we stay in the staffroom54 • We wait there and we replace
absent teachers when necessary. We al~o do some office work, at the beginning of
53

Mauritian teachers, male and female arc indirectly referred to as prof which is short for profe.ucur.
Directly, female teachers arc called "Miss" and male teachers "Monsieur".
54
The multi-purpose staff-room where they chat with whoever happens to be there: Catcd1ism teacher,
physical education teacher, general purpose teachers on free time during oriental language period.
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the year, there is a lot to do: copy lists of new children who :trc in Standard I, copy
Ihas of children for vi:-; its to the dentist, things like that! (TTl).

As Trishula said curlier, teacher trainees arc suppost:d to gain tt:aching cxpt:ricncc
during their stay in school. Her story indicates th<1i it not the c<tsc in Four Hills. In that
school, Trainee Teachers seem to be doing what apprentices <trc often compl<tining
about doing in many other sectors of work and that is that they do what other people do
not want to do. Talks with teacher trainers, hO\\'ever, reveal that these practices, to their
knowledge, although not uncommon, are not prevalent in Mauritian primary schools.

In Four Hills Trishula and her female colleagues get on well with other female teachers.
Because they spend time talking with them regularly in the staff room, their relationship
is one of friendship. Because of this friendship, Trishula says that staff did not exclude
them from the activities during sports day. On that occasion Trishula with the help of
another teacher and a parent, was given the role of announcing events and results with a
loud speaker. She says: "It's the first time I did this and I really liked it!" However,
relations with parents are not always so friendly. Trishula recounts an incident that
happened at the beginning of the year.

The first day we arrived at school, we [three teacher trainees] were put in a class
to replace an absent teacher. You could say it was a bad start, this should not have
happened! We did that for two days. We asked children to call us by our first
name, and soon we could not control the class any more. You see children were
used to be hit by teachers when they misbehaved. We did not hit them, we learnt
that we should not hit children. But children are used to strict discipline, they
started shouting, they were not listening. We did not know anything about the life
of the school. Parents started to complain about us ... One afternoon we sang
with the children the next day parents came to the school and said: "Ca bmme
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proji·sscur-la. :.isft' pou fa ire clumta dm1s I' ('('(J/e!
sin!!!)"

Cl11c~c teacher:-. ;u c in ~chool ju~1 lu

ern).

Tlwt day Trishul<t and her friends did not want to go hack to the dass, even when the
HT insisted that they should. The <tbscnt tcm.:hcr came back and they did not have to go

back.
On the whole Trishula and her colleagues are very much part of the school. They arc in
the school every day, are fairly \'isible because they run errands and also because they
spend time in the 'staff room' either talking or doing office work (they never sit in the
office to do office work). Having experienced some difficulties in the frrst weeks of
their time in school, they have adjusted their routine to that of other people and are now
spending their day quietly, making themselves useful doing everything but teaching
practice.

People in the office
The role, as well as the number, of people to be found in offices of Mauritian primary
schools varies according to the size of school. The secretary in Four Hills explains the
situation this way: "Many small schools do not have a secretary. The Head Teacher
does the [administrative] work with the help of Deputy Head Teachers or even teachers.
In some schools there are no assistants so the HT does the work with the secretary".
In Terre Bleue, there is no secretary but there are one Head Teacher and two Deputy
Head Teachers. All are male. In Four Hills, there is one HT, a secretary and about six
DHTs. All share the office except two DHT who arc female, one of whom has charge of
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a class and the! other ont: spends time in clao,;srooJI!s replacing ah\cnt tcm:her....

In Tern.· Blcuc, one of the DilTs usually arrives a little bcfo:·

J

a.m. and (Jpcns the

oflicL·. 1-k takes out the hook in which teachers have to sign their arrival, plug\ in tht:

telephone! and g.cncmlly answers queries from parents, teachers am/ pupil\. At 9 a.m. he
or, on rare occasions. the HT rings the hell and conducts assembly.

The conducting of assembly consists of greeting children and of passing on special
messages to them. During assembly specific instructions are given, for example, those
relating to visits to the dentist or doctor, special events like sports day, independence
celebrations or cultural events are mentioned and commented upon. Extraordinary
events such as the death of Mauritian prominent people (ie: that ofGaetan Duval a
flamboyant and very much liked politician) or the arrival of a cyclone are also
mentioned during assembly.

On the whole, assembly is short, children sing the national anthem and a pupil from an
upper grade conducts prayer. Then the DHT wishes children a good day: "Ok les

enfants passez une bonne joumie (Ok children have a good day!)", to which children answer
in a singing chorus: "Merci Monsieur et vous de

meme! (Thank you Sir and the same to

you!)". Once children have made their way to the classrooms the HT and DHTs go back
to the office where they receive parents, or visitors, and go about their administrative
and other tasks. They leave on the dot at 3 p.m.
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I
Illustration 9. Assembly tn Terre Bleue. Children gettmg tn hne to follow teachers to
classrooms (Drawn by a STD VI pupil).

In Four II ills, "le maitre" 55 defines his activities as follows:

During a day at school, I must see that my school clerk does his work, I must see
that teachers do their work as well. I have to see the cleanliness of the school, of
the yard. I am responsible for the whole school and its campus I have to visit the
teachers, see them at work, sign the daily notes56 • I have to supervise the trainee
teachers also (T I J ).

s' "Maitre" translates as Master. In Mauritian primary schools, all male Head Teachers arc called
"maitre ".
sG "Daily notes" are the daily teaching preparation notes written by all teachers which the liT (or a DHT
in his/her absence) has to check and sign. In both schools, the signing was done very quickly. I never
witnessed the HT or DIITs reading these notes.
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The language used by the liT shows clearly that he sees his activities in

term~

of

responsibilities: "I must";"! have to", "I am rcsponsihlc", "supervise". In Four II ills

(a~

inmost primary schools) the Head Teacher is in charge and responsibilities such as
those listed abo\'e ure delegated to a DI-IT when the l-IT is abscnl.

During the course of the day, the people in the office perform certain tasks. Who dues
what task varies according to personality and the specific circumstances of the school.
Table 22 gives an indication of the tasks that are usually accomplished in the office. In
Terre Bleue, these tasks are performed by a DHT with occasional help from the other
DHT and the HT. In Four Hills, these tasks are performed by the clerk/secretary with
occasional help from the others.

TABLE 22: ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER TASKS PERFORMED IN THE OFFlCES OF
TERRE BLEUE AND FOUR HILLS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document filing and safekeeping.
Managing teaching materials store (ordering from ministry and lending or giving items to teachers).
Book keeping: teachers and pupils absence records, classroom statistics.
Communication with Ministry (school statistics, yearly reports on teachers, examination papers,
various paperwork related to teachers travelling expenses, bread and mil~ 7 (and sometimes cheese)
expenses.
Supervising of helpers' work (circulating messages, preparation of milk, counting and dispatching of
bread).
Ordering of bread from baker.
Answering the phone and taking messages.
Receiving visitors: inspector and parents (for new enrolments, inquiries and complaints).
Looking after first aid.

s? Each day children arc given a freshly baked ·~,ai11 maison ",a glass of milk and sometimes a piece of
soft cheese. During break children come to a big conaainer usually placed by the oflke to till their cup
with that milk. The bread is dispatched to classrooms in large baskets by school workers. It is eaten
during the morning break. Milk and bread are supplied to schools free by the Mauritian government.
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In prim:ipk DI-lTs (except those who have a specific

admini~trative

hrid)

mu~t

spend

most of thl'ir time in classrooms. This. however, docs not happcn in h<Jth I:<Jur lfilb and
Terre Blcuc. In Tern: Blt:ue, one oftl1c DI-lTs ·"pend." his day doing the
aho\'C: the other 01-IT spends most of his time handling the

t~fTairs

a<.:tivitic~ li~tcd

of the s<.:hool shop.

This shop, originally the school canteen, has turned into a sweet shop over time.

During the day, the DHT keeps records of sales, keeps accounts and goes out to buy
fresh supplies. During each break he sets up shop on a folding table and puts everything
away at the end of each break. In Four Hills, some DHT help in the office while others

spend time outside the office talking to each other. In general, apart from the two female
DHTs in Four Hills, DHTs of both Four Hills and Terre Bleue rarely spend time in

classrooms.

Status plays an important role in relation to who does what and even who does
something. When the secretary in Four Hills was asked, should he have a magic wand,
what he would change at work (excluding salary) he said:

I would change the amount of work I have to do because it's too much! You see
the work of the secretary, of the maitre and of assistants [DHT] it's very similar.
Of course the maitre is the boss. He controls everything. The assistants come just
after the maitre and they are much 'higher' than the secretary. So, usually. work
lands on the secretary's shoulders. When there is work to be done and the big
chiefs are there, the secretary is small. The HT and the DHT they write pretty
notes but it's the secretary who does the work. At the inspectorate and official
places they think they know but what they know it's all on paper. They think that
chiefs do all the work in the school and that the secretary does nothing! (TI2B).
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A DHT compared the people

tn

the office to a family in which "some members have

more experience than others, some act in the shadow of others and during fights the
youngest usually lose". On the surface, rapport among the various occupants of the
office and with the teachers and visitors is gracious. Most people are in no hurry (except
the secretary in Four Hills and the DHT in Terre Bleue who seem to be movmg at a
faster pace than anyone else). People joke with each other and are very polite.

Pupils' routines

Illustration 10. Pupils in Terre Bleue primary school. (Drawn by a STD ll pupil of that
school).

The following section outlines the major activities and interactions that make the routine
of a day at school for pupils. Like teachers, pupils' routine is very different depending
which grades they are in.

2Z3

Puuils in IIIJUt'r-grades

In hnth hHir Hills and Terre Blcllc sd10o/s I a~kcd :-.omc pupil:-. nf 11ppcr gnuk:-. In write
a story rcl'Ollnting their <Ktivities during an onlinmy d:ty <tl \Chon/. Damicn i:-. len yc.;tr<.,
old.

;1

pupil of st~mdard 5A~H in !;our llills. '/'he following i"i :t lrtlll'liation of the o..,tory lie

wrote in French about his day at sd10ol. Damicn's :-.tory typifies hoth the sequence and
content of activities of an ordinary day in an upper grade class, in hoth schooh. It ulso
corresponds to obscn·at1ons made during my stay in upper grade classes, in hoth
schools.

A dav at school
Today is Monday. On my way to school, I was thinking of something and I
bumped into a man. \Vhen I arrived in class,l\:lonsieur 59 was already in. He made
us write some EVS notes and it was very long. Then we did mathematics, for
some other children it's [math] a nightmare. Mathematics were \'cry difficult so
Siddique did them wrong. Monsieur made us laugh a bit e\'en a lot. He gave us a
break and we ate. Then it was time for oriental language (Telegu. Hindi, Tamil.
Catechism [sic]) Me and Gopol we played in the school yard and we said hello to
Miss. Then we read our EVS notes for a while. \Vhen oriental language was
finished, we went back to class to do English and French. When the midday bell
rang we played and went back to class when it rang again. \Ve continued work in
French and English. Monsieur gave us homework.

Some time later, Monsieur made us laugh, he gave us a break and we started our
exercises again. Then he gave us permission to put our books and exercise books
away. When the p.m. bell rang we played because it was Monday. a lesson day.
Then at 3.30 p.m. we went back into class. Monsieur gave us exercises in English
to do because he had to go and talk to Monsieur X about something imponant.
When we finished [our exercises] we exchanged with class mates behind to be
corrected. I made two mistakes and Paul made two as well. Then we did French
and it was easy. When class finished we went back home quietly to wait for
tomorrow" (J/ST7).

sa In principle, the different streams for each standard arc given colour nmne:->. In pnKtil:c ltnwcvcr these
colour names arc rarely used. When they talk about the various streams, parents, teachers and pupils
usually taJk. in terms of A as being the best and so on.
59
In Mauritian Primary Schools male teachers arc called Monsimr (Sir) and ICmale teachers arc cJlkd

Miss.
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TAll I.E 23: I'UI'IL ROUTINE ON A GIVt:N SCIIOOI. I>A Y IN A S'f ANilAIUl V CLASS IN

FOUI!IIILI.S

S.OO- 9.(Kl (I ho11r)

t<:\'S nnh.•s: Exrra 1\'m-k in clas:.room with teacher

Activities: Copying notes from the blackboard into home. work hook.
Pcrson;ll comments: It was ,·cry Jon~:
9.00- 10.00 (I hour)
Mathematics: Time-taMed 1\'ork.

Activities: Copying and working-out of exercises from tcxt-lxxJk to exercise book and collective
marking.
Personal comments: Mathematics \Vere nry difficu1t. For some other children it's a nightmare.
!0.00 - 10.15 (I 5 mins)

Break

Activities: Sitting in class eating, chatting Y.ith friends. visit to toilets.
10.15 -II 00(45 mins)

Played, said Hello to Madame .... , read our EVS notes Free-time during Oriental Language.
11.00 - 12.00 (1 hour)

English and French: Time-tabled work
Activities: Listening to teacher explanations, copying and working out of exercises from textbook to
exercise book, collective checking.
12.00- 12.45 (45 mi11s)

We played: Lunch break
12.45-3.00 (2 hours 15 mins)

Continued work in French and English. Timetabled work~
Activities: Listening to teacher explanations, copying and working out of exercises.
3 00- 3 30 (30 mins)

We played: Half hour recess before private tuition.
3.30-4.30 (1 hour)

English exercises and French: Private tuition
Activities: Copying and working out of exercises from text-book unto private tuition book.
Personal comments: I made two mistakes [in English] .... French was easy.

*Words in bold arc words used by Damien in his story.
*Words in italic indicate the nature and duration of work in which Damico is involved in during that day.
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Table 23 shows that on tlmt specific dtty, a fairly typical day for pupils of upper

grade~

in both ~chools. Damien spent eight and a half hours in school during which he worked
six hours ami fifteen minutes :.md was free or was having <t break fnr two hour. . and
fifteen minutes. In both schools, time spent on school work is, however, not restricted In
time spent in school ulonc. Every night, Damien and his upper grade friends have large
amounts of homework to do. Many evenings they also have to go to yet more private
tuition.

For Damien and his friends, work consists of listening to teachers' explanations,
copying, working out, checking and marking of exercises. These activities are practised

in both schools and school work is understood in terms of subjects: Math, English,
French and EVS.

In most stories, the repetitive usage of the word trarailler (to work) gives a c]ear

indication of the nature of the activities pupils get to do while being in school. In his
:story, Damien makes several personal comments about his work, saying that it is very
"long", "difficult" or "easy", right or wrong. Most children write about being tired after

a hard day at school. One of Damien's school friend even says: "Whoa! What a day for
a Monday!"

In his story, Damien mentions playing with his friend at recess and during his free time.
However, class arrangement and the nature of activities required of pupils make it so
that children have very little interaction among each other inside classrooms. In
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Damien's story, the only mention made about (permitted) interactions among pupils in
the classroom concerns the exchange of exercise books for marking. In his and other
chHdren's stories, what is described in terms of interaction and rapport is usually the
two way happening between the teacher and pupils: teachers telling pupils what to do,
disciplinmg and entertaining pupils. In the following drawing, for example, puptls are
seen working in their books, while one of them works at the board and the teacher looks
on.

ll

-~

~~

I

~~

lllustration I J. Pupils at work in a STD VI classroom in Four Ilill~ (Drawn by a pupil
of that class).
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Pupils in lower-grades
In both Four Hills and Terre Bleue I asked some children of lower grades to draw a stnp

cartoon depicting their activities during a day at school. Mila is six years old, a Standard
U pupil in Four Hills. The followmg is a depiction of her day at school. The infonnation
Mila gives in her drawing typifies the way a day is spent, this time in lower grades. It
also corresponds to my own observations of how ordinary days are spent at school in
lower grades and in both schools.
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Illustration 12. Stnp Cartoon of a day at school in a SID 11 class in Four Hills (Drawn
by Mila, pupil in that class).

When Mila gave me her strip cartoon I asked some clarifications, they (and my own
observations) serve to explain each situation as follows.
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Illustration 13. Going to school. In this drawing Mila (with the bow) is seen walking to
school with her mother two brothers and a friend.
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~
~

Illustration 14. Math lesson. Mila's drawing shows a classroom situation which
consists of a blackboard on which math symbols are written. Some tables and chairs are
also drawn.
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Illustration 15. Morning break. This drawing shows a toilet and a toilet flush. During
morning break children of all grades go to the toilets and then return to class to sit
quietly and eat their "pain maison ".

, I

Illustration 16. English lesson. Mila's drawing shows a situation that is very similar to
drawing 2, a classroom situation with a blackboard on which English is written, few
tables and chairs.
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Illustration 17. Lunch break. The drawing shows swings and slides. Having eaten
during the morning break most children spend the lunch hour playing in the playground.
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Illustration 18. EVS lesson. A similar representation as for Math and English, this time
EVS.
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Illustration 19. Hindi lesson. Similar representation as for Math, English, and EVS.

Mila said that Hindi is her favourite subject.
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Illustration 20. Going Home. Mila and one brother are seen going up the path to the

house set in a garden with a lawn and pretty flowers.
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For Mila. and most otht.'.r children who drew a strip cartoon of t/JL~ir day at school,
school is a SliCCL'SSi{ln of things to do and class

is

the

h/ackho:~nl

whcrc anything of

significance happen.'-. This view also corresponds to thc rcprcscnlations of classroom
activilil'.S shown earlier in this chapter displaying similar convcrgcncc towards the

blackboard. In lower grades, the subjects taught arc similar to those taught in upper
grades. They nrc: i\·1ath, English, EVS :md French (forgotten by Milu) plus an oriental
hmguagc, Hindi in this case. Other things
school, playing and going

to

to

do inc.:ludc walking to and back from

the toilet. Other children's drawings quite often also

display yard taps which children go to and use to wash their hands and get a drink of
water.

In her account of activities during a day at school, Mila does not include people (except
when she is outside school) and seems to interact with the blackboard rather than with
people in the classroom. Her depiction of a day at school thus becomes a caricature of
the paucity of interactions between pupils which has been evident in most of the
drawings presented so far. Because of its symbolic nature, Mila's drawing is also not
true to reality in its depiction of furniture disposition. In Mila's classroom, as in all
other classrooms, pupils' desks face the board and are neatly arranged in rows. When in
class, Mila does her work seated at her desk.

A comparison of Mila's routine to that of a pupil in an upper-grade shows that a day at
school is organised along very similar lines for both upper and lower graders. For Mila,
just as it was for Damien, the day is a succession of subjects, math, English, EVS,
Oriental language and French (forgotten in Mila's drawing). Mila and all pupils in lower
grades are at school between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. They spend four and a half hours in
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dass, silting at their desks ami taking hrcaks IC)r the n.:maining one <md a half hour.
There arc, however, some differences. For example, Miht and her friends in lower
gradl'S do not come early to school and do not stay hchind three times u week for extra

tuition as the upper graders do. They also seem to have more time to play hoth in and
outside school.

For ~lila and many of her friends in lower grades play during breaks seems very
pleasurable. They play as soon as they arrive in school in the morning and after having
deposited their school bags and "tentes". They also play during the lunch break. It has
often been said that one of the reasons why lunch is eaten at 10 a.m. rather than noon is
because children would forget to eat their lunch and play (the other being that an early
lunch compensates for no breakfast). They play with skipping ropes, they play hide and
seek, and sometimes soccer. Children of upper grades play similar games but seem to
play much Jess or even not at all, preferring to stay in class. All children play unsupervised as teachers do not do yard duty. yet bullying and accidents are rare (in
comparison to schools in some other countries).

Special happenings
The routine of the school is on some occasions broken by special happenings such as
sports day, the yearly excursion, absence of some teachers and children because of a
religious celebration. a special visit by a mobile theatre and the more regular visits by
the inspector. The following section describes in detail, the cross-country race in Terre
Bleue. The other events are described more succinctly as they will be considered in
further chapters. I was present during the following events and data comes from
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oh.st:rvation notes made on those days.

The "crnss cnnntn·'

r~1ce

The DHT in Terre Blcuc made the announcement during assc111hly: "Aujourd'lwi c'est
le jour J.' Le jour du cross pour les 4imws Si:mes et 6i!mes! (Today is D-day~

Cro\.~ country

day for STD IV, V.1od VI!)". In those grades during the past few weeks, physical education
had consisted of preparing for that event and a few pupils, among them Shamlcsh, arc
waiting impatiently. Shamlcsh, ten years old and a pupil in STD VI A, nearly did not
'make it'. It is only this morning that his parents gave their consent for him to
participate in the cross-country. Although he won last year when he was in STD V, this
year his parents were reluctant for him to participate. The reason they gave was that,
this year with the CPE (Shamlesh is working towards ranking). Shamlesh should not
waste his time preparing and running in the cross-country race. In the past few weeks
while others were preparing for the cross -country Shamlesh did some revisions for his
examination, taking place in six months time. It is only because Monsieur took the
trouble to explain to Shamlesh's uncle, who himself explained it to his parents, that
taking part would not be that bad for his chances at CPE that eventually Shamlesh's
parents gave in. Shamlesh is very grateful to Monsieur for doing so.
A circuit was decided upon along the village road. The traffic was not stopped, but a
couple of police officers were on hand to intervene if necessary. Lower-grade pupils
remained in the school yard. The runners from the upper-grades leave school walking
with their teachers and make their way to the various departure lines along the road. the
older children having to run longer distances than the younger ones. Most children wear
their ordinary school uniform and footwear, a few wear shorts and running shoes while
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a few others wear rubber thongs. One!.": ut the spl":cificd departure line, the children <.tre
told to stay on the lclt side of the road and to run until they reach the arrival lane in the
~chool

yard. The teachers call out: "A

I'm nwrque.~!

prfts! parte;,! (On your marks! steady!

go!)". Children start running and teachers walk back to school the short way. For ahout
half an hour children run on the road while the traffic, some of which arc very polluting
buses and lorries, whisk by.

During the race, the physical education teacher runs with one group, the only teacher
who owns u car and the school worker who owns a small motorbike drive around the
circuit checking on children and the race. Back at the school and on arrival, children
have to make their way to the 'official table' and give back the small card bearing their

name and class number to the person in attendance. A few cheers are heard when the
first ones arrive. Shamlesh has won the race. A little later, some girls piled in the car,
too tired to finish, also arrive. When all have arrived, children line-up by the office as
they usually do for assembly where the DHT flanked by the physical education teacher
announces the winners. Children applaud mildly and many visit the taps once more for a
drink of water before making their way back to class.

The yearly excursion
Once a year each class goes on an outing that combines pleasure and educational
purposes. All children of a similar grade and their teachers pile into a bus hired for the
day. In addition to the bus driver and his assistant, the adult entourage is composed of
the general purpose teachers, some,DHT and Oriental language teachers (who go to
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only one excursion ;:1ccording to choice or need)

~nd

sometimes the liT. Visits to pl:tccs

such ~IS sugnr cane factories, tea plantations and V<trious historicalmunurncnts <trc
usually organised hut the highlight of the ltay for both teachers and pupils is the midday
picnic. The picnic is a very happy one, one that teachers and pupils look ffJrward to the
whole year. Children come with "len/e.\'" filled to the brim with various goodies and
teachers come with a cooked lunch60 • There seems, however, to be u dangerous
"tradition" during these outings which is the consumption of alcohol by some of the
male teachers and bus dri\'ers during the lunch picnic and during the remainder of the
afternoon. The potential for serious accidents is not difficult to imagine and was close to
happening on two separate occasions. Despite the fact that some non-drinking teachers
said to me that they did not approve of this 'tradition', they remained silent,

Religious celebrations

In the course of the school year there are religious celebrations and festivals for which
followers can take the day off while other people go to work or school. In April, the
Muslim faithful celebrate Eid-UI-Adhq, In the morning men and boys wearing the

Kurta-pajama and Topi (loose shirt, drawers and a haaji cap) go to the mosque. Later
on in the morning they and members of their extended family sacrifice a cow in their
back garden and share its meat.

In Terre Bleue, Muslim children and teachers did not go to school on that day. They
remained home to celebrate with their families. All other children and teachers came to
school. For them also it was a very different day. In one class for example where ten

60

On this specific outing, lunch consisted of gdteau-.: piments, samoussas and briani.
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children were absent, the teacher decided not to teach because he did not want "absent
pupils to miss out". Children :1re therefore lcfl alone. The only thing asked of them
remnin quiet and seated at the1r dcsks. Tht..: tcachcr spends the time marking

i~

to

student~'

\\'ork. In mmthcr clt.Jss, teachers teach their own pupils. Additional pupils, those whose
own teacher is absent, arc squeezed in the fm corner of the classroom and arc asked to
remain quietly seated. They spend the day doing so.

On this special day of Muslim celebration, the recess bell rang at the exact time that two
cows were being sacrificed in the garden next door. Children rushed to the wire fence,
the only separation hetween the school yard and the neighbours' garden, some half
climbing it and witnessed the cows slow bleeding death, the rushing of blood all over
the court-yard. In comparison with last year's celebration, none fainted this year.

Visitors in the school
Four people from South Africa carne to Terre Bleue to present a show with Africa as a
theme. They set up a stage under a tree in the middle of the school yard and children
and teachers gathered around them. Children seemed startled when the drum started to
play, some giggled. The theme of the show was African animals and children were
slowly drawn into action. Some were given a hat to act the role of ants or lions. Some
children, mostly from lower grades seemed to really enjoy the show. Others mostly
from upper grades spent their time talking, seeming at odds with how to behave in such
circumstances.

At the end of the show, the children went to a truck parked in the school-yard to get a
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th~c

cup of Milo, many dropping their disposable cups in tile school yard tts they

finished. Tcachcrs and pupils then went h:tck to their cl:~ssronms, thc teachers
compltlining that all the show did was to make their pupils agitated. All resumed their
normal activities. From my obscrv<ttions and after asking a few questions, J came to the
conclusion th:1t none exploited this visit for tc:tching lessons on that day nor ncxl day.

Summary
This chapter has generally depicted a day in the life of two Mauritian schools. I have
described the two schools, introduced the people who frequent these schools, some of
their activities and view points.

Four Hills is an urban five star school which has approximately 950 pupils and 45
teachers and is located in Plaines \ViJhems district of Mauritius. Terre Bleue is a rural
two stream school which has approximately 320 pupils and 25 teachers and is located
in the Moka district of Mauritius. The two schools have very similar facilities. Schools
consist of single and double storey buildings made of concrete and covered with
corrugated roofs which are set in small grounds and are securely fenced in. The grounds
are very small and tarred. One of the schools (Four Hills) has a playing field which is
dusty in summer and muddy in winter.

On the whole, classrooms are tidy but because they generally do not display children's
finished work or work in progress and because they generally lack maintenance and
decorations, they are also austere and unsightly in appearance. Classroont'i are rather
small and their arrangements are similar across the grades of the two schools. In each
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l'lassroom,

pupils~ sc;~ts

and desks ilre placed in neat rows litcing the teachers' desk ttnd

the blackboard. During the day, children take hooks, sl:ttcs and cxen:isc hooks out of
their school h;.1gs as need arises. Nothing is left on desks in hctwecn l<:.ssons or at night.
On the whok'. classroom furnitun.· bold and worn :md in some tascs inadequate.

Both schools an~ wanting in educational supplies. They have library hooks which arc
kept under key and rarely used and each have a TV set that is not working in one case
and not placed in a location conducive to its usage in the other. In both schools, space is

also rather scarce. In Four Hills, up to eight people arc supposed to share the office and
in some of the popular upper grades class numbers can reach 50 pupils. In both Four
Hills and Terre Bleue, classrooms are not sufficient in numbers to accommodate the

teaching of the different oriental languages and there arc no proper staff rooms.

In both schools, some parents of lower grade children accompany their children into
class and communicate with teachers. In upper grades, on the other hand, contact
between parents and teachers is limited, formal and often fidgety, especially when it
comes to talking about CPE examination for those parents who have children in
Standard VI, the last grade of primary school. In all cases parents do not participate in
any of the aspects of school life once the bell has rung. They also do not participate in
special happenings such as the yearly outings.

Participants in a day in the life of school are for the most part school based. They
consist of teachers, people in the office. other staff, pupils and the occasional \'i!'itors.
The categories of teachers found in Mauritian primary schools include general purpose
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h,.';ll:hcrs who teach the four subjects, English, French, Math and EVS, oriental J:mguagc
tcnchcrs who teach Hindi, Urdu, Tamil, Telcgu, Mamtlli, Mandarin and (iujarati,
specialist teachers who tc:u:h physical education and catechism und teacher

trainee~

who

arc in school in order to gain teaching experience. I fowever, in the specific c.:asl! of Four
Hills, the c:xpericlk'C gained hy the tt:achcr trainees doc\ not include teaching
experience. Pupils arc sorted in terms of grades. Lower grades include STD I, II and JH
and upper grades include STD IV, V and VI. Pupils in STD VI prepare for either
passing or ranking at the CPE examination. In upper grades pupils arc aho sorted in
different ability streams.

People in the office include the head teacher, deputy head teachers and in the case of
Four Hills, a school secretary. Their tasks combine administration, supervision and
public relation elements while status plays an important role in relation to who does
what. Staff called caretakers run errands between the office and classrooms and between
the school and outside. They also dispense the free milk and bread and clean classrooms
at the end of the day.

For teachers and pupils, a day in the life of school consists of a routine that is very
similar whether the day is spent in Terre Bleue or Four Hills and, in many ways whether
it is spent in an upper grade or a lower grade. Routine consists of 'doing' the four
subjects and for some pupils and in some grades of 'doing' oriental languages,
catechism and physical education. Routine also entails prevailing practices. Tcnchers
teach lessons in front of the class and pupils sit at their desk most of the day n·orking on
their slates or workbook. Pupils follow teachers' explanations and corrections gi\'en at
the blackboard or occasionally get to go to the blackboard to work out or correct an
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exercise in front or class.

\Vorklond •md time spent in school arc two promim:nt differences betwct:n .spcnding u
day at school in an upper grade or spending the day at school in a lower grade. These
differences are explained by the fact that in upper grades children take extra tuition
before and/or after school, and this especially in STD VI, because they have to prepare
for the CPE. For these reasons, in upper grades, the routine of both teachers and pupils
is more strenuous than that of lower grades.

This chapter introduced two Mauritian primary schools, Terre Bleue and Four Hills and
the various people who frequent, teach, learn and work in these two schools. It also
outlined schools' routines and introduced some of the teaching and learning practices in
these two schools. Having set the school context, the next chapter enters the world of
classrooms in Terre Bleue and Four Hills, describing the world of teaching and learning
in the classrooms of these two schools in more depth.
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CIIAI'I'EI! SEVI'N
EXI'EI!IENCJNG I'RJMAI!Y EDUCATION

This l'haptcr describes pupils' experiences of primary education in th~; class settings of
Four Hills ami Tern.~ Bk·uc. Data :.uutlysis produced two major themes: the nature of the
work that regulates pupils' experiences and the contrasted experiences resulting from

exposure to th;lt work. These themes guide the prcscntution of f1ndings in this chapter.
A first section examines the key educational and other practices that regulate pupils'
experiences of primary education in classroom settings. The second section establishes
the common features as well as the dimensions of contrasts frarrung pupils' experiences.
In this chapter, the data analysed, some of which was utilised for display, includes
observational notes of classroom activities, interviews and transcripts of conversations
as well as drawings relating the details of classroom experience.

Teaching practices regulating the experiencing of primary education
The previous chapter showed that, because of extra tuition, private tuition and marking.
the workload of upper grade teachers is considerably heavier than that of teachers in
lower grades. The pressure of the CPE examination makes working in upper grades
somehow more critical than it is in lower grades. These differences aside, teachers of all
grades, including orienta] languages' teachers, organise their work and present their
subjects in similar ways.

This section shows how teachers organise and present their work. The data utilised for
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developing this section consist of the details of cxperil!ncc as recounted hy teachers in
interviews and of observational notes made during days spent in classrooms, especially
those of two teachers Rama and Sarojni, both Standard VI teaclwrs in Terre Hleuc.

Their work exemplifies, unless stated otherwise, the patterns of teachers' work as they
have been observed in the classroon1s of Four Hills and 'ferrc Blcul!.

Rnma, introduced in the previous chapter, teaches STD VI

Alii.

His pupils arc working

towards passing and in addition for some towards ranking at the CPE examination.
Sarojni on the other hand teaches in STD VI B. One half of the pupils in her class failed
the CPE examination the previous year. This year is their last chance to successfully
pass CPE as there is an age limit 62 • Sarojni is a new teacher in Terre Bleue. Last year
she taught in STD VI A in another school. The deputy head teacher (DHT) said that she
has been given STD VI B because she makes children work hard. Sarojni on the other
hand said that she would prefer having 'good elements' in her class. She anticipates that
among her 35 pupils only three or four will manage to achieve the 30% of total marks
necessary to pass the CPE examination. She also stated that because her pupils are so
'low', she does not bother to give them private or extra tuition.

Classroom teaching for both Rama and Sarojni proceeds along very similar lines. Their
primary role as teachers, just as that of many other teachers in the primary schools of
the world, is to oversee pupils' learning processes. In their particular cases and in that of
all other teachers in Four Hills and Terre Bleue, their work is organised into four major
activities:

61

62

In Terre Bleue, stream A has the most able pupils and Stream B ha.~ the less able pupils.
To be allowed to repeat STD VI, pupils must be less than twelve years old.
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• Directing pupils in their activities;
• Providing cxpl:mations;
• Checking pupils' con1prchcnsion;
• Checking pupils' work.

Directing pupils in their activities
In both Rama's and Sarojni's classrooms, as well as in all other classrooms of Terre
Bleue and Four Hills, teachers decide what children are doing or should be doing. At the
beginning of each lesson teachers say: "Tirez vas livres de

Fran~·ais

... de Math,

d'Anglais, d'EVS! (Take your Frcnch .. Maths .. Eng!ish .. EVS books out!)". At the end of lessons
teachers say: "Rangez vas affaires! (Put your things away!)". These instructions and the
writing of the date on the blackboard63 for each subject punctuate and frame
classroom's working sessions.

One of the common directives that teachers givt>: to pupils is to read aloud. This practice
is common and frequent in Rama's and Sarojni's classes but also in all classrooms of
Terre Bleue and Four Hills. It is perhaps the practice that visitors from other countries.
where chorus reading is not practised, notice first as they enter Mauritian schools.
Teachers ask pupils to read or recite aloud on many occasions in the course of their
working in class. In Sarojni's class for example, to keep pupils quiet while she is filling
in the presence register, she asks them to recite time tables or read a text from their
French, EVS or English book aloud during that time. Sarojni said: "while they read

63

At the beginning of a lesson, teachers write: "Math for Tuesday 2nd of March 1996" or "Engli!>h for
Tuesday 2nd of March 1996" and so forth on the board and copied in appropriate workbook by rhildn.•n.
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:!loud I :un .-.urc that they arc doing somc work!". ln all classcs ofTcrrc B!cuc and hJUr
II ills and on many or.:cusions during lessons, pupils arc asked to read aloud. For cxawplc
<Is the lesson progresses they arc uskcd to n.:wJ paragntphs and whole texts from

tcx.thooks('.1• At the end oft he lesson they arc also asked to read in chorus the questions

or the exercises they lmvc to do.

Some variation is sometimes offered when the text is quite long. Rama, Sarojni and,
other teachers, for example, ask children of row one to stand up and read a segment of
text aloud, then they ask them to sit down and the second row to stand up and continue
reading the text aloud and so on until it is time to get back to frrst row. Sometimes, in
order to force children into following the reading, teachers skip a row or two, so that all
pupils are kept alert and follow in their book never knowing when their turn will come
next.

At the end of lessons, teachers usually ask pupils to do written exercises in their
workbook. This directive, once given, usually marks the end of teacher's involvement.
Teachers do not circulate in class as pupils work out their exercises in their workbooks.
They usually remain seated at their desks markiHg some pupils' work or, in some cases,
reading the newspaper. Occasionally, some teachers may, at that point, leave the
classroom to go out and smoke a cigarette, give the newspaper back to a colleague or to
have a chat in the office. In any case, it is only at correction time that the teacher will
renew contact with pupils.

64

Textbooks are provided free to all pupils.
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At that time, teachers indicate to children the form that the r.:orn.:ction of exercises is

going to t;.Ikc. They may, for example, ask pupils to tid their own answers or ask them
to exchange books with friends sitting in front or behind so th<.tl each will tick

som~.:onc

else's work. Sometimes they also ask pupils to copy in their workbook the right answers

given and written by them on the blackboard. They may ulso, as Rama does during
explanations, ask pupils to underline important words into their textbook.

In Rama's and Sarojni's classes and all other classes of Terre Blcue and Four Hills,
what is meant by 'directing children in their activity' is the giving of directives. Jn both
Rama 's and Sarojni' s classes and that of most teachers of Terre Bleue and Four Hills,
these directives are given by teachers and are given to the class as a whole. Teachers'
directives are used to structure both teachers' and pupils' activities of the day. They are
also used to keep control of what children do, how they do it and how they behave. On
some occasions, they are also used to give teachers some free time for marking or doing
other things.

Providing explanations
Teachers give directives, provide explanations and explain new ideas or material in
similar ways in all classrooms and in both schools". They address themselves to the
class as a whole and rarely present anything new to one pupil or to a small group of
pupils. An illustration of this happening has been presented already in the previous
chapter, when a teacher decided to leave twenty pupils doing nothing. for a full day,
because ten others were at home for the Muslim celebration of Eid-Ul-Adhq. The

6

s Teachers of oriental languages and catechism teach in similar ways.
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tcm:her said he did not teach because he did not want "absr.:nl pupils to miss nut". That
teadtt.•r needed the whole class to deliver his lt.:sson :md could think of no other way to
engag.c two thirds of his pupils in learning activit ics while the otht!r third was away.
Pupils wen.· allowed, as somr.: did, to do "rr.:vising""". Others did nothing cxc.:cpllo keep
quiet while the teacher was marking.

In conducting their lessons, teachers usually read paragraphs or whole pages of
information straight from textbooks to which they sometimes add a few comments. The
comments teachers give as they read aloud consist mostly of translation of English
words which pupils do not understand into French or Creole. Sometimes, as a matter of
emphasis, they also write on the blackboard some of the information they have been
reading and ask children to repeat it in chorus or to copy it. At this point, teachers do not
encourage questions. It is only later, that they ask the whole class if they have
understood.

To explain new ideas and material, teachers may also work out an exercise on the
blackboard as an example or a model for pupils to imitate when it is time for them to do
written exercises. Rama, for example, often does so to explain mathematics. This is how
he proceeds. First, he asks pupils to read aloud the questions in their mathematics
textbooks. Then he asks children to follow his demonstration on the board. Pupils have
their math textbooks open but are specifically asked to keep their work books closed.
Rama takes the working of the exercise almost to the answer but refrains from giving it
66

"Revising" is a word often used by teachers. For example, on occasions, Sarojni !ells pupils lo revise
their work because she docs not want 10 repeal the same thing every day.
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or writing it un the blackboard. He then crases what he Jm~ tlonc on the boo1rd und asks
dtildrt:-n to proct:-cd and work out similar exercises in tlll!ir workbook, not ornilting the
;.mswcr this timt:-. This practice was observed in many classrooms in both Tern: Blcuc
and Four Hills. Tcnchcrs' explanations can he summarised as involving:
•

The presentation of infOrmation (to which students have access in their textbooks)
by either reading this information ;:!loud or recopying this information on the

blackboard.
•

The telling of pieces of information to pupils and asking them to repeat it.

•

The demonstration on the board of the right way of doing something and the request
from children to imitate what they have seen ..

Explaining new ideas and material consists of passing on information rather than
making that information clearer. When quizzed on this information, pupils have three
options: giving the right answer, giving the wrong answer, or giving no answer.

Encyclopedic knowledge is believed to be a very important criterion in appreciating the
quality of teachers and teaching. This belief is widely held by most of the parents and
teachers interviewed who said that they believed that you need to know more when you
are teaching in upper grades than you do when you are teaching in lower grades. For
example, in STD VI, the grades in which the major concern is preparing for the CPE
examination, teachers and parents believe that teachers must "really know their subjects
well" because their pupils, future CPE candidates, may be quizzed on anything learnt
throughout their primary schooling.
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Knowing nne's subject well is said to he even mnn! pressing when teachers arc ll!:u.:hing

the most able

stl!dl~nts

in STD VI A. For cxamplt! Soopaya, a DIIT in Four II ills, recalls

his :1pprehension at not knowing enough the first time he was asked to Lake a STD A:

I started teaching in STD III. The following year I taught in STD IV. Then I "''"
given STD V A. As we reached September, the HT told me: 'Next yt!ar you arc
going to follow your pupils and take STD VI A'. I said: 'No way! I do not feel I
am up to it!' There was a teacher who lived close by and who had a good
reputation for that class. But the HT let me understand that I could do better than
this teacher. The following year I was given STD VI A. It was my first time to do
such class and as you can imagine I really had to work really hard, I had to read
many books! (T9).

Soopaya feared not being familiar with the information he had to present to his class. He
and other teachers believe that they must be able to readily recall any piece of the
information and facts their pupils have to memorise for the examination. Teachers able
to do so are labelled "cates {having solid knowledge)" and are described as: ''Those

teachers, you can ask them any questions, they know their subject well!" Like many
other teachers, Soopaya was conscious of his poor spoken English and French and
afraid of being corrected, as can be done by more articulate pupils in STD VI A.

In Rama's and Sarojni's classes as in other classes in Terre Bleue and Four Hills,
providing explanation means the passing of information rather than the untangling of
such information by teachers and the value put by teachers and parents on encyclopedic
knowledge may account in some way for this practice. Teachers explain by reading or

recopying facts onto the blackboard, to which pupils have already have access to in their
own books. Teachers also pass on ways for doing something right or for giving the right
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:mswer by giving a demonstration at the hhu.:khoard. The pcdagogic:d value of this
pas.'\ing on of information is or course an import;ml Jllatler !hal will he deal! with later.

Checking pupils' cnmprehcnsinn

During the course of their teaching, teachers usually ask questions to check whether
pupils understand or have understood what has been said. A common way of asking

such questions is illustrated by the following account of the beginning of an EVS Jesson
in Sarojni's class.

Before starting a new lesson Sarojni wanted to check that her pupils had "assimi/e
(assimilaoed)" what she taught them the previous day during EVS class. She asked the
question: "What is gardening?" As pupils did not answer she helped them by saying:
"Planting of crop, cultivating, culti? ... " and then stopped for children to add "vating".
She followed on by saying "grow?... "to which children added "ing". "We grow plants,
cultivate fruits, flowers,

vegeta~ ...bles.

Some

vegeta~ ...

bles are eaten raw others are

eaten when they are coo?... ked. You can't eat a potato raw you have to cook? ... it"
(FB/R pp. 23-24). She then proceeded to check if pupils had also assimilated the names
oftools used by gardeners. She started by writing on the blackboard: "Tools used in the
gar?" then stopped for children to shout "den". Following the same procedure, she
wrote the names of some tools on the blackboard. When it came to lawn mower, she
reminded the class that when they came to school in the morning someone was cutting
grass with a lawn mower in the garden next door.

This example illustrates a 'start the answer and wait for pupils to finish it' technique and
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poims to some mistakes that can he made by tcachcrs. Thc cxamp!c of thc lawn mowcr
given by Sarojni is ciToncous. The cutting implement used by tllc g;mlcncr was not a
bwn mower but

;,1

grass cutter. We can :llso argue that potatoes, cvcn if it is not

customary, can nevertheless be eaten raw. Because there is no venue f(>r pupils to
express diffcn!ncc or contest the teacher, it

i~

not known whether these

mi~takes

wen:

picked by any of Sarojni's pupils.

This 'start the answer and wait for pupils to finish it' technique is used by teachers of
both Four Hills and Terre Bleue. It is used in class and during assembly. What exactly is
being checked is however vague. This technique is perhaps more of a teacher's habit
rather than a proven technique enabling them to check that something has been
understood or memorised. Teachers know what they want and start words to ensure that
they get the desired answers from their pupils.

Teachers use several other questioning techniques to ensure that their pupils undersmnd
or have understood what has been said. The following examples illustrate some of the
ways in which questioning is done. In a first example, Rama reads a passage of the
lesson on thermal power stations from the EVS textbook. He then proceeds to check if
pupils understood the information he has just read by asking them the following
questions: "How many power stations do we have in Mauritius?" "What is the
difference between thermal and hydro?" "Which is the best for Mauritius?" "What does
FUEL stand for?" These questions were asked of the whole class and all together pupils
had to read their answers directly from their books.
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In a second example, during a French lesson, Rama reads a passage in the textbook

about "Les droits de ['enfant (Children's Rights)". He pauses and asks: "Si une personne a

plus de 18 ans est- ce que c'est un adulte? (When a person is over 18 is that person ao adult?)".
The pupils are directed to the section where the differences between being a minor and
an adult are written and all together restate that definition to the teacher. During that
same lesson Rama asks: "Detester qu'est ce que r;:a veut dire? (To hate what does it mean?)".
This question is asked of the whole class. Pupils are asked to search their memory in
order to find the right answer. They remain silent and eventually Rama gives the right"
definition, the one written in the text book which pupils repeat in chorus.

Rama resumes his reading concerning children's rights and then asks: "Les etats veillent

ace que les enfants ne soient pas separes des parents. Qu'est ce qu'ils veillent? (States
insure that children are not separated from their parents. What do they ensure of?)".

The pupils

answer in chorus: "ace que les enfants ne soient pas separes des parents" (FB/Rpp. 6869). This question is very much related to the 'start the answer and ask pupils to finish it'
strategy discussed above (learners of the French and Latin languages may also relate
this question to the types of questions asked of them during grammatical logical
analysis). At the end of the lesson, Rama makes a last check, he asks: "Is all this
understood?" To which children mechanically answer: 'Oui Monsieur!" He then says:
"Any questions?" To which pupils say: "Non Monsieur!"

In these examples, teachers display several techniques in their checking of pupils'
comprehension. The 'start the answer and wait for pupils to fmish' technique ensures
that teachers get the answer they expect. Teachers also ask pupils to read their answers
directly from the book, to fill in words, give a defmition and at the end of lesson say
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with all other pupils that they have understood. In spite of the l:1ct that

pupil~ d1J

comply

with wh:.1t is asked of them hy teachers, these techniques do not exhibit nny evidence
that pupils have understood what has hccn explained to them or that teachers undcr\tood
wh:tt they have 't:.mght '.

Checking pupils' work
Once teachers have conducted their lessons and given their explanations, they usually
ask pupils to do written exercises. The marking, ticking and or signingl\7 of such work is
an important aspect of teachers' work for the following reasons. Every evening, parents
who are interested in their children's progress may want to examine the work their

children have been doing in class during the day. While they examine workbooks, they
soon notice if marking is slack or even non·existent. Teachers' checking of pupils' work
becomes the very thing parents can use to check on them. Another reason why marking
is important is that, when inspectors visit classes, they inevitably ask for some

workbooks and among other things, check if work is properly marked and if mistakes
are not picked up.

As a result of these expectations, teachers go to great lengths to correctly mark pupils'
work. For example, many teachers, especially in upper grades arrange free time for
themselves by giving their pupils some exercises to do so that they can mark homework
thoroughly. This, however, will again add to their marking load.

To avoid such increases in marking load, on occasions, teachers ask their pupils to bring
67

Teachers put their signature on lhe work that has been corrected by another pupil.
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their work to the desk on completion of exercises. On these occasions. queues of
children waiting to get their te<1chcr's mark, .arc not uncommon sights in clas\rooms,
~specially

during oriental languages, as tei.lchcrs like to leave the cluss at thl! end ofthl!ir

forty-tivc minutes lesson period free of any marking.

In both schools, a general correction at the blackboard is the most common and frequent
frrst device used by teachers for checking pupils' work. In doing so, teachers get to
check on the work of the pupil doing the correction at the blackboard and also get to.
know who did the exercise wrong or right by asking just that. Teachers usually know in
advance who is going to get it 'right' or 'wrong'. Knowing so, they very rarely send to
the blackboard a pupil who is not going to be able to work out the question successfully
and more rarely one who will never give a correct answer. "Ces enfams-lil (these kind of
children)" they say would make other children waste their time and are left alone. When it
comes to correction on the board, teachers (and pupils) expect to see the right answers
appear on the board quickly. Rama offers an ingenious variation to speed up
proceedings of collective correction. He sends four pupils at one time to the board, each
working on a different exercise. But Rarna's class is A stream and he is quick to state
that he could not do the same in a class with 'lower elements'.

For pupils, getting their work right or wrong simply means having the right or the
wrong answer written in one's book. On occasions, however, I have observed that
pupils who have not been able to work out that correct answer by themselves have
ingenious ways of ending up with the right answer in their work book including
cheating. My experience on this matter is that teachers choose to ignore the cheating
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even when they know about i{1M,

The checking of pupils' work involves several activities: The conducting of general
correction at the black hoard ami the nmrking, ticking or signing of exercise.<-. in class.
The fact that the work is done and that the correct answer is written on either blackboard
or in workbooks arc the

a~pccts

of pupils' work that teachers check in all classes of

Terre Bleue and Four Hills.

Pupils' common and contrasting experiences
This section examines how pupils experience the classroom activities directed by
teachers. Data on this subject speaks of both commonalties and contrasts. On one hand,
the pictorial data related to the classroom setting and drawn by pupils reflects the
uniformity of teaching practices that have been described above. In both schools, for
example, pupils represent their being in school seated at their desks, looking at teacher
and blackboard and all engaged in uniform tasks. While pictorial data shows
homogeneous aspects of the ways in which school is experienced by pupils,
observational more in-depth data, such as observing pupils while they are involved in
classroom activities, shows clearly on the other hand, that despite similar and
constructed classroom environment, pupils experience their learning activities in various
and contrasted ways. In this observational data three major processes or features hare
emerged as the major influences that frame these differences. They are categorisation of
pupils, differential treatment of pupils and differentiation in pupils' experience. These

68

I suspect that my presence in class may have been the reason why 'cheating' was not punished on the
spot. When, on other occasions and in both schools, I asked children what happens when they cheat, mllSt
said that they get shouted at and that they also get the Rolin Bazar (stick used for corporal punishment).
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themes, together with the commonalties of experiences as they <trc

reprcs~:ntcd

in

pupils' drawings, guide the prcscntution of findings relating to the nature of pupils'
experience of ch".sroont activitic!-i.

Common experience

This section establishes wlmt constitutes the major and common aspects of the ways in
which pupils experience their classroom activities. The data analysed for this part
consists of pictorial representations by pupils of both schools of their classroom. It
also consists of the comments made by three Mauritian specialist educators about
these representations". The analysis undertaken by these people consisted of
examining pupils' drawings, searching for common patterns of experience, Some of
the remarks they made while looking at the drawings were written others were audio
taped, Excerpts from their observations and a summary of their analysis are presented
in this section.

The following is an extract of the comments made by Mira, one of the Mauritian
specialist educators who examined pupils' drawings of classrooms. This extract has
been chosen because it contains within itself the themes that the other educators have
stated as the major and common aspects of the ways in which pupils experience their
classroom activities.

69

These specialist educators belong to the group of research participants labelled "educationists'' in the
methodology chapter. These educationists are art and psychology specialists. TI1e analytical procedures
are also described in Chapter Four.
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Looking at these drawings, the thing that strikes me is really that most ofth~.:sc
children's representations reveal confincmcnt to thc classroom. The teaching is
con lined within the four walls of the t:lassroom with the teacher a~ the main ccntre
of attraction, <md of course the big blackboard whic/1 repeats in most drawings.
What these children have tried to dcpict in fact is the reality, the chairs and dc<>k"i
arc placed in rows, very systematically, prop~.:rly arranged and the method of
teaching is didactic, all the children arc concentrating on the teacher looking
straight ahead. There is no movement in class whatsoever, you can't sec a fly
moving. you can't sec a child moving, everybody is fixed at his table ... You sec
the teuchcr at u distance, standing very rigidly next to the blackboard and the
children urc like trained soldiers sitting at their tables. J would have wished more
interactions, where you know you would have found a group of children around
the teacher and things like that ... You just find that sort of rigidity about the school
as it were a training centre. You just go in there in the morning and get out of
there in the afternoon ... I find the same stereotype, the same symbols repeated.
There is no difference between the perceptions of younger children and older
children. There are the same symbols repeating, the same concepts, you sec the
teacher with the blackboard and the desks and tables neatly arranged. It docs not
show much about interaction" doesn't it? The big blackboard so black!
Oooh ... There is no sort of fle. :""ility in the classroom where children could have
group discussion and where they could get involved. It's all in symmetrical
arrangement and there is no freedom of movement (P5).

During conversation with Mira and the two other specialist educators, the examination
of pupils' drawings revealed four areas of common experience: idea of confinement,
uniformity of experience, locus of experience and nature of interactions. These four
areas are examined in what fol1ows.

Images of confinement
Like Mira, the two other educators were impressed by the strong and recurrent images
of confinement when they examined pupils' drawings and on all occasions talked about
this theme first. Just as Mira, they talked about pupils' drawings as giving a strict and
unimaginative representation of the classroom environment, as depicting life inside the
classroom which most of the time excludes outside life and fantasies.
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They commented that the few drawings incorporating some aspects of life outside the
classroom displayed a marked contrast of representation between the outside and the
inside. For example, pupils usc vibrant colours for flowers, temples and people outside
the ci:Jssroom environment and usc bleak colours for anything inside the classroom.
According to the specialist educators these drawings reveal the strong desire expressed
by many pupils to csc:1pe the confinement of the classroom environment. On occasions,

they likened the notion of confinement to that of imprisonment. This is the case with the
many drawings showing classroom<; as compartmented sections with closed and
numbered doors.

Uniformity in experience
Specialist educators noted that in most drawings, classroom arrangements are similar,
the teaching style is evident and consistent, all children remain seated in their places and
all are engaged in common tasks. Everything in the classroom is tidy and every one and
everything has its place. They were, however, surprised that this uniformity of
experience applies to all grades. They were expecting for example that the
representations of classrooms' activities drawn by younger pupils would show more
activities, more freedom and more games.

The locus of experience
The three educators commented upon the prominence given in pictorial representations
to teachers and the blackboard. They stated that both are perceived as the focal points of
classroom activities and as the most important influences on pupils' classroom
experiences. They noted that in mast drawings, the teacher is omnipresent, represented
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on a much larger scale than pupils and the only p!.!rson with a f~tct.:. They also noted that
the blackboard is present in all drawings in one form or the other, that in most drawings
it is hlack, centred and occupies most oft he space on the paper. In other drawings

furniture and books arc also represented in exaggerated proportions. For cxumplc,
textbooks arc represented as larger than pupils themselves. In some cases, children 1.1rc
not represented in cluss or appear as blended into the furniture. These drawings
according to the specialist educators show clearly that pupils see their teachers and the
nature of their work as the most important clement of their experience in classroom
activities and that they, as individuals are very small or even do not exist.

The nature of interactions
The fourth theme commented upon by Mira and the other educationists is that the
drawings of classrooms show very little and selective interactions. They stated that in
the drawings the only visible interactions are happening between the teacher and pupils,
that the teacher remains at a distance and that no drawings show interactions among

pupils in the classroom setting. They also noted that many drawings show teachers
holding the stick, which is commonly used in class to point at words on the blackboard
and to discipline pupils. According to the specialist educators the drawings also show
the favoritism that teachers display towards some pupils. For example, some drawings
show the presence of flowers on the front tables only where good pupils are seated.
They also noted that other drawings show favorite pupils sitting at teachers' tables,
while teachers are absent. These 'good' pupils are usually in charge of discipline while
teachers are away. They write the names of pupils who do not behave as required on the
board and generally report on pupils' behaviour when teachers return.
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lllustration 21. My classroom (Drawn by a STD II pupil in Terre Bleue).
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Illustration 22. My classroom (Drawn by a STD III pupil in Terre Bleue).
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Illustration 23. My classroom (Drawn by a STD VI pupil in Four Hills).
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Illustration 24. My classroom (Drawn by STD I pupi l in Four Hills).
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Illustration 25. My classroom (Drawn by a STD VI "repeater" in Four Hills).
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lllustration 26. My classroom (Drawn by STD ll pupil in Four Hills).
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•

lllustration 27. My classroom (Drawn by STD Ill pupil in Terre Bleue).

Illustration 28. My classroom (Drawn by SOT II pupil in Terre Bleue).
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,.

Illustration 29. My classroom (Drawn by STD IV pupil in Four Hills).
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Illustration 30. My classroom (Drawn by STD III pupil in Four Hills).
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llimensinns of contrast

This second section examines the dimensions of contrast found in pupils' expcril·.ncc of
their working in cl:.!ssroom settings. Obscrvutional data shows that processes of
categorisation of pupils arc in place within school settings nnd reveals the effects these
processes have on the W<!}'S in which pupils experience their classroom activities. This
section first reports the ways in which the categorisation processes arc organised and
second, analyses their impact on the nature of pupils experience. Data analysed for this
second part consists of interview transcripts and

in~depth

observational studies of

pupils. The examples used in this section typify, unless stated otherwise, patterns of
experiences for various types of pupiJs· as they have been observed in classrooms of
both Four Hills and Terre Bleue.

Categorising of pupils
In both Terre Bleue and Four Hills, teachers' categorisation of pupils is achieved by
labelling and streaming. Pupils are labelled in all grades. They are streamed in STD V
and STD VI the last two grades of primary school and are not streamed in the other
grades.

The following table displays how streaming is organised in Terre Bleue and Four Hills
and incorporates the describing words commonly used by teachers categorising pupils
according to their levels of ability.
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TAll I.E 24: TilE STREAMING

Ol'l'lll'll-~

FOUR

IN TI\RHE IIU:l!t; A Nil

IIlLI.~

1'01!111111.1.~

SCHOOLS

TERRE lli.EUE

STD I
No Mrcmnfng. E;.u.:h cia\'mi"cd ability pupil~.

STD II
STD Ill

~:om hines

No ~trcumin~. Each

clu~~

com hines mixed ability pupil'>.

STDIV

STDV
STDV!

A Slream!li: Cla11.\CS made up
A Stream'i: Cla~~c~ made up
\\ith "c)(ccllcnt clements". (In
with "excellent" and "gorxl
clement<;". (In STD VI. all
STD VI, pupils arc preparing for .
pupil~ arc preparing for pa~~ing
ranking at CPE).
some for ranking at CPEJ.
II Strt:!ams: Clas~cs made up
with "good clements". (In STD
VI, some pupil~ arc preparing
8 Stream<;: Cla~~c:. made up
for ranking at CPE).
with "low clements'·.

C Streams: Classes made up

In STD VI, class compri~c~:

with "low clements".
In STD VI.

•

clas~

comprises:

low ability pupil!'> trying for
the first time to pass CPE.

•

"repeaters" trying for the
second time to pass CPE

•

"repeaters" who have
passed CPE previous year
and are repeating hoping to
rank

.

•

low ability pupils trying
for the first time to pass

CPE.

•

"repeaters" tr)ing for the
second time to pass CPE

•

"repeaters" who have
passed CPE and are
repeating in order to rank
atCPE

.

...

Words m quotatmn are commonly used by teachers m pnmary schools to dtfferenttate puptls abiltUes .

Pupils are streamed according lo 'abilities'. Table 24 shows, for example, that in upper
grades, 'excellent' pupils are found in A streams. In all schools, !he A stream class
always comprises the most able pupils. The level of pupils' ability in various streams is,
however, relative. For example, A stream classes of STD VI in Four Hills, because it is
a Star School, attract and comprise exclusively 'excellent elements' while A stream
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chtsSC!-i of Terre Blcuc:, un ordinary two strcum school, have just u fCw 'cx<.:c/Jcnl
clements'. In Four Hills for cxampk.•, B streams arc middle streams ttnd comprise 'good
clements' but some of these

n steam pupils may Jmvc a chance at mnking ttl CPE. In

Terre Blcuc on the other hand, the STD VI B stream comprises the 'low clements', the
'n:pcatcrs'.

The slotting of children into these various categories is principuJiy made according to
the level of their achievement, that is the marks obtained at the end of the year
examination 70 • As a result, pupils arc labeiJed by their teachers as 'low', 'good',
'excellent elements', to describe the level of pupils' ability in the various streams. These
words are commonly used by teachers in both schools and warrant some clarification.
For the word "element" this clarification is linguistic. This word t!tement is used in the
French language to describe pupils in terms of their intelligence and in relation to their
degree of achievement by comparison to other pupils in their class. French speaking
teachers anywhere and not just in Mauritius would, for example, say about a pupil:

"(:'est le meilleur etement de ma classe (this is the best pupil in my class). However, these
teachers would not say "I have 35 elements" in my class.

The words 'low', 'good' and 'excellent' qualifies the level of pupils' achievement at
examinations. They are also used by teachers to characterise the degree of success
pupils show in being able to follow instructions, in giving correct answers to questions
and in obtaining good marks for their daily tasks and their home work.

70

In STD V and VI, end of term examination papers come from the Ministry of Education. In lower
grades, end oftenn examination papers are prepared by teachers. All teachers of a similar grade will get
together and produce a common examination paper for each subject. Orientaltanguages teachers will do
the same for examinations in their respective languages.
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The word "repeaters" gcncwlly stands for less able pupils who have failed to
CPE examination the previous year and on the whole has a nc~ativc

pas~

the

connot<.~tion.

However. some repeaters com also he pupils who have pa~sed the CPE hut arc repeating
hccmtsc they have fhilcd to rank at a level enabling them access to a "good collcgc"71 •

Sarojni and Rama have pupils of different 'ranks' in their respective classrooms.
Sarojni's class, for example, comprises pupils she describes as low clements and
repeaters. Most of her pupils have achieved low marks at examinations during the
previous years and she expects that only three or four will manage the 30% marks
necessary to pass the CPE. She also does not give them private tuition claiming that
"because they are so low it is not worth it", In her class, it is difficult for her to keep
pupils engaged in the activities she presents to them or expects of them. In her class,
work progresses at a slow pace and on the days I spent in Sarojni's classroom, pupils
did not finish their work and very few had done their homework.

Rama's class on the other hand, comprises pupils he describes as "good" and
"excellent". His pupils have achieved higher marks than Sarojni's pupils at
examinations in previous years, are expected to pass CPE and for some of them to rank
at CPE. Rama gives extra and private tuition to his pupils in order to increase their
chances at CPE. In Rama's class work progresses steadily.

These examples show that the categorisation of pupils entails differences in several
71

What is meant by "good college" is explained in great defail in the nexl chapter.
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areas. The first <ln!<l of differences concerns pupils' achievements,

met~surcd

in terms of

their capability to follow teac!H:rs' directives and cxpl::uwtions, capability to give the
uppropri<ltc <Utswcrs to their qucstions ;md c;1pahility to achieve good scores at
exmninations. The second area of differences concerns teacher.~:.' expectations. Sarojni

expects very little of her pupils and consequently asks little of them and docs not
provide extra tuition. She knows that her less able or, should we say, Jess
knowledge;tble pupils, will have no chance at CPE because that examination consists of

a recall of factual information gathered all throughout primary schooling. Rama on the
other hand has high expectations of his pupils and gives them private tuition to increase
their chances. The third area of differences concerns pace of work and behaviour.

Sarojni's pupils, for example, work at a slower pace than Rama's pupils and on
occasions their work does not get finished. Her pupils are less engaged in their activities

than Rama's pupils are in their own. These areas of differences are explained fun her in
the following section.

Differentiating experience

In both schools, Standard V and Standard VI classes generally comprise pupils of
relative homogenous ability. In upper grades, contrast, for the most pan is therefore
found by comparing pupils of a same grade in different ability stream<. It is useful to
restate that despite their varied abilities pupils are exposed to similar teaching practices.
The impact of such practices on the experiences of two very different pupils is what this
section analyses.
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In this section the classroom experience ofSimmlesh 72 :md An.iu is conlralilcd. They :1rc
both STD VI pupils in Terre Bleue. Shamlesh is an 'excellent' pupil in R:una's stn.:am
A class, Anju is n 'low' pupil in Sarojni's B stream class. In the specific context of
Terre Blcuc, Shamlcsh is considered

iiS

an 'CXl:'Cilent clement'. If he were to go to Four

Hills he might also havt: been nlllsidcrcd as 1.111 'excellent clement' or just as a 'good
element'. In both schools, Anju would retain her label of 'low clement'. The
experiences of these two pupils typifies the patterns of experience of two sorts of pupils,
one usually described as

\'Cry

good by teachers, the other one in contrast, described as

not so good by teachers. The following communicates and contrasts some of the
dimensions of differences as these two pupils experience their classroom activities.

•

Contrasting what Anju and Shamlesh say during class activities.

Shamlesh always answers questions put by the teacher to the class and consistently
gives the right answers to these questions. For example, during the EVS lesson, when
Rama asks how many power stations there arc in Mauritius, Shamlesh looks in his book
and with the other pupils reads the names of these stations aloud. He also volunteers
questions when teacher says any questions? For example, at the end of the French
lesson on Children's Rights, Shamlesh is the only pupil who has a question to ask
Rama. He says: "If a child is in difficulty and his parents don't want him at home any
more where should he go?" To which Rama answers: ''The police or phone 999".

Shamlesh points to the occasional mistakes Rama makes while teaching class. For
example when Rama writes "Tu disire (you desire)" at the blackboard Shamle.sh raises
72

Sharnlesh nearly did not participate in the 'cross country race' because his parcms were oppo!>cd to his
participating. They were made to change their mind by Rama. Shamlcsh took part and won the race.
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his hand <md s~ays: "M'sieur au prt:.H'Ill y'a WI s! (Sir, :tt pre~cnttcn!:.e there iss)" Ranm
corn~cts

his mistake, he udds ;.m S to "tu de.\·ires" and says to chtss: "This can happen to

anyone!" Shamlcsh :.tlso corrects the mistakes other children make. For example during
the correeti('ll of a nmthcnmtics exercise, when four pupils were at the board
simultaneously, \Vorking out different exercises, Shamlcsh raises his hand and says to
Rmua: "M 'sieur, /e premier ('Xerdce c' est pas bon! (Sir, the first

exercise

is wrong!J ". To

which, Rama replies: "Thanks, we'll talk about it later!"

Anju in contrast says very little in class. She moves her lips when Sarojni asks the class
to recite tables or when pupils are requested to read the answer in their textbooks. She
repeats what Sarojni or other pupils say and contrary to Shamlesh, does not volunteer
questions. She just says "Oui Miss" to Sarojni and "Oui Monsieur" to the Hindi teacher
with the rest of the class when these teachers ask pupils if their work is finished or if
they have understood. She does so despite the fact that she has not finished.

•

Contrasting what Anju and Shamlesh do during class activities.

Both Shamlesh and Anju do two kinds of actions: those that are specifically requested
of them by their teachers and their own actions.

Shamlesh always complies to what is requested of him by Rama. For example, he takes
his books in and out at the requested time, raises his hands when teacher asks a
question, ticks when it is time to tick, listens and smiles when teacher volunteers a joke.
He follows in his book while teacher reads aloud, reads aloud with other pupils when it
is their turn to do so and sometimes, when asked to do so by Rama, he provides an
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rxplanationlllr the whole class. He also startx his written t:tsks as

~oon a~

they arc given

and finishes lhr.!lll on tim!!.

During the course of the d<l)' there arc few occw-dons when Shamlcs!J' s action~.:, urc hi"
own ruther than responses to teacher's directives. For example, he has occasional und
quiet interactions with some friends, lending them ~omcthing or chatting with them in
between lessons. He also got up on a couple of occasions while everybody else was
doing their exercises, once to get the dictionary Rama keeps on the top of the cabinet
and the second time to put it back. During the morning break time, in which children eat

their lunch, he turned in my direction and asked me what Australian children eat for
their lunch.

Anju, to some extent also complies with what is required of her by Sarojni. She takes
her books in and out upon request. She looks at the blackboard when Sarojni or other
pupils are there. She looks at Sarojni while she is explaining a lesson, repeats after her
or other pupils and moves her lips when pupils are required to read paragraphs in
textbooks. When it is time for doing exercises she copies the date ftom the blackboard
and copies the first question in her exercise book. She never manages to find time to

actually do, let alone finish, her written tasks.

During the day Anju, just as Sham!esh, does find occasions to do her own things. On ten
separate occasions during the day for example, Anju retrieves a sweet from her bag and

puts it in her mouth. She spends a good part of her time drawing doodles on her
textbooks and exercise books, sometimes rubbing them out. She docs so while Sarojni is
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h!i.ll.:hing as well <IS when it is time to do written tasks. During those times, she also
looks out of the window, drops things, plays with some coins or with her hook cover, in
one instance ripping it, smiles at some other pupils and occasionally says a few words to
them while Sarojni's back is turned. She :.liso on several occasions fans herself.

•

Contrasting Anju's and Shamlcsh's attention to their tasks during class activities.

At all times during the day Shamlcsh is very focussed on whatever he is supposed to do.
He looks at the teacher at all times while he is talking or every time he moves. He also
looks at the blackboard all the times it is used by either the teacher or another pupil and
looks at pupils while they are reciting something or answering a question. The words
interested, attentive, active and careful characterise his stances.

At all times during classroom activities, except on the two occasions when he has to
move to get and put back a dictionary, Shamlesh remains seated at his desk either
squarely or on the edge of his chair. In spite of remaining seated and because he is
continually busying himself with everything he is asked to do, Shamlesh's body
language gives an impression of high activity.

Anju's attention is very different to that of Shamlesh. While his was permanent and
active Anju's attention is intermittent and passive. She only looks at Sarojni and the
blackboard on occasions or when she really has to. Most other time she busies herself
doing the other activities described above. The words bored and blank characterise her
stances. She sits, head in hand and slumped at her desk. She is as inactive as Shamlesh

is active.
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•

Contrasting the degree of Anju'~ und Shamlcsh's involvcrnL·.nt in classroom
uctivitics.

Shamlesh complies wit~ what is expected of him and actively participates in all
uctivities. He alwuys answers and always finishes what is required of him to the
standards set by his teacher. His am;wcrs are always correct and he volunteers questions
showing that he is interested in what he is doing. When he busies himself doing his own
things these activities are related to class activities or show that he is eager to learn
more.

He is an active listener to both his teacher and his friends and does not seem to miss
anything. His interactions are mostly to do with his teacher whether he is answering
direct or general questions or whether he corrects the few mistakes his teacher makes.
He has also some limited interaction with other pupils. On the whole it could be said
that Shamlesh interacts at the maximum level authorised by the system. Shamlesh is
attentive, active and very focussed. He is successful in his actions and seems well
adapted to whatever is asked of him. Shamlesh has a smooth experience.

Anju on the other hand does things that make her look like she is participating. She is
somehow doing what is required in terms of being quiet and of taking her books out.
However, she is not engaged in working. When she busies herself with her own things,
these activities are either to pass time or give some comfort. Her actions never
demonstrated that she understood, cared or was interested in her school-work.
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Earlier in this chapter, Sarojni was quoted explaining that when pupils read aloud they
are doing so'rne work. Anju' s reading aloud is a typical example discounting that claim.
Anju appears to be reading aloud but on occasions her book is not open at the right page
and at all times she is just repeating with a delay the words her friends are reading.
Anju's work never gets fmished. Her involvement in classroom activities can be
classified as a cover up involvement, pretending to work so that she remains unnoticed.
On the whole Anju appears quiet and bored. She is unfocussed and isolated. She never
gets any positive or even negative feedback hence perhaps the self gratification with
sweets. She has adopted survival strategies, which on one occasion included cheating.
The only time during the day in which she communicates with Sarojni has to do with
the cheating mentioned earlier, an action Sarojni chose to ignore.

Differential treatment of pupils
In lower grades pupils are not streamed. Classes comprise pupils of various abilities

within one classroom who, depending on their level of ability, are more or less capable
of successfully adapting to the activities demanded of them by teachers.
Yet, in their actions, teachers show that they expect similar results from all kinds of
pupils and that because less able pupils cannot adapt and perform, they are left behind.
Teachers say that they are concerned with finishing the curriculum and that they have to
present their material at a certain pace. They say that, as a result, they do not have time
to slow down for those pupils who ''understand nothing" or are "much slower".

The following is an account reconstructed from notes written while spending the day in
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a non streamed lower~ grade classroum 13 . The account shows the <Jclions of two less
able pupils, relegated at the hack of class. This account also demonstrates some of their
teacher's actions.

It is n nulth~; lesson, the teacher has asked pupils to do some exercises in their
workbooks. A little boy and a little girl are left alone at the back of classroom.
They do not do the exercises. One of them is playing with the page she has torn
from the math book. The other one docs nothing. Teacher docs not reprimand
them nor ask them to bring their work for marking. To explain things for me, the
teacher tells me that thev do not want to talk or work. Yet, on m<Jny occasions
during the day, 1 remark that they have quiet conversations together. This litlle girl
and this little boy are physically separated from others, the distance between the
desk they share and others is greater than what appears as a regular distance
between desks. When teacher asks the class to take English books out, both the
little girl and the little boy ignore that directive as they are having a quiet
conversation. Teacher does not intervene. All other children are hit by the Rotin
Bazar when they are not following instructions. At some stage during the English
lesson, the boy and the girl have discretely rearranged themselves around their
table so that they can see what is happening outside. Another time during that
same lesson the little girl leaves the class without asking permission. Soon after
the little boy follows her. They return two minutes later. ... It is now a creative
education lesson 74 • This lesson consists of following teacher's instructions and
making a paper windmill. The boy and the girl have gone to teacher's desk to
have their windmill pieces cut out on the dots. They resume their seat after
queuing for seven minutes as other children's papers were cut but not theirs. Now
and then the little girl stands up and shouts at some one who happens to have one
of the three pairs of scissors that have to be shared by 34 75 pupils: 'You! Pass me
the scissors!'

In this specific example, and for ethical reasons, r Uo not indicate whether the teacher is from Four
Hills, Terre Dleue nor which grade. 1l1e practices described in this account arc common to many teachers
in Four Hills and Terre Bleue. Attributing them to a specific teacher that could be recognised would
serve no purpose except perhaps to identify one teacher for u practice while the whole community of
teachers behave in similar ways.
74
All .children have a creative education book which they usc on occi\sions. Pupils cut om shapes !i·om
these books and colour "already drawn" drawings in these books. On many occasions, children, knowing
my interest for drawings, traced a bird or flowers from these books and gave il to me.
75
In the context of Four Hills and Terre Blcuc, a clttss comprising 34 pupils is not crowded.
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But nobody docs. Fil\cen minutes Iuter, the boy und girl urc still at their table
waiting. tht: boy has t:vcntually put his paper away in his bag. Tht: girl on the
other hand still tri~:s to have her windmill parts cut out along the doued Jines and
goes back to the teacher's desk. Timidly the boy follow.•. her with his paper
quickly retrieved from his bag. Teacher is just about to cut the girl's windmill
when a boy comes to the desk with a beautifully rinished windmill. Teacher
abandons cutting the girl's windmill and shows the beautiful windmill to class.
The girl and boy and other children standing around the desk arc asked to resume
their scat as teacher is now going to glue windmill pieces together. The boy gets
back to his table and puts his paper away in his bag for the second time. Girl docs
not obey and stays around. When the teacher turns her back she puts some glue on
children's noses.

After a while the teacher sends pupils back to their seats and tells them to finish
their windmills at home. The girl goes back to her seat. As she is doing so, the
teacher asks her to get the broom and sweep all papers from the floor. The girl
obeys and when she finishes she resumes her seat and starts asking pupils around
her for a pencil.. .. (FB/R pp. 119-126).

It must be stressed that this example has been selected to exemplify, but also because it
is common in essence to other cases and circumstances of, differential treatment of
pupils. It is also important to note that creative education is done on rare occasions and

in this particular case was probably prompted by my presence in class.

During the creative education period, both pupils did show signs that they were eager to
participate in activities, yet could not participate without the cooperation of their
teacher. The label of non-participant they obtained during other more 'academic'
classes, remained on their 'forehead', even when their actions clearly showed that they
desired to participate.

These notes also show that these two pupils were not treated as other pupils in the class,
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that nothing was expected of them, that they were not even disciplined as other pupils
were. They were ignored, getting differential treatment. For these reasons th<.:y just
passed time during Math and English and did not manage to do anything during creative
education.

It is also important to note that both these pupils started their primary schooling with
their present teacher who within a couple of months labelled them as 'slow learners'.
They were labelled so and consequently left alone because they were not perceived as
having a sufficient level of brightness that could enable them to follow instructions.
These pupils will move up to STD III with their present teacher where the same
conditions can be expected to prevail and will be perpetuated by that same teacher.

The labeling of these pupils as 'slow learners', 'low elements', and the consequential
differential treatment of these pupils during classroom activities, are common
occurrences in both schools and even from the start of their schooling. Teachers often
like to say that two months into the first term of STD I, they can see who is going to
succeed at CPE and who is not. Less able pupils are branded 'slow learners' by teachers
and usually tend to spend their time at the back of class, disengaged from what happens
in class even, as the example shows, when the activities proposed by the teacher seem
more attractive.

The differential treatment of pupils in class can be explained by the fact stated earlier
that teachers see their work as the presentation of facts rather than facilitating pupils'
learning processes. Teachers are not trained to facilitate the learning of less able
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learners. These two pupils experience very little in terms of learning cx<.:ept pcrlmps the
lcnrning from an early age of the way others perceive their place in life.

Summary
Observational data shows that for the most part teachers' work consists of organising
pupils' learning processes. Teachers have been found to direct pupils in their activities,
provide explanations about new material, check pupils' comprehension or memory and
check their work.

The first item, teachers directing pupils in their activities, consists of giving directives to
the whole class. These directives structure teachers' and pupils' activities during the
day. They are used to keep control of what pupils do, how they do it and how they
behave.

The second item, teachers providing explanations, consists of passing on information
rather than untangling this information. Teachers do so by reading aloud paragraphs
from textbooks or by copying them unto the blackboard. On occasions, teachers also
demonstrate the right way of working an exercise or write the correct answer for an
exercise on the blackboard.

The third item, teachers checking pupils' comprehension, consists of questioning
techniques: (a) starting and asking pupils to finish a word, (b) asking pupils to read
their answers in chorus and directly from their textbooks or to give answers for which
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thc:rc is only one: right response. Comprehension is in tlwt sense seen as the ability to

give verbatim unswcrs, as they arc fOund in textbooks, to oral or wrill!.:n questions.

The fomth item, teachers checking pupils' work, consists of conducting gcncr:d
correction at the blackboard and also of marking, ticking and signing pupils' finished
work, checking the fact that the work is done and that it contains the right answer.
The conunents made by Mira and the other specialist educators reflect the uniformity of
teaching practices presented in the previous section. Their comments support the
constructed and similar ways of classroom experience where teachers and work at the
blackboard are the points of convergence and where pupils are all engaged in common
tasks.

The drawings they have examined and the comments they have made about them, reveal
more than simple exposure to conunon teaching practices. They also reveal some of the
deeper perceptions that pupils have of the classroom environment and activities. For
example, on examination of these drawings, it becomes manifest that in their pictorial
representations of classroom, the majority of pupils, both older and younger pupils,
strongly associate their being in classroom with physical and mental confinement. It
also becomes clear that pupils' representations of classrooms communicate their and
their teachers' lack of individuality in the classroom setting during activities and their
complete dependence on teachers for their learning and interactions.

The pictorial data depicting the classroom'i confirms earlier fmdings of widespread
exposure of pupils in all grades to similar and constructed environment and to similar
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teaching practices. It nlso reveals that, in gcncml, pupils relate their time in llle
classroom to feelings of confinement and even imprisonment and indic.:utc their desire to
escape such environment. It also reveals that pupils sec their teachcrs, the blackboard
and generally their work as the most significant aspects of their experience in class and
sec themsch·es with very little individuality within that environment. Their interactions
for the most part arc with teachers who are seen as distant and do not include other
pupils. The pictorial data reveals that, on the whole, pupils arc dependent on their
teachers for their experiences in the classroom.

Observational in-depth data of classroom activities brings dimensions of contrasts to
these common features. Three major features of the categorisation of pupils, the
differential treatment of pupils, and the differentiation of their involvement in classroom
activities, have been revealed.

The first item categorising of pupils shows that in both schools the upper grade pupils
are sorted in various streams by teachers, according to the perceived degree of abilities
and are labeled as "excellent", "good", or "low" while those who have failed at the CPE
examination are labeled "repeaters". These various degrees of ability are the rationale
for the grouping of pupils in the various streams.

In both schools, A streams comprise the most able pupils. The composition of B and C
streams varies according to schools. In Four Hills B streams comprise able pupils in
Terre Bleue B they comprise the least able pupils. Terre Bleue does not have C streams,
which in Four Hills comprise the least able pupils.
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The data

~haws

that categorisation of pupils ami their grouping into diffcn.:nt streams,

entails distinctions in several areas:

(a) Pupil's achievement. In all ~tream'i, pupil's achievement is measured in terms of
capabilities to (I) follow teachers' directives and explanations; (2) give the appropriate
ans,vers to their questions; and (3) achieve good scores on examinations.

(b) Teachers expectations of pupils. In streams comprising less able pupils, teachers
have low expectations regarding pupil's potential for achievement and consequently ask
little of them and do not provide extra tuition. In streams comprising more able pupils,
teachers have high expectations regarding pupil's potential achievement and
consequently give them private tuition to increase their chances at the CPE examination.

(c) Attitude to work. In streams comprising less able pupils, these are less engaged in
classroom activities and work at a slower pace than pupils in other streams

The second item: Differential treatment of pupils show that in both schools, lower grade
pupils are not streamed and that these classes comprise pupils of mixed abilities. Data
shows that in these classes, less able pupils branded as slow learners can be left alone at
the back of class, disengaged from what happens in class even when, on rare occasions.
the activities proposed by teachers appeal to them and can be accomplished by them.
Teachers are not able to accommodate for the fact that pupils have different needs. As a
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resuh these pupils experience very !itllc in term.:. of learning apart from learning from <tn
early Hgc how

other~

perceive their place in life.

The third item: Differentiation in involvement shows that there exists prominent
differences when comparing the experience of pupils of same grade levels but in
different ability streams. Data shows that "excellent" pupils in A streams participate
actively in daily tasks, frequently interact with the teacher and less frequently with other
pupils and successfully achieve all tasks demanded of them. In contrast, data shows that
"low" pupils in other streams do not participate and even pretend participation in daily
tasks. Their interaction with teachers is limited to the bare minimum and also limited
with other pupils and they never complete their work.

In the first instance, the deportment of excellent pupils displays involvement that can be
described as flowing and unwavering. It also show that these pupils have successfully
adapted their behaviour and actions to what is demanded of them and get rewarded by
good marks and teacher's interest. In the second instance, the comportment of low
achieving pupils displays involvement that can be described as 'cover-up' involvement.
These pupils have also adapted their behaviour and actions so that they can remain
unnoticed. They are isolated and are never rewarded by teachers.

This chapter has described pupils' experiences of primary education in the class settings
of Four Hills and Terre Bleue. It has shown how teachers organised and presented their
work and how pupils experienced the classroom activities directed by teachers. Having
presented the school processes, the next chapter outlines what pupils and teachers,
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together with parents and educationists prioritiscd and construcd as issues in thci,
experience of primary eJucat ion.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
STAKEHOLDERS' VOICES

In the two previous chapters I have outlined an understanding of school processes and
cxp~rienccs

in two Mauritian primary schools Four Hills and Terre Blcue. This chapter

builds upon what has been presented in the previous two chapters and outlines what
participant stakeholders construed as the dominant aspects/issues in Mauritian primary
education and their perception of the working of these issues. Voices in this chapter are
those of pupils, parents, teachers as well as those of individuals from the group of
people labelled educationists".

The data analysed includes transcripts of interviews, especially the part in which
participants were invited to reflect on the meaning of their experience of primary
education and/or on their understanding of primary education. It also includes the
stories written by pupils, more particularly those which recount an imaginary dialogue
between themselves and a sibling who does not want to go to school.
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The group of participants labelled "educationists" includes individuals from the Mauritius Institute of
Education (MIE), from the Ministry of Education, the Mauritius Examinations Syndicate (MES), the
Roman Catholic Education Authority (RCEA) and non government organisations (NGOs). As explained
in the chapter detailing the meth<XIological approach of the study, the individuals who make-up the
'educationist' group were chosen to give their informed view point about primary cducntion in Mauritiu~
in general rather than their view about education in Terre Blcuc and Four Hills schools in particular
(all,exccpt one, did not know the name of the two schools in which field work took place). All were
schooled in Mauritian primary schools, some have taught in Mauri! ian primary schools. Sorne have
children in Mauritian primary schools and all work in occupations directly related to some aspect of
Mauritian primary education. Unless specified otherwise, the educationist group counts as the voice Hun
reflects a broader Mauritian understanding of the present circumstances anJ issues of Mauritian prinwry
education.
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The delineation adopted during data collection, of considering participallls as
based participants and

outsidc~school

participants, has

b~.:cn

S(.;hool~

kept for organisational

reasons for the presentation of findings in this chapter. The first part of this chapter
presents i!-isucs relating to Mauritian primary education as they arc experienced
perceived and prioritiscd by pupils, teachers and parents while the second part presents
issues relating to Mauritian primary education as they are perceived and prioritiscd by
educationists.

Moreover, in order to alleviate complexities that could arise from multi voices, the
presentation of findings in all sections of the chapter is organised around "instrumental
case studies" which have been used to play a supportive role, facilitate and generally
help to understand issues that go beyond the case itself (Stake, 1994). The comments
made by Devika, Vadivel, BaJa, Kiran, Victoria, Tara, Ariff, Philip, Lalita and Noori7
presented in this chapter vary in length and amount of details. They are utilised as
examples in order to demonstrate how parents, pupils, teachers and educationists
construe primary education. These examples facilitate understanding of the nature and
dynamics /dialogicality of what people construe as issues and priorities of Mauritian
primary education. They also assist the

multi~ voices

approach and concept of the study

while the narrative style in their presentation brings into light the world of every day life
and personal experience that the study evokes.

The voices of pupils, teachers and parents
Devika
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The names used in these cases nrc fictional. As in previous chapters, these names arc a true rctlcctinn of

the gender and ethnic group of the people to which they have been given.
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Dcvika is twenty-rive years old and has two children, an eighteen moiHh olJ baby girl
called Tara and a five year old boy called Nirvcsh who is a STD I pupil in Terre
Blcuc 7s. Her parents were very poor, had many children and no time to look after them.
Dcvika's rather worked as a labourer fixing roads while the mother worked in the cane
fields.

Most days Dcvika said, she would go to school empty handed, return home where
sometimes there would be something to eat for lunch and sometimes not. Dcvika
did not have fond memories of her primary schooling. She said: "J sat at the back,
with my runny nose, Miss did not like me, teachers did not care, they used to
beat me ... just seeing their faces made me scared!'' (RII).

Devika managed to complete her primary schooling and to enroll in a secondary
college. She recalled that at college some teachers were kind to her while others
were "nu!chants (mean)'', shouting at her because she did not have any books or b~cause
she did not do her homework. She also recalled that teachers never tried to understand
why she did not do her homework. Dcvika's family could not afford to buy school

books. She had to borrow them from others in order to do her homework and often
found this difficult. Another reason was that her mother's illness made it very difficult
for her to concentrate on school-work. Her mother became ill when Devika was in Form
I. Devika nursed her sick mother as well as doing household chores. She was too tired

and had no time to do her school homework.

7
B

Devika accompanies Nirvcsh to school every day. Interviews with Dcvika took place under the
or a tree in !he school-yard, once all pupils had resumed their dasscs.
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~hade

When visiting her mother, who had been hospitalised, Devik:a observed nurses and
thought of becoming one herself, "Souvent mo reve mo vine nurse mais mo pas ine

reussi (Often, I dreamt of becoming nurse but this dream did not come true)" (Rll). When Devika
was in Form II, both her mother and her father, who had been ill, died. Following their
death, Devik:a abandoned school and with no money, went to live with neighbours who
she said mis-treated her. Later, she gained employment in a garment factory and was
able to move back to her old horne. Because she had abandoned her schooling and could
not read well enough to pass the exams Devik:a never became a nurse. When she turned
eighteen, she married Satish a bus driver, whom she describes as a good husband and
father. Devik:a stopped working in the factory before her frrst child, Nirvesh, was born.
She now stays horne and looks after her family.

Nirvesh, her son, is a STD I pupil in Terre Bleue. In the following statement, Devik:a
communicated her aspirations for her childrens' future as well as her views on the role
she perceives education plays in creating a better future for them.

Pou zotte arrive, enna la case pou zotte reste. Guette couma moi, mo maman mo
papa ine mort, pas ti ena narien!
Ki zotte capave depand lors Zotte, pa mou fie
dimoune, pas pou alle zeste cotte voisin, couma moi ine passe! Pou zotte lire!
Capave arrive si conne lire. Si pas conne lire, pena valeur! Si ou lire ine tigit,
capave alle n'importe ki place, dimoune pas pou couyone ou conne ou conne lire!
Si ine ecrire ene l'enseigne la-bas, ou conne ki ine ecrire, cotte pou alle, bas bizin
diman dimoune! Si ou lire, ou conne dans ou la vie ou pas pou passe misere.
N'importe ene place pou gagne travaill. Ledication, li bien necessaire pou ene
z'enfant! Mo dire li pou (Satish] nou ine fini, nou bizin guette pou z'enfants .
No us bisin tout faire pou nou z'enfants! Nou bisin donne zotte ene bon ['education.
Bisin faire ene demarche pou zotte arrive ene jour! (Rll).
000

000

I want them to succeed. I want them to have a roof over their head, me when my parents died I had
nothing! ... I want them to be independent, I don't want them to have to depend on others, to have
to live with the neighbours as it happened to me! I want them to read. You can succeed if you
know how to read. When you do not know how to read you are a nothing! You read even just a bit
and you can go anywhere, people leave you alone, they know you know how to read! You know
what is written on that sign there, you know what is written, you know where to go, you don't need
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to a:-k anyune! When you kuuw how lo rc<a!. you won't he unhappy in lilc, you'll get <Jjob.
Educmiun is I"L'ally useful for a child! I say Ill hiu1 IS<~ti:-.h) our time has p<t~~cd, JIJJW · .c IIJIJSI think
about the chiltlrcn. We. mtJ.~t do everything for our dtildn:rll We rnu.\1 give thciJJ a giJOd cdtH.:i.ltion.
\\'t~ ltlU!"it do CI'CJ"}'lhing for thctlllo stu.:cccd!

In the mornings, as Devika walks her son Nirvcsh, a "turbult:nt cllilcl", to school, sht:
!ells him:

Fa ire bon ::.'enfant, lire bien, icoute Miss, pasfaire mauvai.1· di tout, appranne,
metttre Ia rete /'esprit Iars qui Miss kepi cause, tcoute bien Miss ki pe Cllll.\"e, ki pe
icrire guette bien Pcrire et pafaire mauvais z'etifcmt, pasfatigue personne, pas Ia
guerre (R II).
Be a good boy, to read, listen to t-.·fiss, not to be naughty, to learn, to concentrate on what ~:liss is
saying, to be attentive to what Miss is saying, what she is writing, not to be naughty, not to give
any trouble to anyone, not to fight.

At lunch time, Devika brings Nirvesh's lunch to school and wgerher with other mothers,
she sits on a bench in the school-yard while the children ate their lunch. Back at horne in
the afternoon, after collecting her son from school, Devika said that she gives him bread
and tea, lets him rest for a while and then:

Mo appelle li, mo assise are li, mo montre /i lire. Mo assise depi disons ene heure
de temps, une heure et demi are li. Mo comte taus /esjours mope donne li, mope
fa ire li appranne ene heure de temps, ene heure temps et demi. Ca pe ramasse
dans sola tete. Lifini appran, paifois li dire moi li inefdtigue, li enviejouer. Mo
pas empeche li mo dire li alle joue ene tigit. Li joue. Lere tantot aussi, !ere so
papa vini. ... Ler la so papa assise are li ene ti gitte, li guette si pas ki li ine
apprann, li demande si pas li pe comze, pose le ene des questions. Nou mule de
are li, nou pas quitte li tout sele. Mo content mo z'enfant lire, beaucoup contelll.'
(Rll).

I call him and I sit with him to show him how to read. I do that lOr ubout one hour an hour and a
half. I know that every day 1 can give him, I can make him learn for about onr hour to an hour and
a half, That way he accumulates knowledge. When this is linished, somctimrs he tells me that he
is tired, that he wants to play.l don't stop him I tell him, he c:m go und play. TI1cn his dad fl'lurn:;
from work .... His father sits down with him and veri lies what he hils lcilrnt. His father a:;ks hin1
questions. We are there beside him, we do not leave him ;\lone. I want my child to read! !like it!

Dcvika's new dream is for her hoy to hccomc a doctor ami her daughter to hec.:omc
a nurse.

~:lost

parents, just like Devik;1, said they did not womt their children to experience t l1c

l'Ctlllomic difficulties they themselves have experienced in their own childhood. Most

parents said: "We wen: poor hclixc you know!" and: "It wus not like this he fore, we
were poor!". As De\'ikil docs in her account, parents, especially the poorest ones,
remembered the difJicultics and hardships they experienced as children.

\Vhen we were in primary school, we used to get up at 5 a.m. to help in the sugar
cane fields with the rest of the family before we went to school.... Today's
children, they have everj1hing. books, note-books, pens, !oihocs. For us it was not
like that, our first concern was to have something to eat something to drink and
something to wear. In the morning we would take a pain maison cooked hy
mother \\'ith a little bit a curry inside and we would make our way to school. not a
cent in our pocket, no shoes nothing! \Ve had to argue to have a piece of cloth to
put in our pocket because the teacher in those days insisted that we had a
handkerchief in our pocket. \Ve were so poor! I did even own the shirt I was
wearing, the trousers I was wearing! (0T4).

Interviewed parents who, like Devika, experienced a poor or relatively poor childhood
in the economic sense, said that factors such as hunger,lack of the basic necessities,
inadequate clothing and having to work, have burdened and deterred their learning at
school and asserted that they do not want their children to experience these conditions.
In addition, most parents said that they consider the ability to read and writt: as an
absolute educational minimum. Like Devika, most interviewed parents valued the
autonomy that being able to read gives to people. Like Devika, most parents linked this
autonomy with feeling safe and remarked that someone who knows how to read is Jess
likely to be taken advantage of.
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All

intl·n·i~wcd par~nts

established a link between cducatic'n :111d t/1cir children's future

pntential. Like Devika. who w:mts her son to he a doctor,
expectutlons for their L'hlld.

Th~ as~odation

lllo~t

p:ucnL"> have high

between cduc<ttion and children'\ prospcct"

i!-i atthl'l'Ofl' ofth~ findings prcs~nted in this chapter. What this association cntaih for

various p:trtkipants \\'ill he further explored :ts varic1US perspectives unfold. Given that
link, most interviewed p;trcnts say that thcy have a role

to

play in order to muximhc the

positive cffcL't of education. Most compared themselves with their own parent.,, who
they often described as illiterate or semi illiterate,

a~

having to work very hard to feed

their family and as having very little time or inclination to get involved in their
children's homework. Like Devika and Satish, most viewed additional \\'Ork as a factor
contributing to their childret~·s educational success. The value most parents put on
additional work and how

r~achers

view additional work will also be discussed further as

cases unfold.

Summary
Devika's words introduced and illustrated several of the issues raised by parents of both

Terre Bleue and Four Hills schools. Like Devika, most interviewed parents said they did
not want their children to experience the difficulties tht:y themselves have experienced

in their childhood, said they had high professional ambitions for their children and said
that they view the providing of basic necessities and the organising of additional work at

the end of the school day as imponant and beneficial factors for their children's
educational success and future employment prospects. Each of these issues will be

further examined as cases unfold.
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Vadivel has been chosen to introduce and illustmte issues voiced hy teachers. The
conum:nts made by Vadivel support und hroudcn the topics prc~entcd earlier.

Vadi\'t•l
Vudiwl began his tenching career at the time of indepemlence of Mauritiu~ in the late
S'!Xties. He never really cllose to become a teacher, hut rather explained that: "There wao.,
not much work on offer, may be I could have done something else, but I got my
certificate and in those days to become a teacher was quite something!" Although
Vadivel did not choose to become a teacher, he said that in the past thirty years he has
grown accustomed to being one and has also grown to like his teaching job. Vadivcl has
taught in "all sorts of primary schools" and he is now a general purpose teacher in STD
IV in Terre Bleue

79

•

... Things have changed you know! Mauritius has become materialistic!
Nowadays with the development we work, everyone works. Twenty years ago,
only the head of the family worked, but now, when we started getting the
factories now, every one in the families \Vorks ... Some houses stay closed all day
long, everyone is at work! Then in the afternoons, after work, well, eYeryone is
busy they have things to do, they don't have time to visit others, social life does
not exist, they don't have time to look after their children! There are some
children who never see their parents, day after day, mum and dad go to work
early in the morning, when these children wake up the parents are already gone.
These children look after themselves or are looked after by an older sister or
brother before they go to school. They eat yes, the sister has seen tc that! In the
evening, the mum does not come home unti16 p.m., sbe is tired, she has a lot to
do, she can't sit down with that child, take interest in his school \Vork, she does
not have time! Comes 8 p.m., 9 p.m every one is tired, they all go to sleep and
the next day is the same routine, it starts all over again and again. \Veil. you see I
say that that child is neglected. Sometimes even worse, you know, parents work
overtime at the factory, they return home at 10 p.m.! By that time the children
are already in bed. The children don't see their mum, they don't see their
parents!

... That's the tragedy, the children don't even sec their mother! ... These children
79

I interviewed Vadivel, on three occasions while his pupils were doing Oricntallan£uagcs. The
interview also took place sitting under the shade or a tree in Terre Blcuc.
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arc neglected, not materially, hut they arc ru.:glcctcd. Not all children of course,
some children arc wclllookctl <1lh:r hy their parcuts, thosc who come from welloff families arc well looked alter!

... Tht•sc parents, they work from H a.m. to 4 p.m., they have a joh that doc\ r!IJ\
cat-up all their time. They have tim~.: to look alter their children in the moming,
unl~llthey take them to Sl'hool, i/s ,\"(JI/f hil'lll-:lift:,\' t'f tow.' (they .\poiltheul). In
the alh:rnoon, when the dlild gets had hom~.:, the parent\ arc there for them,
they sit down with them, talk with them, help them with their homework: Ct•.\
t•tljimt.\·, il.\' onr tow.' (Those children have evcrything!J, the rnateriotl side and the

atTccti\'c side. But the other ones, [those whose parent\ W£Jrk in tht.: faciiJriC'>]
some of them, only eleven, twelve and already they ha·.·c to Jouk after a Jittlt:
brother, after a little sistcr. It's not very plcasant for a child of that age! So you
see, I suy that the system in ~1auritius, nobody made it like that, nobody \Vanted
it to be like that, but it's a system that favors an elite! You see brilliant children,
but they have to be really brilliant, if even from dbadvantagcd background\ i!J
arrirem cipercerqumui mfme.' (they manage to break through all the .\arne!).
They have to be really brilliant for that though!

... Children, with less capabilities, well those from 'better' backgrounds, with a
bit of effort and support from parents, they work more for the exam and at the
end of STD VI, that's what happen you see they manage to get a better college.
A childjaible (weak) from a disadvantaged family, he won't get such support
and he won't get a good college. With that support, the other child, ilm
trarerser mieux.' (he is going to come through better!) Let's say [pause] an
average child, from a disadvantaged family he is going to be ranked let's say
among the first 2000, the same child coming from a more affluent family he will
be among the first 1000, il m tral'erser mieux.' (He is going to break through
better!) .

... Education in Mauritius its like that you see, its a system that favours a small
group. We don't select this group, we don't say you, go there and you there, no,
its done according to the child intellectual capabilities ... an intellectual elite. Up
to Standard IV, children go up according to their age. Then from fifth Standard
it's according to their performance, their competence, they get sent to STD VA,

B.C .
... Some pupils in the lower streams of STD V, they can do sollh' work, but in
most cases, ces enfants-llz ne jam rien (these children achieve nothing), and the
next year they move to STD VI and they achieve nothing as well. They cannot
follow the programme, they cannot cope with the cramming, they become
frustrated ... Not only they cannot do anything but comes a time when they don't
want to do anything!
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... They arc given nothing else to do hut cnumning and they c;m't do it! Often
they arc left alone and do ahsolutcly nothing. It~ a ~mall group ok, hut you .\ee it
is in that sense that I ~my the system is mad~.: for the elite, it is geared toward.,
that [otht:rl small group, the good clements, huttho.,c who can't do the work,
some of them, I am not saying all, hut some of them, they litce life, they can't
l'\'l'll read. I lind that rco1lly unfair!

... Sd1ool should tea1:h you ti .H' cldmmilla drms Ia de! (how to fttr_c lifc!J A., a
teacher I feel responsible, not personally you scc tbc ... c children they hav~.:n't
~en with me all these years. you get them in STD V or VI ;md its too late! Hut
rc:.l!ly we tl•cl responsible, its the teaching profc~sion which is rc ..,pom.ihlc!

... But you sec we want to make them all an elite and what is unJ(>rtunatc j., that
parents trempl'llf dans ce bain (take part in that, they arc swallowed by that).
They aU want their children to be professionals, lawyer.,, doctors and other white
collar jobs. All parents arc like that, they have this mentality they want their
children to be professionals, a/ors ils forcent! (So they push 1) fT I 2A).

In both schools, most teachers like Vadivel, categorised their pupils as "neglected" or as
"well looked after" by their parents. Like Vadivcl, most teachers associated the type and
amount of care, attention and support they believe pupils should get at home with their
family background and incorporated physical as well as psychological aspects to what
they consider good care of children. In that regard, teachers in both schools noted that

factors such as: "bad nutrition", "shoddy clothing'', "not having school equipment''
such as slates, pencils and rulers, "Jack of parental interest in education", "Jack of

parental corrunitment", "unstable family circumstances" and in some cases "physical
abuse", make it extremely difficult for some pupils to learn and achieve anything at
school. As Vadivel, most teachers labelled these pupils "neglected" and attributed their

neglect to their "disadvantaged backgrounds" and/or "lower socio-economic
backgrounds". In contrast, most teachers associated "good-care" with "better
backgrounds", "well-offbaekgrounds", and with the fact that parents are "more

affluent". The differentiating of parents and of pupils in terms of parental commitment
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;ue topics which will be explained further down in this dmptcr.

In conversations, as well as in interviews, teachcr!'i ugrccd with parents' view that the
tlm.~e

"Rs" arc crucial for children to get hy in liiC und generally improve their chance at

getting njoh. Teachers said that when all pupils "even the low clements" leave o,chool
they should have reached a suflicicntlcvcl of literacy and numcracy so that they can
"read their own mail", "rend the ncwspnper", "sign their name", "count their own
r:1nney" and generally be able to function in life without having to ask other people to
do things for them or in their name because they cannot read, write or count. In thi~
regard, Christelle, a STD II teacher in Four Hills for example said : "Its not normal not
knowing how to read and write nowadays, thirty, forty years ago it was common but
nowadays it should not be the case, you need to read!". Similarly, Nafessa a teacher in
Terre Bleue said: "Sans savoir lire et ecrire, c'est difficile defaireface avec [sic] Ia vie,

de faire face avec l'au 2000! (when unable to read and v.Tite, it is difficult to

face with [sic] life. to

face the year 2000!)" (T3). While Soopaya, a DHT in Four Hills, said that primary
education should make it possible later for children "de se debrouil/er dans /a 1·ie, de

gagner sa vie honnetement (to manage one's life, to earn an honest living)" (T9). Although
most teachers deplore the fact that some children (for example Anju in the previous
chapter) leave school without having acquired these basic literacy skills, it will be
shown later that very few said, like Vadivel, that as teachers they are responsible for the
fact that this is happening to oertain less able pupils. Similarly, very few said that they
tried to do something about it.

In both schools, most teachers said that they view "~dditional work" as important and
beneficial factors for the educational prospects of their pupils. The need for pupils to do
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extra work is, according to mo~t teachers, hrought about hy the fitct that there is "too
mw.·h"

l~lf

lhl:mto teach and "too wuch"

f(H

their pupils to !cant. Dy:unantcc fi·om Terre

Bleue explained:

The

trop dwrgt: (I(KJ l;uJcn) in Mauritius. Often we bring thh up, hut
our voice docs not reach up high! It'~ .t.,o laden! They at.,k U\ tcJ cl(j
everything in prim;1ry school! What is going to he left JfJr .t.,econdary'! What are
teachers in secondary going to do if we do everything? Let's take language we dcJ
everything grammar, spelling, cvcrythiug! At college they have nothing to teach
them. If <I pupil has done a good CPE, teachers have nothing to do up to Form Ill,
pupils, they have learnt it already! They .t.,hould reduce one quarter they "'hould
reduce, ket:p it for the secondary. They should not put everything on the hack rJf
primary schooling! We do everything, everything! We have too much! ('"f2J.
progmm i~

unt~)flunately,

Soopaya, from Four Hills on his part said:

You know the program is really laden (charge). You take Math for example, there
are quite a lot of things which, I, myself, learnt in college in Form> I, II, and e\·en
III, and these little heads they have to learn all this at primary level! Take this
famous EVS for example, which comprises Mauritian history, geography,
nutrition, hygiene, sciences, its really bourri (full), and complicated. I say it's too
much! We raised the subject at the MIE, asking them if it was possible to modify
the program. Anyhow, they didn't, they didn't how could I say this, they didn't
put their attention on that (T9).

Having "too much to teach", believing that their pupils have "too much to learn"
together with the fact that "pupils are examined on everything" are the reasons that
teachers gave in support of additional work outside the 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. regular school
hours. These arguments are encapsulated in the following comments:

II y trop tlfaire, le programme est trop clzargi and ann 'a pas /e temps de fair£'
Ies chases iifond en classe. Ace momeiJt·lil, pendant Ia /eron, on pellt prendre

plus son temps pour expliquer les chases davantage. Par example si on imroduit
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/es fmc lions en classe tm a que 50 minules pour Jairt! fll. 50 mimlles pour
e.\fJ/iquer lesfrac:liotl.\' m· suffi.\'el/1 pas, ilfautavoir plus de lt!mps.' ... Vule
nombrt• tit• h•rml.\' t[ll 'on a ci c!xpfiqm:r m1 ne peut pas resler lrm;.:temp.\· sur mw
lermz simm It• programme m· sera pas termini pour Jes t!XtiiiW/1.\', Or pour /e.\·
e.\Witt'l/,\', mz c•,,·t cxamilll: sur Iotts les lopiqm·s qu'on a fail, lottie.\· les lepms
qu'on a fait clc•Jmis Ia premihe/ ... Jusqu' ci Ia quat riimze ra va, mais pour les
gramh·.\· c/a.,·sc•,,· onm· pt'I/1 pas lravaillt:r .wms lermzs parliculiCre,\·,1 C'est
incli.\'fJt'IISablc.' (T6B)
'01crc is too mw;h to do, thC' programme is tcx1 laden and we d1m 't have time to d11 thing'> in
depth in dass. Now, during tuition we ~:an spend more time to explain thing~ better. For
ex:tmplc, if we introduce fmctions in class, we only have 50 minute'> to do ~o. 50 minute<; to
explain fractions this is not enough, we need more time! ... When you consider the number ·.Jf
lcs>:'on>:' to explain. we can't stay tcx1 long on a lcswn, if we do we won't fini~h the progrummc.
for the examinations. And for the exams one is examined em all topics all the Jcwms done sin(.:c
first ~'fade! Up to fourth grade it's ok, hut for upper classes we t.:annrJt work without extra
tuition! It's indispensable! 80

Most teachers, especially upper-grade teachers like Nafessa, mentioned the pressure of
"having to know everything for the examinations" and the impact on their teaching of
this pressure. Most teachers like Nafessa stated that additional work is "indispensable"
in order to best prepare pupils for examinations and the CPE in particular. Teachers said
that parents were aware of this fact. Nafessa, for example, said: "Parents really want
their children to pass and they see that what teachers do in class is not sufficient!"(T6B).
Yousouf on his part says: "In the mind of parents if the child works from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. he is not going to pass his examination!"(OT4).

Although, like Nafessa, most teachers, like parents earlier, said that additional work is
necessary and "indispensable", they also expressed resentment, as the following
statements show, about the pressure put on them by parents to provide additional work
(both free and paid tuition):
80 Extra tuition consists of the private lessons given to upper· grade pupils (STD JV.VI). as a class and for
a fee, by their regular class teacher two or three times a week. Lastly, additional work consists of the
work done by upper grade pupils, under the supervision of their class teacher, this time unpaid, on school
days between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.
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Teachers who do not come early, who do not sl<trt work an hour early at Ha. rn.,
these teachers arc accused of being lazy hy certain p:~rents ('1'2).

When teachers don't want to give tuldition.al lessons, pan:nls say they an.: lazy.
But some times, tcach~.:rs have health prohlt:nJs, m<~y he they don't want to tire
themselves. Sometimes it lmpp!!ns, they say that they don't want to give
[tuition]. Inthnsc cases you know, parcnrs do everything tt1ey can to have thc~e
teachers tnmsferrcd, parents go to the Ministry <tnd they ask for thb teacher's
transfer (T6).

\Vith regard to homework, teacher!, said that they asked their pupils to 'do' exerci.ses in
their regular class textbooks and in the additional books, wh!ch most of them ask
parents to buy' 1• Mokshda, a teacher in a STD V in Terre Bleue, explained:

\ext~

Parents buy

books to make their children work. I make them all buy the

same books. Othei'<yise one is going to

gi~t

it from that author and the other one

from that other I thirlk.that it is better if all parents buy from the same one. The

one they use it's like in ~uur book only a bll more pousse (advanced) and parents
can correct it or I can. Al(Parents bought it but I wonder if all use it! ... Some
parents are very, very keen but I always tell parents don't go ahead of what we
do in class, let us do it in class first then you can do it, otherwise, see children
are not going to be interested when we do it in class if they have done it
already at home! (R4B).

Like Mokshda and Vadivel, all teachers interviewed believed home work to be

necessary in order to repeat and consolidate what has been done in class and all
expressed the opinion that parents should make (or even coerce; as the following
exemplifies) their children do their homework and encourage additional work.

81

These books are subject-based and offer a series of additional exercises for pupils to work at home and
also during private tuition. The selling of these books, a very common pra.:::tice in TL'fi'C Bleue and Four
Hills is a very Jucrative enterprise for their m-iters. These m-iters visit teachers in schools or privately anJ
with them work some arrangement that make it beneficial for teachers to rerommend these books to their
pupils for their parents to buy.
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Left to their own devices children will not work. They will play and play and do
nothing. So naturally you make it known to the parents, cvcnlahourcr.'>. You don't
<lsk thl!m h1 read on the book with them! No, they wouldn't understand a thing!
Rut instc;.!d !you ask them) to say to th~.: child: 'Do your luHn~.:work here and now
and then show me when its done!'. So you sec, the child would have, how could I
say, a certain fear, his dad b checking him· up mul he will do the work. And you
sec this hdps the child to make progress! (f9J.

In both schools, teachers made a positive correlation between parental
involvement/support and their sccio·economic position. Sailesh, the head teacher in

Four Hills put it this way:

Labourers, fishermen, masons! These people are illiterate people! They are
illiterate! How can they motivate their children? ... They go to work early in the
morning and they return late in the afternoon. They have ntJ time even to talk to
their children. As soon as they return home, they just wash them,elves and they
go directly to the restaurants to the shops where they drink. When they return
they just go to sleep. At times they quarrel with their wives (Til).

Like Sai!esh, Jugdish and Vadivel, in both schools, most interviewed teachers said that
parents from "lower economic backgrounds" are less likely to provide an educational

environment for their childn:n. For example, they claimed that such parents do not buy
"reading books" for their children and that they let them watch too much television.
Most teachers also said that some of these parents are less likely to value education. In
contrast, most teachers said that parents from "well-off backgrounds", "better
backgrounds", "affluent families" had more time to give support to their children and

"tend to really value education for their children". Teachers said that for these reasons,
these parents are more inclined as Vadivel put it; "to sit down with them [their
children], talk with them and help them with their homework". Teachers said that these
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parents were more likely to provide a "lcurning environment" for their children, "make
their children read books" ;.md ::dso tlmt they "speak to them /their children] in English

or Frenr..:h at home".

Given that parents from "better bat:kgrnunds" ::trc pcrccived as more likely to be
interested in their child.ren·~ homework, more likely to provide an education conducive
environment and given the fact that pupils arc less likely to do homework without

parental support, most teachers generally linked the educational prospects of their pupils
to

the socio·economic position of their parents. As Vadivel, most teachers believed that

because they do additional work and get the support of their parents, pupils from upper
socio economic backgrounds had better chances of "breaking through" while because

they are less likely to, pupils from disadvantaged backgroungs had less chances to
"break tbrough".

Similarly, like Vadivel, most teachers said that pupils, who in spite of their
disadvantaged backgrounds, manage to succeed, have to be very "doues (gifted)",
"brilliant" 82 . For Vadivel and most teachers "traverser (break through)" in most cases

meant ranking at the CPE examination and securing a place in a "good college". These
topics will be presented in detail further in the chapter.

In both schools, most teachers were likeVadivel, of the opinion that the system
accommodates/favours what they commonly called the "intellectual elite", "the good
elements" 83 , adding "the system is made like that, we can't change it". Soraya, now
teaching in STD IV in Four Hills, recalled that, when, as a beginning teacher and in
82
83

Many teachers like to tell of isolated cases which show thai it is possible.
Pupils in this category are able to cope with the type and amount of work demanded of them.
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:.mother school, she expressed the view that perhaps she "shouldn't go so fast because
somr.! children couldn't follow" she was told by her l-IT: "Don't waste your time with
katars! (had/luzy pupils!)". Most tcuchcrs said tlmt they did not like it when they have to

teach Jess able pupils they said ''Ces enj(mts-hi, il.\· ne peuvellt pas U.\·similer! (Thc!-.c
pupils, till')' cannot assimilate!"). So lange who is teaching in a "repeaters" class in f-'our Hills

put it this way:

... ils n 'arri\·em pas a retenir, surtout dans wte classe comme la mienne. Vous
dites fll aujourd'hui, vous le ript!tez. wte semaine, mais apri!s alafin du mois
quand vous retottmez lil· dessus, ils ontfini d'oublier[sic], parce qu'ils ont trop i1.
retenir comme sf./ (T6)

... they can't memorize, especially in a class like mine. You say something one day, you repeat it
for a week but at the end of the month when you come back to it, they have finish to forget it [sic]
because as if there is too much to memorise~

Like So lange, most teachers blamed the poor educational accomplishments of less able
pupils on their inability to retain what has been taught them in class and complaincJ that
there is "too much to assimilate for these children". Most teachers however said:

"Qu'est ce que vous voulez qu'on y fasse! (What can we do about il!)".Vadivel is in that
sense very much an exception when he openly admitted "responsibility" for students
learning.

Prem, now tearhing STD V in Four Hills, is one teacher who said that he tried to "do
something different for low elements". Some years back in another school, he recalled
taking charge of a STD VI class of 'very low element' and said about them: "These
children you could give them five more years they were not going to pass the CPE!".
Prem decided to teach the "STD II programme" so that his pupils could acquire some
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Prem decided to teach the "STD II progranunc'' so that his pupils could acquire SllJnl!
basic rending and writing skills. In addition, bccausl!, his pupils ''t:ould not write all day
long". Prcm decided to engage them in "pnu.:tical, usc;ful things like drawing, muk ing
basket!'". Prem said that he had to secure permission fhHnllis head teacher who in turn
had to secure permission from the inspector in order to make these changl!s. Prcm said:

Officially, we don't do this. We can't do it. I got permission. If the maitre [HT]

had said no, it was no and he could only say yes if the inspector said yes ... It's
like this. I got permission from the maitre and from the inspector. The kids
couldn't do a thing, so they said yes (T5 ).

Among the teachers of Terre Bleue and Four Hills, Prem is the only teacher who
specifically mentioned an attempt to attend to the needs of less able pupils. In contrast
most teachers blamed their pupils' poor retention skills and their difficult background as

well as a system and people that favour an "illlellectual elite". The comments, made by
Darma, school secretary in Four Hills, showed that teachers, at least in that school, are
supported in what may be labelled their fatalistic attitude towards the chances of less
able pupils.

Les profs d'apres moi ils ne sont pas ablimer! lls ont 1m programme mais si
I'enfant ne peut pas assumer le programme il est foutu! (Tl2B).
Teachers according to me you can't blame them! They have their programme and if the kid can't
assume the programme he's had it!

Summary
Vadivel's words have introduced and illustrated most of the issues articulated by
teachers of both Terre Bleue and Four Hills. Like Vadivel, most teachers who
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participated in the research considered reading, writing ami counting as crucial skills to
get by in life. They contended that the need for additional work is brought about by the
fact tlmt there is "too much to tcoch" and "too much to !corn" and by the fact that
"everything since year one has to be known lOr the examinations". For these reasons,
teachers said that they value additional work because it consolidates what is done in
class, compensates for what cannot be done in class and consolidates preparation for
examination. Teachers said that for these reasons, they considered additional work
(homework and private tuition) as necessary and indispensable. Although teachers agree
with the necessity of additional work, they also said that they resented the pressure
parents, determined to have their children pass the exam, put on them to provide
additional work (the paid and unpaid kind).

Most teachers said that they valued parental support in making pupils work extra and
providing their children with an educationally conclusive environment. Most also said
that they regret that not all parents do so. Most teachers were of the opinion that
parental support is linked to socio-economic background and, as a result, associated
pupils' present and prospective educational success to their socioeconomic
backgrounds.

Most teachers deplored the poor educational accomplishment of less able pupils for
which they blamed the pupils' poor retention ability, the lack of support from their
parents and the system in which everything in the programme has to be assimilated. All,
except one teacher, in the research, did not attribute any responsibility for the poor
educational accomplishment of less able pupils on themselves. One teacher recalled an
exceptional case at attempting to attend to the needs of less able pupils. Most teachers
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on the nther hand came to the conclusion that the sy\tcrnlilvourcd an "inlellecltt:tl elite"
ami most felt powerless with regard to the pour edw.:ouional <ICCOIIlplisluncnl\ of lc\s
ahlc pupils.

The following example lms hccn chosen because it introduces um.J illustmtcs several rJf
the issues articulated by other pupils. More specifically, this cxumplc introduceo.; issues

voiced by pupils who, like BaJa, arc 'rcpcatcrs'.Supporting the comment; made by

Devika and Vadivel, BaJa's comments expand on remarks previously made as well us
introduce new issues.

BaJa is twelve years old. He is a pupil in So lange's STD VI D in Four Hills where he
sits at the back of the class. Last year, BaJa failed to pass the CPE examination and will
try again this year. He is labelled as a 'repeater'.

BaJa said that he spends most of his day in class, playing and talking with his friends
and that he has done so throughout most of his primary schooling. He said that he and
his friends talk and play when Miss has her back turned or when she is looking the other
way. They talk about what they are going to do during the next break, about what they
did the previous night. BaJa describes his work in class with the following words:

Je suive un peu, jefais un effort pour travail quand mes am is me repondellt pas
Mais je sais pas mol comment icrire mol tout rii. j'sais pas lire I'anglais, le
franrais Un peU. J'ai petiT quand je lis comme fa, j'ai peur quam/ je fais f1GS bon.
Miss a pince lajoue quand on fait pas les dHoirs, mais y'a trop beaucoup! Moije
donne pas mes cahiers aMiss acorriger, j'ai peur Miss regarde tout f£i! ... Des
fois quandjefais des chases bons, Miss a si contellfe! (EI)
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lli•lluw)lo ;(hit, l111akt: an dfnrt with work wht:nllly lneruh do 11111 an\Wer me. Hu•.,mc, I don't
~ll\IW huw 1t1 writt: anti du all this, I don't know huw 111 read Enrli\IJ. J'rem.:h I t::UJ a h11. I iuu
Sl';trl•d \\lll'll I reotd mHJ thin~~ like that. I am sc:trcd I dun'! drJ il v~~o·.d. Mr\\, \he pinc.:he\ d•cck~
\\lll'n we d1•rft do nur \\'ll!k, hUI U1crc h h~1 mud1 plculy, I dou'l J:!ivc ruy hook lo .\fh~ lor
mar~ing. I am )iol'arcd fur her lu look at it .... Sometime\, w/1c11 I do lhinv\ W"·"'· Mi\\ cr \t1
happy!

This year is Bolla's last chance to pass the CPE cxamination~·1 • He said:

J'ai peur parce que c'estm011 demii!rf.! annee, j'ai peur de fa ire pareil. ' . j'ai pas
tramillt! trop beaucoup.' Maintemmt je dois faire un effort pour Ia CPE,
apprencire lOllS les )ours tout ra. bien icouter Miss, mais je joue trop beaucoup!
... Quand j'ai Ill aI 'examen [/'annie demiere] j 'ai pris des chewing gums, des
bonbons tom ra et puis je parlais avec mes am is pendant I' examen pare 'que c 'est
mon denrier jour at.·ec mes amis. J'aifaitfai/ pour tout. Celie annie je doive
passer Ia CPE pac'que quandje venir grandjefinis d'apprendre, avec (le CPE),
je vais avoir wre place de travail (El ).
I am scllred because ils my last year, I am scared of doing the same.... I did not work too much
plenty! Now I must do an effort for the CPE, Jearn every day, all that, listen to Miss well, but J
play too much plenty! .. , . When I am there at the exam [last year] I took some chewing gums,
some sweets all that, and I talked with my friends during the exam because it's my last day with
my friends. I did fail for ever)1hing. This year I musts pass the CPE 'cause when I to become
grow-up I finish learr:ing, v.ith [the CPEJ, I will get a job.

BaJa's mother is a domestic servant and his twenty three-year old brother is a kitchen
hand in a restaurant. They have told him that he must succeed this year and have
promised him a mobylette (moped) if he succeeds. Bala says that when he is around, his
brother, who managed to pass the CPE, beats Bala when he plays instead of doing his
homework and also because he does not read well. "Je fais pas beaucoup mes deroirs (I
don't do much homework)"

says Bala. Most evenings BaJa goes to a club in his

neighbourhood to play snooker. He said that he likes very much playing snooker and

14 Pupils have to leave primary schol when they tum 13 years of age.
3t0
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ahoul I he ~cu
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tdcvi•don.

In both Terri! Bleue i.t!ld Four Ifills schools, mw.t

pupil~

(uhlc <tml/css uhlc pupil<:. and

upper and lower-grade pupils) like BaJa, said that school is a place in which they have
friends or a pluce where they can make friends. In the stories, for example, pupils use
friendship as un argument when they try to persuade a smaller sibling to go to
school. They write: "You have to go to school to make friends!" (St 7, St 3 and St 9),
"Little by little you'll make friends!" (St 8), "You will make friends and become
inseparables" (St 3) and to the child not wanting to go to school because he wonders if
he will have any friends one \Vriter says, "Of course you will have many friends!"
(St!O).

Many repeaters, like Bala, (but not all as will be explained later) claim that "playing"
and "messing around" with their friends in class comes in the way of school work and
blame their poor performance on the fact that they do so and spend their time playing
rather than working. Pupils other than 'repeaters' have not made similar comments.
Pictorial data, as mentioned earJier, gives no representation of pupils' interactions in
class. Interactions between pupils in the play- ground on the other hand are present in
many drawings.

Data collected from conversation and stories also indicated that, to varying degrees,
most pupils, like Bala, experience some kind of anxiety/apprehensiveness. Bala is afraid
of not getting his work right, afraid of Miss and his brother and afraid of failing a
second time at the CPE examination. In the stories written by pupils, "being afraid of
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tcuchcrs" is one of the common arguments utilised hy 'little brother or
wanting to go to schnol. In most of these

imt~ginary dialogue~.

made to say: "l:un scared of the teacher", "I am too
"Tcw.:h~r

anxious

sc:~rcd

!-.i~tcr'

lin not

younger children were

hct:aU\c of the prol"',

will beat me". Conversational data shows that although mo!-!1 pupil'\ arc

:~bout

getting their work "right", it is only less able

pupil~

like Bttla, who

mentioned avoiding giving their work to teacher to mark for this reason.

Anxiety about the exams and the CPE and having to 'work hard and much' in order to
pass exams are on the other hand, issues mentioned by most upper-grades pupils in both
schools. Bala, and most 'repeaters' said they experienced anxiety because this year was

their last chance for passing the CPE. Other examples in this chapter will show
additional reasons for being anxious about the CPE and show that repeaters were not the
only people experiencing such 'anxiety'. How pupils, parents and teachers associated
the notion of 'much work' with the potential of success at CPE will be explored further
in this chapter.

In informal conversations with upper-grade pupils in Terre Bleue and Four Hills, most
ofthe pupils, who like Bala are categorised as "repeaters", said that they "had to pass"
the CPE in order to go to college and later "get a good job". None could predict about
what kind of job the CPE would enable them to do and none knew what they wanted to
do when they grew up.

Summary
BaJa's example has introduced and illustrated several of the issues articulated by pupils
of both Terre Bleue and Four Hills schools. Like Bala, most pupils (able and less able
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pupils as well as upper :.md lowcr-gmdcs pupils) perceived school a" a pl<tcr..: whcrc thcy
hi.l\'C ;.md 1nakc friemls; they arc fc<.lrful oftcttr.:hcrs' discipline and tl1cy cxpcricnr.:c
anxi('ty ahnut getting their work right. Likt.: Balo.t, moM upper grwlc pupils claimed

anxiety about th(' CPE c.xamination, believed that they hall to work tmrd and much in
order to pass ~his cxaminution, while most associated the CPE with their cducational
and occupational prospects. furthernmrc, pupils who like Bala arc "repeaters" said that

they experienced anxiety because their work is not right ami for this reason, and in
contrast with otht.!r pupils, a\'oided giving their work to their teachers for marking.
These pupils also said that they experienced anxiety because it is their last chance for

passing the CPE. They indicated that they had to pa.s the CPE in order to go to college
and in order to get a job. In contrast with others, pupils labelled as repeaters did not
indicate the kind of job they aspired to do when they grow up.

The following examples of Kiran, Victoria, Tara and Ariff, cast additional light on the
associa,,ion pupils make between the CPE and their educational and occupational
prospects. The combined stories of these pupils illustrate the views of most upper grade
pupils with the exception of less able pupils like Bala. Like earlier, comments made in
the following examples support and expand on conunents previously made as well as
introduce new issues

Kh-an, Victoria, Tara and Ariff

!Gran is eleven years old and categorised as a 'good element' pupil in STD VI A in
Four Hills. !Gran's parents are pharmacists. The following is an extract of !Gran's story,
in which she recounted an imaginary dialogue between her mother and her five-year old
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sister Rit:t. In the story Kimn's mother tries to

~.:onvince

Rita who went to ;;o to school

for the first time the previous day and dm:s not want to go <tgain why she should do so.

Ritu: Please mum, I don't

w:.~nt

to go to school!

Mother: llut why Rita'!
Ritn: Because it is too tiresome!

i\lolher: No it is not too tiresome. You should go to school. It is very important
Rita: \Vhy is it important to go to school?

i\'lother: To learn good manners, to have good friends, to learn how to write and
to study.
Rita: Why is it important to study hard?
Mother: So that you can pass your exams and go to a good college.
Rita: But why should I have a good college?
Mother: To get to a good university in your own country or abroad and to get a
good job like doctor, lawyer or judge.
Rita: Why should we have a good job?
Mother: To get money and you can buy the things you need.
Rita: Oh! Now I understand! Tomorrow I'll go to school again! (St9).

Victoria and Tara are eleven years old and like BaJa are categorised as 'repeaters'. In

contrast with BaJa however, they sat in the front row in Solange's class in Four Hills.
Victoria and Tara were two of the six pupils in that class who are repeating STD VI,

despite the fact that they have passed the CPE the previous year. Their marks included
As, Bs and Cs and nothing under. Both said they were repeating because they did not
manage to be c/assees (ranked) at CPE last year. Both said that they are aiming to do so
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this ycur. For these reasons ;uul despite the f:1cl that they arc i1lso catcgorbcd as
"rcpc:llcrs" Victoria and Tara have different aspirations from those of Bala.

Victoria's parents work in a snack rcsl<turant. Victoria says tlmt she wants to hccomc a
lawyer. Her pmcnts have promised her!.! trip to South Africa if she succeeds at being

'c/as.w!e (mnkcd)'. Tara's lhther on the other hand is .a stone mason and her mother docs
not work. Till'a said that she wants to become a teacher. Her parents have promised her a
bicycle if she is 'classie (ranked)'.

Ariff is also eleven years old and like Victoria and Tara, a 'repeater' who has passed
CPE the previous year, with As, Bs and Cs. Like them, Ariff is aiming at being "clam!
(ranked)"on his second attempt. Ariff sat at the front of the class in Sarojni's class. His
father is a clerk in a government office and his mother works in a supermarket. He said
that he wanted to become a doctor and that his parents will buy him a computer if he is
'classe (ranked)'.

Kiran, Victoria, Tara and Ariff said that they have to work hard to be "classes (ranked)"
in order to get admitted into a 'good college'. As most other pupils in Terre Bleue and
Four Hills, they identified these colleges by name when asked what they meant by
"good college": "Queen Elisabeth Rose Hill, Royal College Curepipe, Loreto College.
St Esprit". Kiran and Victoria said that they had an older sister and brother in one of
these colleges.

Kiran's story supports several of the points made earlier. Kiran tells her little sister that
going to school is important in order to"havc good friends" and in order to "learn how
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In read and write". It is so also when she indil:atcs that '\tmJy hard" will make her "P"""
the exam" :md similarly nssnciatcs passing the c;l(:lfll with having "a good job".
llowcwr. lJL•r story. together with Victoria's, Tara's and Arifl\ comment\, introdw.:c\
aspirations

~lr il

different type and it is necessary to return to Yadivcl'.\ comment\ in

order to elaborate these aspirations.

In his account. Yadivcl arranged pupils in three groups: a small group comprising
"faibles (weak)" less able pupils like BaJa and Anju, another small group of pupils which

Vadivel and other teachers categorised as an 'intellectual elite', and a third group, the
majority group comprising the rest of pupils. Kiran, as a pupil in STD VI A in Four
Hills, belonged to that small group of pupils which Vavidel and other teachers labelled
'intellectual elite', Victoria, Tara and Ariff, on their part, belonged to what Vavidel

described as the majority group but were showing by their actions that they were trying
to join the "intellectual elite" group.

Despite their distinct grouping and labelling, Kiran, Victoria, Tara and Ariff aspired to

the same thing, to be" classe(e)s au CPE (ranked at CPE)" in order to secure a "good
college". Wanting to "rank at CPE in order to secure a goof, college" was the ambition
of most upper-grade pupils in Four Hills and Terre Bleue. It is what most upper-grade

pupils said they work for. Similarly, it is what most interviewed parents, whether their
children were in low grades or upper grades and whether they were schooling in Four
Hills or Terre Bleue, said they aspired for their children. It is also what all interviewed
teachers said they wished for the pupils they believed able to do so. Bipin, a pupil in
STD V B in Four Hills said:
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)e tlois appn•11d tri·s dur pour a/In dan,· Uoyal Curt'fJ/)It'. A Ia }in tit• lilt'S t'Xfllllt'IH
trum·crmo11 nom dans It· journal d lllt'.\'f'lll't'IIIS wmt t~tn· nmtt'lll.\' tit• nlfJi.'
(.1'1 /3).

jt' (lois

lmmt

karn~

jskJ n.·ry hartl!ll ~~~Ill Hoyal Curt•pipe ll<oyal

Collc~e in

CurcpircJ. When the t:JW!rt

is linblwd Imu~t tint! my n;une in tile ncw~potpcr ;uulmy part:llh will he plea~ctl '.>;~lh me•''·

Similarly, when asked what his wishes were for his pupils, Sailcsh the hcud teacher in
Fotrt Hills said: "For them to join the best colleges in Mauritius" (TI 1).

Wanting to get a 'good job', a topic introduced in previous cases, is also a wish
expressed by most upper grade pupils. Victoria wanted to be a lawyer, Tara wanted to

be a teacher, Ariff wanted to become a doctor. In contrast with BaJa, Kiran, Victoria,
Tara, Ariff and most other upper grade pupils said that they have 'professional'
ambitions. Vavidel earlier construed this ambition as parental "mentality'' which
Kiran's story illustrates. In that story. when Rita queries her mother, asking why she
should go to a "good college" Kiran made the mother say: " ... To getto a good
university in your country or abroad and to get a good job like doctor, lawyer or
judge ... To get money and you can buy the things you need" (St9). Most teachers who
are also parents were in empathy with this "mentality" . An example is that of Renu, a
lower grade teacher in Four Hills who said: "I want my children to reach plus haw que

moi (higher than me), you don't get enough as a teacher, I want them to earn more. I want
them to get good jobs like doctor or lawyer!"(T7). Reasons for wanting to school in a
"good college" will be explained in greater details in the next participant case.

8

~ The list of ranked pupils is published every year in the Mauritian newspapers.
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SumnUJQ'

Kiran, Victnria, T11ra omd Ariff's comments support several of thr.: points made hy
Dt:\'ika, Yo1divcl ami Bala. They saw school as a place where they cun have friends, un
impon:mt plal·c whl'rc to lc:1rn how to read and write and a place where they have to
work much and hard in order to succeed. Moreover, their comments have illustrated thilt
wanting to "rank at CPE in order to get admission in a good college" was the prevalent

ambition of most upper grade pupils in Four Hills and Terre Blcuc, an ambition they
shared with most inter\'iewed parents and teachers. Their comments have also
illustrated that upper grade pupils had a professonial ambitions that coincided with those
expressed by most interviewed parents.

The following example of Philip and Lalita further highlights parents' experiencing and
understanding of primary education which has been introduced earlier by Devika. More
specifically, Lalita's and Philip's comments shed additional light on the dominant
aspiration, of "wanting to rank in order to secure a good college". Philip and Lalita's
words illustrate what sustains this ambition as well as what this ambition entails for
parents and pupils. Their comments support and expand on previous comments as well
as introduce new issues.

Philip and Lalita
Philip and Lalita, a couple in their early thirties, have an only daughter Anabelle who is
a STD VI A pupil in Four Hills. Both Philip and Lalita are professionals who, through
their hard work and perseverance, have escaped their humble beginnings.
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Philip. the last of a family of Jive children, lost his mother, who was a Sl:hool teacher, in
tht: lirst few years of his primary schooling. lie talked about his childhood as unhappy,

full of problems und very disciplined. He says: "Jn those days we were scmcd de

prt•ndrt• Wlt! raclt!t• /e lnulemain (tn get a bcming the next day) if we did not do our

homework!" (PI).

Philip said that he worked very hard throughout his whole schooling. His 'chance' came

in Standard V when he became the pupil of a ''jaiseuse de haursier"M. Because he
worked well and also because he had family difficulties, this teacher invited him to
attend her private tuition classes free of charge. With her technique and support of
members of his extended family, some of whom were also teachers, Philip said that he

"a dec roche (got hold of)" a scholarship for which there was fierce competition, managed
to get himself through secondary education and later secured "a good government job".

Lalita also worked very hard throughout her schooling because she knew that her
parents could not afford private tuition. She also knew that she had to work hard in
order to get a scholarship to pay for the "t!co/age (school fees)" for secondary schooling
which her parents could not afford. Her own parents never went to school and did not
know how to read and write. They were very poor with a family of six children to bring
up. Lalita said that she grew with "this mentality of wanting to improve my lot". She
casually mentioned that she was the only one in her class who has been able to
"traverser (break through)" in spite of not taking private tuition. Through her

determination and hard work she, like Philip, gained a scholarship which enabled her to

86

Faiseuse de boursier translate as maker of scholarship laureates. Such people arc described as having
specific work methods which year after year make pupils succeed at exams. These methods generally
consist of drilling pupils with past exam papers, taking pupils through the various processes they need to
consider in order to answer correctly to "rank" at CPE.
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compktc: ht.•r

sc...:oml<~ry

education and

l<~lcr

obtained a I<~W

dcgrc~.:.

She now ha.., <1

professional occup<lti,lil.

Their daughtcr, Anabclh:, was a pupil in STD VI A in Four Ifills where she

pr~.:pared

ffJr

the CPE examination. She is a 'good clt.:m~o:nt' in the sense described in the prcviou-.
chapter. In spite of the C.1ct that she and her parents ha\'C not lived in Four Hilb'
catchment area since Anabelle was in STD JV, her parents have managed to keep her in

that school for the remaining two years of her primary schooling. They decided to do so.
because Annabelle was "used to her environment" and because Four Hills is perceived

by them as a far "better school" than the school she should attend near home. Philip's
mother lives in the catchment area and this fact has been utilised to their advantage.

Philip, Lalita and Anabelle said they leave home together at around 6 a.m. every
working morning. Annabelle was the first one to be dropped at her grand mother's
place. The grandmother prepared her for school, her lunch, and ''fait /e chouclwu
(pamper)". Lalita explained that such early start is due to the fact that Philip, who had to
be at work very early, wanted to provide transport for her and Annabelle before he
started his own day's work. From her grand mother's place and at the appropriate times,
Anabe!le's journeys to and from Four Hills were done by van. Philip and Lalita picked
Annabelle from her grand mother's place at around 5 p.m. on "non-lessons days" and
5.30 in the afternoon on "lesson days". During the week, the best part of Anabelle's
evenings were spent doing homework on average until about 9 p.m., with half an hour

time off for the evening meal.
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In

th~..·

following stillc:!llcnt Llliw ami

Philip~:ollmlunicatcd

how they experienced and

undcrst(wd their daughter's primary cduca•ion.

LollihJ: Once at home, usually it's Philip who looks ahcr her homc;work hccau\e I
go tlin:ctly to the kitchen to prepare Mllllcthing to cat. But on the other h<md, when
she is in her OCdroom. not fi.lr from the kitchen, sometime.\ !-.hl! shout\: Can you
tdlmc what this is'! So I help. Sometimes, I, it's my way, if shc make~ a mbtakc,
she has mis-interpreted a sentence, I say to her jokingly: Arc you sure'! How doc••
thi~ look like'~ She laughs. But it depends on my mood, you sec, sometime!-. I get
very angry when she makes une fame bhe ra ~illy mi,tukcJ. The good thing v.·ith
Annabelle is that, elle raisomze.' (thinb./rcflcct.\!J Usually she docs not ask for help
unless she really does not know. She gets on with her homework and we help her
onlv with little things. When she asks, if \Ve sec that she c.:an do the work we sav:
.
'Get on with it, do it as you think it should be done, we will come and correct
later'. But you know I noticed that the same exercises keep coming buck. Jn each
chapter there is this sort of repetition, even if it's not quite like when we \'.'ere
repeating in our days [rote learningJ, I think that this is the idea, to repeat the same
thing without having to say to the child: 'Repear after rne!' I think repetition is in
her books. That's why I tell my little girl when she asks questions: 'Remember!
You have asked me this already! You already have done this! Repeating you see,
it's practice. II faut forger pour etre forgeron!(practice makes perfect), that's how it
is!

.

-

Philip: You see we don't want to put pressure on. If she makes dc!i faute.'. d'
innatention (careless errors,) especially in languages. f~~ example she is conjugating

a verb at the second person and forgets to write the s ', 1 say to her: 'Have you
eaten the s ?' She says what s? I say: 'can't you see that an sis missing here?
It's a game see! But at the same time control is strict you sec. \Vhat I do at weekends for example, ifl know that there was not too much pressure during the week
at school and, that she does not have too much homework, I look for a paper
[mock exam paper] in her books, those books with papers from previous years. I
do this, so that she can practise.

Lallta: We don't do this all the time! ... If she has free time we let her have free
time. On weekends for example, we let her watch the programmes she likes to
watch on TV. Take last Friday for example, she started to do her homework. I said
to her Why this rush, you have the whole day, Saturday ! She said: 'No, because
Saturday there is a long programme I want to watch. So she did her homework
until lO p.m.! ... Sunday is free and nowadays she reads a lot French and English
books. She shows some interest, but you know, we have to push her because there
are too many distractions. Honestly, programmes on TV all day long just as in
Europe nowadays! It's a distraction, they want to watch. When it goes on [the
watching of TV] for too long, I turn the TV off and I say:' Finish your homework!
You'll watch it another day!'
87

The reported conversation between Shamlesh and Rama in the previous chapter similarly makes
mention of a missing .§at the second person or present tense in conjugating French verbs. In English
grammar, this could be likened to keeping forgetting to add the s when saying or \\Tiling she- /he cats.
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I havc Ji·icnds tdling

that they give extra work to their child. One of them w:J...,
~OtTecting homt:work in the hus ami sotneonc haid Ito her!: 'Arc you llll proic'>'>clu'!
(a lt:acher?)'. You sec sht: was giviJ.lg this work to push her child li1r CPE. Some
parents do that, but I am against thi..., hcl:ause, you lwve to think of the child, you
sec. myself am! I am an adult, come 2 in the afternoon, I don't likt.: to do much, I
husy myself yes. I do little things, hut to com:entratc, to .'>tart ~mncthing new at
that time, I must sav. no I don't! You sec school :dready start\ at H:un. :md then
three tim~.:s a week they have lessons until.') p.m, then the cltildn.:n go home to do
their school work. Some parents stay until midnight with their children for
homework you know! Most of her IAnahcllc'sj fncnds take an additional two
lessons but. myself, I don't think it's necessary because we arc here to help her.
Teachers ask. no Iuter than yesterday, a teacher phoned her and said: 'Situ vcux un
jour allcr prendre! (if you want to take lessons one day!)'. I said to her: It'~ not a
question of wanting or not, if you see that it will be beneficial for you to take a
lesson take it Saturdays. for let's say an hour, just before the exam! BUl to take it
alwavs.
. everv. Saturdav.. no that's ttumt! (killing) I think this is rcallv. tuwu for the
Ill!.!

child!

Lalita: ... Last year we have had lm drame (dramatic/emmionul incident) you see, at
the end of 5th year, she got a B for EVS. This \vas very traumatic for her, she
cried all the way from school. She refused to eat etc. You see what happened is
that she took it another way, she did not agree, she was saying that her marks had
been wrongly added up. A ten year old, to act like this, it's incredible! My sister
in law who works at X [in the education field] had to explain to her what a B
meant: that teachers were a little severe in marking. that it \vas to make children
work a bit harder, that it did not mean that you have failed this subject, but that

well, that you have to do better, that it was not

Wl

drame (the end of the canh !). I was

really upset I can tell you. I thought, ok, this time, she probably think 'I must do

better', but it was so traumatic, I got quite scared! The fact that someone else had
to talk to her to make her understand! That she did not want to eat, to sleep! In the
end, she went to sleep at mid-day! That's the system you see, I think this is due to

the system, children get caught in competition!
Philip: ... [this year]ln all her interrogations (tests) she got 50 out of 50, but you

know I don't want to give her false

confidenc~!

All we want is for her to maintain

good marks until the end of the year [for CPE] that's all we ask of her' I never ask

her to be first in class, it's enough if she is among the first ten, ra me su!Jit/ (its
enough!). She brings us a 90% average and it's ok!
Lalita: Yea that's it! The only thing we want Annabelle [pause] Annabelle works

fOr 90% and this is enough for us. We don't want her to do cramming lo become
first, no, no! The important thing is that she knows all her subjects [pause] That's
where I see a good result, 90%!
Philip: 90 plus

Lalita: At 90 plus, let's say, she can simply have a good college. I do not aim for
Queen Elizabeth College where all the best girls go! I say that there are other
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schools, l:co!t•s c·mlj{•,\'.\'ionl'!lt!J (1cligiou~ ~..:hou/..,) which <lfC good. These schools
take pupils ranked muong the lirst 200CJ. With lJW/r1 ;_~vewgc you r:lllk among the
first 2500. That would satisfy me!
Philip: You know the differem.:c in points between the lir~t and the IOOOth j..; very

snmll!
Lalitu: Yl'S the margin is very minimal. The irnportnnt thing i~ tfmt Annabelle
this exam, not to he mnong the first 100, I don't mind if she is 400, 500.
The main thing is that she gets a good college. If she doesn't !pauo.,ej well, o.,hc
will have to repeat to get a good college. Up to now, we can ~oay that Anna helle
always has had her 90% in all subjects. Even with the "If' fmy empha~oisj ..,he got
last year you know. you get 859r:. Even \\'ith a B you can pav·~ the CPE! So we do
not drmnatisc things. E\'cn if we can't say it aloud, \\'c have confidence m her, in
her ability. \\'e know what she is worth. what she can do. We alwayr.; ...ay to her try
to work for 100% marks! Because you sec I think that when it comes to exams
you capacities diminish. \Vc don't have 100% capacity at exams! You arc
stressed, you ha\'e to do the papers in a limited time etc., Your capacities
diminish. Working for 100% marks can lead you to a 90% result. It's the only
way for pupils, work hard, sustain the effort all throughout the year, work IOO'it
all throughout the year and then with 90'it results you can make it! fP!).
p<~sscs

Philip and Lalita's understanding of Anabellc's primary education is embedded in their
own experience of primary education which, like Devika earlier, they described as
difficult especially in economic terms. As parents described by teachers earlier as
"supportive parents", Philip and Lalita viewed their support as important and beneficial
factors for their daughter's educational prospects and for this reason they provide an
education~conducive

environment for their daughter. In contrast with BaJa and because

of her parents' support, Annabelle for example did not watch too much television, was
provided with books in English and French to read on Sunday. Her homework was
supervised and she was given additional work in the form of past examination papers in
order to prepare herself for the CPE.

It has been shown in previous examples that wanting to 'secure a rank at the CPE

examination in order to secure admission in a good college' was the goal that most
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uppl!r grad~: pupils said they worked tmv:~nls, the amhition most parents, not just those
who, as Ltlita mul Philip, had a child in STD VI, ~ilid they
wlmt mosttc<H:hers \\'ish

f(lr

h:~vc

Ji.Jr their chiklrcu and

the pupils they hclievc arc able to do !'.ll. Lalita and

comments casts more light on the nature of that ambition and on what, as most

Philip'~

parent~.

they belic\'e arc the requirements tu achieve that ambition.

Lalita and Philip worked hard through their primary schooling and us a result won

scholarships (Junior Scholarship) which enabled them to pay for their secondary
education fees in a "top Confessional School" for Lalita and a "good State College" for
Philip". Ana belle and other secondary education aspirants, now that 'econdary
education is free, do not need a scholarship in order to go to college. However, like her

parents, Ana belle needed to work hard in order to, like them, get into a 'good college'.
The following presents what parents saw as a 'good college' and what made these
colleges desirable. It also indicates the amount and type of hard work which parents
thought necessary in order to rank at CPE and hence secure admission in 'good
colleges'.

In her interview, Lalita said: "I do not aim for Queen Elizabeth College where all the
best girls go, I say that there are other schools ecoles confessionel!es which are good.
The main thing is that she gets a good college"" (PI). All interviewed parents, as Lalita
and Philip, want their child 10 secure admission in a college to which they affix the
88

Rather than in one of those private colleges of 'uneven standing' that mushroomed in Mauritius at that
lime (see ChapterS for an explanation of the secondary system in place during that time).
89
In 1996 secondary education was provided in 130 schools in Mauritius (MEPD, 1997c). In that year
25,629 pupils were examined at the CPE. 16,737 passed and 5,698 among these 16,737 pupils were
ranked (MEPD, 1997a). Their various ranks gave them admission in !997 in nne of the 71 secondary
colleges which take ranked pupils. These 71 secondary colleges arc considcrcl.! as ...~ood colleges ..
Among them, approximately 113 are considered very good and a handful arc \'cry high demand schools
(MES, 1997c). The remaining 11,039 pupils school in the remaindL'f 59 secondary schools. 23 of which
have been described earlier as "sub-standard".
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qualifier "good". Like Lalita and Philip, most interviewed parents said that: "getting a
good college is the main thing" the "most important thing". Several of these parents said
that that was what they wanted "a tout prix (at all cost)" and several, like Lalita, said that
their children would repeat STD VI to try again if they do not succeed doing so.

Interviewed parents like Lalita as well as upper grade pupils, identified several colleges
when asked what was meant by "good college":

You have those with good reputation Queen Elizabeth, Royal Colleges, these
colleges we say are very very good. The confessional colleges some of them
are also very good, the Loreto colleges for example, they are very good. And
then you have the others, some of them are really bad you know. We don't
want our children to go in those! (Pl).

Some parents believed that these colleges were good because they had "better teachers"
but did not specify in what way these teachers were "better" than those other colleges.
Some parents also suggested that these colleges are good because they are " better
resourced (sont mieux equipes) than other colleges". Other parents believed that these
colleges "are better colleges because they have the intellectual elite". Some parents
stated that these colleges are good because: "Pupils who got the best marks at CPE go
to them"," They [the good colleges] have the best pupils". In addition, most parents
noted that students who go to university have good results at HSC, and noted that these
students originated from "good colleges". Similarly, most parents noted that students
who win scholarships come from "good colleges", and as this parent some said that
"children able to study [because of scholarships] in the best universities in Europe, in
India come from good colleges". This parent says: "We need our children to get to these
colleges because in these colleges they have a better chance de gagner (win) a
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scholarship to study :.1hroad", "llow can we aflimllJnivcrsity education ahroad!" (HHJ.
Scvcml parents and tc<lchcrs gave examples of friends ;nul 1:unily members who had to

sell their house in order to pay fur their child's tertiary studies ahroad. Several declared

having to do more than one joh in order to do so. Fon Yin, an upper grade teacher in
Four Hills, for example, said that in order to s_upport his daughter's university studies in
South Africa. he had to spend most of his free time giving private tuition. He also said

that it is for this reason that he drove an old moped rather than the car he could afford
with his giving so much tuition 90 (FB/U pp.S0-59).

Hard and much work is mentioned as an important issue for parents. Lalita who says

that to succeed Anabelle needs to "work hard, sustain the effort all throughout the year"
reflected parents' conviction in that regard. During a conversation with a group of
parents in Terre Bleue one father put it this way: "Plus on travaillle plus on a sa chance
(The more you work the better your chance)" (R8). For this reason, like Philip and Lalita, most

parents organised additional work for their children. Like Philip, some parents said that
they made their children practise mock exam papers, other parents said that they sit and
work with their children every night and at weekends and did so using the exercises
from the extra books recommended by teachers or private tutors. Some parents also said

that they bought additional books in shops while other parents '"id that they send their
children, after school, or during the week-end, for additional tuition".

Philip and Lalita calculated that Anabelle needed an average of 90% in all subjects in
order to achieve this goal but added that they wanted her to work for a I00% marks to

Fon Yin's daughter did not manage to secure admission in the University of ~-lauritius where cducathm
is free nor did she manage to get a scholarship from the various countries and organisations offering them
to support tertiary education abroad.
,
91
In addition to the privale tuition given in class by regular teacher.

90
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o1llnw for the "loss of c:.Jpac:ities" one is said to experience during examination. Thcir

comm.:nts exemplified the wish of many p<~rcnts, that of securing straight A's in all
suhjccts. Sonll' like Philip and Lalita rationalised this wish. Most parents on the other
hand suid thut wh;u they wanted and asked for were "straight A's", a demand about
which, Dy;.unantce nmkcs the following comments:

The only thing parents arc interested in arc results. They expect good results at th~
end of the year. A child could have three A and one B, parents are not satisfied
with this B. This B may be on border line as we say, but the parent is not satisfied.
\Ve try to make them understand, but the thing is, parents don't accept le niveau
de leur enfant!

(th~ capacity level of their child!) (T6).

Anabelle's reponed reaction to the fact that she got a B is a clear indication that the high
achievement standards expected from pupils are sources of anxiety for the pupils as well
a their parents. Teachers speaking in their quality of parents have mentioned this
anxiety. Yousouf, an oriental languages teacher in Four Hills schools, for example said:

The CPE examination you know, it's much more than an examination! I can't
describe that CPE! You have your son, your daughter sitting for CPE examination
its crazy! You don't sleep yourself! You have to imagine the small child who has
to sit for the CPE examination and the father tells him, You have to bring me
good results, and the mother tells him the same and the teacher alsq! (OT4).

Christelle said:

Ayo! This CPE, I really don't know, every one wants to be the best, best, best. We
push these children to get a ranking then when you look at these children three
years later, some of those who came up 9th lOth among 5000, some of them often
theydon•t work anymore in class, you know! Like the son of that TV personality,
now he is at Brown Sequart92 t They pushed him too much. The kid got tired. Now
his head is not right, his head is tired. This happens you know!The parents are
stressed, the kids are stressed! These children they do not live their lives as
n Psychiatric Hospital in Port Louis.
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children as I did when I was at primary school! In my dttys we had time to play
after school <IS I did, play hide and seck, pick goy:1vas. They don't do this
anymore! (T3 ).

Like Lalita, most parents imputed responsibility on the system. Mokshda put it this way:

You sec this CPE it's government policy as we say. As long as the government
docs not decide to change, what can we do! As long a'i it is there we always will
have the same problems! (R4B).

Summary
Like the views of pupils and teachers discussed in previous examples, especially those
in upper grades, most parents' understandings of primary education is conditioned by
the presence and requirements of the CPE examination in the near future. Parents want
their children to rank at the CPE examination in order to secure admission in what they
perceive as a good college. For this reason, most parents, like Philip and Lalita, agreed
with teachers' opinions that pupils need to assimilate the information on which they are
going to be examined at CPE. Like them they saw much, hard and additional work as
providing their children with the means to assimilate this information and to attain the
goal they have set for them that of ranking in order to secure a good college. Parents
saw these colleges as having better teachers and pupils and as being better resourced.
They also viewed schooling in these colleges as enabling their children to get good
results at HSC which in turn would enable their children to get admitted into the
Mauritius University and/or win scholarships to study abroad. They noted the anxiety
and the requirements, such as much work and consistent good marks needed for ranking
at the CPE, brought upon their children and themselves and like teachers earlier, blamed
"the system" for this happening.
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The following examples illustrate what research participants other tlwn pupils, parents
and teachers construed as the dominant issues of Mauritian primary education. As
explained earlier, the educationists' voices rcllcct a hromler Mauritian understanding of
the present cin.:umst;mccs nnd issues of Mauritian primary education. These exumples
introduce and illustrate what educationists construe as the dominant issues in Mauritian
primary education. The comments made in these examples support and expand on
..:onm1ents made by people previously as well as raise new issues.

Educationists' voices"

Noor did his primary and secondary schooling in Mauritius and went to Europe for his
tertiary studies. His occupation which cannot be described without giving him away
puts him in close contact with primary education. At some point, while describing his
present occupation, Noor said: "Much value is placed on education in Mauritian society,
success at examination becomes a very, very important criteria in the Mauritian
mentality". This is what Noor said when I invited him to explain these statements
further.

In Mauritius, we had the British with a system of education where the aim was
eventually to produce people with academic qualifications, who could go to the
clerical and administrative services. Not of the highest order, but up to the middle
order. So it was mostly an academic education which was there. These types of
jobs were regarded as jobs to be aimed at as career prospects. You had this and
outside this you had agriculture. Being labourer was a tough job you know! If you
had academic education, outside this public sector, there was very little else, some
shopkeepers and a few industries and nothing else. And then of course, you had a
group of people who had come as immigrants, who did not want their children to
suffer the same lot of an immigrant. Especially people from India, these people
93

Like other cases in this report, the names used in the following section arc fictional. However, in
contrast with previous cases, in order to protect the anonymity of more rcgognisab!c participants, the
fictitious names utilised in the following section arc not necessarily a true rcnccfion of the gender and
ethnic group of the people they depict.
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had come to Mauritius to work out /{u· themselves a better destiny. Working out
for themselves a better destiny meant tlwt they had had to change tlu:ir condition"
of life. which to them were not acceptable. They were not rich enough to start
their own business. So their only hope was education. If you look at the Jndi;m
community, in their culture education has <llwuys played an import<tnt role. You
can sec in India the numher of unemployed gradu:.ttcs! It is part of their culture tfl
go for education and tlH.:reJi.nc. in t1 way, there was a desire on the p:.lft of the\c
people to go for education, to get a certifkatc to get a bctler job, and every parent
wuntcd this to happen. to have something hcttcr for their children, get a white
collar job and avoid the sweat, the perspiration of tht: sugar-cane fields. And
coupled with this [pnuseJ sort ofattruction of administration career, academic
education, the desire for people to [pause], the lack of employment prospects
which were lucrative. coupled \Vitli this, around the 40s, after World War, the
price of sugar went up. There were many people, Indians, who had small plots of
land and overnight their standard of Jiving went up. They could afford education
for their children. So, they were not satisfied with just primary education which
government was providing free at the time. Even at that time the 1950s there were
over 85% of children of primary school going age who were going to school.
Back in the 1960s and now, you have around 96%, may be C\'en more who go to
school. And with people becoming richer, with prices of sugar going on, )'OU arc
able to buy more, the whole standard of living goes up. People are not satisfied
only with primary education. They looked for secondary education and in a period
of five to seven years, you had the number of secondary schools increasing for
seven to 285. You had a number of private enterprises who came in. trying to gh-t.:
secondary education in buildings that were not meant for secondary education.
Now I tell you what happened. There is one thing called the n+l factor. If my
child is having primary, his child is having primary and so on one of us will want
a bit more than primary. That is the n+l. .. You have created this desire to study,
which gathers its own momentum. You have the number of jobs, which were
restricted, the number of schools which people carne to perceive as "good school''
which was restricted. So at the end of primary. you have this bottleneck, a rush for
people to go to the good schools, a rush to get to the good schools. And you have
the CPE exam becoming highly selective, and straight oway then you had the
phenomenon of private tuition culture. I give private tuiti011 to my daughter, then
you'll give tuition to your daughter, and if you start to give tuition in STD VI, I'll
do it in STD V, then STD IV and so on. We have pupils taking private tuition
which is a system parallel so this all leads to a, the, the, the [pause] the importance
that we place on the CPE, the importance we place on getting a certificate which
will give us access to good school at secondary level. And then once we go
through the secondary stream, we go for a good certificate at the HSC level so that
. we can get a good university to study. You know, in the University of Mauritius,
because of the demand, for every six persons who applied only one is selected.
This means that in certain disciplines, even with two A's and one B. you are not
able to get admission whereas with many external Universities you'd get
admission. This in a way explains to us this [pause] rush. rush for education. The
gold rush! Now [pause], in this process you have what we call an elitist system
because we are prizing success for the examination which growsjarouc!teme11t
(fiercely) selective, elitist. So what happens? You have teachers who work with
those they know will pass. From the very first day that children get to school, all
teachers know rightly or wrongly that children coming from a particular socio330

Cl'Onomh.: background, their pcrfonnam:c i~ going to he low. And tlll~rcforc, you
;attempt to help them once, twkc, three times, and then no more, within a term of
the first year at sdmol, you art.! making the dc.'>tiny of the dlild ;md he stay~ t1
backward d!ild! ... I read somewhere, soJHchody said, tile hcst advicc one c<Jn give
a child who1n )'llll want to perlilrnl C(lucat ionally well, th~: best advice tr1 hinJ,
would ht: to select the parents where he will hc horn. Anyway, thh wotive for
peoplt! to go for education, at one time you know, we fwd '>cvcrc unc1nployment
problems, that was in the 1970s and this meant that people tigain, srJrl (jf ru..,hcd
on education to get out of this problem (P4).

On several occasions in the course of our ~..ommunication, Noor implied criticism of
what was happening at the school lc\'el saying "with our methods of teaching here in
1\-lauritius you know!". This is what Noor said when I asked him to tell me about the
teaching methods in

~Iauritian

primary schools:

... Unfortunately, most of the teaching methods in our schools 95% of the
teaching uses direct methods, lectures, telling, very little involvement of
children. You see, because of time pressure, because the syllabus which is too
heavy for the time available, because of the need to make children pass, the need
to produce results and unfortunately because the performance of teachers is still
implicitely judged by the amount of children who pass the exam, therefore what
happen, you are not creating educated children what you are doing is giving
them a mass of information three quarters of which they will forget within six
months and one quarter is obsolete by the time they finish school. ... Now in our
exam papers, we try to have questions \vhich will attempt at higher order
thinking, because what eventually we would have wished to happen is to help
children to develop their cognitive ability. Make them [pause] make them think
scientifically, rationally, solve problems, creative thinking, scientific mind.
Eventually I think this ought to have been the essence of education, knowledge,
a certain amount of knowledge is essential, fundamental. Certain knowledge
never changes ... You see EVS was like that, the aim behind EVS was to, for
EVS, teaching strategies were spelled out for teachers to help children de,·elop
their instinct for exploring, their instinct for a wider sense of wonder to see what
was happening around them. All these experiments were in teachers' books, but
teachers are so pressed, they show a few things to the children and they are
asked to learn it by heart. No one realised, took into account the amount of time,
the other methods of teaching [different from those described in the previous
chapter] would require. I can go for activity-based, child-centred but this would
mean that I'll have to change the system of examining. Even there we have some
problems, in our examination papers, we test essential learning abilities and
desired ones. But what teachers do, they take a series of past exam papers [ask
the pupils to] try to guess the answers to these questions, make them learn them
by heart. It's not testing. It's still memory testing. We realise this but there is the
exam. So here we are, a [pause] in a vicious circle! (P 4).
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Like Ntlllr, mnstl'ducationists expressed opinions in <lgrcement with those expressed hy
h~<K'hcrs

and p;ucnts dcsc.:rihcd earlier. They also voiced opinions that can he categorised

ots t·ritki~III

of otltcr pc,:oplc and of what they perceive as the shortcomings of the

system. The following outlines wh<tl educationists construe as the dominant aspects and
issues of ~lauritian primary education and the why and how this is so in their view.

l\lost outside school participants acknowledged and substantiated the belief held by
other participants that education is desirable and important. They, as Anisha in the
following, assigned this belief to everyone in Mauritian society:

Everybody in Mauritius is interested in education, whether in villages or whether
in towns. This is the only thing that makes people go mad. This is the only thing
that will make people go on strike. They will put up with other things, water not
running properly, etc .. They will not do an)thing about that. But for education
they will! (P2).
Educationists described primary education as the means to facilitate professional and
social climbing and, as exemplified by Noor's comments, they provided historical and
cultural explanations for the desirability of education in Mauritian society. Most made
mention of the Mauritian migrant past and of the desire of people, because of that
migrant past, to work themselves a better destiny. They also mentioned the prospects of
working in administration as almost the only alternative to working in the sugar cane
fields and the fact that education over time became perceived as 'the passport' to do so.
Most remarked that free education improved economic means and that aspirations for
white collar jobs strengthened a certain "hunger for education" and like Noor, noted the
competitive mentality that followed increased educational participation in their country.
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In mldition, most educ:.ttionists, as exemplified hy Noor's comments, agreed with
tcuchers who view Mauritian primary education as a system that "favors an intellectual
elite", Like teachers, they assoch1tcd pupils' performances with their families'

socio~

economic background and more particularly the educational environment a "good
background" provides. Similarly, most associated pupils' achievements and potential
achievements with their socio-economic background. However, as the following
illustrates, they ascribed some responsibility to teachers for contributing/perpetuating
the "favoring of an intellectual elite". Robcrt94 for example noted that some teachers:

... criem une segregation intellectuelle. 1/s mettent les enfants en petits groupes et
se disem: 'Bon, les trl!s bans, je m 'oc:cupe d'eux, ceux -Iii. ils sont mains bans, je
~·a is fa ire ce que je peux m·ec eux, et cetLt-ci ils ne smzt pas hans du tout, je ne
petLt rien faire pour etLt!' (P 3) .
... create an intellectual segregation. They split children in small groups thinking: 'Ok the good
ones, I look after them, these are less good, I'll do what I can for them and these, they arc no good
at all, I can't do anything for them!' (Robert).

Ratna explained that:

Teachers with a class of 40, of which I0 bright ones, he will concentrate on the
bright one because his reputation is going to be built on that, how many will pass
in his class, how many will be classes (ranked) among the 2500 or whatever. Upper
grade teachers are very interested in developing a good reputation. They know it
will bring them plenty of private tuition! (Pl3).

Like Robert and Ratna, most educationists said that teachers gave their full attention to
best able pupils 'only' and like Ratna, explained that "turning out ranked pupils" was in
teachers' best interest. One participant said: "Bright pupils arc seen as an investment for

94

Robert has been a primary school"general purpose" teacher in the past before as he says:"going up in
the education hierarchy".
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tc:lcltcrs", Many mentioned that teachers ~1re said to reach the o1pex of their reputation
when they get their photo in the newspapers, alongside that of one of their school or
private pupil who nmkcd first, second or third :11 the CPE examination. This,
educationists thought, would bring them "a lot" of private tuition. Several reminded that
in the past teachers were paid according to results said: "/es mauvaises habitudes sont

dij]1ciles tl c/w,ger! (bad hahits die hard!)".

Educationists, like other participants, construed the ambition to secure a place in a
•good college' and the requirements for achieving this ambition as the central issue of
Mauritian primary education. In his communication, Noor used the expression "gold
rush" and other participants the word "race" in order to qualify this ambition. Although
most sympathised with teachers' complaints in regard to the volume of what they have
to teach and with the fact that as one says: "their [teachers') hands are tied because they
have to teach everything for the exam". Most, however, like the foJJowing, put certain
limits to their commiseration:

Le meme enseignam qui se p/aim des programmes, ilfera beaucoup plus m·ec /e
m2me programme lorsqu'il sera payi pour /efaire! [lerons particu/ieres] (P 14).
That same teacher who complains about the programme, he is going to do much more when he is
paid to do so! [private tuition].

All educationists, like teachers and parents earlier, said that they deplored the volume of
work that the achievement of this ambition requires, as well as the pressure in terms of
time this puts on children. In addition however, like Mannick and Anisha in the
following excerpt, most blame parents and teachers for their lack of compassion as well
as for enforcing this pressure and are especially vocal about additional tuition:
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Parents omtltcachcrs don't reulisc that if a child has hcen studying from Huntil4
in the nticrnoon that's enough! How much more can he take'! (P 6).

You know kids arc taking private tuition ots frolll STD Ill! They ;tre ~even yc:.tr'i
old! The parents arc mad! They should not agree to that! This is really something
you know and if the teachers don't give private tuition the parents complain
against tht!nt. It has become H complete mess! And the child'! He just goes on
doing his exercises! (P 2).

Three educationists said that they chose not to expose their children to the Mauritian
primary education system. Veena gave several reasons for sending her children to the
primary section of one of the few elitist (in the North American, European or Australian
sense) Mauritian private primary schools. She said that she does not want to impose

"the CPE madness" on her children and remarked that in sending them to that college,
her children have a better chance to finish their primary and secondary schooling
uninterrupted. In addition, Veena said that she chose a French college due to the fact
that she and her husband being "rather anglophones" can provide their children an
exposure to the English language themselves.

In addition to not wanting to expose her children and herself to the pressures described
earlier, Veena and the two other educationists who chose to pay for their children's

education, chose to do so because they questioned the merits of the education provided
in Mauritian government and aided primary schools. Kailash for example said:

Quels sont les aquis pour ces enfants [ceux prCparant le CPE] tl part Ia l'olonte de
travail? (P 8).
What knowledge, apart this will for work, do these children (those preparing for CPEJ acquire'!
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Vcena. Kailash and Annuksba, who all chose to edw.:ate tlleir children outside the mainstream, were L"ritical of the teaching Jllethnds used in main

~1n.:a111

schools. Anoukslla,

who herself attended a government school, recalled that des pill! having been a very
good pupil she carried with her a "pmalysing shyness" throughout her entire primary
schooling. She did not volunteer <mswers even when shl! was ccnain that she had the
right answer. She also said that teachers never tried to help her to shake this shyness.
She noted thm, in contrast, her children's participation is solicited hy their teachers for
''all sorts of activities" in their respective classes. She described her children
as"articulate and assertive in comparison" to herself at their age. She, Kailash and
Veena noted that, by schooling in these private schools, their children learn to
contribute to classroom activities while children in main-stream schools arc not taught
this. They were not as Kailash put it: "enfennis dcms leur petit monde ou rienne compte
mais eux-memes (locked in their little world where no one counts but themselves)''.

Anouksha, Kailash and Veena all mentioned that they do not want their children to have

their future determined at II years of age. In the following statement, Veena \'Oices
their concerns about the fact that far away stakes, not necessarily theirs at this point in
time, are imposed on children.

In Mauritius, if you don't get a good college you don't go far. The stakes you put
on children are stakes that have to do with something that will happen in I0 years
time. These are parents' stakes and it's not fair for the child! (P II).

In addition, as illustrated by Kailash' s and Vecna' swords, they worry about the moral
impact schooling, and more specifically the "race for good colleges". mny ha\'c on
children in the future.
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Null,\' fit' domums pas ti nos nl}lmts de,,· nwt!i•lt·s ri part
lc sucn\v! (P X).
Apart fwmlhis cam;c for

su~:~:css

r:ettt~

we do no! pwvidc IIHI(kb fijf' our

t'.\}lhr•

dt~

U111St' pour

thildrcn~

What is going to happen to this great majority of tomorrow\ citizen~ who\e
memory of sc!JOoling is based on failure on being told coni inually that they ttrc
failures since they have not achieved it Ctre c/as.w?s! (ranking!J (P II).

Other educationists, like

Vecna,

Kailash and Anouksha, arc generally critical of the

teaching methods practised in Mauritian primary schools. Like l':oor, who said that one
needs to change "the system of examining" in order to be able to use "at:tivity based"
and "child centred" methods 95 , most blamed the restraint the Mauritian examination
system puts on teaching. Silarnba said: "In Mauritian schools really, testing replaces
teaching" (P 14).

Educationists gave other reasons for their criticism of the teaching methods in Mauritian
primary schools. They have, as the following statements show, played the game of
'throwing the ball in the other camp'. The words of an educationist, not engaged in
teacher training, illustrated the polite criticism voiced by some about teacher training:

ll ne faudrait pas qu 'on leur enseigne a l'institut pt!dagogique des recetres tomes
faites qu'ils von/ appliquer comme si c'etait Ia bible et les dix commandements de
MoiSe! llfaust qu'on developpe chez eux wz esprit critique ~·is a t·is des mt!thode!l
d'enseignement pour qu 'ils deviennent eux meemes tri!s eclectiques au ni\'eau dt•
/'approche des mithodes. Qu 'Us puissent apprendre apen.rer sur le bienfmuh' de
toutes les methodes qui leur sont proposies. Ce 11 'est pas parce qu'rm charge de
cours a dit qu'ilfaut enseigner Ia lecture comme ra queje l'accepi£•, jt• dist• oui,
c'est Ia parole d'ivangile et je mets en pratique dans totlft•s /es t!co/es m·ec toto;
les enfants qui seront Uma charge, mm! (P 3).
It should not be that they get taught recipes at the tcucht.'fs training collc£c. recipes that they are
9

s Methods believed by most as desirable, in contrast with "frontal teaching'' "chalk and talk teaching"
and ''rote learning" methods believed by most as undesirable.
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~uing hl lillltlW as if tlu:y were wc1nls from the hihle and McJ'>C~ len ccmu IWHIJncnl'>!"fllc y \ht Hlhl
develop inth~mllca\:her trainees I a critical ,nincl with rcg<Jrclto their leach in)! mel hod:-..,,. that
they tht:lll~l·ln:s hccumc cdcctk vis a vis their h:achinv upproach. "Jlwtthcy learn to analy~c the
methcx.l.'\ put IHihL'Ill. )I is nut lx-causL', lct!urcrs ~ay In teach readin)! like that I have to accept it ,
tu say ycs,th<~t it is hihle word'> thatltan apply to in all:-.chooJ-; and with all child• en in IllY
dlilr!!L', 1111 !

Other cducationi~ts. like Anisha, said that inspectors and teachers !-.ct in their old wuys
were the ones to blame for lhc perpetuation of Jalk and chalk teaching to the whole class
methods used in primary schools:

Group work is not used in schools but it should be. Student teachers when they go
to schools, they start with it and then I am afraid they get into bad habits and at
the end oftheir year [practicum] they don't do it anymore. Sometimes I must say
they have problems, too many kids in the classroom, and they can't manage, so
they tend to go back to chalk and ta!k .... lt [group work] is also not widely used
because ofCPE exam, teachers have to cover the syllabus and carry on doing
exercises. Another reason is because the Inspectorate of the Ministry of education.
They have got used to their own ways doing things. When they go to school and
see the teacher doing what they have been taught as the good way of doing it he
gets a conflict because the inspector says he should do it in a different way. One
thing students have been taught is not to get the whole class to answer a question.
That's one example. Because they were taught that way [themselves as pupils],
they tend to ask a question and then everybody shouts the answer as a
group ....The head teachers in the school do that. Student teachers say the head
teacher came and helped, he began to ask questions to the whole class. It's very
difficult you can't tell the head teacher that he shouldn't do that because at the
MIE we were told that we are not supposed to do that! (P 2).

Others, like Robert and Anisha in the following, said that both the quantity and level of
education at which teacher trainees are recruited had some bearing on the relevancy of
teaching for "modern times".

At the moment for example, aspirant teachers only need sc\'cn credits at school
Certificate in order to become trainees. "C' est dirisoire! (It's derisory!)". Then they
give them a two years fonnation and they think it•s sufficient to respond to the
demands of modern times! This is completely "dtmodt! (old fashioned!) (P 3).
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On~

year ut the MIE nnd one year school -hascd its not enough for what they arc
to do in schools. 0 level students do not have ~my hackground in
sciences. I wkc sdcm.:cs hccausc it is most important for the country now that we
arc industrialising. Our workforce at wh:ltcvcr level, they must have a good
background of scientific and technical things ! (P 2).

suppos~d

Most educationists, as Anisha, also expressed concerns about the relevancy and
usefulness of primary education in preparing people for a fa\t changing and developing
Mauritius.

I think in a country like Mauritius, really developing. I think it is through

education that we are going to sustain this development. Now, an education
system in line with the needs of Mauritius in the year 2000, it's not a primary
education where the child learns everything by heart to pass the exam. It's a
primary education that must teach the child to understand what he does. The era of
the yes man this finished. Our industries which will be computerised soon they
won't need arms and hands only to make the machines function, they will need
thinking heads (P 2).

Most educationists said that, in the Mauritian primary education system, children were
asked to "concentrate on academic only" and for this reason were not given "an aJIround development". Mannick called this the "narrowness of exposure in the Mauritian
primary education system" and said:

Pupils get taught academic things only, boo!; studies, to the detriment of other

aspects of education like physical education, aesthetic appreciation, you know all
these things sport and so on (P 6).

Mira on her part said:

You see the child is not getting an all round development. Children from an early
age are shaped in such a way as to believe that education is simply writing skills.
reading skills, mathematical skills everything academics. But these children when
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they become adults, they won't he practictli, they won't ht.: pmgmatic. You sec
them here in Mauritius these highly educated people, they have a breakdown on
the highway. they put their hands on their waist, they perspire <md they don't
know what to do. They arc not pragmatic. Now in our schools, we <.~rc not
preparing our child ..en to lltcc life, we arc not ercating udaptablc pcoplt;. You .'-.ce
because parents arc so ambitious they arc killing everything in their chilcJrcn fP 5).

Sonia's last statement conveys the sense of gloominess most educationists said they felt
about Mauritian primary education. Mannick, with the following words summed the
gloominess voiced by many educationists.

There is one thing that children are missing out nowadays you know and won't
get back you kaow! It's their childhood! They won't be able to get that childhood
that they are not haying right now! They miss out on things you know! (P 6).

Like teachers and parents, all educationists blamed what one person called "Cette

horreur de CPE! (this dreadful CPE! ")for the problems of Mauritian primary education.
Most as the following statement illustrates, found it inevitable, saying: "What else can
you expect when there are only some 4000 places in good colleges for some 30.000
pupils taking the exam!".

Some educationists, like Manick said that they saw an examination at the end of
primary as well as some form ofcornpetit:.on as necessary:

I am not against an exam at the end of primary, as an assessment exercise but not
for raaking purpose! It's good to know how the children arc progressing. to
assess. And also you know, countries which have abolished this sort of
competition, I know that there are no incentive on the purt of many children to do
well. There must be some degree of competition. You know it's something that
exists in a modem world at all levels in all spheres, but of course it must be
healthy competition, not ranking like we do which is very unhealthy! (P 6).
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Like Silamba, some asked:

Si y'a pas un examen comment on va calculer les capacites d'un enfant pour le
diriger vers ce qu'il peutfaire? (P 14B).
Without an examination how are you going to calculate children's abilities in order to determine
what they can do?

Some educationists, like Anisha saw the introduction of continuous assessment in
partial or complete replacement of the CPE as providing an answer to this question.
Others however say that this may work in other countries but would not really work in
Mauritius because parents would be against it.

Noor's statement at the end of his account, "We are in a vicious circle!" depicts a
reaction expressed by all educationists. They, as Anisha in the following and despite
their differences in opinion said, shrugging their shoulders, something like:

Tant qui y'aura pas assez de bons colleges !
As long as we don't have enough good colleges!

·summary

This section has outlined what some Mauritian educationists construed as the dominant
issues in Mauritian primary education. The comments made by educationists supported
and expanded on comments made by people previously and introduced new issues.
Their opinions can be categorised as criticisms of other people and as criticisms of other
peoples' efforts to teach and of what they perceived as the shortcomings ofthe system.
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Like teachers :.md parents they described primary educ<.~tion as a step Ji1cilitating
professional and social climbing. They shared teachers opinion in the belief that the
system favored an intellectual elite and linked pupils' achievements and prospl!cts with

the supportive conditions provide<.! hy their

parent.~.

Like teachers they associated

supportive and non- supportive conditions with the socio-economic position of pupils'
parents.

Like teachers and most other participants, educationists saw the ambition/necessity to
secure a place in a good college as a central issue in Mauritian primary education and
similarly saw the volume and pressure of work especially in terms of time, as major
concerns. All expressed criticism about teaching methods used in Mauritian primary
schools which all blamed on the constraints brought about by examinations, some on

the kind and length of training teachers received, others on the influence of teachers and
inspectors who they said were set in their old ways and other still on the poor
educational attainments of teachers.

Most educationists expressed concerns about the relevance and usefulness of education

provided in schools, deploring the fact that it does not provide an all round development
of children, also generally questioning its relevance to the demands of a modem
Mauritius.

Three educationists who chose not to expose their children to main-stream education
said that they were concerned about the fact that main-stream education cultivated
individualism in children and deplored the fact that it did not encourage participative
teaching and learning strategies. These three educationists said that they saw wanting to
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scl'ur~

a good college

children. They also

<IS

a stakt: in the futun: imposed by parents and thus not fair to

~.:xpresscd

concern about the moral i111pact ... ud1 competitive search

!'or sm:cess would have on children in the future and expressed their conct:rns lilf those
whose growing up was rooted in a !Ccling of failure.

Some educationists said that exmnim1tions were necessary in order to assess children

while others said that examinations were necessary to rank children. Some said that
continuous assessment whether partial or alongside the examination could replace the
CPE others said that this would not work in Mauritius.

All educationists likened the issues related to Mauritian primary education to a vicious
circle. All deplored the fact that in the process of schooling and because of the demands
of schooling, Mauritian children lost their childhood and all said they thought nothing
would change as long as there were not enough good colleges.

Having created an account of school contexts, processes experiences and revealed what
parents, teachers, pupils and educationists construed as the dominant issues of Mauritian
primary education, in the next chapter, I now bring these findings together and discuss
them in light of the research questions. It is also in this next chapter that I discuss the
contrast between the 'official' and participant stakeholders' understandings of Mauritian
primary education.
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CHAIYJ'ER NINE
A SOCIO-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING OF PRIMARY EDUCATION
IN MAURITIUS

This chapter is a discussion of the research findings organised around several themes as
determined by the research questions. First, I discuss what characterised pupils,

teachers, parents and educationists as stakeholders and made them able to contribute
their actions and view-points to formulate an understanding of Mauritian primary
education. Second, I discuss the processes, which framed and regulated pupils'
experiences of primary education in Four Hills and Terre Bleue. Third, I discuss what

was construed by stakeholders as the dominant issues of Mauritian primary education.
Fourth, I discuss and compare the reasons which underlie the different Mauritian
perceptions and views of Mauritian primary education. Lastly, I bring all findings

together to provide a summary answer to the main research question.

Teachers, pupils, parents and educationists as stakeholders
(Research Question One)
All participants selected had direct personal and/or professional involvement and
interest in Mauritian primary education. All attendod or had attended school in

Mauritius and all, as ~~Iauritians, experienced primary education as an aspect of their
culture, a dimension of the society which, as individuals, they made up. To varying
degrees, but for most, primary education was a significant aspect of their daily routines

and concerns. Teachers and pupils for example spent substantial parts of their days
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engaged in i!Ctivitics rchtted to primary education. Muny adult participants (including
teacher~

und

cducationi~ts)

were clo!'cly related to primary education as parents, while

all mlult p;trticipants (except those categorised exclusively as parents) earned thcir
living and place in society through primary education related activities. First-hand
experience fastened to the realities nnd actuality of personal and/or professional
experience of Mauritian primary education is an important as well as the basic
characteristic that defined stakeholders. Beyond this characteristic shared by teachers,
pupils, parents and educationists who were grouped together for methodological
purpose, there were differences. Actions and more significantly, polarised intercst5
within and across these groups differentiated teachers, pupils, parents and educationists

as stakeholders.

Teachers were classified into several groups according to the specificity of their tasks.

Most head teachers and deputy head teachers did not teach. Acting as a link between the
school and the Ministry, their tasks were administrative and supervisory in a
disciplinarian rather than pedagogical fashion. Classroom teachers were classified

according to their teaching specialities as general purpose teachers, oriental language
teachers and specialist teachers and according to the grade level they taught either upper
grade or lower grade.

In whatever role teachers were engaged, gender influenced allocation of duty. In both
schools, general purpose teachers appointed to teach in upper-grades were male. The
exceptions were two female teachers who taught in 'repeater• classes. All general
purpose teachers appointed to teach in lower grades were female. Both head teachers

and most deputy head teachers were male. Male deputy head teachers did not teach
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while

fcm~alc

:.~scrihcd

deputy head teachers t:mght. Gemler also determined the work l(>ad

to indh·iduals within these two groups. Male teachers, hecausc of the extra

tuition had heavier workloads and earned more money than female teachers. Daily
teaching time ranged from four and a half hours lt1r lower-grade teachers up to ~even
hours for upper grade teachers. For head teachers and deputy head teachers, seniority
was added to gender in innucncing who did what and how much of it.

Teachers could be further differentiated according to the privileges and disadvantages
they derived from their position in the school order and from their gender. Head
teachers and deputy head teachers, for example, commanded high standing as they had
the power to grant and withdraw permission for a variety of reasons to all members of

staff. In the case of head teachers power stemmed from the fact that they were
instrumental in the ways teachers' careers proceeded or stalled (yearly reports,
allocating teachers to different class levels). Data shows that delegating work to junior
members (or the secretary) in order to lighten their workload was one privilege head
teachers and deputy head teachers derived from their positions of power. This advantage
did not apply to female deputy head teachers.

Data indicated that the preferential appointment afforded male general purpose teachers,
that of teaching in upper grades, where private tuition could be given and especially in
A streams, where it was in high demand, transJated into sizeable financial gains.

Because teaching in upper grades, and more specifically in A streams, was allocated
according to gender, male teachers were not only able to derive financial gains, they

were also able to perpetuate their position of advantage in the school order. These
advantages and positions of privilege did not apply to female general purpose teachers.
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Data docs not show 'gender privileging' and 'position privileging' as applying to
oriental language and specialist teachers. These teachers, in contra!-.l with general
purpose tenchcrs, could derive no economic gain through 'gender privileging' in the
school setting, so this may pcrhnps serve to explain this discrepancy. It could also he
argued that as a group, oricntul languages' teachers were privileged due to the fact that

they taught (direct teaching) for only two and a half-hours per day.

Pupils were not a homogenous group. Like teachers they could be differentiated
according to their grade le\'els which entailed differences in terms of time spent

working in school, which ranged from four and a half-hours in lower grades up to seven
hours in upper grades. While teachers 'working more' brought them financial
advantages, when pupils 'worked more' (extra tuition) this increased their chances of

success at examination. Like teachers, some pupils enjoyed privileges that others did
not. For pupils, this translated into a strong polarisation in terms of their position and
treatment in school and in terms of the goals and priorities they set for themselves. Two
interrelated areas differentiated pupils as stakeholders. They were 'social privilege' and
'ability privileging'.

The ·~eachability" factors, such as stimulating home environment, higher social class
and parents' education, noted by Lockheed and Verspoor (1991), were considerations
which, in both schools, had an effect, or were construed as having potential effects on
pupils' success or chances of success (high marks at examinations). Although being
bright and meritorious (that is working very hard) could, at least for some individuals,
compensate for low "leachability" factors, pupils were polarised according to social
privileges. One group comprising pupils from higher socio-economic strata had
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<!f.h'<mtagcous home environments and unother group compri~ing pupils from lower
socio-economic strata had less ;.tdvantugcous lllllllC environments.

Pupils were l;tbcllcd "low" and "good" according to processes of ctttegorisation in place
within the Mauritian education system, nnd in place within the school settings. Pupils
were streamed <tccon.lingly. The most able pupils, the 'elite' group were more likely to
have favourable home environments <tnd were found in A stream"i. Less able pupils,
'non-elite' group and 'repeater' groups were found in other streams. The least able
pupils among the

'non~

elite' and 'repeater' groups, were more likely to have

disadvantageous home environments. Pupils were given differential treatment

depending on real and ascribed ability. Ability privileging, discussed in detail later in
this chapter, consisted of giving more attention and showing greater interest to

'elite/able' pupils and resulted in differentiating pupils as deserving and non-deserving
or as included and excluded.

All parents were unanimous in wanting the best for their children (a good job, success at
exams, social mobility). Parents from higher o;;ocio-economic strata were generally more

able to be supportive in their actions and resolute in their valuing of education than
parents from lower strata who had less time, money and education for doing so. Parents
from higher socio-economic strata together with 'elite' pupils were more precise in
stating their goals and priorities (educational and professional) and also more engaged
and involved in their actions facilitating the achievement of these goals than were
parents from lower socio-economic strata and less able pupils. These considerations

polarise<! parents and pupils into two groups: an involved/ engaged group comprising
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parents and elite pupils !hun higher socioeconomic strata and a less cngt.~gcd, more
submissive group comprising uthcr parents and pupils.

Like other participants. educationists had first hand cxpericncc of primary education.
They. however, stood-out from all other groups hccausc for most of them their
experience of primary education was (at the time of study) somewhat removed from the
reality of the 'chalk face' and revolved around less personal issues. The most obvious
exceptions were those educationists who had children in Mauritian government primary
schools. All of the educationist group shared in their criticism of the Mauritian primary
education system and in their interest in pedagogical and developmental issues which,
as will be discussed later in this chapter, were rarely construed as issues by individuals
in other stakeholders groups. To a certain extent, because of their awareness of and
interest in 'quality issues' of primary education, educationists could be described as
bridging a gap between the view-points of international and local/school level groups.
Having the means and privilege to exercise choice, some individuals within the
educationist group elected not to expose their children to main stream primary
education. These individuals rejoined many parents in doing what they thought was
best, even if so differently, for the future of their children.

Summary
First-hand experience, fastened to the reality and actuality of personal, professional
experience and involvement in Mauritian primary education were the primary factors
that characterised teachers, pupils, parents and educationists as stakeholders. First h<Ind
experience made individuals, within these broad groups. able and entitled to contribllle
naturalistic actions and view-points in order to understand Mauritian primary education
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more- compre-hensively.

Beyond this shared characteristic, stakeholders' actions but more signi fic;_mt !y the
nature and scope of their interests inside and across brm1d groups charm:tcriscd tc:.tchcrs,
pupils, parents and educationists as stakeholders in Mauritian primary education.

Teachers and pupils were assigned to and engaged in distinct tasks and shouldered
distinct workloads. They derived and/or were ascribed distinct standing/status \vithin the
school, advantages, handicaps and privileges from their position in the school order and

lor from their gender. I call these 'gender privileging' and 'position privileging'. Pupils
derived distinct advantages or experienced handicaps from advantageous and less
advantageous home environments, usually linked to the socio-econoJJiic position of
their parents. They were given differential treatment depending on their real and
ascribed educational ability. These factors I call social privileges and ability privileging.

Parents wanted the best for their children. Together with pupils, they were polarised into
two groups: an involved/engaged group able, mostly because of their social privileges,
to articulate and support specific goals and priorities and a less engaged group which.
because of less advantageous circumstances was not able to be as supponivc in trying to
achieve goals and priorities. In contrast with other participant stakeholders.
educationists shared an awareness of and interest in 'quality issues' of primary
education.

Mauritian teachers, pupils, parents and educationists all participated in the enterprise or
Mauritian primary education through their individual and group •1ctions. It is however
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their interests (linanchtl, success, sli.Jtus and pedagogical), together with their position in
so~icty

nnd the school order which defined them as stakeholders. 'J'hc defining of

stakeholders involved differentiating processes, some of which may be construed as
circumstantial and others <Is intentional. All entail polarities in terms of privileges.
Differentiating processes may be viewed as circumstantial when, for example, teachers
were categorised according to their teaching specialty, pupils according to their grade
levels and parents according to their levels of support. On the other hand, differentiating
processes may be viewed as intentional when, as was the case of ability and gender
privileging, they were ascribed by individuals or groups to other individvals or groups.

Research Question One

lVlzat characterises teachers, parents, pupils and educationists as stakeholders able to
contribute to an understanding of !'t'lauriliall primary education?

Summary answer

Past or present, personal and/or professional experience and involvement in
Mauritian primary education defined teachers, parents, and pupils as stakeholders
able to contribute to an understanding of Mauritian primary education.

Teachers were differentiated according to:
• Specificity of task (administrative, teachi11g specialty al!ll grade level)
• Standing/advantages/ltandicaps/privileges which were derived from: position in
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•

the school (Jrder and ~:ender.

Pupils were differentiated accordi11~ to:
•

Grade lea•el

• Real and ascribed ability levels
•

Ada•a~ttages

fl1a1tdicaps they derived from home environment and socio-economic

strata
•

Degree of their involvement in educational activities

•

Precision in their statement of goals

Parents were differentiated according to:
•

Degree of involvement and snpport

•

Precision in their statement of goals

Educationists were differentiated from 1, 2 atrd 3 according to:
• Degree ofpersonal involvement in primary education
• Scope of their pedagogical knowledge

The defining of stakeholders, as it has been presented and discussed, may serve as a
broad starting point in the delineation of stakeholders in the social construction of
primary education in Mauritius. Further research would indeed disclaim, confirm and/
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or refine this suggested dclining and diffcrcntiuting of individuals as stakeholders in thc
enterprise ofprinmry education in Mauritius. In thc next sections I discuss stakeholders'

actions ;md view-points and the ways in which these contributed to the undcrManding
of ~'lauritian primary education.

SchoolleYcl actions, interactions and experiences !Research Question Two)

In the previous section I discussed what defined and characterised teachers, pupils,
parents and educationists as participant stakeholders in the social construction of
Mauritian primary education. I now discuss pupils' and teachers' actions and
interactions in the class settings. More specifically I propose an answer to research
question two in which I asked what dominant features and practices framed and
regulated pupils' experiences of primary education in class settings. In order to answer
this question, I summarise related findings presented in Chapters Si.x, Seven and Eight
and discuss them in relation to analyses of conditions, practices, recommendations and
ideals about primary education in developing nations which have been presented in
Chapter Two.

In both schools, starts and ends of lessons, of breaks, of teaching of Oriental languages,
physical education and catechism, as well as of extra tuition, were systematically
organised and timed. Pupils and teachers followed set and specific routines including
regular morning assembly during which time they were notified of any special
happenings. Terre Bleue and Four Hills comprised orderly and clean environments in
which teachers maintained discipline, began lessons on time and let students know what
was expected of them. This is in sharp contrast to the prevailing conditions in other
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de\'cloping nutions as suggested-by Mculainc Lockheed ;.md Aclriaan Vcrspoor in their

( 1991) study.

In both schools, classrooms lacked space and were uustcrc. Furnishing was hasic.:,
sometimes inadequate but at the same time, all pupils had a place to sit and work and all
were pro\'ided with textbooks free of charge. Teachers sat or stood in front of the class,

while pupils sat at their desks facing them and the blackboard. Teachers gave their
directi\'es to the whole class in order to structure classroom activities. They kept control

of what pupils did, how they did it and for how long. Teaching consisted of passing
information which was read by teachers from textbooks or copied on the blackboard and
of occasional teacher's demonstration on the blackboard. Pupils sat at their desks
listening to teachers' explanations. Bright pupils were occasionally sent to the
blackboard to work out or correct an exercise in front of the class. During lessons, in
order to check on comprehension, pupils were engaged in chorus repeating of right
answers directly from textbooks and were prompted into finishing the teachers'
sentences. This activity appeared to satisfy teachers that pupils had understood what had
been taught. Lessons were followed by written desk-work, which was systematically,
but also mechanically marked by teachers during class towards the end of the lesson.
This work was ticked if it contained the right answer.

The instructional practices observed in the classrooms of Terre Bleue and Four Hills
had much in common with the instructional practices of classrooms in developing
nations described by Avalos (1996a & 1996b), Wolf, Chiefelbein and Valenzuela
(1993), Jennis-Wray (1984), Fuller (1991), Fuller and Snyder (1991), Nitsaisook ( 1985)
and Carron and Ta Ngoc Chilu (1996) outlined in Chapter Two. In the two schools,
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teaching practices were 'teacher-centered', 'frontul' and 'authoritarian'. Teachers wen.:
the dominant providers of information. They instigated all ttt:tivitil!s and taught the class
not the pupils. Thl!y eng:.tgcd all children in common Hctivitics and used the same
stmtcgics in all situntions and for all children despite their varying ahilitics.

Pupils rarely engaged in solitary learning, such as silent reading whilst in class. Their
individual work was not displayed for ull to sec and share. Pupils were put in situation
where material was handed down to them by teachers and they were never engaged in
situations or activities where learning from other pupils was encouraged, promoted and

facilitated. Individual inputs were not encouraged and solicited only from pupils likely
to provide the 'right answers'. Pupils were presented with the knowledge 'worth·
knowing', that is the knowledge which would enable them to get good marks and
succeed in examinations. They were taught in a way that showed them that knowledge
is either right or wrong, a static entity to be caught and memorised and they were

expected to conform their answers to that knowledge.

In the two schools, as in many schools of developing nations, rote learning and reading
aloud were extensively used. Teachers did not ask open-ended questions. Most of their
questions were asked with the aim of promoting and checking the memorising of
encyclopedic knowledge, which would be recalled during examinations. Memorising
was the main challenge pupils in Terre Bleue and Four Hills faced. Data relating to
instructional practices corresponds with comments made by Kellaghan and Greaney
(1992) about the compelling pressure public examinations exerted on activities in
schools. In both schools for example, subjects mandated in the official curriculum such
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as an and physical cducntion, but not ICntured in examinations, were ignored by general

purpose tc:lchcrs.

When examined :1gainst the rccummcmlations for effective Leaching in schools of

developing nations proposed in the research conducted by Lockheed and Verspoor

(1991), the teaching methods in place in Four Hills and Terre Blcue included some of
the basic 'positive practices' and a significant proportion of what was presented as
'negative practices' in that study. Basic 'positive practices' included the fact that in both
schools and during lessons, material was presented in an orderly and systematic fashion,

that pupils were given desk written work to do in order to consolidate what had been
taught and that their work was systematically monitored and evaluated.

In the light of the findings of Lockheed and Verspoor (1991), data revealed that
'negative practices' could be found in the areas of teaching delivery style and the areas
of teachers' expectations, monitoring and evaluating of pupils. For example, teachers
did not take pupils' individual differences into account when they taught. They tuned
their teaching to the best able pupils, paced teaching delivery in accordance with the
amount of what they had to teach, acting as if all pupils were of similar abilities. The
teaching practices in bnth schools made pupils recipients rather than active learners.

Data indicated that pupils were not able to practise what they were taught and apply it to
their own experience. Most of the written work they did following teachers'
explanations consisted of repeating rather than in creative application and adaptation of
what was taught. Lessons such as in mathematics for example, which could have
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involved manipulation and experimentation did nol. The overlooking of what children
had scc:n and heard during the visit made by South Alfican visitors wasH vivid cxmnph.!
of the fact that no link w;Js m;l(lc in school between children's pcrsorwl experiences and
thdr learning ;u.:tivitics.

In both schools and from early grm.les, pupils knew what was expected of them and also
knew what was not expected of them. Pupils knew the appropriate behaviour in class,

the work and homework they had to do. They also knew that they were expected to
succeed at exams. The ways in which pupils learnt this information came through slow
processes of conditioning rather than through clear open directives.

In both schools and at all levels, monitoring and evaluating processes served purposes
other than monitoring and evaluating pupils' learning and progress. Through monitoring
techniques, which I called 'prompting for the right answer' technique, teachers gave
themselves permission to move along in their teaching. The fact that one pupil gave the
right answer reassured or convinced them that they were teaching as they should since
they got a correct answer. This gave teachers the green light to get on with their
presentation of the curriculum. Teachers were, in that sense, not monitoring pupils'

learning, rather, they used the fact that able pupils were giving correct answers to
punctuate/give rhythm to their teaching. The evaluation of pupils' performance was for
the most part done in order to categorise them.

The categorisation was made according to the pupils' capability to follow the teachers'
directives and explanations, to their ability to provide appropriate answers in their
written work and in relation to their scores at end of term examinations. Accordingly
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they were labelled 'excellent', 'good' or 'low clements' while those repeating Standard
VI were labelled 'repeaters'. In upper grades pupils were streamed accordingly.
Teachers' expectations of pupils were adjusted to their ability position in the school
order. For example, tcnchcrs expected less from less able pupils and more from able
pupils, thus sanctioning the 'ubility privileging' principle described in the first part of
this discussion.

'Ability privileging' condemned by one participant educationist (Robert) as
"sigrigation imellectuelle (intellectual segregation)" resulted in and encouraged differential

treatment of pupils. For example, best able pupils, because they had more chances of
ranking at CPE, were given private tuition while Jess able pupils, with no chance for
doing so, were not. Similarly, best able pupils were engaged in classroom activities

while Jess able pupils were disregarded. Less or no work was expected of them and in
some cases they were not disciplined as others. The examples of 'ability privileging' in
the classrooms of Four Hills and Terre Bleue may also serve to corroborate claims made
by critical theorists whereby education reinforces !he status of an economic elite and
perpetuates differences legitimised by certificates of educational achievement (Apple,
1982). The examples of 'ability privileging' corroborate the principles of structural
analyses according to which the allocation of status and opportunity, to paraphrase
Fuller (1991), are far more important than learning and the type of learning which
actually occurs in classrooms.

Findings related to school processes and experiences stand in significant contrast to the

ideals and principles of teaching, learning and socialisation presented in Chapter Two.
The data showed that educational opportunity did not necessarily translate in actual
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learning lOr all individuals and that the hasic learning needs, as expressed in the World
Dedamtiott for All ( 1990), were not met for <ill pupils. In the Convention on the Ri;:lll
of the Child ( 1989) and the Delors lieport (UNESCO,I996), it is written that education

should develop all children's pcrsomllity,

t<~lents,

rncntul und physical abilities to their

full potential. This rcnmincd very much an outsider's vision of schooling and cd ucation,

a vision that hnd very little in common with the ways in which pupils in Four Hills und
Terre Bleuc were made to experience their primury education.

As mentioned earlier, individuals defined in this study as educationists were alone in

construing the lack of active and participatory teaching and learning approaches as an
important issue of Mauritian primary education. This finding will be discussed with
other issues later in this chapter. Similarly, the disparity between processes and
experiences at the school level, the Mauritian 'official' statement of the objectives of
Mauritian primary education and the 'official' assessment of its strengths and
weaknesses will be also discussed in the next sections of this chapter.

Data on classroom processes resolutely indicated that, in both schools, the focus
remained steadfastly on teaching aimed at curriculum coverage and very little focus on
higher order thinking and learning. Teachers imparted facts rather than stimulating and
facilitating knowledge acquisition. These characteristics locate Mauritian instructional
practices in the 'transition stage', a long way away from the problem solving and
creativity which characterise the 'meaning stage' described by Lockheed and Verspoor
(1991). The implications forthis will also be discussed in the next sections of this
chapter.
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Data provided by children from Four Ifills and Terre Hleuc indicated that :.ts a group,
they expcriem:cd

s~.:hool

as a pla~.:c where they had lficmls, were exposed to the ilkntical

instructional practices discussed above and hml to work hard. Dt.tt:t illso revealed that
pupils were tC;trful of teachers' discipline and experienced anxiety ahout getting their
work right, nbout their performance at c>.<~minations and more particularly about the
impending Certificate of Primary Education (CPE). Pictorial data specifically revealed
some of the deeper experiences pupils had of classroom environments and activities.
Pictorial representations of classroom from both older and younger pupils and from

pupils of diverse abilities, for example. revealed that pupil'; strongly associated their
being in classroom with physical and mental confinement, even imprisonment.

Observational data revealed resounding contrasts and polarities in the ways in which
pupils experienced classroom activities (exemplified by the experiences of Anju and
Shamlesh). The data indicated considerable differences between different 'types' of
pupils with regard to the degree of their participation in class activities, the quality and
frequency of their interactions with teachers and attention to tasks during class
activities. Able pupils were active participants in class activities, more likely to interact

with teachers and they paid more attention to their tasks. Their involvement was fully
adapted to teachers' expectations. Less able pupils on the other hand engaged in what I
described as 'covereup' involvement, meaning that they behaved and acted in ways to

remain unnoticed. The differential treatment given to the two less able pupils relegated
at the back of a lower grade classroom (Chapter Seven) could in that sense serve as
clear illustration that education prepares children for their place in society (Giroux,
1983), by socialising children to perceive their place in society.
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The educational and other practices in ph1cc in Mauritian schools also nurtured docility
in

~,lauritian

children. This could perhaps serve to explain that pupils played their games

in overcrowded ;.md non-supervised playgrounds, without displaying any of the bullying
and other aggressive behaviours I observed in school playgrounds of other countries.

Summary
In contrast \Vith prevailing conditions in the schools of many developing nations, in the
study's two primary schools, Terre Bleuc and Four Hills, pupils' experience was !:>Ct in
orderly and clean environments in which teachers maintained discipline, began lessons

on time and let pupils know what was expected of them. As in many schools of
developing nations, their learning experience was regulated by 'teacher-centered'
instructional practices, in which material was presented in an orderly, systematic and

uniform fashion and systematically passed on as information to class rather than to
individual and diverse learners. Pupils engaged in common activities comprising chorus

repeating, chorus reading and in written desk-work which teachers marked.

Pupils' learning activities were structured and controlled by teachers who were in

possession and in control of the knowledge worth knowing, the knowledge with the
potential to enable success at examinations and the CPE. Teachers were in charge of
both its transmission and the sanctioning of its veracity. The extent of pupils'

participation in learning activities was dependent. Teachers attuned and paced their
teaching to the best able pupils and curriculum coverage. They concentrated their
interactions with best able pupils. Their actions resulted in ability privileging and
differential treatment of pupils in classroom situations.
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In :1 relic fin it ion or the three Rs. pupils' learning experience consisted of what I label
recipient. repetition and rec<llllcarning rather than in active learning. Pupils engaged in
solitary learning and were solicited only to contribute a right answer to class as a group.
Questioning w;.ts the privilege of tcuchcrs rather than pupils' prerogative.

Pupils' experiences of their constructed classroom environment was uniform as well as
polarised. Camaradt:rie with other pupils, but also to varying degrees, a sense of
confinement, having to work hard and feelings of anxiety about their school-work guve
uniformity to pupils' experience of primary education in class settings. The degree of
participation in classroom activities, the quality and frequency of their interactions with

teachers, the acceptability level of their performance polarised pupils' experience of
primary education.

Actions and interactions in the class setting, as they have been discussed above, bring to
the fore mechanisms and processes other than pedagogical as they were in place and at
play in the classrooms of the two schools. Pupils were admittedly socialised to respect
others but were not socialised to value team-work. They were taught to value hard work
but not taught to value the ability to think, consider and constructively criticise, while
through the processes of ability privileging, pupils learnt their place in society.

Research question two

What dominant features and practices frame and regulate pupils' experiences of
primary education in classroom settings?
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Sumnmry lutswer

J>upils were sclwo/c.•tl in ortlerly tmd uniformly c.'tlll.\'tructetl c/a~!armJms environment.\',
Their learning was regulated by 'teacher-centered' instructional practices and by
hm•ing to master large tWWllllt.\' offac.'lual and c.·tmtent knowledge. The quality,
degree am/frequency of their participtllion in c/as.\' activities and of their interactions
with teachers were regulated and sustained by 'ability privileging' and 'differential
treatment' pracll'ces. Through these educational and non-educational practices,
pupils were taught what knowledge was right or wrong, to value hard-work, to
conform to the dictates of others as well as their place in society.

As adults with some control and faced with children expected to conform, teachers
seemed to wield much power in the ways in which pupils experienced primary
education. As noted earlier the allocation of status and opportunity may be far more
important than learning and the type of learning, which actually occurs in classrooms.
Teachers' roles in that sense may very well be construed as agents of the state enabling
its dictates. The data has shown that teachers were not alone in shaping pupils'
experiences of primary education. Other factors were influential and are discussed in the
next section.

Stakeholders' constructs (Research Question Three)
In the previous sections I discussed what defined and characterised teachers, pupils,
parents and educationists as stakeholders. I also discussed what framed and regulated
school level and more particularly pupils' experience of primary education in classroom
settings. In this third section, I propose an answer to research question three in which I
asked what participant stakeholders construed as dominant issues of Mauritian primary
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cducntion. In order to :mswr.:r this qur.:stion, I sumJnarisr.: rr.:latr.:d lindings pn.:SL:ntr.:d in
Chapters Six, Seven and morr.: pnrticularly Eight and discuss them in ti!L:ir broadr.:r
contexts presented in Chapter!: Two otnd Five.

For most participants, the basic function of primary education is conceived in ways that
echoed the smtcmcnts of bu.sic learning acquisition and outcomes outlined in the World
Declaration on Education for All (UNESCO, 1990) and presented in Chapter Two.
Participants construed the acquiring of basic literacy and numeracy skills as a necessary
and absolute minimum to function in life, to read their own mail, newspaper!:, count
money, get a job and Jive in dignity. The latter was especially an issue for parents who
themselves were not functionally literate. They associated literacy and numeracy with
autonomy and a sense of worth and thus construed basic education as liberating.

Findings related to actions and interactions in class settings presented and discussed in
the previous section, have shown that literacy, numeracy and reading skills were not or
not likely to be achieved by all children. For educationists this problem was in great part
due to the 'ability privileging' practice and 'teacher-centred' method described above,
while teachers indicated that, having to cover the whole syllabus, they had no time to
repeat lessons for slower pupils. Teachers saw pupils' difficulty or inability to
assimilate what was taught in class as a contributive factor to their illiteracy rather than
an outcome of their teaching methods and did not include 'ability privileging' practices
in their explanation of the fact that some pupils left or would leave school without
having acquired basic literacy and numeracy skills. Nor did they include the t<1ct that
children had to Jearn three languages and that the language of instruction was English
rather than their mother tongue Creole in their explanations of the literacy problem.
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Findings related to actions and interactions in class sctlings presented anJ discussed in
the previous section have shown tlmt, lbr teachers and parents, H1ctual information in
amount sunicient to pass or rank at examinations and more particularly the CPE,
counted and

WOIS

valued

<IS

the knowledge outcome of primary education. The '5ubjcct~'

English, French, EVS and Oriental Languages and also, even if to a lesser extent
Mathematics, were all perceived as content which had to be assimilated, revised and
memorised. For parents and teachers knowledge and skill tended to be equated with
content and memory respectively. Educationists on the other hand, noted that, as factual
and voluminous information, this knowledge became obsolete and forgotten once
examinations had been taken.

Educationists pointed to the desirability of cognitive development rather than to the
exclusive curriculum coverage and did so in ways that echoed international opinions,
ideals and recommendations outlined in Chapter Two. For example, at issue for
educationists was the fact that 'teacher-centered' and 'rote-learning' practices did not
engage pupils in activities developing their creative, mental and physical potential, did
not promote an all round development

in which children would engage in higher order

and problem solving learning and also develop their artistic and physical skills. Because
these practices were not participatory and facilitative of these types of learning, they
were not enabling pupils to become critical, adaptable, rational and practical,
shortcomings which, according to educationists, made Mauritian children ill- equipped
to fit in and contribute in the nation's fast modernisation.

Educationists' discourse indicated that their understanding of primary education was
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uuuned to international opinion presented in Chapter Two. In contra~t with teachers,
educationists had shifted their focus from tcotching to learning tmd in contrast with
tc;tchcrs whose <!Ciions und view· points clearly indicated that they were functioning in
what Marlainc Lockheed and Adriaan Vcrspoor (1991) labelled the 'formalist stage',
were envisioning the 'meaning stage'.

Envisioning was an inherent characteristic of parents' understanding of primary
education. For all, education was construed as a lever facilitating the achieving of the
aspirations they had for their children, as an instrument determining the quality of the
next experience, that is whn.t kind of secondary education, if at all, their children were
going to receive, leading to the achievement of a better destiny.

All parents aspired for a bright future for their children. For most, this aspiration was
embedded in the fact that they had experienced poverty or relative poveny and, for
most, it was fastened into a culturaJ disposition of wanting to improve 'one's lot'. This
disposition, as explained by educationists, was deeply inscribed in Mauritian migrant
and colonial past and people's desire, because of that past and the hardships many
experienced as labourers in the sugar-cane fields, to work towards a better destiny. The
context analysis presented in Chapter Flve has shown that for a long time in Mauritian
history, the occupational opportunities for working-class Mauritians were restricted to
working in the sugar cane fields and the public sector. Education, as it became available
and attainable, became the means to a way out of the sweat and toil of labouring in the
cane fields and became the passport to secure a mort propitious future in the public
sector. Data revealed that this mentality/disposition for social mobility and the
understanding of education as a means for that mobility had been carried over in
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contemporary Maurilius and hml gone several notches higher. In

u~piring

fur a bright

future ami a better destiny for their children, all pmcnts regarded secondary schooling a..,
a necessity and desired that tl1cy become professionals, not have i.l joh in the Mauriti:Jn
export processing zone ( EPZ).

Primary and secondary data ind icmcd that, in Mauritius, young people had no real
chance of securing social mobility and a better future if they did not secure a place in a

'good college'. As explained in Chapter Five, only 71 out of the I0 I private secondary
colleges in Mauritius counted in 1996 were considered 'good colleges' and pupils had
to rank among the first 5000 among some 25,000 pupils at the CPE examination in
order to school in one of those 71. Among these 71 secondary colleges a dozen of
confessional and state colleges, which had been prestigious since colonial days, enjoyed
a 'star college' status. Pupils had to rank among the first 500 among the 25,000 pupils at
CPE in order to mnke the list compiled by the Mauritius Examination Syndicate (MES)
and secure a place in those. The remaining 60 secondary colleges which took pupil;
with a CPE pass rather than a CPE rank were considered sub-standard, some parents
going to the extent of mnking their children repeat STD 6 in order to 'retry' for
admission into a 'good college'.

Given parental aspiration and the particulars of provision of Mauritian secondary
education, schooling in 'good col1eges' was not perceived as an option. It was construed
as a necessity, the means that would facilitate the achievement of the aspirations parents

had for their children. Good and especially star colleges were considered to be better
resourced, as having the best able pupils, the 'intellectual elite' as well as the best
teachers, conditions which in a snow baH fashion, led students to achieve good results at
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the SC and I-ISC, securing one of the limited places in Mauritius University or, even
more importantly. obtaining scholarship for study overseas.

Gi\'en parental aspirations, the ptuticulurs 1>f provision of secondary schooling and the
compl'lition for scarce places in 'good colleges' for parents and ublc pupils ranking wu_.,
construed

<1S the

purpose of primary education and hard work the means to achieve that

end. At issue for educt.~tionists was the reality that, given these circumstances, all pupils
were subjected to a system and practices that favoured an able elite and were exposed to
practices which promoted competition, cultivated individualism and instilled a sense of
failure in the majority of children, (at the 1996 CPE, 5,698 pupils ranked, 10,931 pupils
passed but did not rank and 8,892 did not pass).

All participants agreed that hard work was necessary given the competitive nature of the
CPE examination and allocation of places in secondary schools. For pupils, arduous and
voluminous work was experienced and construed as a necessity, as something they had
to do in order to satisfy the demands made upon them by their teachers and by their
parents, in order to get good marks and succeed at exams. Arduous and voluminous
work was the pupils' end of the bargain, thdr responsibility for working out a better
destiny for themselves. Parents' credence in the hard work they demanded from their
children was fastened in their personal experience, the educational and professional
rewards they themselves secured from their own hard work.

The curriculum was very heavily laden. It was to be examined in total and the CPE was
competitive. For these reasons and also in response to pressures exercised by parents,
teachers saw no other option than demanding hard work from their pupils and as
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discussed earlier, to coniine their teaching to examinable ,\uhjccts. Under these
circumst>llll'CS omd despite expressing some com:crn that~~ voluminous amount of work
was required of l'hildren, te:.achcrs construed arduous work und voluminous work as
necessities which in the cml could or should benefit most of their pupils.

In contrast with teachers and p:.arcnts, educationists' deliberations about hard work were
made in relation to what they considered the immediate interests of children, rather than
exclusively on aspects relating to their future. For educationists, hard work was too
much work for young children and asking children to work so much was a practice they
qualified with the word 'madness'. They, together with some teachers, pointed to some
of the consequences. which the imposition of so much work had on young children,
such as tiredness, mental stress, and an irreparable loss of childhood.

Given the fact that pupils had to memorise a massive amount uf information for
examination, parents and teachers were in no doubt that working hard was in their best
interest, a sacrifice to be endured now for the good of the future. It is also manifest that
children who did not or could not conform and respond to this demand had very little
chance of educational success and prospects.

Data revealed strong concurrence among participants in seeing parental aspirations, a
competitive examination and the lack of sufficient 'decent' colleges as contributing to
place stakeholders' understanding of Mauritian primary education in a vicious circle. In
addition, educationists acknowledged that teachers had much to gain financially from
private tuition and this financial interest combined with parents' voracious ambition for
their children, combined to make teachers and parents protractors of a status-quo with
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regards to the expectation of much work from Mauritian primary school children. In
incorporating demand and supply characteristics, the com hi ned interest of pmcnts and
tcm:hers may be understood as pnc of the fundamental reasons f(>r sustaining a stat usquo with regards to the expectation of much work from M<turitian children. As indicated
carlkr. teachers ami purcnts saw no other options other than demanding and expecting
hard work from children. In working hard enough children displayed their ability to
achieve within an order pcn:civcd as meritocratic (Fuller, 1991) hut which could ah.o be
construed as idiosyncratic and as serving interests other than theirs, or, as noted by an
educationist, serving interests of theirs that arc too far away.

SummaD'

For parents and teachers, Mauritian primary education was construed as a means to an
end, a credential enabling the achievement of personal aspirations rather than, as
educationists would have wished, a process enabling children to learn the high-order, as
well as basic knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to function and contribute to
modern society.

This understanding of primary education was to a great extent regulated by a cultural
disposition for social mobility and for valuing white-collar professional occupations. It
was aJso controlled by the examination mechanism in place in the Mauritian primary
education system, by the fact that there were not enough colleges perceived by
concerned parties as 'good colleges'. Given these circumstances and priorities, pupils
were expected to work hard, accumulate the infonnation necessary to rank at the CPE
examination which in tum and depending on their rank, would enable them to secure a
place in a good college. At issue for educationists was the fact that the practices in place
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in Mauritian primary sdtools did not cngugc pupils in activities developing their
creative, mcntul and physicul potcnti:.als, which they saw as shortcomings for individuals
amlthe nation's development.

Participants likened Mauritian primary education to a vicious circle in which teachers
had no option but to mlopt practices befitting the assimilation of information in large
amount in order to succeed at examinations and in which parents and teachers had no
option but to impose hard work on children in order for them to secure a bright de~tiny,
even if it did harm their present. \Vhile parents and teachers construed primary
education and the hard work it involved as a step serving the future interest of children,
educationists construed the practices and outcomes of primary education as detrimental
to their future.

Research question three

Wlrat issues dominate and regu/Jlte participant stakeholders' understanding of
Mauritian primary education?

Summary answer

Teachers, parents and pupils construed Mauritian primary education as a means to
an end, a credential enabling the achievement of short and long tenn aspirations.
Tlreir understanding was regu/Jlted and sustained by a cultural disposition for
individual social upgrading, examinational procedures and prerequisites which put
pupils in competition to rank/or a restricted number of fgood' secoudary colleges.
While acknowledging these issues, educationists pointed to the short and long ten11
personal and national consequences brouglrt about by tire fact tlrat primary
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t•ducaliou did 110/ pmvicle basic skills lfl till t:lrildre11 cmd did /WI euable /heir full
tlel•elopmelll.

The discussion has pointed to f.liffcrcnccs of perception among participant stakeholders
of Mauritian primary education, especially between ef.lucationists and school
participants. The reasons for these differences and how they combine and contrast with
the 'ofticiul' vision of Mauritian primary education, as it has been oullined in Chapter
Five, arc discussed in the following section.

Contrasted understandings (Research Question Four)
The discussion so far has outlined the dominant features, circumstances, practices,
issues and priorities which framed, regulated and sustained participant stakeholders'
experiences and understandings of Mauritian primary education. It has also outlined
what differentiated participants as stakeholders able to contribute their experiences and
understandings to the analysis of Mauritian primary education. In this section I bring
together and discuss the contrasts which existed across and among Mauritian 'official'
and other understandings of Mauritian primary education.

Contrasts in stakeholders' understandings
Findings discussed in the previous sections of this chapter have shown that participant
stakeholders did not always concur in their understandings of what counted as useful
knowledge and appropriate instructional practices in the Mauritian primary educational
context.

Educationists and teachers rationalised the likelihood and degree of educational success
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thi.ll pupils derived from prinmry education in dissimilar ways. l.ikc te<Jclters,
cdw.:oltionists saw 'leachability factors' as imponant for determining both the likelihood
and the degree of pupils' educational success. In contrast with them, they also saw
•ability privileging' practices and the •tc;Jchcrwccntcrcd' methods in place in Mauritian
schools us stifling pupils' educational achievements.

The notion of what counted as useful knowledge was also construed differently by
school level participants and educationists. For parents and teachers and because of the
pressures discussed in previous sections, factual information and curriculum content
counted as useful knowledge while in contrast, educationists valued cognitive, creative
and physical development as useful knowledge.

These findings indicate that educationists saw pedagogicaVprocessual factors as well as
circumstancial factors as reasons serving to substantiate their criticism of the equity and
quality issues of Mauritian primary education. Because of their awareness of the
'desirable' teaching methods and 'desirable' learning outcomes of primary education set
at international conferences and international documents and described in Chapter Two,
and because they sought the development of children rather than exclusively the
obtaining of a credential, educationists, by comparison with other participants, may he
viewed as having an expanded understanding of the specific equity and quality
problems of Mauritian primary education. Their understanding of local circumstances
together with their awareness of wider teaching and learning issues put educationists in
a position to bridge a gap between international and local view-points. Their expanded
pedagogical understanding of Mauritian primary education may on the other hand he
seen as being in conflict with what other participant stakeholders perceive as the
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immcdi:.ttc and future interest of Mauritinn children, a notion which, as the following
shows, was perceived differently by participants.

For teachers and parents, curriculum coverage, hard work and achieving a rank at the
CPE examination were construed as the means serving and enabling the immediate and
long-term personal interest of pupils, while for educationists and some teachers, too
much work was construed as detrimental to pupils' immediate interests, their physical
<md mental well-being as well as their enjoyment of childhood. In contrast with
teachers and parents who did not, educationists questioned the long term value of the
knowledge, skills and attitudes imparted to pupils during their primary schooling. Their
concerns were that children were not given the opportunity to develop the high order
knowledge and skills necessary for a knowledge-based economy and necessary to fully
function as citizens in a modern society. Their concerns were also that children were
socialised as individualistic and competitive citizens and for the majority instilled with a
sense of failure.

These findings also indicate a sharp contrast in the understanding of the short term and
long term effects of primary education. Given circumstances and pressures and driven
by aspirations for the long term, parents and teachers chose to value short-term
credential outcomes of primary education. They were not aware or dismissed the short
and long term consequences this position entailed. Educationists, on the other hand,
because they were not under the same pressure and because they were differently
informed, valued the short term and long term affective and cognitive outcomes of
primary education.
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Educ<~tionists'

position of relative distance vis a vis primary education and the scope <Jf

their pcd<~gogicalunderstanding enabled them to differentiate between tangihle/concrctc
versus ideuVab.stract outcomes of Mauritian primary education mJ<J to differentiate
i.tspccts of education as they related to self-interest and the common good. These factors
also Jed p<lrticip;;mt stakeholders to appreciate the

fairnc.~s

of the Mauritian primary

education system in dissimilar ways. While educutionists saw the way primary
education was structured, delivered and sanctioned as favouring un 'intellectual elite',
parents and pupils (under parental influence), sustained by their belief in hard work,
construed primary education as meritocratic. Teachers, on the other hand, from their
hands on position, saw primary education as both meritocratic and favouring an
'intellectual elite'.

Contrasts between Mauritian 'official' and other Mauritian understandings
Stakeholders' understandings of Mauritian primary education, as it has been discussed
in the previous sections, were regulated by personal aspirations, experiences and issues.
In contrast, the Mauritian 'official' discourse of primary education, as it has been
presented in Chapter Five, outlined 'official' intent and appraisal of Mauritian primary
education.

A prominent point made in the 'official' discourse as it has been outlined in Chapter
Five, is the question of educational opportunity. In that same chapter I have shown that
the social stratification in place in Mauritius during colonial administration was such
that education was the privilege of a social elite and that its provision was segregated
along ethnic and economic grounds. I have also shown that primary education for all
became the political slogan in the mid- I940s and that the furthering of educational
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oppommity for those formerly denied the opportunity to go to school hccamc the
priority of all Mauritian politici:.ms ever since. Universal free primary education is an
achievement f'ci.lturing prominently in 'official' appraisul of Mauritian primary
education.

The findings of this study revealed that educational opportunities, the provision of
education for all pupils, did not necessarily result in similar educational learning
opportunities for all pupils. As such, they brought a clearer as well as contrasted
appreciation of the universality of that achievement. Practices such as 'ability
privileging' and 'differential treatment' of pupils contributed to determine how much
education, if at all, children derived from their schooling opportunities. As such, these
findings challenge the notion that educational opportunity for all was acPieved in
Mauritius and indicate that a factual appreciation of educational learning opportunities
for all children needs to go beyond the statistical reassurance of provision for all.

These findings also revealed that the notion of educational choice was an important
issue for participant stakeholders especially for parents whose understanding of
educational choice, even if unknowingly, corresponded with the statements made in
article four of the 1960 Convention Against Discrimination in Education which I have
presented in Chapter Two. The findings of this research highlighted parents' desire for
educational choice and in doing so provid~d a dimension into the understanding of
educational opportunity not acknowledged in 'official' discourse. These findings also
highlighted that self-interest and exertion in order to increase or maintain personal
privileges were the mechanisms in place at the school level. On the other hand,
mechanisms maintaining the status quo were operating at the official level.
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A prominent point made in oflkial discourse is a vision of education which promotes
social harmony, plays a key role in the social development and "welfan.: of citizens",
promotes "tolerance" and "mutual understanding" und helps in wiping out the "vestiges
of prejudice" (MEAC. 1991).

The description of processes and experiences in school settings has shown that, just as
they lived side by side and intermingled in shops, children from different ethnic
religious and linguistic backgrounds schooled side by side without any sign of tensions
in the same schools. These findings, however, indicated that there is a need to be more
circumspect with the notion that primary education promotes mutual understanding and
helps out in eliminating vestiges of social prejudice. Findings showed that pupils were
separated in order to learn Oriental languages and catechism and that they learnt about
their own culture rather than about that of others. They revealed that practices in place
in classrooms because they promoted individualism and competition rather than
cooperation and sharedness were not conducive to mutual understanding. They also
revealed that, although all pupils, were enjoying free primary education regardless of
creed, colour and gender, the practices I called 'ability privileging' and 'differential
treatment' had become the current fonns of prejudice. As such, these findings question
the extent to which primary education promoted social harmony and helped in wiping
out prejudice. They show that an appreciation of thf': degree to which primary education
can play an active role in social harmonising and the degree to which pupils experience
equality of treatment cannot be factual without an understanding of the educational
practices and interactions in class and school settings.
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A very prominent point in the 'official'

di~course,

as it

ha~

bcen presented in Chaptcr

Five, is the assertion of a positive link between education and the economy. '/'his

emphasis started with the statement of education for all in the mid-l940s, in which it
was stated that "n literate and intelligent population was the best guarantee of future
economic wisdom" (Meade, 1968). Fifty years later, the opening statement with
reference to educ<llion in tile nation, in the National Development Plan

1992~1994

stated that free education had enabled Mauritius to diversify into new economic

activities (p.83).

In Chapter Five, I have shown that the 'official' discourse strongly emphasised a desire
to bring schooling in line with the economy and adopted a visible 'human capital' vision
of education. This vision for the late 1990s Mauritius called upon the educational
system 'to foster a culture of creativity, develop initiative and nurture talent --all of
which essential for Mauritius to maintain its competitive edge and thus guarantee

sustained development' (National Development Plan 1992-1994 p. 83).

The findings of this study revealed little concurrence between this vision of education
and the reality of experiences and the understandings at the 'chalk face'. Educationists
for example, voiced concern that educational practices in and outside classroom settings
and for reasons already discussed bred docility and conformism rather than initiative
and creativity while, like Anisha said, the country needed 'thinking heads' not 'arms

and hands only' (P2).

In essence this vision concurred with that of educationists calling for the development
of childrens' full potential. In essence it also corresponded with the call from
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international opinion lOr educational systems having achieved educational provision to
enter the 'meaning s1agc' (Lockheed & Vcrspoor, 1991) of their educational
development. The findings of this study clearly demonstrated that the latent goal of
Mauritian primary education was to select a 'talented tenth' rather than educate all
l'hildrcn. Findings demonstrated that if this vision was meant to be understood as a
statcmt":nt of intent, there existed a mismatch between official intent and the reality of
practices and experiences at school level.

The 'ofticial' intent of Mauritian primary education is outlined in the ( 1991) Master

Plan for Education. The objectives of Mauritian primary education were:

•

To provide a grounding in basic skills such as reading, writing and numeration and
help to produce the linguistic capacity needed in a multi-lingUal society;

•

To encour.1ge the child to observe, to think and to develop a sense of growing
autonomy;

•

To enable the child to develop values and attitudes relevant to the society in which
he [sic] is growing up;

•

To make him aware of his cultural roots and give him some appreciation of cultures
other than his own and thus to contribute towards nation building.

•

To help the child to develop his potential to the fuii;

•

To develop a knowledge of healthy living and an apprecialion of the natural
environment (MEAC, 1991, p. 25).

Findings relating to practices in school and class settings provided a rich array of
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information ag<linst which a clearer understanding of the contrast bet ween intent and
reality of prin1ary ctlucat ion and schooling w:ts gained. Tl1cse findings n!vcaled nonachievement or vuriations in the achieving of most of the objectives outlined above.
Objectives one, two, three were not achieved by all, objective four was partially
achieved by most pupils, while most pupils did not achieve objectives five and six.
As such findings demonstrated a mismatch between official intent and the reality of
practices and experiences at school level.

They also pointed to the educational and other practices and reasons for the non-or
partial achievement of these objectives. Teachers' pedagogical knowledge and practices
could not match and enable the achievement of all of these objectives. Teachers',
parents' and pupils' priorities and interests were in contradiction with the priorities set
out in some of these objectives. The examinational processes and selection prerequisites
of the Mauritian educational system blocked the achievement of some of these
objectives. A blatant 'ability privileging' and latent 'status-quo privileging' agenda
came in the way of the achievement of some of these objectives.

Summarv

Contrasts ucross stakeholders' understandings of Mauritian primary education can be
read as a polarisation of constructs with regards to what were or should be the outcomes
of Mauritian primary education. Participant stakeholders differed in their interpretations
of what counted as useful knowJedge and their rationalisation oft he reasons behind
pupils' educational success and of the sho11 and long term effects of primary education.
While parents, teachers and pupils construed primary education ns a credential,
educationists construed primary education as a process that should have enabled the
3HO

creative, a!Tcct i\'C and cognitive development or pupils. Conl.rasts or understandings
among participant stakeholders of Mauritian primary education were regulated by their
posit ion of closeness or relative distance vis a vis primary education, whether their
understanding was sustained by self interest or not and was subject to pressure or not.
They were also regulated by the scope of participant stakeholders' pedagogical
knowledge and their appreciation of short term and long term benefits pupils derived,
did not or will not derive from primary education.

Contrasts between 'official' and other understanding of Mauritian primary education on
the other hand can be read as a polarisation between vision and reality, and intent and
reality. 'Officials and stakeholders differed in their appreciation of educational
opportunity which was construed as educational provision by the 'official' side while it
was construed as both learning opportunity and educational choice by stakeholders.

There existed significant discrepancies between the 'official' appreciation/vision and
stakeholders appreciation/experiences of: the degree to which primary education played
a role in cultural harmonising; the degree to which pupils experienced equality of
treatment in their primary schooling and the degree to which primary education instilled
the knowledge, attitudes and skills essential to function and contribute in the ivlauritian
modernising economy.

There also existed a significant gap between official intent that is the objectives of
Mauritian primary and the manifestation of these objectives at school level. Most of
the objectives of primary education as they were stated in official documents were met
only partially and only by a minority of children.

These divergences were regulated by contrasting interests. Self interest ami exertion in
order to incrcnsc or maintain personal privileges were the mechanisms in place at the
school level. On the other hand, functional mechanisms maintaining the

status~quo

were

operating at the official level. Like other understandings, they were also regulated by
scope of pedagogical knowledge about primary education. They were also significantly
regulated by the scope of knowledge of the practices and experiences of Mauritian
primary education.

Research question four

What are the contrasts between and across 'official' and other understandings of
Mauritian primary education and what reasons underlie these contrasts?

Summary answer

Participants were polarised in their understanding of: what counted as useful primary
education knowledge,· the rationalisation of the reasons facilitating or impeding
educational success and; an appreciation of the long term and short term affective
and cognitive outcomes ofprimary education. The research findings demonstrated a
significant mismatch between the 'official' vision and intended objectives for
Mauritian primary education and the degree of their realisation at school/eve/ with
regards to: educational opportunity, the degree to which primary education promoted
and provided the appropriate altitudes, skills and knowledge for individuals as well as
the social and economic good of the nation.

Divergences between and across 'official' and other understandings were regulated
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am/ sustaiuec/ by contrasting interest.\' (self intere.\·tam/ statU.\' quo), .\'Cope of
pedtzgogica/ knowledge, dil•ergiug appreciatimr of long term and short term

benefit~·

of primary educatitmfor children am/the nation ami by scope of sclwol level
knowledge of 1llauritimr primary education.

A socio-cultural understanding of Mauritian primary education

The research sought to answer the following question: In what way is primary

education conceived, experienced and articulated by van'ous Mauritian stakeholders
into priorities, issues and practices which combine to describe and extend an
understanding of primary education in the Mauritian context?

Summarv answer to main research question

The research created an understanding of Mauritian primary education in context
and in process that:
•

Took participant stakeholders' diversity into account;

•

Itemised teaching and learning procedures and interactions which characterised
Mauritian pupil's experiences ofprimary education in class settings,·

• Described and clarified the working of the features, circumstances, practices,
issues and priorities which framed and regulated participant stakeholders'
experiences and understandings of Mauritian primary education and;
•

Outlined the polarisation between the intent and outcomes of Mauritian primary
education.
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•

l'articipanl slake/wider:.·' db•ersity wtzs dwracterised by:

I. Degrt•e ami spet.'iflcity of their personal and/or professional partit:ipalion or nrm
participation schoolleJ'el edtu.:ational activities;
2. Their position in terms of persmml ability and/or professional standing;
3. Their position itt tenns of privileges and handicaps,·
4. Scope of their cognizance of pedagogy;
5. Scope of their cognizance of classroom educational and other practices;
6. Their appreciation of long term and short tenn benefits of primary education;
7. The specificity, strength and/or weaknes.v of their aspirations and motives.

•

Pupils' experiences in class settings took place in orderly and unifonnly
constructed classroom environments and were characterised by:

1. Learning described as 'recipient' 'repetition' and 'recall';

2. Participation in classroom activities and interactions with teachers framed and
regulated by 'ability privileging' and 'differential treatment' practices;
3. Valuing of hard work and conformity.

•

Participant stakeholders construed Mauritian primary education as a means to an
end, a credential enabling the achievement of a cultural aspiration for individual
social upgrading, examinational procedures and prerequisites which put pupils in
competition to rank for a restricted number of 'good' secondary colleges.

•

Participant stakelwlders were polarised in their understandings of:

1. What counted as useful primary education knowledge,·
2. Appreciation of the short tem1 a11d long term cog11itive a11d affective outcomes of
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current primary etluclltion;
3. Ratioualisation ofthe rell.wms fadlitatillf.: or impediug educlltional success.

•

Divergences between am/ across 'official' ami other understandings consisted of a
mismatch between 'official' intended objectives and their realisation at school
leJ•el with regards to:

1. Educational opportunity,·
2. The degree to which primary education promoted and provided the appropriate
attitudes, skills, and knowledge for individuals and for the social and economic
good of tlze nation.

Having brought the research findings together and discussed them in light of the
research question, the last task is to present the conclusions that may be drawn from this
research. I do this in the next chapter where I show what can be learned from listening
to and eliciting views from a broad range of people involved in education, the parents,
the children, the teachers and the educationists and from understanding their actions in
context and in process.
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSION

This research has shown how school level processes and the voices of participant

stakeholders in Mauritius contributed to describe and extend the understanding of
Mauritian primary education. A distinctive outcome of the research has been to depict

Mauritian primary education in context and in process and to bring realism and
visibility to the understanding of pedagogical processes, meanings and issues other than,
and sometimes in contrast to, those officially portrayed. It has also demonstrated the

inter-relationship among human, material and organisational facets and more
particularly has highlighted peoples' experiences and perceptions in the understanding
of Mauritian primary education. As such, the study suggests that much can be gained by
eliciting views and listening to a broad range of people involved in education. The
parents, the children, the teachers and the educationists all contributed information
which can be useful for people seeking to improve the quality of Mauritian primary
education for Mauritian children.

Another distinctive feature of this study is that it has exemplified an approach and
methodology which produced rich and authentic accounts of the predominant processes
and issues of Mauritian primary education. For these reasons, the study can also be
taken to suggest that the socio-cultural approach and qualitative methods used in this
research are suitable, relevant and may be replicated in order to seek and bring
stakeholders' voices into the understanding of educational processes and issues in other
countries, 'developing' or 'developed'.
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Authenticity and rcplicability
A major strength of this study is the depth and tlctail of the data gathered. This richness
must, however, not be equated with breadth of scale. This study sought understanding of

Mauritian primary education. From the findings of this study, other researchers arc now
able to build on and expand. The research has provided a limited rather than definitive
understanding of Mauritian primary education. It is limited, in my view, by the ways in
which I have conceptualised and designed the research and by the ways in which I have
delineated which people could be construed as stakeholders of Mauritian primary
education. Other conceptual approaches and combinations of stakeholders could have
been devised. For these reasons I do not assume that the conceptual approach and
decisions taken for this research are the only possible ones. It must also be made clear
that the study is embedded in the cultural, historical and contemporary life of Mauritius.
For these reasons, while I suggest that the findings can be taken to be pertinent to other
similar Mauritian schools, they cannot be assumed to be appropriate for all schools in
all developing countries.

Having stated these limitations, the research has a methodological basis that gives
confidence in the findings as they stand. There are grounds for believing that I have
presented an authentic account, at one point in time, of Mauritian participant
stakeholders' experiences and view-points of Mauritian primary education, about the
functioning of Mauritian primary education in two schools and about what participants
construed as issues and priorities of Mauritian primary education. This confidence is
based in part on the richness of the accounts and on the consistency between, within and
across accounts. Consistency was found, for example, in the ways in which participants
3H7

from the two schools and fi·om ou!sidc thesl! schools concurred in their accounts of
cduc:1tional practices and issues of Mauritian primary education. Claims of authenticity,
on the other hand, arc supported by the associations that could he drawn between
pupils', teachers' and parents' accounts of their experiences and understandings of
Ma~1ritian

primary education.

An important aspect of this research was the creation of conditions which motivated
participants to produce authentic accounts. I approached participants with respect and
recognised their experience and view· points as valuable and useful in seeking to extend
the understanding of Mauritian primary education. This focus on their ability to
contribute, I believe, enabled participants to feel free and not be on the defensive.
Participants found that their involvement in the research helped them to articulate the
tacit knowledge underlying their experiences and understandings. This was underlined
by the manifest enthusiasm most participants showed in their engagement with the study
plus the fact that interviews were unconstrained and often exceeded the agreed times.
These people rarely if ever, have been asked to give their opinion on educational
processes.

Using the methods described in this study, it has been possible to gain access to the
essence and rationale of Mauritian participant stakeholders' experiences and constructs
of Mauritian primary education, to gain access to important school level issues and
priorities of Mauritian primary education. As such, this research has exemplified a

methodological approach which I suggest is suitable and relevant for seeking and
collecting rich data about school processes and grass root perceptions in other countries.

It has exemplified a methodological approach which I suggest is of usc to those valuing
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and ioiccking 1nkro information in order to pursue a quality agenda J(>r basic education in
developing countries.

Contextuality, visibility and realism
A distinct outcome of the research has been to show that a more encompassing
understanding of educational processes can emerge when the complexity of views and
perceptions of many stakeholders are sought and are described and analysed in context.
The research has made visible diverse people, interests, ages, gender but also a wide
range of perspectives (international and local). Through a socio~cultural approach it has
provided an illustration of the interactions between diverse contexts (international,
national, historical, institutional and personal), educational processes and the ways in
which primary education was experienced by teachers and pupils.

A range of means of expression of these diverse perspectives was sought (observation,
interview, stories and drawings). They gave participants the opportunity to contribute to
the understanding of context. From children's drawings, for example, it was possible to
get a vivid, detailed and visual understanding of what schools and classes 'looked like'.
The depicted conditions in these drawings were tied to and necessary for explaining
educational processes and for portraying children's sense of physical and mental
confinement in classrooms. Childrens' drawings combined the elements of context,
process and experience in one single image and as such were an appropriate and
powerful medium to elicit the inter-relationship between context, practice and
experiences of education.
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Through the sodo-cultuml approach, the research has shown that context was
constitutive of educational processes, experiences and issues and an essential
component to the realistic intcrprctalion of any of these aspects. It has located Mauritian
primary education on a continuum in which Mauritian historical and cultural particulars,
(the broad context in the socio-cultural approach), formed the base upon which the
present experiences nnd issues of Mauritian primary education, for example the
favouring of an 'intellectual elite' were construed and could be understood.

Through the socio-cultural approach, the research has also demonstrated the importance
and relevance of taking into account the personal life history and position of participants
and how these aspects framed and influenced individual experiences and constructs of
Mauritian primary education. The notions of 'life history' and 'position' for example
helped us to understand the contrasts of experiences and perceptions between Devika
and Lalita, between Anju and Shamlesh or Rama and Sarojni. They have also helped us
understand stakeholders' diversity in terms of personal interest and knowledge.

Another significant outcome of the research has been to make visible the details of
educational processes as they were experienced at the school level. The research
provided detailed information on classroom environments where learning was regulated
by teacher-centred pedagogical practices and consisted of the three R 's which I
redefined as recipient, repetition and recall learning, uncovered the practice of 'ability
privileging' and clarified some of the reasons which underlie these practices. It revealed
details on the nature, quality, degree and frequency of pupils' participation in class
activities, of their interactions with teachers, of the wuys in which they were categorised
and how all these factors conditioned and led to contrasts in their personal experiences
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of primary education. It rcv<.:alcd the details relating to the acceptabili1y level of pupils'
performance, the nature ofwhatthcy were supposed to Jearn

t~ml

value and the w;_1ys in

which they were socialised. Such detailed information about educational processes ma: 1
hold

pro~pccts

for usefulness in the following areas:

• It provides an information basis for comparative educational research.

In combining macro-and micro-levels of analysis the study has created an understanding
of Mauritian school processes which is detailed and at the same time deeply embedded
in the national context and for these reasons useful to comparative researchers.

• It brings to light detailed information which enables locating Mauritian primary
education within the framework of international ideals and principles and in ways
that may be useful for assessing the connection between these international ideals
and recommendations and the reality of school processes.

The research findings showed that verbal teaching, promoting and checking the
memorisation of encyclopedic knowledge together with the categorisation and labelling
of pupils were practices which, for example, stood in significant contrast to the ideals
and principles of teaching, learning and socialisation valued by international opinion.
This contrast constituted a significant problem in the eyes of educationists who, as a
whole and in contrast with other participants, were strong advocates of international
ideals and recommendations. I return to these contrasts later. The research provided an
analysis of Mauritian school processes which pinpointed tile discrepancie:-; between
school reality and international ideals. Knowledge of these discrepancies may inform,
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but also be cruciaL for adjusting and fonnulaling pulicit.:s dcsignt.:d and to f:tcilitatt.: the
concrctising

or these ideals at the school lt.:vel.

• It brings to light foundational information of educational processes which could

prove useful for gauging the potential success or failure of educational change in
Mauritius.

The data revealed, for example, that teaching practices were 'teacher centred', 'frontal'
and 'authoritarian', that educational material was handed down to pupils and that
individual inputs were encouraged and solicited only from pupils likely to provide the
'right answer'. In light of this information, the introduction of educational innovations
requiring active learning, as appropriate are not likely

to

succeed without taking this

information into consideration. I suggest that, in that sense, knowledge of educational
practices may prove crucial for formulating policies designed to foster educational
change with potential applicability at the school level.

• It brings to light information which could be useful for assessing matches and
mismatches between 'official' statements and the realities of schooling at the school
level.

Official statistics demonstrate that Mauritian children do go to school. However, the
practices of 'ability privileging' und 'differential treatment' clearly demonstrated that
statistical reassurance of provision of education for all could not fnctually translate as an
achievement of 'education for all'. Descriptions of classroom processes provided thco
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means for this study to illustrate that most of the ohjcctivcs fC:,r primary education
outlincd in •official' statements were not achieved hy some children. Some ofthc~e
objcctives, more specilically those expressing the desirability {(I develop chihlren's
potential to the full, were li.Hmd to he in complete contradiction with what was
happening at the school level. Children may attend school, this docs not necessarily
mcan that they will be educated.

Rcsearch findings clearly demonstrated that knowledge of school proccs\cs help to
compare intent against outcomes of education, help to show that intent cannot be
mistaken for outcomes and to illustrate that stating intents is a beginning but docs not
necessarily translate into the desirable outcomes. The usefulness of such findings for
policy formulation is conditioned by considerations well beyond the reach of the present
study. The findings of this research, however, pointed to several notions that may be
worth considering. For example, examination and selection prerequisites for further
schooling in Mauritius were serious handicaps for the achievement of 'official'
educational objectives. The explicit objectives were that each child will develop to
his/her potential. The implicit objectives demonstrated that some children were more
powerful than others. Those children considered bright or from 'privileged' families are
helped to develop more than children having less potential. Given these circumstances,
it is possible to imagine that educational objective statements would remain rhetorical
without removing or altering the organisational conditions that make their achievement
difficult or even impossible. Statements of educational objectives would also remain
rhetorical should the covert

'official~

intent of Mauritian primary schooling, as some

findings suggest, be of perpetuating social privileges. In this scenario the mismatches
between 'official' objective statement and outcomes in schools are indeed of little
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significance.

Contcxtnality, visisibility and "addrcssivity"
Anothr:r significant outcome of the study has been to make visible the pre\encc and
intcrMrclationships of some of the multiple facets surrounding the "Certificate of
Primary Education issue"," major issue in the Mauritian primary education .\ystem. The
research showed that the examination, to:1kcn by all children at the end of their primary
cycle called CPE, exerted enormous pressure on teachers, parents and
Mauritius, as in many developing countries, this

typ~

pupil~

and that, in

of examination also exerted

enormous influence on classroom teaching and learning activities.

The CPE had an overriding importance in the lives of participant stakeholders. The
result of this test determined possibilities for further education, the quality of further
education and the future prospects of Mauritian children at age I I. Having to pass this
very competitive test at the end of the primary cycle meant workloads and work habits
which took away the carefree, playful, creative and developmental side of pupils'
childhood and significantly rubbed off on pedagogical practices (ie. valuing
memorisation and right answer) and interactions (ie. ability privileging) in classrooms.

As it had been in the past, the CPE examination was used as a powerful and efficient
tool to select and son people for a limited number of places in 'good colleges'. It was
used as a useful mechanism to detennine the aJlocation of status and opportunity, a
mechanism which appeared far more important than assessing real cognitive outcomes.
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The research has demonstrated that the "CPE issue" needs to he uwlerstood in its
historkal, culturnland institutional settings. Thcs~.: aspects arc inter· linked and awme of
each othcr mid that in an:1lysing this p<lrtk:ulur issue, I was ahle to demonstrate sornc
working of the tlu:orctic;JI tools of"situatedncss" and "addressivity" utilised to
conccptualisc the research. With practicality in mind, as the following

example~

show it

is also possible to suggest that, without taking these human, organisational, cuhuraJ,
histocical, pedagogkal and political intcr·rclatcd facets of education into uccount,
educational innovations run the risk of not yielding the desired effect. I suggest that
given the vigour of their aspirations, any reform pcrcf:';ived by parents as running against
their desire for 'decent' secondary education for their children, would have very little
chance of success with a continuing shortage of what they consider 'good colleges' and
whilst the CPE remains a selection test. Furthermore, in knowing that teachers teach to
test, it is also possible to suggest that talk about introducing more active learning where
pupils could develop critical and creative skills would seem futile since the testing
system is designed to assess the opposite. In supposing that CPE tests were designed to
include generative, creative and problem solving thinking rather than memory it is
possible to imagine that, given the fact that they want children to perform well, teachers
and parents would spend time on developing these skills.

The issue of the CPE is one example illustrating the workings of the socio-cultural
approach adopted for the study, for example the workings of the tenets of"voices" and
"addressivity" in that approach. The research has clearly demonstrated the linked nature
of all aspects of Mauritian primary education, how the actions of some participants
influence those of others. It has illustrated that "voices" and "actions" not only exist in
their social, institutional and personal contexts but that they are aware of and dependent
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on Ci.lCh other.

In light oftht: lindings presented in this stmly it is clear that rcli>rlll, if it is to he
successful, cannot remain lfagmentary hut must take tile inter-dependency of thc~c
voices and :1ctions, and more particulurly those found <llthc school level, into account.

Humanization
The most convincing and promising outcome of this re~earch has been to bring the

human dimension to the fore. The conceptualising and designing of the study around the
concepts of "action", "voices" and "situatedness" made it possible to create an account
and generate an understanding of Mauritian primary education that showed people in
action as individuals with a name, a life story, a culture, a particular position, interest

and power.

In communicating the varied and sometimes conflicting priorities, beliefs and interests
of pupils, parents, teachers and educationists, their diverse status, position, involvement,

advantages, handicaps, abilities and knowledge, the research bas demonstrated that it is
through a respectful listening to and recognition of the diverse participants involved in
primary education that a social construction of primary education can be understood and
achieved.

An important outcome of this study has been to make children visible. In doing so the

research bas created an understanding of what children did with their educational time
and more pointedly it has created a clearer picture of how they experienced their
schooling. It has illustrated their hopes, achievements, difficulties, their strength and
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their fragility. The research hus shown tlmt hccl.lusc parents and teuchers focussed on
outcomes rather than processes ofprinmry education wid witll tl1c JcJOrtling threat (If the

CPE, children experienced grueling workloads and an educational experience limited Lo
the assimil:nion of large amounts nf f<.tctu:.il content knowledge. It has also illustrated
h:achcrs' gcncml tendency to favour more :1blr.: pupils and overlook less i.iblc pupil.\.
Children ;;m:: at the centre of pri!mtry education. This research has shown that in many
ways, there needs to be u concerted collaborative approach by parents, teachers, pupils,
educationists and policy makers to make children and their development the focus of
education. In providing an account of children's experience, the research has shown
that in many ways both the educational system and adults did not necessarily hold that
view. As such the research serves to remind that one way of looking at education is to
see it as a developmental undertaking that should serve childrens' immediate as well as
future interest.

The ultimate outcome of the research is that it has given a voice to people whose voice
had not yet been heard in analysis of primary education in Mauritius. Much h/\5 been
heard in listening to these voices and much is still to be heard. Nevertheless, this
outcome could be of practical value to those who guide policy on primary education in
Mauritius.
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AI'I'ENDIX /\
LE'ITER OF INTRODUCTION TO SCIIOOI.S

Rcduit- Mauritius- Tel.: 454-1031·36

Your Ref:

Fax: (230) 454·1 037

Date: 14 November 19 9 5

Our Ref:

Dear Mr
; I

•

•,

.Research in. Primary Education

As I told you over the telephone today, Hrs Hichl!le
Griffith is intending to do ;:·.research in primary education in
Hauritius for a PhD.

I shall be;_~-!11PSt, grafefUl if you could allow her access
to classes next year so that she can carry on her work.
With my thanks,

Yours sincerely

D Dyall(Hrs)
TCP Course Coordinator
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I.E'ITER OF INTIWDIJCTION TO RESEARCH l'ARTIUI'ANTS

UNESCO CHAIR
lUAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
REDUIT, MAURITIUS: TEL: 465-4823: FAX: 230-465-4823

.. To Whom:rt May Concern

This l~;ter is to introduce Michelle Griffiths from Edilh Cowan University in Australia.Ms.
Griffiths is in· Mauritius conducting research for her PhD in education. under my
supervlsion.Her stu~y concerns primary education in lhe Nation.In the past month she has
been working closely with primary schools and teachers.As part of her study, Ms. Griffiths
will be interviewing a number of people in Mauritius to solicit their views on the priorities and
challenges of primary education, bolh within the Mauritian context and broad i.ilternational
trends.! have recommended that Ms. Griffiths contact and arrange for a short interview with
you.AU interviews are strictly confidential and no individual attribution, of any kind, will
· appeir in the fmal study.I tnist that you will be able to provide Ms. Griffiths some of your time
and to share your views with her. thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Yours truly

,

"{"'R.r(~
Dr. T.R. Morrison
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APPENDIX E
FIGURE 4: TilE STRUCTURE OF TilE MAURITIAN SCHOOL. SYSTEM
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